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AGENDA
CHAMBERS
RIVIERA BEACH, FL 33404
October 16, 2013
5:30 PM

NOTICE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990,
PERSONS IN NEED OF A SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
PROCEEDINGS SHALL CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER AT 561-8454010 NO LATER THAN 96 HOURS PRIOR TO THE PROCEEDINGS; IF HEARING
IMPAIRED, TELEPHONE THE FLORIDA RELAY SERVICES 1-800-955-8771 (TDD) OR
1-800-955-8770 (VOICE) FOR ASSISTANCE.

MAYOR
THOMAS A. MASTERS
CHAIRPERSON
CEDRICK A. THOMAS - DISTRICT 3
CHAIR PRO-TEM
DAWN S. PARDO - DISTRICT 4

COUNCILPERSONS
BRUCE A. GUYTON - DISTRICT 1
JUDY L. DAVIS - DISTRICT 2
TERENCE "TD" DAVIS - DISTRICT 5

ADMINISTRATION
RUTH C. JONES, CITY MANAGER
CARRIE E. WARD, MMC, CITY CLERK
PAMALA H. RYAN B.C.S., CITY ATTORNEY
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE AND BE ADVISED, that if any interested person desires to appeal any
decision made by the City Council with respect to any matter considered at this meeting, such
interested person, at own expense, will need a record of the proceedings, and for such purpose may
need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony
and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based, pursuant to F.S. 286.0105.
LOBBYING - ORDINANCE 4001 - ADOPTED SEPTEMBER 2011
Lobbyist registration and reporting forms are available for you online and in print.
Forms can be obtained in the Office of the City Clerk & in the Council Chambers.
Registration and reporting forms shall be submitted to the Office of the City Clerk.
ANY PERSON WHO WOULD LIKE TO SPEAK ON AN AGENDA ITEM; PLEASE FILL OUT A PINK
PUBLIC COMMENT CARD LOCATED IN THE BACK OF THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS AND GIVE IT
TO THE STAFF PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF THE MEETING. MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
SHALL BE GIVEN A TOTAL OF THREE (3) MINUTES FOR ALL ITEMS LISTED ON THE CONSENT
AGENDA. MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC WILL BE GIVEN THREE (3) MINUTES TO SPEAK ON EACH
REGULAR AGENDA ITEM. IN NO EVENT WILL ANYONE BE ALLOWED TO SPEAK ON AN
AGENDA ITEM AFTER THE RESOLUTION IS READ OR ITEM CONSIDERED.

CITY CLERK CALL TO ORDER
Roll Call
Invocation
Pledge of Allegiance
AGENDA Approval: Additions, Deletions, Substitutions
Disclosure by Council
Adoption of Agenda
CONSENT AGENDA
ALL MATTERS LISTED U DER THIS ITEM ARE CO SIDERED TO BE ROUTI E
A D ACTIO WILL BE TAKE BY O E MOTIO . THERE WILL BE O SEPARATE
DISCUSSIO OF THESE ITEMS U LESS A COU CILPERSO SO REQUESTS, I
WHICH EVE T, THE ITEM WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE GE ERAL ORDER OF
BUSI ESS A D CO SIDERED I ITS ORMAL SEQUE CE O THE AGE DA.
MINUTES
1.

MINUTES OF THE CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP HELD,
AUGUST 5, 2013.

2.

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
HELD, AUGUST 7,2013.

3.

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING, HELD
AUGUST 14, 2013.

4.

MINUTES OF THE CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP HELD,
AUGUST 19, 2013.

5.

MINUTES OF THE CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP HELD,
AUGUST 21, 2013.

RESOLUTIONS
6.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, APPROVING CHANGE ORDER NUMBER
FOUR (4) AND AUTHORIZING PAYMENT IN THE AMOUNT
OF $53,662.25 TO FLORIDA PIPE AND STEEL, INC., FOR
INCREASES IN PILE LENGTH AND NUMBER AND TO
UPGRADE PILE COATING FROM COAL TAR EPOXY TO A
LIGHT BLUE MACROPOXY 646 SYSTEM; AUTHORIZING
THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES TO MAKE PAYMENTS FOR SAME; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

7.

RESOLUTION NO. _______A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF
TWO (2) NEW FORD F-250 CREW CAB PICKUP TRUCKS
FROM HUB CITY FORD BY PIGGYBACKING THE STATE OF
FLORIDA CONTRACT NUMBER 071-000-13-1 IN THE
AMOUNT OF $51,124.40; AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO MAKE
PAYMENT FOR SAME FROM ACCOUNT NUMBER 460-1127541-0-6402 FOR PURCHASE; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.

8.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO
APPROPRIATE POLICE TRAINING FUND-FUND BALANCE IN
THE AMOUNT OF $30,000; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.

9.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, AMENDING THE LIBRARY'S BUDGET
BY ADDING THE UNCLASSIFIED PART-TIME POSITION OF
LIBRARY PAGE; AMENDING THE GENERAL EMPLOYEES
JOB CLASSIFICATION LIST BY INCREASING THE HOURLY
RATE OF THIS UNCLASSIFIED PART-TIME POSITION; AND
AUTHORIZE THE LIBRARY TO FUND SAID POSITION
THROUGH THE LIBRARY'S EXISTING STATE AID TO
LIBRARIES GRANT FUNDS ACCOUNT NO. 137-1336-571-01201; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

10.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE DELETION OF A
POLICE OFFICER POSITION AND FREEZING THE FUNDS OF
ANOTHER POLICE OFFICER POSITION TO CREATE TWO (2)

FULL TIME POLICE TECHNICIAN POSITIONS AND TWO (2)
PART TIME POLICE TECHNICIAN POSITIONS IN THE
AMOUNT OF $138,197 IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT'S
2013-2014 FISCAL YEAR BUDGET; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.
11.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY
CLERK TO EXECUTE THE LOCALLY FUNDED AGREEMENT
(LFA) AMENDMENT NUMBER ONE BETWEEN THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH AND THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION CHANGING THE FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT (FM) NUMBER OF THE ORIGINAL
AGREEMENT FROM 229897-2-52-01 TO FM NUMBER
229897-2-52-02; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
E D OF CO SE T AGE DA

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR FILING
AWARDS AND PRESENTATIONS
12.

PRESENTATION BY SANDRA EDWARDS, PRINCIPAL AT
WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, TO SHOWCASE
THE SUCCESS IN WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
FROM A LOW PERFORMING "C" SCHOOL TO AN "A"
SCHOOL.

13.

PRESENTATION BY DENISE ALEXANDER FROM NU LIFENU FAITH MINISTRIES ALL ABOUT KIDZ, REGARDING
AFTER SCHOOL TUTORIALS, DONATIONS, COMMUNITY
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND OPEN HOUSE.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
ORDINANCES ON FIRST READING
14.

ORDINANCE NO. _____ AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, REPEALING CHAPTER 2 ENTITLED
"ADMINISTRATION", ARTICLE V "PER DIEM AND TRAVEL
EXPENSES" OF THE CITY'S CODE OF ORDINANCES;
PROVIDING FOR REPEALER AND CODIFICATION; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC -7:00 PM Non-Agenda Item Speakers (Three Minute
Limitation)
Please be reminded that the City Council has adopted a set of "Rules of Decorum
Governing Public Conduct during Official Meetings", which had been posted at the
entrance of the Council Chambers. In an effort to preserve order, if any of the rules are not
adhered to, the Council Chair may have any disruptive speaker removed from the podium,
from the meeting and/or the building, if necessary. Please govern yourselves accordingly.

Public Comments shall begin at 7:00 PM unless there is no further business of the City

Council, which in that event, it shall begin sooner. In addition; however, if an item is being
considered at 7:00 PM, then comments from the public shall begin immediately after the
item has been concluded.
REGULAR
DISCUSSION AND DELIBERATION
15.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, CREATING A CHARTER REVIEW
ADVISORY BOARD FOR THE PURPOSE OF REVIEWING
AND UPDATING THE CHARTER AND MAKING
RECOMMENDATIONS; PROVIDING PURPOSE,
RESPONSIBILITIES, MEMBERSHIP AND MEETINGS; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

16.

RESOLUTION NO. _____ A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY, FLORIDA, ESTABLISHING AND ADOPTING A
DONATION POLICY; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS REQUEST
17.

WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SAFETY PATROLS $500 - COUNCILPERSON JUDY L. DAVIS - SAFETY
PATROLS TRIP TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

18.

WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SAFETY PATROLS $850 - COUNCILPERSON BRUCE A. GUYTON - SAFETY
PATROLS TRIP TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

19.

YOUTH RECREATION ASSOCIATION - $1,000 COUNCILPERSON BRUCE A. GUYTON - PROVIDE
THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS ACTIVITIES FOR THE
YOUTH AND SENIOR CITIZENS.

20.

YOUTH RECREATION ASSOCIATION - $400 - MAYOR
THOMAS A. MASTERS - UPCOMING THANKSGIVING
DINNER FOR SENIORS AT VILLA FRANCISCAN.

21.

LEUKEMIA & LYMPHOMA SOCIETY - $500 COUNCILPERSON BRUCE A. GUYTON - ANNUAL WALK
AND FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR PEOPLE BATTLING
CANCER.

22.

HOLY GROUND SHELTER FOR HOMELESS, INC. - $500 COUNCILPERSON JUDY L. DAVIS - LIFE SKILLS SERIES
PROGRAM TO ASSIST CLIENTS WITH SKILLS TO
SUCCESSFULLY MASTER DAY-TO-DAY CHALLENGES.

DISCUSSION BY CITY MANAGER
LEGAL DISCUSSION/REQUEST
CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE REPORTS
STATEMENTS BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL
ADJOURNMENT
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MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 5, 2013 CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP MINUTES
MONDAY, AUGUST 5, 2013 AT 5:30 P.M.
(The following may contain inaudible or misunderstood words due to the recording
quality.)
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We're gonna go ahead and call this 5:30 meeting to order.
Seeing that the clerk is not here I'll -- oh, wait a minute. She just walked in. Madam Clerk,
would you please call the roll?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY:
Thomas?

Mayor Thomas Masters?

Chairperson Cedrick

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chairperson Pro Tem Dawn Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Bruce Guyton? Councilperson Judy
Davis? Councilperson Terence Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: City Manager Ruth Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deputy City Clerk Claudene Anthony is present. City
Attorney Pamala Ryan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We do have a quorum, so we're gonna go ahead and stand
for a moment of silence, followed by the Pledge led by Miss Jones, please. (Everyone
stood for a Moment of Silence, with the Pledge of Allegiance led by City Manager Jones.)
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We're gonna move down to, uh, discussion by the
City Manager. We're gonna ask the record to reflect that Councilman Guyton is in the
chambers at this time. We're gonna move to discussion by City Manager.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Tonight we are holding a pension
workshop -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Jones, would you hold on for one second? We're also
going to announce that Miss Davis is also in the chambers at this time. Go ahead, Miss
Jones.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes. You may recall that in April we had a workshop on the
defined contribution plan. At the conclusion of that workshop, at the suggestion of
Councilman Guyton, it was suggested that we invite individuals from the State to come
provide us with information about pension plans and answer any questions you may -you, as members of Council, may have. We are pleased today to have with us Raymond
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Edmondson, Jr. He is the Chief Executive Officer of the Florida Public Pension Trust
Association.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And founder.
CITY MANAGER JONES: And found -- oh, I didn't know about the founder. But we are
pleased to have him and his colleagues here with us tonight. What we wanted to do
tonight was to get additional information about pension plans, answer any questions that
you may have. They have an agenda that you have in front of you. However, at the end
we also have discussion, so if you have any questions for the members of the public that
would like to speak, we are encouraging them to fill out comment cards if they would like to
speak on any of the items to that. So without further ado I would like to introduce Mr.
Raymond Edmondson, Jr., the Chief Executive Officer of the Florida Public Pension
Trustee Association.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: It works. First, I would like to thank you on behalf of the
organization for inviting us here. I want to thank Councilman Bruce Guytner -- Guyton for
requesting this meeting and Dorothy -- Dorthea -- Doretha. I've been calling you the
wrong name all this time. You never corrected me. Doretha Perry for all the effort she put
forth; Ruth Jones and your Mayor Masters, Thomas Masters, for all -- for inviting us and
allowing us to attend this workshop meeting.
The Florida Public Pension Trustees Association is a 501c3 Florida Educational
Corporation. It was founded in 1984 and, uh, at that time, it was founded to -- we worked
tirelessly with the -- the State legislature to get minimum standards for all pension funds.
At one time there were no standards for the pension funds. They were all just individual
insurance policies and 401(k) type plans, and we fought to get minimum standards and
have standardized rules and regulations for all pension systems and to have them be
autonomous boards and stand on their own and have fiduciary responsibility over the
funds.
The organization grew out of that because of the fact that the State and some of the local
cities and the -- didn't want to relinquish the funds they had in their general budget, or their
general, yeah, budget that they were paying these plans out of, these benefits out of, and
the League of Cities fought us tooth and nail. But we did win and that has been 30 years
ago this organization was founded. Then in 1992 we had a little problem and the
organization went basically bankrupt because of improper operation internally in the
organization.
I retired at that time from the Fort Lauderdale Police Department, after 23 years, and I was
their first union president and I set up their first self-insurance plan. And they -- they asked
me to take over the organization, which I was a director of, and turn it into an educational
association, which we have.
So now this June we are celebrating our 30th anniversary, and I will be stepping down as
Executive Director of the organization, and my daughter, Kimberly Ryals will be taking over
the corporate organization and I will be taking over the outreach program such as this, and
electronic education, and things like that. But I will have nothing more to do with the
budgets, thank God, and all that stuff.
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So that's basically where we're at now. We run two schools a year and we have one
conference a year. We put -- we have a certification program that is nationally recognized
and is nationally registered and numerous other states have copied our certification
program. I just returned from the Illinois meeting, which Illinois is so messed up they
actually have their meetings in Wisconsin. And so my wife and I went to Wisconsin and
we met with them, and they're -- they're about maybe two or three years behind us, but
they're coming along real good with their educational programs.
We have just created a new electronic educational program which is the Public Pension
Institute. It's for -- started out, we've always had the problem we could never get past the
trustees and never get past the administrators to the workers because they're -- they're
either -- their names are being withheld and addresses, and we couldn't get to them and
all this. And they were reluctant to release their e-mails to us. So we had a problem
getting the message out to the people that really needed it. And not only them, the local
legislators such as yourself, and the local and the state legislators.
So we formed this -- come up with this idea of getting a -- creating another website, which
is the Public Pension Institute. That's www.publicpensioninstitute.org. That is strictly
designed, you know, like you say, like basic Pensions 101, because we also receive
complaints from the people going through our basic class that it's not basic enough for
them, 'cause they had no -- they had no experience with institutional management and
investing up until then, and all of a sudden we're hitting them with this stuff that we think is
basic, but it's -- it's really not -- has to be a little bit less than what we're giving them. And
so now we've developed this program, the Public Pension Institute, to reach out to state
legislators and to legislation -- local legislators to educate them as to what their
responsibilities are and what and how they should be handling their pension systems and
the different things, nuances that they could put in their plans, or take out of their plans,
and stuff like that.
We do not negotiate benefits. We do not support candidates. We do not lobby. We go
and we put our names in to try to educate the state employees, the state lobbyists. We did
lobby -- we did go and speak numerous times to Keep FRS, because FRS is not a
member of ours, but we truly believe that retirement security is something that is very
essential to the Florida communities, the local communities, because 70 percent of the
people that retire from Florida public pensions -- public industries, stay in Florida. We
don't know of anybody that retires and moved to Hoboken, New Jersey. They all stay right
here because this is paradise, and most people come here that have retired. So we want
to maintain that.
In order to maintain that you have to have a constant steady income, flow of income
coming in, which is a defined benefit plan. So that is another one of the things that we
defend, is defined benefit plans. Fred Nesbitt will follow up, and he'll give you a little bit
more on -- on plan design and construction and stuff like that.
Now, let's go to your packets. In your packets you have an agenda, obviously. You have
a tickler over here with the capital on it. That will show you -- this is all stuff that you can
take home and just read at your leisure. We don't expect to have any questions or
anything on that here. We didn't kind of, you know, dump on you with something to read
here. So they have that. This we use to get us in the door of the state legislators and
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some local legislators, also. It explains a little bit the pension plans, and it, uh, explains -shows graphics as to where the money's going and how much money should be spent in
the different areas to afford retirement security.
The first thing I have in mine is called the covenant. The covenant is written by a name
probably familiar from, uh, you people. It's Robert Sugarman, Attorney Sugarman from
Miami. He wrote this and he made a class out of this, or spoke in a session that we had at
one of our schools. And I was so impressed with this, I asked him if I could copy it and republish it, and he did. And I give him credit for it, but I put -- expanded a few things there.
It kind of explains a covenant between public employees and the public employers that,
you know, you have your responsibilities to the public employees, and the public
employees furnish the responsibilities to you.
The public employees in the State of Florida are that thin membrane between, uh, a civil
society and chaos. So they -- when their houses -- when your houses, God forbid, catch
on fire, you call them. They come. They put out the fire, save your animals, save the
humans, work, do everything tirelessly to, uh -- to help you, and all they're expecting back
is a retirement security and a living wage and no insurance benefits, which is normal for
anybody. So it kinda touches on the moral and ethical values of both employees and
employers. And you, as employers, also have a responsibility to your employees, to the
taxpayers, to get the best service you possibly can, have the best educated employees
you possibly can to service them at a -- a normal cost.
Another thing in there is the history of pensions. I did that. That's to explain where
pensions come from. And you have another piece in there, 401(k) plan. That -- Fred
Nesbitt wrote that. And on our website, both on the FPPTA site, which is basically a
membership site, and a lot of information for memberships signing up for different classes
and stuff like that, and the PPI, the Public Pension Institute site, there's -- there's hundreds
of articles and there's readings, research papers by Boston College, by National Institute
of Retirement Security, by Harvard University. Everything that you could use for research
is on there. It's all free. You can take it, print it out, send it out. We don't have any
copyrights on it. You can use anything you want. You don't have to call and say, "Can we
distribute this to our employees?" or to whoever. You certainly can. We have videos on
there, learning videos that -- that you will have, you know, explain the difference between
Social Security and pensions and how pensions were designed and all this kind of stuff.
It's a very, very helpful tool for you to do your job.
Now, people say, You know what? What do you -- what does it take to be a pension
trustee, and should they have prior requirements and everything? Well, it's basically
like yourself or like a person that just got elected to the House of Representatives. They
turn around and they think, Oh, my God, I just got elected. What am I gonna do now?
You know? So you have so many things that come before you, but the public expects
you to be an expert in everything. So this is why we have set up these schools for
these trustees.
And I have to guarantee you this: your trustees are the most educated and the best
qualified they are in the entire United States of America. Florida is -- has the best
standard, the most regulated pension laws than any other state in the Union. The
problem we have with Florida is that the State legislature keeps making unfunded
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liabilities on you. If they want to run your pension plan, I think they ought to fund the
things they tell you to do. And once we get past that, I think we're going to be doing
quite well.
We find that many places it's the unions and the commissioners have worked to save
their defined benefit plans. Very, very few have not. I don't know of any that haven't. I
mean, they've -- all the employees know that everything's in a bind, so now's the time to
not kill the goose that lays -- lays the golden egg. And there's some little minor things
that you can do that doesn't hurt anybody. You know? Maybe just the operation or
something like that.
This is -- you have Fred Nesbitt sitting right here and Chad Little is sitting over here.
We call him "Notso," because you'll understand when he stands up. So he's a principal
in Freiman & Little. He was gonna call it Little Freiman, but he thought, no, I better not
do that, so he made -- made it Freiman & Little, and he's our actuary, the FPPTA
actuary. And I want now to turn it over to -First of all, do you have any questions of me before I sit down? I'll have the -- I want to
let you know and let the audience know that I am legally blind. I cannot see you up
there, so if anything happens that, what -- during this that you ask me a question, and I
answer it and you don't like it, you can use an obscene finger gesture if you want. I -- it
doesn't make any difference to me 'cause I can't see you. Okay?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I get you.
RAY EDMONDSON: Now, I want to introduce Dr. Fred Nesbitt.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I don't think we have any questions of you, sir.
That was a very detailed resume and, you know, we just appreciate you being here to
provide further educational benefit to us.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: Yes, and it's not just this meeting. Anything else you ever
need, you just let us know and we'll supply it to you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Are you really kind of legally blind here?
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: Yeah, I'm very legally blind, not really.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. One of -- one of our staff, help him to his chair. I
don't want any lawsuits going on.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: No, I can find that. I can find that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. No problem. No problem. Thank you, sir.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: Sometimes I have problems doing it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Just don't have any of those problems today we'll be good.
RAYMOND EDMONDSON: No, and I'm not driving, believe me.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, yeah. Thank you. Thank you. I appreciate it.
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FRED NESBITT: Good evening. My name is Fred Nesbitt. I should probably give you
a disclaimer, and that is I was a public employee. I retired. I receive a defined benefit.
I moved to Florida because I love the weather, I love the ocean, and I talked so many
years in my career about retirement that I thought I would give it a try. And I found it's -it works very well. I like it very much.
But I've also been doing work with the FPPTA and also doing some work with the Fort
Lauderdale Police and Fire Retirement System. Sorry, Chad. I just turned your
computer on. But I just wanna talk this evening a couple minutes about pension plans
in general. Ray and I and Chad and some other people have been traveling over the
State of Florida. We've had a number of similar meetings. We've heard from city
commissioners. We've heard from city managers. We've heard from finance directors.
We've talked to pension trustees about what's going on in the State of Florida, and I
wanted to share a little bit about that with you.
When you look at public pension plans, they really date back about 150 years. They
pre-date the federal government pension plan. It pre-dates Social Security and predates almost all private sector plans when you really look at the -- at our plans in that
sense. And these plans are 90 percent of which are really defined benefit plans across
the country. And the plans evolved over time, and by 1970 most of the plans had kind
of evolved into a benefit, a guaranteed life benefit that was based on age, based on
length of service, and based on compensation, as opposed to an insurance annuity or
some kind of other factor that had previously been used.
And really, when you think about the defined benefit plan, you really need to realize that
it's more than just a retirement plan. You know, you have a defined benefit retirement
plan here for your police officers, for your firefighters, and for your city employees. But
incorporated into that plan is also a disability plan, because there's a disability benefit in
case one of these individuals that work for you becomes disabled on the job or non-job
related and can no longer perform their duties, and it's also a death benefit for the
survivors for -- in case the city employee would be killed or died in the line of duty. So
it's more than just a retirement plan. It encompasses retirement, it encompasses
disability, and it encompasses death benefits.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Excuse me, sir.
FRED NESBITT: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I just want to make sure I heard you correctly. You said
that that death benefit is only if they die in the line of duty on the -- did I hear you say
that correctly?
FRED NESBITT: Yes. Yeah. In other words, if -- for example, if, uh, a police officer,
firefighter, city employee was killed while working there would be provided a death
benefit. Also, almost all plans provide a -- if it's non-job related, also, a death benefit.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So it doesn't have to be in the line of duty.
FRED NESBITT: No, it does not have to be in the line of duty.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, okay. I just wanted to make sure that I -FRED NESBITT: Right.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FRED NESBITT: Usually we talk about it in terms of line of duty, but it doesn't have to - and again, it's however the plan is structured. Most of them are not structured -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FRED NESBITT: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I just wanted to make sure that I didn't -FRED NESBITT: Okay. Thank you. And really, when you look at these plans, they
operate very effectively, very efficiently, and very successfully except -- and I'm sure
you've heard on the national news at night about some plans that are in big trouble.
You know, you've heard probably about New Jersey, where we have a long history of
providing benefits without paying for them, allowing spiking, which means an employee
at the end of their career can boost their benefit up substantially. You've probably heard
about Illinois and what's going on in that state. You've got to realize that in Illinois the
State, as the employer, has not made a full pension contribution to the pension plan
since 1970. They've given them IOUs saying that when you need the money, we'll
come up with it. Well, today they need the money, and guess what? The State doesn't
have the money to come up with it in this particular sense. And you saw the same thing
in California, where benefits were provided to employees but they were not funded, and
Chad, as an actuary, will be the first one to tell you, you can't give benefits without prefunding them. That's sort of the basis of our plan.
Now, we've heard some things about defined benefit plans and public plans, particularly
-COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, excuse me.
FRED NESBITT: -- in the media, we've heard that they're unsustainable.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Excuse me.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Excuse me one second, sir.
FRED NESBITT: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Nesbitt, you called a few states, um, but you didn't
address Detroit. What -- what is exactly the problem in Detroit?
FRED NESBITT: Okay. Detroit, of course -- first of all, I -- I have a little problem just
understanding how a city can really go bankrupt. You know, if a corporation goes
bankrupt, the assets are gone, the corporation disappears, and five years from now
there's nothing there. But there will always be -- and my argument would be there will
always be a City of Detroit. There's a land area. There's a population. There's a tax
base and so on and so forth. Um, Detroit is somewhat like Florida in the sense that the
pension benefits of the firefighters, the police officers, and the city employees in Detroit
are guaranteed and protected by the Constitution. So there is a legal question of
whether or not these benefits can be diminished or not.
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And most of the stories I've read is the -- the pensions and the auto industry, the
downfall of the auto industry, are not the cause of Detroit's financial problems or their
bankruptcy, but it has been a long history of flight out of the city, of misspending,
mismanagement, corrupt politics, and no building of the city or encouraging industry or
labor to come into the city and build in the particular city. And you also have a situation
where there's about 9,300 retires drawing benefits from the City of Detroit right now, and
there's about, I think about 3,100 people contributing to the system. So it's a much
older system, so you have more -- more money going out.
But again, if -- if you -- you're actuary, you made your full contribution and it's planned
for, you -- you know that's going to happen and it's pre-funded, and you know what's
going to happen. It will be interesting to see what happens in Detroit when -- what the
court says regarding the pension benefits.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. All right.
FRED NESBITT: Um, so we -- we've heard, for example, across the State of Florida
that our -- that our public plans are unsustainable, that they're really bankrupting the
cities, and they have huge unfunded liabilities. But what we need to really do is
understand what's happened in the last few years here in Florida, as it has across the
United States.
And that is, we've seen a downturn in the economy. We've seen a downturn in housing
prices. And we've also seen a downturn in the stock market, sort of a perfect storm.
And I -- I don't have to tell you if you're tax rate stays the same, but your property values
decline, what happens to your city revenue? It obviously declines. And as your city
revenue's declining, at the same time with the downturn in the stock market, the City's
required contribution is going to increase. So just as your revenues are going down, the
actuary says you have to contribute more to the pension plan. Now, as the stock
market goes up, your pension contribution will go down. It floats up and down based on
the value of the stock market and the return on the investments.
And we've seen some cities here in Florida, if you look back several years ago, they -when the stock market was booming in the 19 -- late 1990s and other later time periods,
some of the cities were making very small contributions or no contributions because the
actuary said the plan is funded. There's no requirement for the city to make a
contribution. Uh, the employees will make a contribution but the city doesn't have to
make a contribution. Those are good years. Unfortunately, you're sitting on the City
Commission right now when we're in the time when tax revenues are down and pension
contributions have gone up. But we know that wages, we know that pension benefits,
and we know that benefits in general of employees are not the cause of the budget
problems you're facing, or we face in Fort Lauderdale, where I'm from, or anyplace else
we've traveled across the State of Florida.
And when we're looking at, you know, pension plans, we really need to be looking out
50 years, because we are long-term investors. You know, so many times we see
someone says, Well, wow, look at the last five years. What's happened? Well, if you
take a very thin slice of a five-year period, we've had a very bad stock market, yeah. If
you increase that to 10, it looks better. If you increase it to 15, it looks better. If you
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increase it to 20, it looks even better. Because we are really long-term investors from
that point of view.
So all across Florida we've been confronted with declining property values, which most
places now are starting to turn back. We've been faced with increased demand for
services. You know, if we were a private company and the economy went down, we'd
have a tough time selling our product. Demand for our product would be decreasing,
decreasing, decreasing, and if it got too low we would go out of business. But
governments are just the opposite. When the economy goes down, the demand for city
services goes up, and the cost of your city services is going up, some of which you can
control, some of which you can't really control. So it's kind of ironic how that -- that
happens in that particular sense, because sometimes we're compared to the private
sector, and they say we should be more like the private sector, but I know -- I know of
very few private sector companies when the economy basically goes down, that their
sales will go up from -- from that point of view.
When we take a look at our plans, really we're talking about plan design. How is your
plan designed? What ideas are there that could be changed in the plan to retain a
defined benefit but perhaps make adjustments in the plan? That's the issue that many
cities across Florida have faced. They also realize that their defined benefit plan is what
they use to recruit officers, city employees, what they use to retain officers and city
employees.
They also realized, for example, in Fort Lauderdale -- and I don't know what your
number is -- but we -- we estimate in Fort Lauderdale that the cost to recruit, train, and
put on the street a firefighter or a police officer is $250,000, by the time they're up to
speed and really peak of efficiency and operating great on the street. And if we bring
somebody -- we recruit a new police officer or a new firefighter in the City of Fort
Lauderdale, they come here and they work three years and then they go to another city,
we bring somebody else in, spend $250,000 to train them, three years later they go to
another city, and we become kind of the feeder system. You know, we might as will
write a check to that other city for $250,000, because in essence that's what we've
done. We're giving them an officer with $250,000 worth of training and experience, and
they're getting an experienced officer and not putting out the $250,000.
So as you look at revisions to your pension plan, we realize we've got to be competitive.
We've got to be competitive with our neighbors. We've got to be competitive with other
cities, and we don't want to be a -- a system that simply trains, recruits, trains, they stay
two or three years and then they move on and we become a feeder to some other city
and keep writing checks for $250,000 to all of those cities. So competition is very
important.
We know that 401(k) accounts are not retirement plans. We've had a long discussion of
that. Even now, even the media is beginning to realize that they're not retirement plans
and most people who are in a 401(k) will never have enough money to retire because of
the way they invest, because of investments, because of the amount of money they put
in. So what we're left with is either a defined benefit plan for people who work for the
city, or no pension, which raises a whole other issue. You know, it -- it becomes very
scary when you look at some of the numbers across the country, the number of people
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who don't have a pension in the private sector, the number of people whose only source
of income is Social Security, and you know, we're looking perhaps down the road to
almost a whole generation without pension benefits.
So I know from -- from your point of view as -- as commissioners, it's -- it's a difficult
decision. It's a -- it's a big investment. It's a big factor in your city. You have police
officers, you have firefighters, you have general employees who are dependent upon
pension benefits and counting on benefits. And as those people retire you'll be
recruiting more people, recruiting replacements for them, so there's a lot of factors that - that -- that come -- come into play on that issue. And we're here to get -- offer some
advice. Not -- we're not experts in trying to tell you what to do. We just want to share
with you our experience across the State of Florida. And I'm gonna turn it over to Chad
Little in a minute, if you don't have any more questions -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I do.
FRED NESBITT: -- who will share more information with you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I do, 'cause I -- I didn't really hear you actually cover
the difference between the defined benefit and the defined contribution.
FRED NESBITT: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Which I was -- I mean, that's pretty much why we are here,
to -- to find out those two things, and the effect on how they are.
FRED NESBITT: Okay. I -- when I teach a class to pension trustees I always tell them,
the key is defined benefit really defines the benefit that you will receive in the future, so
that Day One, when you're hired in this city as a police officer, a firefighter, city
employee, you know that X-number of years times age, times length of service, times
some compensation calculation that you're going to be able to retire and you're gonna
get a benefit that's guaranteed for life. And you also know that you have a disability
protection and you also have death protection for your spouse and for your children. So
all of that is combined in there.
Where defined contribution really defines the contribution you make to a plan, and that
contribution can be made by the employee, it can be made by the employer, or it can be
made by a combination of the two. And so what you have is an individual account
where that money goes into. You direct the investments, and when you are ready to
retire you then have a pot of money from which you can withdraw during your retirement
years to live on.
Now, the great fear is, you know, what if you outlive that pot of money? What if you
retire just as the stock market fell by 40 percent and you had a million dollars in your
account, and now you have $600,000 in your account? Let me just share something
with you. When I was thinking about retiring, I was about four years away, living in
Washington, D.C., and I thought, you know, all these great calculators. I have a -- I
have a defined benefit plan from my government employer. I have a pension from a
union I worked for, which is a defined benefit. And I have my 457 plan. I have a small
401(k). And I thought, Okay, I got all these things. And I've been reading on the
computer about all these great retirement planning packages they have. So I thought,
I'm gonna try this out.
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So I got all my paper and all my statements and got everything collected and have
everything gathered around me and got my computer out and I thought -- you know, get
-- get everything I need. You know, all my bank statements, all my retirement
statements, even my certificate that I kissed the Blarney Stone, 'cause you never know.
It could be important. I go to my computer. I plug it in, click in. Okay. Question 1, How
long do you expect to live? I -- I was stuck. I was I (sound effect) I don't know. You
know, I thought, I've got a hundred thousand in my 457. If I'm only gonna live a week,
whew, I'm gonna have a heck of a week. Now, if I'm gonna live a hundred weeks, it will
be a little tighter. If I live a thousand weeks, it's gonna be tough. So I thought, Well, I'll
go on to Question 2. I push to Question 2. They say, You cannot go to Question 2 till
you answer Question 1. So I thought, well, now what am I gonna do?
I mean, that's one of the problems with a defined contribution account. You end up with
a pot of money that may look big. It may be a million dollars. You think, wow, that's a
lot of money. But then you realize that that million dollars will be affected by the stock
market while you have it, and as you begin to pull that money out, you know, what if you
pull it out at a certain rate and then there's no more left and you're still living? So that
becomes one of the problems.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I -FRED NESBITT: So I never did figure out my dilemma.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
FRED NESBITT: I'm just winging it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: As -- as I can hear you, you're probably not a fan of the
defined contribution, but what I would like to know is, are there any benefits to it? I
mean, if -- if it's invested by the stock market, can -- would that not be able to -- would
you -- would you not be able to maybe make more money than you would have had
before?
FRED NESBITT: In a 401(k), what we find in most cases, when people do their own
investing -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is the 401(k) the defined benefit -- I mean, the defined
contribution?
FRED NESBITT: It's the defined contribution.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is that a 401(k)?
FRED NESBITT: That's the 401(k), right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay.
FRED NESBITT: Yes. It's oftentimes referred to as a 401(k) because that's the section
of the tax code.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FRED NESBITT: Right. Defined contribution account, an individual account.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
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FRED NESBITT: What happens so many times when people have an account like that
as their only source of income, they do a couple of things. One, usually they're very
conservative in their investments, because most people don't understand investments.
So they're either very conservative or they kinda go wild and say, you know, I'm young.
I can invest in, you know, gold, and anything, and I'll make a big return. So that -- that's
one problem. And they don't rebalance. They don't -- they don't have good advice, so
they -- they tend to not look at their account for two, three, four, five years at a time. So
-- so that's one of the problems with -- with a 401(k).
Secondly, most 401(k)s allow you to take a withdrawal from it prior to retirement, a loan,
so to speak, and usually you can take a loan up to 50 percent of the value. You can -you have up to five years to repay it. You pay interest on it. You pay it back into your
account. But if you don't, then the IRS says, Well, that's taxable income and we're
gonna tax it immediately. So a lot of people do that. And then when people change
jobs you either roll it over to your new employer or you take it. And how many people,
you know, at some stage in their life decide, I really need that money.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Let me -- let me go to Miss Pardo first.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Well, the first thing I'd like to say is, you know,
speaking about 401(k)s, I've been in a 401 (k) my entire career, and if you're working for
a reputable company, the company will have an investment advisor or two -CITY MANAGER JONES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, exactly.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- that come in and provide investment advice to each
individual on an individual basis. And the investment advisor looks at their age, looks at
when they're looking to retire, look -- looking to retire. They look at their entire picture.
And -- and I agree not everyone is, you know, savvy when it comes to the stock market,
but like I said, there are investment advisors out there to help you.
And the other thing I just wanna mention, you were talking about the stock market and
how bad the stock market is doing. You know, in 2009 the stock market bottomed out
just shy of 8,000, and the market now is trading at 1,550. So if you were lucky enough
to be in the market, okay, and you had a 401(k) invested, you're doing pretty damn well.
FRED NESBITT: Yeah. My -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So, um -FRED NESBITT: I -- I think the word I would -- would focus on in your comment is
"lucky." If you're invested in the right -- in the right -- in the right stocks -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. So at what point, so should government be
responsible for investing their employees' monies?
FRED NESBITT: Under defined -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO:
question.

And that is something that, you know, that I just -- I
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Should they be responsible for it? Now, I -- you know, you
really don't have to answer it, because based on the presentation so far, for the past,
you know, 40 minutes, it is very obvious, you know, where you guys are going, and
that's fine. That is fine. But you know, you need to -- you know, you're talking about the
stock market. You just have to make it clear. The stock market isn't going down, down,
down. People are making money in the stock market. And if you have a 401(k), you
should rely on your investment advisor, or two. So that's all I'm saying.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. -- Mr. -FRED NESBITT:
professional --

That's what a defined benefit plan does, because they have

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. -FRED NESBITT: -- advisors.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Nesbitt, first of all we want to say we appreciate you
being here. But we want to make sure that we're able to take something away from this,
and we -- we want to know the difference. And we know that you're the expert, but the
presentation thus far has been very much in support of the defined benefit, which we
understand. But we do want to know the other side of it, so we can make an informed,
you know, decision.
Um, I do want to ask this. Is this the same plan -- because I hear some of the state
employees, uh, some of the sheriff departments, and some of the other people in the
state department, they have a choice of -- I believe it's Florida Retirement System -- that
they have -- they have a choice of whether they want to have a -- I think it's -- I think it's
all three. I think they can have a choice of -- of all three. Um, is -- would that still be
considered a defined contribution? Like, if they want to choose an investment source, is
that a form of -FRED NESBITT: Yes. Right. The -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And -- and I just need to know this just for my own
knowledge. Is it true that the trend is rising for the people in the Florida Retirement
System, is it -- is it true that the trend is that they're going to the investments versus the
-- the defined contribution?
FRED NESBITT: They're -- the -- first of all, in the Florida Retirement System people
have a choice. They can go either -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
FRED NESBITT: -- stay with the traditional defined benefit plan, or they can go to a
defined contribution plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
FRED NESBITT: Most -- most employees have stayed with the defined benefit plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. One second. Go -- go -- go ahead. I'm gonna let
you finish before -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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FRED NESBITT: Yeah, most employees have stayed with the defined benefit plan.
The -- the -- the ones who have tended more towards the defined contribution plan have
been higher income, like higher educated people, like college professors who may have
more mobility or feel that they can do a better investment, but the -- the downturn in the
stock market put a real chill on people going from defined -- picking defined contribution
over defined benefit.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay.
FRED NESBITT: So the preference is still very heavily for a defined benefit plan, both
in FRS and also when employees are surveyed.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, sir. Something that you said really kinda made me
think about some things and the -- in addition to the defined benefit plan at this point in
time there are some employees who also contribute to a -- a defined contribution plan.
Okay? And -- or what do you call it? A -FRED NESBITT: 457, right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Right. 457.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Deferred comp.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Deferred compensation plan. And the City doesn't
make any contributions to that. Just the employee makes contributions to that in order
to, I guess, you know, kinda pad their retirement savings. Now, and the City, or other
cities and employers make sure that reputable companies, you know, come in and they
can choose whichever one that they wanna go with.
So as Miss Pardo was saying, and Mr. Thomas was saying, you know, it's very clear
where you're coming from, but you know, I thought that this was going to be more
about, you know, telling us about the differences and -- and that type of thing. Because
one of the things that I was interested in seeing from a meeting that we had last week,
some information that I wanted to see rather is -- you know, we talked about new
employees coming on October 1 who would be contributing to a defined contribution
plan. But, um, I wanted to see more information as to how then would the current plan,
if we went to a defined contribution plan October 1, how, then, come October 1, using -looking at the current plan, how that was going to remain stable and funded, but also to
show how it was going to end. You -- you see what I'm saying? So -FRED NESBITT: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: That's a actuary question.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- I understand that that's an actuary question. But this
is the information that I thought was being brought forward.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It is (inaudible).
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FRED NESBITT: Yeah, and -- and I -- and Chad -- and -- and the person who follows
me, Chad, who is the actuary, will actually address that issue.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: All right. Great.
FRED NESBITT: Yeah. And -- and -- and -- and I -- I don't want to leave -- leave the
impression that defined contribution plans are bad, because they're not. I mean, I -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: They're not.
FRED NESBITT: I think our philosophy is that all employees should have a defined
benefit plan, a guaranteed retirement income, a disability benefit, a death benefit that
they can count on, and then they should also have the option of a defined contribution
plan, like a 457, where they can do additional savings to supplement their retirement in
their retirement years.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. But you said something about -- I'm sorry. Mr.
Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no. Miss Davis, go right ahead.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. You said something about, you know, okay, they
would be able to borrow on it and all this kind of stuff, but there are only about, what,
four or five different things, or reasons that allow them to touch that money.
FRED NESBITT: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay? And then one of them is like a hardship, if you
wanna buy a house, or something like that. But otherwise, you can't touch that money
until you're age 59 and a half.
FRED NESBITT: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
FRED NESBITT: And -- and -- and again, the way that the 401(k) or the 457 is
designed determines whether an employee can borrow, how they can use the money
prior to retirement, because they're -- they're written in different ways.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I -- I do wanna know this before you finish your -your presentation. And once again, I just wanna tell you that we definitely appreciate
you being here. Um, but, um, the -- if you are already in one pension, and we start an
additional pension, do you have the choice of leaving that pension or -- you can
obviously stay in that pension, but do you have a choice of leaving that pension, going
to another pension, or you know, how is that? Because I -- I see the -- the room filled
with individuals that are probably already in the pension, and I'm pretty sure they're
trying to figure out how this is gonna affect them. And I would like to know, you know,
how it's going to affect them, as well.
FRED NESBITT: Okay. I'm -- I'm gonna let Chad answer that question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is that another actuary question?
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FRED NESBITT: Because -- because as an actuary, he can speak with authority. I'm
not an actuary. So -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem.
FRED NESBITT: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Nesbitt, we do appreciate -FRED NESBITT: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- appreciate you.
FRED NESBITT: And again, I appreciate the opportunity. I -- I -- again, I appreciate
and understand the issues you're grappling with. They're no different than all the other
cities across the State of Florida, actually across the United States, and I applaud you
for trying to get information and -- and learn more about it, rather than just making an
irrational decision like -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
FRED NESBITT: -- some places have.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
FRED NESBITT: Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Thank you once again, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: As -- as -- as he's coming, Mr. Chair, may I make a
quick comment?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: There's been some back and forth, um, on a preliminary
basis tonight about the defined contribution and the defined benefit, and the options
associated thereto. As -- as I consider and deliberate here, as I understand it, the City
is proposing a second tier, not as an option, as a requirement. Therein becomes the
problem with me. If we're going to offer two plans, let's do like other governmental
entities do, offer it as an option, not a requirement. If we decide to make it a
requirement -- and the actuary can address this -- as the defined benefit plan and
people begin to exit and there are no other people coming into that plan, it becomes an
issue of who's going to be funding the existing employees to pay those who are
remaining. And that is something that we need to consider if we decide to go that way.
As these people exit out of the defined benefit, who is going to fund the plan to
contribute and pay for the benefits of the people remaining? So as Chad comes, I
would like for us to keep an open mind because, one, the defined contribution is not as
good of a recruitment tool as going to someone to tell them that you can get a benefit
for life if you come to us. If you go to another area, you may get a pool of money, and
there's no telling how long that may last.
We're talking about investors can help. They help in a defined benefit, as well. But
investors cannot guarantee anything. So if they give you bad advice, even though they
have a track record of doing well, then those employees are left out there in the cold.
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So I don't want people to think that somehow the defined benefit is not as good as the
contribution -- a defined contribution or vice-versa. But as we select investment
managers, as we in the City provide investment advisors to the defined contribution
plan, and that doesn't work out, then -- I mean, we as a City are sitting here saying that
this is what we're offering you, and we can potentially be responsible. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr. Little, thank you for being here. I do want to
give you a disclaimer, that Mr. Guyton is a certified pension -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Public Pension Trustee.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Public Pension Trustee.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And I proudly went through -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton? Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- the FTPTA [sic] -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton, can you let me finish, please?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton is a Certified Pension -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Public Pension -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Public Pension Trustee.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- Trustee.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Got it. And, um, it's important. He has a wealth of
knowledge. I actually mentioned this to some of the pension plans that all of the
councilpeople who are going to be making these type of decisions need to have as
much -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- information as Mr. Guyton, because I knew a time like
this would come. However, we're going to do that. Now, that's going to be an option for
us to be able to get that done, and I'm pretty sure that most of us would, you know,
probably go through your -- your organization. But what I would like for you to do when
you're giving these actuary numbers is, first of all, understand that not all of us have that
type of -- of -- of education about it.
Secondly, there's gonna be a vote taken -- not tonight, of course -- but there's going to
be a vote taken that's going to require all of us to make a decision on this. So if you
can, you know, start like at the beginning, not a long time, because we -- we don't -- you
know, we don't want to be -CHAD LITTLE: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- here forever. But if you can just give it to us in a
simplistic format and allow us to answer questions back and forth with you, that would
help us. I know that he -- he said a lot then, and you know, he was showing off his
education a little bit, but we all -- we all don't have that, so I don't want you to be
thinking you can speak at a high level and -- you know. We're gonna make a good
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decision, you know, but we just wanna make sure that we have all of the -- the
information. So in your presentation, you know, if you wanna do that, we can, but I'm
pretty sure we're just gonna fire a few questions at you, just to make sure.
CHAD LITTLE: No problem. And -- and so when I go through this, I -- I do everything
graphically. I do it with pictures. So what -- what I'm gonna do is, uh -- hopefully, is
paint for you the picture on how all this works. I'll talk about defined benefit, defined
contribution. I'll talk about how the costs for your defined benefit plan is determined.
The cost for the defined contribution is easy. I'll -- I'll show you that as well.
But we'll -- I want to walk you through the basics on that. When you get to the point
where you're making -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can -- can you either -CHAD LITTLE: Yeah, yeah. Sorry about that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Thank you very much.
CHAD LITTLE: So when -- when I go through, what I'm gonna do is paint the picture
for you on how it works. When you get to the point of actually making a decision, be it
setting up a second tier as a -- that's a defined benefit, a second tier that's defined
contribution, or some combination of the two, before it's done -- so the way things work
in the state, your -- whatever agreement is reached between the parties, you'll get an
ordinance put before you. Between first reading and second reading an impact
statement has to be filed from the State. So you're actuary, who is Gabriel, Roeder,
Smith, will provide you a -- a cost, so that you as a commission can look at it before you
read it the second time that says, Okay, if we do this, here's what it's gonna cost.
Okay? I'm gonna give you the background on where that cost comes from. And then
depending on what sort of options you're looking at when you get to that point, the -your -- your plan's actuary will provide you with actual cost numbers on -- on -- to the
dollar, what these things are going to be estimated to cost. Okay?
So I'm gonna paint that picture for you. And please, it's -- it's good, the discussion
you've already had, because I know sort of where the questions are. And so I'm gonna
walk through this. That's not as bright as I had hoped in here, so I do apologize for that.
But I'll try to walk -- walk you through this as best I can and hopefully you can see what
I've got up there.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible).
CHAD LITTLE: You -- you see it so far?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible).
CHAD LITTLE: Barely? So -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's really -- I got to be honest with you.
CHAD LITTLE: Yeah, I apologize for the background.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I mean, the blue -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Can you change the background?
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CHAD LITTLE: Yeah, I -- I -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- combination of colors.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Can you make the background white?
CHAD LITTLE: I -- I can't do it from here, but I will -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We can try it. Can somebody back there -- we got enough
police officers in here, we can cut the lights off.
CHAD LITTLE: You know what? I -- I've got a quick way.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just change the background.
CHAD LITTLE: I can cheat. I can cheat real quick.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go -- go ahead. You wanna put it back up really quick,
see if the -CHAD LITTLE: No, I got -- I -- I -- I got this.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's better.
CHAD LITTLE: I brought two versions. So let's see. There it is. All right. So just for -is that much brighter? That's better.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's better.
CHAD LITTLE: All right. So here's the deal. So I -- I -- I have a longer presentation on
the -- on the other one that deals with this, and I'll change back over to it in a minute.
But here's the basic concept. This is true of any pension plan, whether it's a -- a -- or
any retirement plan or whatever you want. Whether it's defined benefit, defined
contribution, doesn't matter. This is the -- this is the balance equation that's ultimately
true. And basically what it says is that everything that goes into the plan will equal
everything that comes out.
Now, in a defined benefit plan, on a right -- well, first let me talk about what goes in and
what comes out. So what goes into the plan? Investment return and contributions.
Now, the left-hand side of this is somewhat drawn to scale because the vast majority of
the money that's in there is investment return. All right? You gotta -- over the long haul
of 20, 25, 30 year career, the vast majority of the money that's put in the plan is made
up of investment return. You got to have money to make money, but it's the -- so you
gotta put those contributions in, but the investment return's always the largest over a
long term, uh, investment such as a defined benefit plan.
The right-hand side of the equation, what comes out, benefit payments and expenses.
Now, that's not drawn to scale, because it would depend on what type of plan you have.
You have the defined contribution plan, the expenses are higher, because you're using,
you know, individual money managers. And you can have your, um, investment
consultants provide this type information to you on the three plans, but -- and -- and this
is one of the reasons right now that nationally we're seeing a big push towards defined
contribution is because you're pension plans, those trustees will go out and seek bids
and get investment -- get money managers, using their investment consultant, that have
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expense rates that are 70 basis points, 40. Sometimes they index them and they're
down in the teens, 15.
And when I say basis point, what that means is if I say it's a -- a 50 basis point expense
on your investments, that's .5 percent. If you do it through a defined contribution plan,
then you're going to be paying, you know, 1.2 percent -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why?
CHAD LITTLE: -- 1.5, 2 percent -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why?
CHAD LITTLE: -- depending on who you invest -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why?
CHAD LITTLE: -- it through.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why?
CHAD LITTLE: That's the payment that you make to the mutual fund to invest your
money.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But why -- why is it one -- why is one payment different
from one thing to the other?
CHAD LITTLE: Because of the purchasing power of the trust fund. Because the trust
fund is going to go out and find somebody to invest $20 million. The individual has
$50,000, and they are limited to only investing, either picking stocks themselves,
usually, depending on how you set it up, or mutual funds. Mutual funds have what are
called 5B1 charge -- they have advertising charges and all that in there. So you -- they - the -- the industry -- I'll call it Wall Street for lack of a better term -- gets a larger piece
of the money that goes in there. Okay? Because it is done at an individual level. You
get purchasing power when you pool this with everybody else and you have one big
pension fund.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So are -- are you saying that the -- there -- there still
couldn't be some type of group that invests the defined contributions at all?
CHAD LITTLE: What you would end up doing is if -- let's -- let's say that you have -you -- and 457's a good example. And you have a 457 in place now, so you -- you -there's a bunch of people already putting money into your 457. There's a decent
amount of money to be invested there, and I'm sure that that's bid out. I'm sure that one
of your providers is like ICMA or some -- so you have these different companies that are
gonna bid on that. But even in those situations, the rate that they charge you per dollar
that you invest every year is going to be higher than what you're paying on your -- on
your defined benefit pension plan. The -- even being able to negotiate it out and
bargain with, you know, how -- whatever the purchasing power of your 457 is. That -you're still gonna end up paying a higher rate.
And that's one of the reasons we're getting a big push for defined contribution. And
Fred's talked about this at some other places that, you know, 300 trillion dollars is the
amount of money that's being invested right now on behalf of defined benefit plans.
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You can bet that the Wall Street industry would much rather move that over to a higher
rate, so that they can get a higher payment out of it, to be able to invest that money.
But as a pension plan, the pension plan has a bigger, uh, stake in it, and they're able to
negotiate to much lower rates than your individual would be.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: Okay? All right. So that's the basic concept, benefit payments and
expenses, contributions and investment return. So that being said, let's talk about both
defined benefit and defined contribution. If this is a defined benefit plan then -- and by
the way, this is much slicker on my other presentation. I hate that it didn't show up so
well. The benefit side is essentially fixed. We're gonna lock the red block there, and
we're gonna freeze that amount, because we know it's X-percent times final average
salary times years of service. We can figure out about what we're going to be ending up
paying out as a benefit.
What happens is the investment return piece, over a long period of time, is being more
or less than we expected. That's what happens throughout over time. As it does, as
that block gets larger or smaller, to make the two blocks the same size we adjust by
going to the contribution piece. So imagine the recent history we've gone through as an
actuary, and it includes this year, for the last 12 to 13 years I haven't delivered good
news. Right? Because you have a five year smooth. You're smoothing in that loss.
We had the one we had back in 2000/2001, you know, the -- the tech bubble burst. And
so we smoothed that in. We finally get it smoothed in. There was another downturn in
'05, I believe. Then you had the big one in '08, so it's been a long -- it's been a rough -the calendar decade between 2000/2010 was the worst calendar decade in the stock
market in history.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr. Little, would you define please smoothing?
CHAD LITTLE: Smoothing. All right. So here's the way it works. Let's say that it -- it -I'll use this year as an example. And when I say this year, I mean September 30th,
2012. Your plans probably had a return -- and I -- and I've looked at them. I don't
remember them off the top of my head. I think one of them was pushing 19. Some of
them -- most plans were between 16 and 19. We did see some that were above a 20
percent return for the year.
I'm going to use 20 in my example just to make the math easier on me.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Which I think is pretty good.
CHAD LITTLE: Which is a great return. Yeah, last year was a spectacular year. It was
coming off the heels of the previous year, which was a rough year. Okay? The -September of the prior year was a bad September, so we started lower, but we had a
good year, made up for it. I say we, but pension funds in general made up for it and
had a very good year.
So for smoothing, let's say that in that particular year you had a 20 percent return, and
the actuary's assuming, hey, your actuaries are not assuming any -- there's two -- I
know there's two different rates, and one of them's a declining rate, but you're -- you're
under eight on all the years now. Um, but let's say you're assuming eight. You made
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20 in the market, so you made 12 percent more than what the actuary was assuming
you were going to make.
So just as an example, let's say we did a three-year smooth. What that would mean is
instead of getting all 12 percent of that return right now -- and I'm gonna show you in a
minute how it comes into your contribution rate -- instead of getting all of that right now,
we're only gonna take a third of it. All right? We're only gonna take four percent of it.
And the next year we'll take another four, and the next year we'll take another four.
Then we move to the next year, if we had a bad year -- we're still getting the good four
from the previous year, and if we had a bad year, hopefully those will help offset each
other.
So what smoothing does, what -- what happens is -- and I'll show you this in a minute -when we determine how much you need to put in the plan, how much the city's get -the check the city has to write every year to fund the plan, it is based on an instant in
time. 4:30 on September 30th of whatever year. That's when the stock market closes.
Whatever the value was then, we take a snapshot and we say, All right, this determines
how much money you need to put in. But that's not necessarily realistic. And going
back to two years ago, that September if the year had closed a week before or a week
after, it would have been a substantially different number. The market was all over the
place right at the end of the year. So by using the smoothing technique, you get a more
gradual movement in the returns over time, because you're essentially averaging them
with other periods. Okay? That's what smoothing does.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So I mean, is -- is that just a technique that the actuary is
using?
CHAD LITTLE: It is the -- it is a tech -- because -- and here's why. Because you're
getting taxpayer dollars in to invest in the pension plan. And if you want to take that
taxpayer money and make it more productive, you go out and invest it in the -- in the
market. And I say you. I mean the Pension Board. They take that money and invest it
in the market. The trade off for putting more money in the market is you get more
volatility. The thing moves all over the place from one year to the next. So this is a
technique to help smooth out that volatility because we're gonna be here for a long time.
This is something only done in defined benefit. It's not done in defined contribution
because imagine if you were, you know, thinking you were going to retire in 2008, and
you had 60 percent of your assets in the market, and it took that huge downturn, you
can't smooth that out. And what you've got is what you've got. And you either retire
based on that or you just keep working or you retire and you go greet at Walmart. You
know, you -- you have to make up for the difference because you don't have that
opportunity to spread it out. In a defined benefit plan we can smooth it out. Okay?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: Did that help on the smoothing?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: A little bit. I must say, in all honesty, I'm just not really
hearing a real detailed conversation about both of these. Everything that I've heard
tonight has been just about the defined benefit. I'm really trying to understand the other
side of it.
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CHAD LITTLE: Yep. So -- so right here on this graph, the next step I wanna talk
about, is the defined contribution version of the exact same thing. So where I was
saying on defined benefit we lock in the benefit, and it's the city that has to -- as the -- or
the taxpayer ultimately as the contribution moves around to make up the difference, if
this were a defined contribution plan, we fix the contribution piece on the bottom left. All
right? As investment returns move around and are what they are, to balance this
equation, to make the two equal, we move over to the right-hand side and we adjust the
benefit up or down. That's what a defined contribution plan does.
So going back to my other presentation here, and I'll get to where it is more readable -that did not work -- no, that didn't work too well. Oh, it's changed the screen on me. All
right. I'll just do it from the old PowerPoint style.
So, um, ultimately the -- it boils down to risk. All right? In a defined benefit plan, the
risk of good things or bad things happening are borne by the sponsor, all right, by the
employer. If things go well, the City's contribution rate goes down. Things go poorly,
City's contribution rate goes up. In a defined contribution plan all the risk is borne by the
participant. If things go well, the participant gets a much bigger benefit. If things go
poorly, the participant ends up with a lower benefit.
The reason we do defined benefit is -- here -- here -- here's a -- here's a good statistic
for you. From the -- over your entire life, from the time you're born there is -- you have a
higher probability of living to 100 than you do of having your house burn down, but we
all have fire insurance. But we don't have insurance against living to 100 in the private
sector, because we don't have these defined benefits anymore. What we are doing is
you're pooling your risk with other individuals.
And what's gonna happen in a defined benefit is -- and you have anecdotal evidence of
it, I'm sure -- some people are gonna retire and be dead within a year. Some people
are gonna live to be a hundred. But everybody is going to be taken care of for the rest
of their lives. That's what the defined benefit does.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
So are there defined benefits in other corporate
businesses, or is this just in municipalities?
CHAD LITTLE: They -- they used to exist more in the corporate world, and what
happened is when we got into a -- a -- when the 401(k) came out -- essentially, I mean,
in -- in the big scheme of things, it's just a saving account. Right? But with -- with
401(k), which is essentially an IRS tax code, it allowed you to contribute to the savings
account, um, using pre-tax dollars. That's what it boiled down to. So it was a little
gimmick in the tax law, but still just a savings account.
And in the '80s what was happening is people were very mobile in the corporate world.
They'd work three years here, four years there. They were bouncing all over in the
corporate world, from one job to another. And when you hire a new employee and you
tell them, Look, you put up to six percent of pay into this plan and I'll double it as soon
as you put it in, all right, to that young employee, that's great. I'm doubling my money
right away. But you ask the same person who's about three years away from
retirement, Would you rather have whatever you happened to build up here or $2,000 a
month for the rest of your life, or $5,000 a month for the rest of your life? There have
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been studies that have shown that people that approach retirement would much rather
have the security of knowing they're going to be able to pay their monthly bills for the
rest of their life.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I understand. I -- I was just asking, with all respect, are
-- are there defined benefit plans -CHAD LITTLE: In the corporate world.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- anywhere other -- other than municipalities?
CHAD LITTLE: Yes, there are, but there are very few left. It's -- say that again?
FRED NESBITT: About 38 or 40.
CHAD LITTLE: About 38 or 40 percent of -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's -- I mean, that's almost half. But why -- why -- why
are they -- why are they dwindling like that? What -- what is the issue?
CHAD LITTLE: Well, we have two different -- we're in two different worlds. The public
sector and the private sector are two different worlds. In the private sector, companies
go out of business all the time. Okay? And ultimately, for -- for example, and when,
you know, markets go down or whatever, and through this funding mechanism that I'll
show you in a minute, it would require a larger contribution to a defined benefit plan,
well, that's right when the company's not -- doesn't have any money coming in. Right?
So it makes it more daunting for them to be able to fund it. And because businesses go
out of, uh -- out of business on a regular basis, they have to fund things over a shorter
period of time. We're a government entity. We're going to be here for the next
thousand years, so we can spread things over 20, 30 years and have a long term, you
know, hundred year investment horizon.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: How -- how many governments do you kind of oversee or
do you understand in the Florida market?
CHAD LITTLE: Just personally for clients, I have 15, roughly, pension plans that I work
for.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And of those 15 pension plans, how many are defined
contributions?
CHAD LITTLE: None of them, because you do not need an actuary for a defined
contribution plan. 'Cause what an actuary deals with is retirement security, making sure
that there's enough money to take care of the -- to pay the person's promised benefit.
In a defined contribution plan you just tell them to put the money in a savings account
and whatever it turns into is whatever they get. So you don't have an actuary involved
in that process.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. So let me make sure I'm understanding this. A
defined contribution, there is no investments done with that or anything. You're just
putting that into a -CHAD LITTLE: There -- there are. And -- and what -- what you are essentially doing in
a defined contribution plan, your 457 -- if -- if -- if you were to establish some sort of -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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you know, if you go replacement -- we'll talk more about that in a minute -- but if you
were to establish a companion defined contribution plan, you'd probably use some of
the vendors you already have on hand to do your 457 plan. Each of the members get to
choose how to invest their money and you -- you -- whoever oversees it, the plan
sponsor, has a fiduciary responsibility to provide good choices, you know, that cover a
wide range of investment options. But then it's up to the member to invest it, and the -the, um, employer washes their hands of it.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And to add to what Chad just say, essentially an
actuary help us predict how long a person is gonna live. So -CHAD LITTLE: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So -- so they help determine how long we're gonna
need funds to pay for them over the course of their life.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And how do they do that? I mean, 'cause I'd like to know.
You know, I mean, uh -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: There -- there is a mortality rate that is used in the
actuary calculations.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: In the contribution plan, there's no consideration of how
long you're gonna live. Your -- your money is what it is, and if it only lasts two years,
that's up to you.
CHAD LITTLE: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I -- I understand that part. I'm just trying to understand
-CHAD LITTLE: And -- and ultimately when you get to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the other side of this.
CHAD LITTLE: -- when you get to the end of your career, you'll have some lump sum
amount of money. At that point, there -- there will be a broker waiting at your door that
will help you figure out what to do with that money. And what they tend to do is they
use -- they use the actuarial tables. They use things produced by the Society of
Actuaries to figure out how long a person might live. They'll come up with an average
age and they'll say, All right. You've developed $100,000. If we invest it this way we'll
be able to spit off so much per month assuming on average you're gonna live to be 82
years old. That's on average. I mean, half the people are gonna die before that and the
other half are gonna be broke when the money runs out. That's where -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: The other half is gonna be broke when the money runs
out?
CHAD LITTLE: If you are in a defined contribution plan. If you're spitting out monthly
amounts until the age you thought you were gonna die, which is usually the average
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age at death, then that average, half of them -- it's -- it's -- it's the median. Half of the
people are gonna die before that, half of them are gonna die after it. And the half that
die after that, their -- their savings accounts run out by then. And then they will be living
off of Social Security and whatever else.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. -- Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's a lot of assumptions. I mean, are you saying
really that -- even now people have to live within their means. Are you saying that, you
know, if you go to a defined contribution plan you tell your investment person, Hey, I
want to be able to retire with this amount of money. Okay? By the same token, couldn't
they, um, have -- you know, get that same information about an average of how long
they think they'll live?
CHAD LITTLE: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: You know? And -- and -- and -- and go forward with
that? I mean, there are so many assumptions here that, you know, they can be used
just the same way with a defined contribution plan.
CHAD LITTLE: They -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And this is the information that I was looking for, you
know, with the two plans side by side, as the new plan grows, or the defined
contribution plan grows, to also show how the current plan diminishes or is impacted
and, you know, look at that -- that, uh, determining -- that -- that -- what did you call it
where you can determine how long a person is gonna live? You know, use that same
information, you know, but tell me also how this fund, this current pension fund is going
to remain stable until every person is gone, you know.
CHAD LITTLE: All right. So -- so I can -- let me speak to that. I can tell you that real
quick on -- on -- in general, how that works. There's -- let's say -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I mean, I -- I know you can talk about it. I'd like to see it.
CHAD LITTLE: See the numbers.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: How it works.
CHAD LITTLE: To -- to get the numbers themselves?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, and see how -- how the City is going to maintain
that -CHAD LITTLE: The -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- that pension plan.
CHAD LITTLE: If -- if you go in the direction of -- there's -- there's three options, close,
freeze, and terminate your current defined benefit system, if that's the direction -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Close, freeze -CHAD LITTLE: -- you're headed.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- and terminate?
CHAD LITTLE: And terminate. Close -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: -- means that we are closed to new entrants, and everybody that's here
gets the benefit they're gonna get. They're still gonna accrue benefits, et cetera, et
cetera.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's the one I wanna look at.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: Everybody after that is on -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: -- something else.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: Freeze, means that everybody who's here has what they've gotten as
of today. Starting tomorrow you're getting a benefit through something else. All right?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, no, I don't want that.
CHAD LITTLE: That's -- that's -- okay. So you're not interested in that one. And the
last one is terminate, and terminate, you just can't do.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, okay.
CHAD LITTLE: That's just shut the whole thing down.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So now that's probably why everybody here, because -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- they wanna make sure you're not freezing -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- you know -CITY MANAGER JONES: Or terminating.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- what's going on.
CHAD LITTLE: All right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Now -- now we starting to understand.
CHAD LITTLE: All right. So -- so here -- here -- let -- let me -- and -- and I -- you'll
need to get the actuaries for the plans to run these numbers for you. If you are looking
at closing a plan, here is the tough part. All right? Well, there's a lot of tough parts to it,
but basically right now the way your plan is funded -- and I can go into how the
contributions are determined -- but your -- you -- you spread things over a long period of
time.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
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CHAD LITTLE: Right? If you have a bad year in the market, it's smoothed out and
then you pay for it over some range between 20 and 30 years, depending on which one
the plan -- which plan it's in. So you have an unfunded liability.
Well, let me just -- I'm gonna show you this real quick. Let me -- let me just show you
how we come at that contribution real quick, 'cause it will help me explain this. This
right here represents the present value of everything you'll ever have to pay in the plan
based on who's in it right now. If you have this much money in the bank, you wouldn't
need to put another dime in, because it will -- and if they earn -- if it earns eight percent
and they die when we think they will, then everything's perfect. You don't have this
much money because it means as soon as you hire an employee you fully fund their
retirement the day they walk in the door.
I can take that liability, everything you're ever gonna have to pay, and break it into two
time periods: everything that's already happened and everything that's still gonna
happen in the future. Because remember, you've got active employees still building
service. At the same time we've been building this liability -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: What you said -- but if it's closed, how would you have
employees at that point? It would still be a smaller number, right?
CHAD LITTLE: Yes. I'll show you that in just a second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: So what happens is when I compare the assets we've built up so far to
the liabilities we've built up so far, the difference between the two is what's called the
unfunded actual accrued liability.
Now, in the newspaper it's usually called underfunded, but that's not what it is. It's just a
variance between the liability that's been built up so far and the assets that have been
built up so far. You have to make, essentially, a mortgage payment on that. All right?
Right now, and it's in my other presentation, depending on which plan, that mortgage
payment is a third to a half of your overall required contribution for the City. And that's
because liabilities kept growing like you would have expected -- and I haven't gone back
through the history to see if there were other changes that have been made along the
way, but the assets weren't growing. You know, for the last long period of time it's been
a tough period of time, so that gap got bigger, and the mortgage payment got bigger,
but you take that mortgage payment and you spread it over whatever, 20 to 30 years.
If you close the plan you can't spread it over 20 or 30 years. You got to have that paid
off by the time the last person retires. Even if it's the same amount of money, it's a
substantially higher contribution to get it paid off by the time the last person retires.
Does that make sense?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, I get what -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- you saying, sorta.
CITY MANAGER JONES: I do, yeah.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Don't quite understand it, but I get it. So you saying if the
last person that retires in year 2060, and they decide to live until 2090, you still gotta
make that particular contribution.
CHAD LITTLE: You gotta have it paid off by 2060. You gotta have it paid off by the
time that person goes into retirement.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. But we still have to do that except for it's never
ending. You just always have to make sure that that -CHAD LITTLE: You get to spread it over a longer period of time, brings the contribution
rate -- and -- and the reason being, it provides what's called intergenerational equity
amongst taxpayers. One group of taxpayers is not paying substantially more, and the
next group gets a break. Or vice-versa, one group's not putting in enough, the next
group's gotta pay for everything. So you spread it over a longer period of time to come
up with a smoother contribution rate.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Would there -- would there be savings on the other side,
though?
CHAD LITTLE: If you were to go to a defined contribution -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: -- when you ask an actuary a question there's usually two answers you
get: either yes, no, or it depends. Right? So -- and then -- and then I go into some long
explanation.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Some of that, too, yeah.
CHAD LITTLE: But it depends. And the answer is probably yes, over the long haul.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: And the reason being because in order to provide a benefit like you
have right now -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: -- three percent times final years of salary times, you know, whatever
service, that costs money. Right?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: You gotta contribute money to build it up throughout the career to be
able to pay that out. You don't have to do that. You can just say the member doesn't
get anything. Your contribution's zero, and they're on their own. So, yeah, there's a
savings.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: We still have to pay this plan off.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
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CHAD LITTLE: But in the future there would be no retirement for any of the
employees, and that -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But is there -CHAD LITTLE: -- wouldn't cost anything.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- an immediate savings?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: No.
CHAD LITTLE: No, there would not -CITY MANAGER JONES: No, there's never immediate -CHAD LITTLE: -- be an immediate savings to close a plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: When do -- when -CHAD LITTLE: In my opinion, there would not be.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. But when do you foresee -- and Miss -- Miss Davis,
you still got the floor. I just want to make sure that while he was on this. When do you
see a savings happening?
CHAD LITTLE: It would be -- it depends.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: There's not gonna be -CHAD LITTLE: And -- and it's different for each plan, so you have to figure out what is
the period -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: For this plan.
CHAD LITTLE: -- of time -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: For -- for our plan here just say.
CHAD LITTLE: Well, you have Police, Fire, and General.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
CHAD LITTLE: And each one is on a -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And we gonna get to those, too -CHAD LITTLE: -- different system.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- because we got some questions on the three of them.
CHAD LITTLE: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But when would you -- if -- if we decided to go to a defined
contribution, when would you see savings starting to happen? Year one, year two, year
30 -CHAD LITTLE: No.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- year 40? You know, when? When?
CHAD LITTLE: No, you -- you would not start saving money until you have paid off the
unfunded liability. Okay? So let's say, for example -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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CITY MANAGER JONES: Explain that.
CHAD LITTLE: -- your average employee has, you know, fifteen -- has ten years of
service, your average. And they're not gonna retire until 20. Well, then, for the next ten
years you have a much higher mortgage payment to pay it off, and then you'll
experience those savings. All right? That's for the current population. For the guy you
hire tomorrow, you're saving money off the bat for him.
CITY MANAGER JONES: There you go.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's -CITY MANAGER JONES: There you go.
CHAD LITTLE: Because you're not gonna provide a retirement for him.
CITY MANAGER JONES: There you are.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah, right. So (inaudible) you're saving.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's -- that's what I was trying to -- you know.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: The savings is on the defined contribution side. Okay?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But it's on -- it's on any new employee.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But -- but -- that's true. But you're not adding to the -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- defined benefit plan, so there you have -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- the savings.
CITY MANAGER JONES: You're not -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: You know?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you say you're saving on both sides.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, you're not (inaudible) -CHAD LITTLE: No.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So -- no.
CHAD LITTLE: No.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
CHAD LITTLE: You're not saving on both sides.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Hold on. Let me -- I'm trying to -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No. As -- as the defined -- okay. Say, for instance, if
you -- if we have 12 employees that retire this year.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay? From the current defined benefit plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Then that means you would have 12 less -- 12 fewer
employees in that plan that we don't have to make a contribution -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- for. We have to make the pension payment, but not
the contribution. But on the defined contribution plan, you know, that plan is going to
continue to grow, where the defined benefit plan is going to start decreasing.
CHAD LITTLE: But -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But I think that's gonna take -CHAD LITTLE: But you -- the -- the annual contribution -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- a -- a decade. I -- I mean, a century. I mean, that -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I know it's not gonna be right off the bat, but -CHAD LITTLE: It's -- it's gonna be a long time.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. Yeah.
CHAD LITTLE: It's gonna be until the last person retires -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: -- who's currently in the plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But that's why I -- I want to see each three and -- and -and show them side by side with the defined contribution, uh, and how -CHAD LITTLE: What -- what I -- and -- and this -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- how it's going to -CHAD LITTLE: -- is what I would do. And -- and I -- and I promise you the number is
massive. And it's massive for a couple of reasons. It's massive because it is a shorter
period of time to pay off the unfunded that you have right now. Your general
employee's plan, uh, it's in my other presentation. I can't remember what the funded
percentage is.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Are you an -CHAD LITTLE: Sixty something?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- actuary for any of our plans?
CHAD LITTLE: No.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: No, we're an independent outside -- we're working on behalf of the
FPPTA.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: So I have your valuations here. I was able to get copies of those and
see what -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you can't speak to them.
CHAD LITTLE: I can speak to what they have, the results that are in here. I don't
attest to those results or whatever.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: But I'll be happy to discuss them. So if you're 60-something percent
funded, the other 30 percent, that gap, this gap between assets and liabilities that have
built up so far, that's still gotta be paid off.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: And instead of having what you currently have, which is 20-something
years to pay it off, it's gonna be shrunk down to a shorter period of time. When it's
shrunk down to that shorter period of time -- imagine if your mortgage, instead of being
a 20-year mortgage is a 10-year mortgage. The payments are twice, at least. And your
contribution right now -- for general employees I believe your mortgage payment is
almost half of the total contribution. Okay?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's more than that.
CHAD LITTLE: So it's gonna increase substantially for the next decade to get this paid.
And I'm using "decade" as an example, because I don't know the averages in here and
whatever. But it would be -- it would take more money over a shorter period of time to
pay it off. Then after that the defined contribution -- defined contributions that would
may -- be made, the -- again, it goes back to that first example where I showed you the
benefit level. If you don't want to provide -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: -- any benefit, you don't have -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you -- so you saying -CHAD LITTLE: -- to pay any money.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- it's gonna be painful, it's gonna get worse for a few years
in terms of that.
CHAD LITTLE: Absolutely.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But after those years, then you'll start -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to save. Okay. Mr. Guyton, you want to say something?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: A lot of years.
CHAD LITTLE: A lot of years.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: A lot of years.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes. I -- I think Miss -- Miss Davis brought up a good
point about understanding the actuarially -- the actuary -- the actuary impact of going to
a second tier. And I think, as opposed to asking our visitors, our staff who is suggesting
that to us should have those numbers for us.
CHAD LITTLE: Now -- now, let me toss one thing in there real quick. When you say
second tier -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, what do you mean by that?
CHAD LITTLE: -- in our world second tier means current employees are at three
percent. Everybody hired tomorrow's at two percent. Okay? A second -- second tier
means that within the same plan -- so I don't have to pay this off over 10 years, I'm still
gonna spread -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Let me back up.
CHAD LITTLE: -- it over 30, I'm just gonna offer a lower benefit level.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Let me back up, because I don't speak for staff.
Staff, they're the proposal on the table. What are you recommending, so that I can
speak intelligently about what is being proposed?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Right now there is no proposal on the table. We brought
defined contribution and it was voted down, so unless -- so then our consideration was
for a second tier of the defined benefit plan. That has not been presented to you yet,
but that's the next option, since the defined contribution plan was voted down.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: The -- the second tier version would be currently everybody's at three
percent.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Within the defined benefit.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Within the defined benefit.
CHAD LITTLE: And -- and you don't have to deal with this paying off the unfunded over
a short period of time.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I didn't think that was (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's the first I've -- I've heard of this.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, well, that's why we getting some clarity, but -CHAD LITTLE: And -- and -- and I -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, wait, wait, Chad.
CHAD LITTLE: It -- go ahead.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Sorry.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, and that -- we have not brought that -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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CITY MANAGER JONES: -- officially to you -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, in my documents I did -CITY MANAGER JONES: -- for actions.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- read -- in my budget documents, I read where there
was a proposal for a second tier. That was in the documents. That's where I get that
from.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Oh, yeah. We're pulling it together. We haven't -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- brought it forward.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Haven't brought the official plan.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: But I did read there was a proposal -CITY MANAGER JONES: Right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- forthcoming.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, Miss Pardo.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Just for clarity, so defined contribution is off the table.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Whosever phone that is, please cut it off. Thank
you. Go ahead.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So is defined contribution off the table?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Staff made the recommendation to go to a defined
contribution plan for new hires as of October, and that was voted down at that pension
workshop, 4 to 1 -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's what -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Was that a vote?
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- I think.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I don't think it was a vote.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: No. I think it was -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I just think it wasn't a consensus.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- consensus.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. It wasn't a vote.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Consensus.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It -- it -- it wasn't a vote. It was -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- definitely consensus.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Well, I would -CITY MANAGER JONES: Consensus of 4 to 1 that -- yeah.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Okay. Well, I would just say, if it's going to come
back to us for a formal vote -- since it was done in a workshop, it was a -- a consensus.
It wasn't a -- a vote. I would suggest that, you know -- since this is very biased, I would
suggest that we get an investment advisor to come in here -CITY MANAGER JONES: And do both.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- and go through -- exactly. And go through the -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: This is a waste of time.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- pros and cons of a -- of a defined contribution.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, Miss Pardo -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: You know, just to be fair.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I agree.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Just put it all on the table and then we can -- you know,
then -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, Miss -- Miss -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- we know both sides.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
bringing somebody in or --

Miss Pardo, you work in this field.

Would you mind

CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Most definitely.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Tell me when you want them.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, we're gonna have -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to do it soon. Hold on one second. We're gonna have
to definitely do it soon if we wanna -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Wait a minute. Would they be paid?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, that's -- um, Mr. Chair?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I mean --
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. -- Mr. -- okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo -- Miss, uh, Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I know Miss Pardo is -- works in the field, but I don't
want there to be any kind of, you know, so I -- I would -- I'm not -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I'm just -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Not -- nothing against you, Miss Pardo, but I -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's fine.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- think that the staff should handle it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No -- no problem. No problem.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I have no problem with that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I'm just saying that I know we allowed Mr. Guyton to
invite these individuals.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Exactly.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I just wanted to make sure that if there was another
member, any member, it could be -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But these people would probably be paid. The -- I
mean, not -- this group, but -- but the investment advisor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We pay these people?
CHAD LITTLE: No, and the -- and the -- and the other group -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: No, no, no, no. He just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Man, I was -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: The investment advisor we wouldn't have to pay?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Absolutely not. That person would just come in here -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- to -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Well, that's fine, then.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- educate everyone.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's fine.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Oh, no salary, no nothing.
CHAD LITTLE: And one thing that I would suggest is, because that's gonna give you
the -- the view from an investment consultant on how much, you know, what benefits
will be if you contribute this much money and whatever else. Make sure -- in my
opinion, at the same time, you should have the actuaries for the three plans tell you
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what the cost would -- are we talking all three or one plan here? I don't even know what
you're dealing with here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, all three.
CHAD LITTLE: All three.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I -- I -- I think what should have happened here is we
should have had them both here at the same time, because obviously you really only
work with defined -CHAD LITTLE: Benefit plans.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the benefits.
CHAD LITTLE: Correct.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So it's -- it feels like and it sounds like it's kinda -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Biased.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- you know, one sided, because that's what you work for.
That's what you do.
CHAD LITTLE: Oh, absolutely. And -- and -- and in all fairness, I -- because I'm an
actuary, I only work for defined benefit plans, and that's where my check comes from.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
CHAD LITTLE: I mean, if they -- without defined benefits, I don't -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Same thing.
CHAD LITTLE: -- have a job.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -CHAD LITTLE: That being said, I'm also a taxpayer, and I -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
CHAD LITTLE: -- and I'm -- not here, but -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You live in Riviera?
CHAD LITTLE: No, I'm up in Brevard County, but -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right.
CHAD LITTLE: You know, in -- in my opinion, I don't want to -- you know, an employee
and the employer have an exchange. This is what the accounting field deals with all the
time. I work for you. You give me something in return. What you give me in return is a
-- a salary and a promise for something in the future, which is this retirement benefit.
Ultimately, I, as a taxpayer, I'm paying for a piece of that. Right? That retirement
benefit. I don't like the concept of me investing in that as a taxpayer.
Throughout the person's career, they get to the end of their career, they got a quarter
million dollars or whatever they happen to have. They get a new boat and a truck to pull
it with and get back in line.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh.
CHAD LITTLE: We pay for that benefit throughout their career to -- because they give
us service throughout that career. They -- they work for us as -- as public servants.
Then we give them a retirement benefit and they retire on out. Their retirement should
be paid for during their career. Not -- I shouldn't have my children pay for it.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Right.
CHAD LITTLE: You see what I'm saying? So I have a bias towards defined benefit in
general. My preference? If it were Day One, and you didn't have any of this going on, I
would suggest you have both. I would suggest you have some sort of defined benefit
plan -- figure out what you're going to be getting from Social Security, have a defined
benefit that gives you some guaranteed amount to help you maintain a certain standard
of living with that. And then set up a companion defined contribution plan so that the
member has some opportunity to bear in some of that risk of their own retirement.
That's the perfect world. But we don't -- it -- it always tends to be an all or none.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. Well, I get it. You know, my thing, when -- when I
see a chamber full of employees, current employees that have been here that are in
one plan, they're here because they feel like something is going to affect them. And I
had not heard what that was, but it's obviously something that they feel that's going to
affect them. Hopefully, we'll find it out with some of these comment cards. But it
doesn't look like that's going to quite happen.
But what we're gonna do, sir, if you can, if you can just stand by, let me take these
comment cards.
CHAD LITTLE: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And would you just please stand there in case -- I mean,
please sit, but would you stand by -CHAD LITTLE: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- just in case we have any other questions that we may
need to -CHAD LITTLE: Sure. I -- I just wanna say one more thing -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, sir.
CHAD LITTLE: -- that I -- just the last thing I wanted to mention on the idea of closing
the plan. You -- you also have the issue on Police and Fire that if your tier two is a
defined contribution, you lose the State money.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Right.
CHAD LITTLE: If your tier two is a lower multiplier, you keep getting the State money
in. Okay? So just think about that on the money you're gonna give up.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: You're looking at the multiplier.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Wait a minute. Hold on. Don't -- you just can't say that
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CHAD LITTLE: I just did.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Come on. That is not -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, you -- you, say -- repeat that one more time, please.
CHAD LITTLE: All right. So -- so Fire, one of them gets close to a hundred thousand,
the other one gets over $200,000 a year -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: -- from the State. This is money paid by taxpayers in Riviera Beach.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: That money is collected. It's sent to the State.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
CHAD LITTLE: And if you jump through all the hoops the State wants you to jump
through, they'll send you money back just to put in your pension plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: Okay? If all of your employees are not in that plan, they quit sending
you the checks. Okay? The -- it doesn't mean the taxpayers aren't charged that
anymore, because that just means the State is gonna keep it, use it for something else.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. But you said if they're not in at the same level.
CHAD LITTLE: If they're not in the -- all of your -- for Police and Fire, all of your
certified firefighters, all of your sworn officers, must be in the plan except for some
options for chiefs to opt out, all must be in the plan in order to continue to get the State
money.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAD LITTLE: In the defined benefit plan.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just for multiplier.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Put a -- put a -- put a pin in that.
CHAD LITTLE: Put a pin in it. All right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We -- we coming back to discuss that.
CHAD LITTLE: All right. I'll be right over here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let me take a few comment cards. We gonna have -- we
don't have any -- any -- anybody else want to speak on something that has not put a
comment card in? Going once, seeing none. Okay. We gonna close it with the
comment cards we have. We're gonna take Mr. Bobbie Brooks, Jr. Good evening, Mr.
Brooks. You have three minutes to make your comments.
BOBBIE BROOKS, JR.: I'll do so. The last time we had a Pension Board workshop
like this what I noticed was the presentation, at least by the young man behind me here
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was presenting the defined contribution. There's no -- not much mention of defined
benefit, and I didn't hear much from some board members, much complaint about that.
It seems as if there's already a mindset we've made up our mind what we're gonna do,
so when we hear things like (inaudible) what we want to do, we're okay if it's just limited
to that. But now tonight we had some presentations on defined benefits, and there
seemed to be some just underpinnings like, I don't care for this. You're not giving us a
balanced point of view, but it was a concern the last pension meeting.
So it's important that we -- if you're gonna make a decision, at least try to come with an
open mind, not saying this is the one to do. Let's hear what was shared before. Let's
hear what's shared tonight, and look at both of these, but don't -- no one came down to
(inaudible) for that for last time, so let's make sure we're kind of fair and balanced when
we do that.
And it's my understanding that the consultant's been with the City for a while, the one
for defined contributions. I think one of my (inaudible) here one time, he's been here for
-- for over a year you guys have had discussions with this? Okay. So the discussion's
been about three or four years for defined contribution, so it's not as if the City is not
aware of defined contribution. At this point, after three or four years, if you've been
doing it for that long, you should have some knowledge about defined contribution.
CITY MANAGER JONES: We kinda switched the Council a little bit, so we have to -BOBBIE BROOKS, JR.: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- start educating over again.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss -- Miss -- Miss Jones -BOBBIE BROOKS, JR.: Okay. So educating all over again.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Jones, I just want him to finish his comment.
BOBBIE BROOKS, JR.: Okay. So it -- it's important that, you know -- I guess I'm
feeling tonight that we didn't -- weren't aware, maybe it wasn't asked for FPPTA to
share defined benefit and defined contribution. Maybe it wasn't clear what we're
looking for or the Council's looking for. I'm not quite sure what was shared with them.
But it just seems we've heard some things on defined contribution. Tonight we could
have a little more open mind by hearing about defined benefit and weigh both of them
out. Maybe it's a good suggestion, as been said before, about having someone come
in to share both plans, defined contribution, defined benefit, and look at both of them.
I do believe probably one of the best considerations to have would be the two tier plan,
where you may have lower benefits for those coming in after October 1. And then,
see, you still keep the benefits of Chapter 175, Chapter 185, you can keep those, uh,
not be at risk of losing those, and still have some degree of savings. The City wouldn't
have to have so much contributions towards that, their lower benefits for those coming
in in the second tier. So hopefully we are moving forward with considering that as
another option to look at.
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And then I think it's good to also have the numbers themselves, because we're doing a
lot of talking in generalities here tonight, but we have no clear-cut numbers. So maybe
we can have our actuaries in our different plans to look at the numbers, bring them in
so the board can look at things between going from a defined benefit to a defined
contribution, or maybe the two level tiers of defined benefits, and see how the numbers
work out, what's in the best interests of the City.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Thank you for your comments, Mr. Brooks. I do
feel that this board is very open minded or we wouldn't be taking the time to try to learn
both sides of this. You know, once again, you are a Certified Pension Trustee. We're
not. So this is the way we have to understand this. So everybody's being open-minded.
This is -- this is not about that. We wanted to hear about both plans, and we thought
that this is what this group would offer. You know? So that's why we've already said
that we will probably, um, have another one where we have them both here.
Next up will be Chuck Lupo. Good evening, Mr. Lupo. You have three minutes to make
your comments.
FIRE CHIEF CHUCK LUPO: Good evening -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
FIRE CHIEF CHUCK LUPO: -- Mr. Chair and Council. Seeing some of you sitting up
there, I know quite a few of you. I've been knowing you for quite some time now,
unfortunately, or fortunately, I guess you could say. But I'm almost positive that there
are several of you that have defined benefits and receiving a defined benefit. Some are
in a defined contribution or a 401(k). Your members deserve whatever possible benefit
you could give them and their family members. You know, it's a shame that we've come
to the table a couple times now to discuss this issue and we haven't been back in a long
time. What you're proposing as far as a two tier system we tried in Tequesta and the
State wouldn't allow us to do it because they're a 175 fund. We offered to do that.
In addition to that, I'd look a little bit to the south in a little bit of an island over here
called Palm Beach, and what they did to their employees by closing their plan, actually
terminating and going to a Bucket A/Bucket B, and their turnover rate right now, which
we think down in Palm Beach they wouldn't have a turn -- turn -- turnover rate problem,
but they're gonna lose six employees in the next 30 days. That's on top of the 26
they're already missing.
You can't afford that. You can't afford to be a training ground. You want sustainability
of your employees. You want an employee like myself, 30 years with one department,
and have another three and a half to go, and enjoying every bit of it. And I'm gonna
have a defined benefit and, um, hopefully pass that on to my wife when I live my ten
years life expectancy once I leave.
So all I'm saying is just look at things, look at the commitment of your employees, and
not only the people sitting here in the room today, but those of in the future.
Remember, they're gonna be picking our nursing homes. They're gonna be picking out
where we live and where we finish our lives, and the ones coming out to respond on us.
I know the School Board took care of Mrs. Davis, because obviously she's an FRS
participant.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, I'm that person -FIRE CHIEF CHUCK LUPO: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- who gets a defined benefit.
FIRE CHIEF CHUCK LUPO: So -- and I think that's -- you deserve that. You deserve
it. So do we. So we thank you for -- the other thing, like I said, we -- we did try the two
tier system in Tequesta and the State would not allow it because it lowered it below the
-- the levels of the 175.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you, Chief. Now, this is -- this is an -- this is
an issue that -- this is an issue that becomes a problem in this city. The majority of us
did not even know that that was being considered, and just because staff discuss
something at staff level does not mean that it gets to the Council level. So to my shock,
when I pull up, I'm like, Something must be wrong. This is a whole lot of people here for
an educational event. So somebody's heard something that this Commission has not.
This Commission has not directed anybody to look at anything. All we've asked for is
clarity on what was being proposed.
So to -- you know, to -- to say, you know, that those are some things that we're
considering, we're not considering anything because we haven't gotten anything formal,
you know, about that. Tonight was the first time that I think myself, as well as several
members, have even heard of a two tier or anything, you know, about that. So you
know, I don't know where this stuff comes from or how it gets there, but that's not at this
level, you know, right now. And you know, once that get to this level, then we'll decide
whether we want to entertain that or not. But at this point none of that was being
considered, and I just want to make sure that everybody, you know, understands that.
Staff and Council, they -- they deal with things at their level and they decide what they
want to present to us. That has not been presented to us at this point.
Fred Angelo?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And, Mr. Chair, as -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, sir. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- he come, I have a question for staff. As it relates to
the negotiations, have we reached out or when are we going to reach out to all of the
unions to ask them to come to the table so we can discuss some of these issues, or you
all can discuss some of these issues and bring them to us?
HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR DORETHA PERRY: Doretha Perry, Human
Resources Department. We have been in contact with our labor attorneys, both of
them. We're at the point now where we have some meetings or -- yeah, have a meeting
scheduled with Miss Jones to tell her where we are at the table and then we will have a
closed executive session with the City Council to let you know just where we are with
the unions, and then we'll start setting up some meetings with the unions. But we have
been to the table and because we have a new council, we were waiting to speak with
the Manager where we are, then we have a closed executive session so you all can see
where we are with the articles that we currently are -- have placed on the table.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. What -- what time frame do you anticipate that
we're gonna get to the unions to say, Let's come to the table and talk?
HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR DORETHA PERRY: PMSA and Firefighters, we
have a meeting with Mrs. Jones scheduled for the 8th of this month. After that, then we
will call a session with the City Council so that we can tell you where we are with the -with the proposals. I do have a call or an e-mail to the labor attorney for the police and
general employees. We -- we have two separate attorneys. We have one attorney for - Mr. McLean. He's the attorney for the City to negotiate with the Police and the SEIU,
the general employees. Then we have Glen Trasevia [phonetic] & Company, uh, for the
PMSA and the Firefighters.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Well, what -- just for the record, I would like, as
one councilperson, staff to know that I would like to see us back to the table talking to all
of the unions, because, one, we can't do anything in this upcoming budget until we have
some discussions with them. So if there are any plans for this upcoming budget, it's
gonna be real tight. And it probably won't make October 1, but I would like to see staff
at the table talking to all of the unions and coming back to us with some type of
proposals to try to get out of this impasse that seem to been going on for -- for a while
now.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Thank you, Miss Perry. Mr. D'Angelo. I mean,
Mr. Angelo. Good evening. Good evening. You have three minutes to make your
comments.
FRED ANGELO: Good evening. I'm not sure I remember you, either. Fred Angelo,
Firefighters. Thanks for having the -- the discussion tonight. I just wanted to -- the
Chief touched on some of the things as far as, you know, what could be allowed and
what not allowed. One suggestion I have right off the bat, you can bring all of the
consultants on the defined benefit you want, defined contribution, you only need one
consultant here. You need to bring in one or two pension attorneys and they'll tell you
what you can do and can't do, because two tier, that's great, but you're gonna lose a
bunch of money, State may not even allow it to happen. We've negotiated contracts
from Boca to Jupiter, all west, the whole deal. We're happy to try to help where we can,
but if the State says no, it's no.
And I can tell you right now, Palm Beach spent $99 million coming due, I believe, later
this year, 99 million, to close -- terminate their funds. So if you guys want to step up
with 99 million, then -- then we have something on the table there.
As far as defined benefit, defined contribution; defined benefit in simple terms, shared
liability. Everybody in the plan, including the citizens here, share the liability of that
plan. That means when I retire, the market drops 40 percent, the liability of that drop is
shared by everybody. In a defined contribution, the liability is sold by the one individual.
So when he looks and says, Hey, I can't leave, and he's 65 years old, and he's gonna
go chasing a criminal down the street, we're all gonna bear that liability. So we gotta -we gotta be cognizant.
Right now in the U.S. -- this is right off the pension investments -- the average 64-yearold in a 401(k) has $88,000 with the great stock market, and it has been great since
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2009. But where are they gonna go with $88,000? So we can continue to kick the can
down the road, as the people say, and if we do that, yeah, we're gonna save some
money here, but we're gonna spend a lot more money helping these people in the
streets with social services.
The 401(k) was never meant as a pension, but if we're gonna switch to that, the
investment model is really the problem for government workers, because we don't have
profit sharing and stuff and you're gonna have to come up with some way in order to do
that. The reason they're going away from it in the private market is because they need
shareholder profits so they can give those big bonuses, CEO pay, and it looks attractive
for somebody to get their hands on the money.
Eighty to one hundred percent of the retirement payment from the defined benefit
comes from investment earnings. Okay? So we're -- we're not paying for that. It's
coming from the investment earnings. A good indicator for performance -- and this is
the good way for the Council to recognize if the plans are doing well or not -- is to trend
your pension fund with the stock market. So if we've had a great market since 2009 and
it's gone like this, so should our pension plans be going like that. And if I may, for one
more second -- and if it's not going like that, then we need to make changes. But if it is,
we can look at 100 years of the stock market. It's gone up 10.3 percent and our
pensions will return and we'll have good times again. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you for your comments. Next up will be Hycinthia
Becton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And Mr. Chair, as she comes, I would like to also kick it
back on something that -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Let me -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- take you after Miss Becton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Miss Becton.
CINTHIA BECTON: Yes, yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good -- good evening, Miss Becton.
CINTHIA BECTON: Good evening.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have three minutes to make your comments.
CINTHIA BECTON: Thank you. You know, I can only stand so long.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I understand.
CINTHIA BECTON: And Bruce's questions are entirely too long. Good evening.
Cinthia Becton. I appreciate you allowing me to say a word, and, oh, and really
appreciate you having this workshop. Thank you so much. But I really want to make
sure that you don't leave out the general employees, especially the grass roots in
general employees. Somehow that group gets lost in the shuffle, and I'm really
concerned that that's happening here.
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When we talk about defined contributions versus defined benefits, and you talk about
spreading the wealth, you're really talking about grass roots. And think about your
grass roots employees. They're not gonna cut it with defined contribution because
there's a need to pool that money, take it and say based on this pool of money, I can
guarantee retirement; I can guarantee that if something happens to me on this job, I
have disability; and I can guarantee that if, by chance, I should die, my family is
provided for. I've got those guarantees. That's that grassroots employee.
The other thing I want to tell you is, we didn't deal with this excess benefit plan, but
we're having to -- we're really having to pay for it. And that excess benefit plan is
costing the general employee pension plan big time. So I would please, please ask
you, don't burden us with that anymore. Let us get past this. We're almost there. Let
us get past that, and don't give us anymore with that excess benefit plan, because if you
don't give us anymore -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: What is excess benefit plan?
CINTHIA BECTON: -- with that, we actually can see the light. We have a couple of
other things that we need to deal with with the general employee pension plan, where I
can assure you that we're moving forward. Of the seven, in terms of being certified, we
are almost there with 100 percent certification. Now, that in itself is an achievement. I
want to remind you, just keep thinking grass roots. Just don't leave that out, and that
will -- that will take you defined benefit. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. It's going -going to be real quick with this.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Right. You can go ahead. Just go ahead with -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: What is defined -- what is an excess benefit plan? Miss
Jones or -CINTHIA BECTON: Oh, you -- I'll -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no, no, no. We're gonna take one of the staff
members.
CINTHIA BECTON: Okay. I'll be -- I'll be happy to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can some -- can somebody tell us what Miss Becton is
speaking about?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: But what she don't know is (inaudible), I mean, I know
she (inaudible) -CITY MANAGER JONES: I haven't the slightest idea.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Miss Becton, I'm gonna call you back up for
another 60 seconds.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Miss Becton?
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CINTHIA BECTON: Oh, okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Because I don't -- I don't know of anything we've -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Sixty seconds, Miss Becton, 60 seconds.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- imposed.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can you tell us in 60 seconds or less what -CINTHIA BECTON: Yes. No, I can tell you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- this excess plan is?
CINTHIA BECTON: Yeah. The City Council has -- we have -- you have -- employees
have retired in the general employee, and they are at such a high income level that we
have to give them excess benefits, and that is because of some things that you've
negotiated. I want you to really take a look at it, because it's killing us.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, we don't -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That -- that -- that didn't answer my question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we don't actually know what it is.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I still don't know.
CINTHIA BECTON: Yeah, but, um -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I got it. I got it.
CINTHIA BECTON: I don't wanna name names.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I get you. I understand.
CINTHIA BECTON: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I understand.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I don't know what -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Jones, immediately find out what that is. Once again,
it seems like it's something else that we don't really know.
CITY MANAGER JONES: No, I think I know when she said it that way.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: But it wasn't something that you created.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, we get the -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Who created it?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We get the blame all the time. You just heard her say City
Council did it. We -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Who did?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. Well, we didn't do it. Who -- you know who -CINTHIA BECTON: They did, but it was before this Council.
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CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, it wasn't something -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, talking about the --

CHAIRPERSON

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No problem.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- increase in salary -CITY MANAGER JONES: Longevity and all that (inaudible) -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We -- we used to taking the blame. Yeah, we get the
blame.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: We get the blame for everything.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm assuming that means -- we are talking about longevity
pay? Is that what we -CITY MANAGER JONES: That's -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It contributes to the formula.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay. No problem. Um, I really want to know
deeper about this excess benefits. This -- this workshop -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Me, too.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- is becoming more education than I ever knew. Next up
we gonna have Mr. Juan Atkins. Good evening, Mr. Atkins. You have three minutes to
make your comments.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good evening, Mr. Atkins. You have three minutes to
make your comments.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh. I need to stand up and say it right now.
CITY MANAGER JONES: (Inaudible).
JUAN ATKINS: Mr. Chair, Council, all of our guests, and all the participants and board
members who are here, I just want to respond very quickly. I can understand how it
may appear that perhaps there was some sort of negative information that was put out
there that caused this response of people who are interested in hearing what's going on
in this workshop, but I would offer to you that in my case, I received a letter from the
Human Resources Department -- and I would imagine that every single board member
received that letter -- inviting us to come to listen to the workshop.
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I didn't expect there to be any opportunity for public comment, but I'm glad there is, and
I thank you for that. I just wanted to also reiterate at the last workshop one of the
suggestions I made was to get the maker of that study that you commissioned, the
actuary, Brad, to do the study -- it's subject to varied interpretation. I read it much
differently than some others on your staff and others who I spoke to, and I thought it
would be very beneficial if the maker of that study was here to present it to you in a way
that you will understand exactly, you know, how the costs are laid out. You know, that
all those time horizons, I think there was a lot of confusion with respect to that. And I
just wanted to make that point tonight.
I think it's very important that you have the actuary who actually wrote that study here to
present it to you and -- and that that would eliminate some of the varied interpretation,
and you'll make a better informed decision. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. Our last
comment card will be Rick King. Good evening, Mr. King. You have three minutes to
make your comments.
RICK KING: Good evening. How are you?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm great.
RICK KING: Rick King from the PBA. As I'm last, it's -- a lot of the thunder has been
stolen and hats off to the Fire guys for their explanation and understanding of the
pension system and defined benefits. I think what happened is -- my understanding is,
just coming in late in this, is that this -- this crew that you brought in, they are a defined
benefit. That's what they do. And to expect them to come in and tell you something
different, I think was really kind of off the wall.
However, they did bring something that I thought was very, very poignant, which is the
covenant. You hired these police officers, these employees, with a promise of a defined
benefit. You brought them in with that -- with that promise. They promised to leave
their houses, to chase criminals, to put out fires, to do what they do for the City, to keep
the water running, and in turn, that promise was for that, we'll give you this benefit. You
also mentioned -- and I think it was this gentleman here -- mentioned about paying other
agencies the 250,000 it takes to train these officers and for your agency, your -- your
City, to be a training ground for other agencies and departments. That's what's been
going on.
You have a dedicated group of officers, firefighters, who were here, showing up, and
they expect for what they do for you to be compensated, and they -- part of that
expectation is that benefit. But what, instead, has been happening is you have people
that come here for a couple of years and then they go someplace else to -- to finish out
their careers. If you want to attract the best, and you want to hire the best, and retain
the best, and give your citizens the -- the service that -- then you got to give them that
promise that you started with, that defined benefit.
Additionally -- and I -- and I think they covered it, but I just want to make sure that the
Council understands. If you shut down the plan, you've got to pay for it. Once you shut
it down, you gotta pay for it, so there is no really shutting it down and starting a 401
tomorrow, because ultimately you've got to pay that bill. That bill's gonna come
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reckoning, and it's gonna be yours. Do what you promised for these officers and your
City. Thank you.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. -- Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you for your comments, sir. Uh, Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right. I think we need to make it clear to Mr. King and -and everyone else in the audience that what we're doing up here tonight is we're
learning, and we have never said that we were going to do anything to jeopardize the
pension of our existing employees.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Exactly.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So I just want to make that clear. All right? We're not
going after anyone who is in the plan. Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. -- Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And thank you for that, Miss Pardo, because I keep
hearing the -- the -- the term "shut down." And I think that's very different than what
we're -- we're actually talking about. The City of Palm Beach, if I read and remember
correctly, totally shut down their plan and switched over to the FRS. Am I correct? Or
they -- am I correct in that?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I don't know.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Well, I know they did -- they -- they -- they totally
did away with their plan, and it cost so much money. But that's not exactly what we're
trying to do, is it?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: What we're trying to do is -- the main thing is keep the
current plan sound. Okay? We want to keep the plan and make sure that we keep it
sound. Okay? We're trying to create a new plan.
But the other thing that I just wanted to say, and I'm -- I'm being funny, guys, so don't
take it the wrong way. You know, I -- I think it was the Chief that brought up my
retirement benefit, and yes, I did retire from the Palm Beach County School District and
I do receive a retirement benefit. At the time that I was working for the school district
the second plan, choice, was introduced, but I had been there for so long at that period
of time that, you know, I didn't see the point. But I also covered myself with a tax shelter
annuity that I contributed to on my own.
And you know, I'm not looking to harm any current employee. I want to make sure that
the plan is kept sound. That's why -- that's my job. I want the information that shows
me exactly how we can do that. So I know I'm pretty popular with you guys, you know,
but -- my name always keeps coming up, but I'm not here trying to do you any harm.
I'm simply trying to gather information.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I definitely understand that and I know Mr. King is the
representative of the new union that are -- that's here. At no time now or in the future
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do we plan to have issues with any union, so there's no need for any hostile exchange.
We're being real about this. We're trying to understand what's going on about this.
Nobody's trying to break a promise. I worked at that same police department with most
of those same officers that are there. We understand that. But here we have to look at
and learn before we make a decision, and that's all we're trying to do.
So whatever happened years ago, that's not happening here. We support all of our
employees, and we want to make sure that they have the necessary things to have a
good living. So any exchange that you want that's positive and wholesome, we
welcome that, you know. When it gets to our level, we'll make those decisions, but at
this point we're just learning about it.
So I'm glad that all the officers are here. I'm glad that all the firefighters and regular
employees, general employees are here, but this is education. And if we don't ask
questions, then we won't know. So that's how it is.
Now, whatever letter you got, whatever information goes out, obviously it goes out
before we get it. We can't -- we can't validate that. You know? And you know, I'm -I'm -- I'm -- I'm directing this to, you know, my colleagues that this is an issue that
corrodes the trust in our city when everybody feels like the City Council, who ultimately
makes these decisions understand everything that's going on. You know? We don't do
that. I don't know how that information gets out. I don't know where it comes from. But
when it comes here is when we make those decisions.
And you can best believe that there's not one person up here that wants to do anything
to harm our employees. The majority of us are doing whatever we can to raise the pay,
to raise the benefits, to do everything that we can. So that's not the kind of situation or
atmosphere that we're trying to create here.
Now, I would hope that when you go to the table that all of these things are discussed,
but I also would hope that, you know, you go there understanding that it's going to be a
professional exchange. We're not expecting to be bullied, you know, and we -- we
really just won't be bullied. You know? So we're gonna give you a fair exchange, and
you give us a fair exchange, and then we'll -- you know, we'll make the decision then.
So I mean, I'm just -- I just don't -- I just don't want those type of exchanges to be here.
We're here in support of the unions. We're glad they're here. You know, we're -- we're - we're good, and we're going to negotiate in good faith with that. Mr. Guyton, you
wanted to say something before we go to City Council comments?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I can wait until City Council comments.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. City Council Comments. We're gonna go ahead
and start with -- we were gonna start with Mr. Davis.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I don't have anything.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Do you -- anything -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I don't have anything, no.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes. I don't have anything. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I think Mr. Guyton's gonna have some. Did you have
something you want to say, Miss Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No. As you're closing out, I just wanted to say thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: And to reiterate what each of you has said. This was strictly
for education. I don't know what you -- others heard and what they were
communicated with, but this was strictly for education. And I want to thank you for your
time this evening, as well as I want to say the current employees can count on the fact
that I will not be bringing a recommendation to Council that changes what you currently
get.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
CITY MANAGER JONES: So let's make that real clear.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Let me just say quickly, I want to
thank the FPPTA, Kim, Ray, Chad, Mr. Nesbitt. He -- as a matter of fact, he's a Ph.D.,
aren't you? Don't you have your Ph.D.?
FRED NESBITT: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. And -- and I -- I'd like to also not only thank you
for coming, but thank you for -- but thank you for educating me as you have, and I
continue to go, even as an elected official. I -- I would hope that maybe, Kim, you'll
consider incorporating an elected officials portion, so that, you know, we can come as
elected officials and better understand not just defined benefit, but when I went through
my training, there was discussion about defined contributions, and not in a negative
manner. And it got this perception and overtone today that it's just about defined
benefit. My training was very comprehensive and inclusive, and it allowed me to have
the skills to go and do my own research, as I did today to better understand the issues.
So I'd like to thank the FPPTA. You're doing a marvelous job. And as Ray indicated,
the Florida Pension Board's members that go through that program are considered
some of the best educated in the country on pensions. And that's not an exaggeration.
And -- and let me just say about the boards here in Riviera Beach. This Council, before
I got here, instituted a requirement to be certified. That was one of the best things that
you all could have done, and I really appreciate staff and the Council members that
were here doing and supporting that. And Miss Becton indicated that they are almost at
a hundred percent. On the Police Pension Board I know they are at a hundred percent.
And Fire, I think they are very close to it. So the board members in this City take their
responsibility very seriously and they all just want not anything over and beyond what is
deserving, but what the rank and file work so hard for.
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And lastly, let me just say that as our other Council members indicated, the existing
employees, there is no consideration, no discussion about changing anything. For the
new employees that's coming in, as the economic downturn took place and the real
estate market bottomed out, the lion's share of our revenue come from property taxes.
We have to be realistic about the revenue that we have to work with, so we can't give
any promises that we can't uphold. So therein lies the discussion of how do we prepare
before a crisis hit.
So that's the only thing that we're doing now, but let me just say that I think the defined
benefit plan is probably the most attractive recruiting tools that a municipality could have
because with others going to the defined contribution, our city, with the image that we
have, need to be able to offer them something better than what our competitors are
offering. So if we don't want a high turnaround, either we're gonna pay up front or we're
gonna pay at the end. So I'd rather we understand that eventually we're gonna pay,
and we might as well decide how that's gonna happen and we can do that by making
sure that our employees have a reason to stay here for 20 and 30 years, and the
defined benefit plan would do that.
And thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I'm gonna make my comments very quickly. I do at
some point want to discuss the different plans. I know that our General Employees
plans -- uh, pension plan is not performing at the same level as the Fire and the Police.
I do at some point want to get information on that and how we're able to do whatever we
need to do to make sure that that plan is performing as high as the other ones.
Whatever's going on, I wanna make sure we have some continuity between all of those.
Other than that, we're adjourning.
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(The following may contain inaudible or misunderstood words due to the recording
quality.)
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good evening. It's 5:30. We're gonna start our regular
scheduled City Council Meeting. Madam Clerk, would you please call the roll?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Mayor Thomas Masters? Chairperson Cedrick
Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro Tem Dawn Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Bruce Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Judy Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Terence Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: City Manager Ruth Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deputy City Clerk Claudene Anthony is present.
City Attorney Pamala Ryan?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We have a quorum. Uh, we're going to go ahead and
stand for a Pledge of Allegiance, uh, led by Councilwoman Davis, please. (Everyone
stood for a moment of silence with the Pledge of Allegiance being led by Councilperson
J. Davis). Okay. Miss Jones, are there any additions, deletions or substitutions?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Thank you. Yes, sir, Mr. Chair. Um, there are two additions
I would like to place under consideration tonight. The first one is a presentation, um, by
Councilman Guyton to Pamala Ryan, and that's under Awards and Presentations, item
number 13A. Also on the regular agenda we'd like to add item number 21A. This item,
um, is the authorizing the assignment of the Ocean Mall ground lease. Also we'd like to
add item 24A and 24B. Both are contributions to the Youth Recreation Association for
their charity golf outing, $180 from Councilman Guyton, $200 from Chair Thomas.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um -CITY MANAGER JONES: I --

COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- I'm sorry. Go ahead.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- I would like to delete from consideration ordinance on
second read, item number 16.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Junk cars, nuisances?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Right. Uh, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I also had, um -- well, never mind. I can wait until next
month. It's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no. If you want to put something on we'll put it on now.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No. That's okay. I -- well, if we can go ahead and do it
now, that's fine. I -- I just thought that you were saying you were going to stop it so I
didn't ask. But, um, I also wanted to contribute $460 to YRA.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let's go ahead and add that up under Community Benefits.
We'll make it 24C. Does that work for everybody? 24C. Councilwoman J. Davis
(inaudible) -- you said 460?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem. Show that being added. Okay. Any
other additions, deletions or substitutions?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes. I have something. Would it be possible to move 21A
to the top of -- well, where is it going? It would be ordinances on first reading?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Actually -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, I don't know nothing about hers.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And I'm asking only because, um -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no. He's spoken with me.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, the, uh -- the group has spoken with me. I'm trying to
find a place for it now.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let's go ahead and move it to -REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: 17B?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, it's a -- it's a resolution, and to be honest with you -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I (inaudible). I (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- as soon as we're gonna be able to get to it. It's at -- as
soon as we really can get to it.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Maybe regular before?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, it's the first thing on regular. Just as soon as we can
get to it.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis? I hear you. I hear you, Miss -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And I -- this is the first I'm seeing of the document. I
had no knowledge of it whatsoever. Um -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Which document is that?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: The lease. The leasehold agreement.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, I'm, I mean, actually just seeing it as I sit here on
the dais. So I mean, I'd really like to have an opportunity to look it over at -- at the very
least. I know we talked about, um, some of the things that needed to be done and -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We'll -- we'll leave -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- at -- at -- at -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we'll leave it on for presentation.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Huh?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We'll just leave it where it is for presentation.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Okay. That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: (Inaudible). We'll leave it where it is for presentation.
Okay. Um, I want to go ahead and move to -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Just one second. One second. We'll move to Disclosure
by Council. Um, I'm going to make a disclosure. I'll be -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Where did we move it to?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Wait a minute. I'm trying to get the correct number here
for that item, the -CITY MANAGER JONES: Item on regular?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Maritime lease?
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CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes. That would be item number 21, sir.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I'll be abstaining from item 21 voluntarily.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 21?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Due to the lease being with an organization that my
professional business does business with. So I'll be abstaining from 21A.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: It's 21.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes. It's -- it's 21. 21. I'll be abstaining from 21. Item 21.
Okay. All right. We're ready to go now. Um, I'll entertain a motion for adoption of the
agenda?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been moved and second. Uh, are there any additional
questions, concerns, unreadiness?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Um, in June's meeting we had a discussion as we was
doing -- conducting the City Manager's evaluation. And it was disclosed that once July
come up, that we do not do both evaluation -- do conduct both contracts at the same
time. Um, it was presented to the board by a motion by Mr. Guyton.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis, are you speaking of the adoption of this agenda
that we're speaking about tonight? Tonight's agenda?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes. Yes. And I'm asking why it is not on this agenda.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why is what not on this agenda?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: We was -- there was a motion made to bring this on this
agenda for August meeting. And I have in these meeting -- this -- in the minutes here
on the contract for the attorney, the conditions. We're supposed to talk about this on
this agenda for August meeting but it's not here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. It's not on the agenda. I didn't bring it on the
agenda because we haven't discussed anything about that. As you recall, um, that was
a voluntary, um, acceptance from the attorney to discuss it. We have not discussed it
yet so it's nothing to bring to the agenda.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. I know. But a motion was put on the floor for it
to be done at this meeting, and I have it in these meeting -- in the minutes right here.
Mr. Guyton put a motion on the floor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. It's not on this agenda. Do you -- do you wish to -to do something at this point?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes. I'd just like to -- to discuss when it's gonna be on REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
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- I'd like to discuss when it's gonna be on the agenda.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, at this time I'm going to be negotiating with Miss
Ryan. Our schedules have not met at this time. Her contract is already done. This is
voluntarily. So what I'm doing is giving the time for the two of us to get there and
discuss it.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: See, the -- the -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: When we -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- go ahead.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- when we get to the time to discuss it, I'll bring it back. I'll
attempt to try to bring it back by September 4th if that would, um, satisfy you. But at this
point it hasn't been negotiated so it's nothing to discuss at this point.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: But here's -- here's the -- here's the issue here. We're
coming up on a new budget year in October. We're getting ready to make some
decisions in the City. Now, we have yet to do our annual evaluation on our city
attorney. But we've done one on our city manager.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible) worried about it.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: What's the problem?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, yes, Mr. Guyton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go right ahead.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- okay. Um, we as a council need to be mindful of the
fact that the City Manager/Attorney's contract was automatically renewed. She had a
two-year contract. She can -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no, no. This is attorney's contract.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Just the attorney's.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I'm sorry.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: The attorney's contract.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That was automatically renewed.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: The -- the attorney. Yes. Yes. I'm sorry. Um, that's -that's who we're discussing. And -- and it is her option whether she choose to negotiate
or not. And I'm not certain of the discussions or what's going on behind the scenes.
But she has no obligation. Uh, if she choose not to, things move on as normal. If
someone wanted to put a motion on the floor to address it, then it can be done that way.
But at this point now, um, I mean, as far as I'm concerned, she's our attorney and we're
moving forward with the City business. So I'm not sure what this discussion is about.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well -- well, let -- let me be very clear. Okay? You
made a motion.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I made the motion.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You made the -- I have it right here. I can make copies
and give it to everyone in this room.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I -- I made the motion that if she chose to.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: That -- that's what I -- that -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You made a motion that she sit down with the Chair and
negotiate a contract and come back and present it to the board on August meeting. I
have the copy of the minutes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: At -- no. That -- that -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well, somebody typed it. Did they type it wrong? I can
make copies for everyone in this room.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, listen, Mr. Davis, what -- what are you -- what are
you liking to happen at this point?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Because we have the adoption of the agenda.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. We -- we -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is there something you want to add to the agenda?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I want to be very clear. To this agenda that we start
discussing when we're going to do our evaluation, annual evaluation. Even if this board
decide to keep or go to another attorney. It doesn't matter what the decision is. But we
have the fiduciary duty to make -- obligation to make sure that we do an annual
evaluation on all contracts.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis, I, and well as some of the other board
members, have done an evaluation. Now, if you have not done an evaluation, that's
something that you need to take care of.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. Here. Hold on.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But we've done an evaluation. The contract is done.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Voluntarily she said that she would discuss some things in
the contract that I actually asked her to look at.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And it's voluntary.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It has not been addressed yet. It will be minute compared
to anything else because the contract has renewed and we've accepted that.
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: But all evaluations must be known to the public.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And they very well can be.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No, they should be.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's not a problem.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: They're required to.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
(inaudible).

Okay.

I'm -- I'm -- I'm not going to go there -- there

COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. I just want to make sure I state on the record
that -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You -- do you want to add, delete or make a substitution
for anything on this agenda?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I was gonna put that on the record that we -- that we
need to add that for discussion.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. At what number would you like to add that for
discussion? As a matter of fact, let's do it -- we'll do it 22A.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. 22A being added, if the board so chose to. Does
the motion still stand? That would be you, Miss Pardo. Does the motion -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- (inaudible)?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes, it still stands.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Still stand, Mr. -DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Miss Davis?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Guyton -- Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. I -- I'm sorry?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Does the second still stand with 22A being added?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. It's been properly moved and second.
additional questions, concerns or unreadiness? Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
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Any

DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We're going to move down to Consent. All matters
listed under this item are considered to be routine. One action will be taken by one
motion. There will be no separate discussion of these items unless a councilperson so
requests, in which event the item will be removed from the general order and put in to
its normal sequence on the agenda.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Madam, uh, Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Miss Davis?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, I'd like to pull items 2 and 3.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
motion.

Okay.

All right.

If there's none other, I'll entertain a

COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: All right. Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I'd like to pull 4, 14 and 20.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Um, are there any -CITY MANAGER JONES: 14 and 20, they're already gone.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: We're on Consent.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Oh, we're on Consent? I'm sorry. 4. Just 4. That's the
only Consent.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you don't want to pull 14 or 20?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm just -- I just asked him.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah. No, just 4. Just 4.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: He has the right to want to pull what he likes.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Just 4.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Just 4?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Oh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Is there a motion for the consent agenda with
items 2, 3, and 4 being pulled?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: They're properly moved and second.
questions, concerns or unreadiness? Hearing none, Madam Clerk?

Any additional

DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item 2.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: A resolution of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk and
execute the locally funded agreement and memorandum of understanding between the
City of Riviera Beach and the Florida Department of Transportation for the funding of
the irrigation system installation on State Road 710 project, authorizing the Director of
Finance and Administrative Services to deposit required funds into the Florida
Department of Transportation's account per the agreement from account number
301071654106355 and provide an effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'll second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And second. Um, Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, yes, sir. Um, this item I'm -- I'm bringing -- wanted
to just have some discussion on it because, um, for 13 years this project was fully
funded, um, through FDOT. And all of the irrigation that is west of Congress Avenue
was paid for by FDOT. And it was only until, um -- I think it was February of this year or
November of last year I -- I believe it was, that it was brought forward that they were not
going to -- they were -- they had this bold landscape thing -- project and would no longer
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fund the, um -- the irrigation. Yet, millions of dollars are allocated to keep a certain
bridge open. Um, only to be torn down later and, you know, those funds are to be partly
paid for by the residents of this city.
So, um, you know, I just think that, you know, back when this was -- was brought up,
what was brought to Council was that, um, we simply wanted FDOT to, you know, put in
the lines for the irrigation. And so that we could put the St. Augustine grass in instead
of the Bahia like FDOT wanted to. And I just think that we -- we've got to do a better job
of, um, you know, making what we want known to these various agencies.
And, uh, we should have been fighting to keep our funding, you know, 'cause 200 -almost $300,000 is an undue burden on us and the residents of the City. So I just
wanted to put that on the record and -- and hopefully going forward we'll, um, do a
better job. I mean, I -- we can continue to fight for it but I don't know if that's going to do
any good or not.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is there anything else on item 2? Okay. Hearing none,
Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I don't want to.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item number 3.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: A resolution of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, approving amendment 002 between the
City of Riviera Beach and Palm Beach County, extending the date for reimbursement of
rehabilitation costs for the City's Neighborhood Stabilization Program through March 4th,
2014, authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute the amendment and provide an
effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Miss Davis?
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, yes. I just wanted to ask the City Manager what
plan do we have in place. I see where we have, um, closed on one and about to close
on a second property. What plan do we have in place to push the sale of the following - the -- I mean, the -- the -- the other two?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Well, there's someone in line for, I believe, all four of the
homes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It's just -- it's getting the paperwork processed. And in fact, I
think there's probably a waiting list for these four homes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. That wasn't in the backup so I just wanted to
ask. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
Madam Clerk?

Okay.

There are no additional questions, concerns,

DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson -- person Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item 4.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: A resolution of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to
execute an agreement with the Palm Beach Consulting Group, LLC, to provide ongoing
grant management services to develop and implement a comprehensive system to
properly account for -- account for and report on grant reimbursements and
expenditures, including the tracking of matching funds associated with the renovation
and reconstruction of the marina in an amount not to exceed $60,000, authorizing the
Director of Finance and Administrative Services to establish a budget using account
number 422000057546251 and make payments from the same and provide an effective
date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. I mean, it's been
properly moved. Is there a second?
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. I'll take the
comment card first before I go to you, Mr. Davis. One comment card here, Mr. Fane
Lozman. It's our timer ready? Good afternoon, Mr. Lozman. You have three minutes to
make your comments.
FANE LOZMAN: Fane Lozman. The contract for $60,000. I think it's important for the
board and the public to realize that's not off to its (inaudible). If you recall at the CRA I
made the similar comment that this gentleman was on a CRA consulting contract where
one month this year he billed $12,000. So you take 12,000 and you take 60 divided by
12, another 5, he billed the City and CRA $17,000. That's a lot of money.
As responsible elected officials, you have to determine are we getting the best deal for
17 grand a month to a one-man consulting firm? Where has the competitive process
been over the last five years since he's been a consultant with the City? He came in in
2008 to do one deal. All of a sudden now he's on rolling contracts for the City and CRA
but they never gone out to bid.
I have a problem with that but it's not -- forget that I have a problem with it. That
consulting type situation was addressed in the Auditor General's report back in 2007, I
believe. And granted, those consulting contracts were for much bigger sums of money.
But it's still the same basis -- basic principle. Where are the other people who came in?
Maybe somebody would do the deal for 20 grand. Maybe we have staff in house. But
the City Manager always rolls these over and that's wrong. Okay?
This man is on two -- I just find it hard to believe that he's the cheapest and best to do
the CRA and the City for the marina. That's not going to cut it. This has to be a
competitive process and that's what the Auditor General has said in the report and that's
what the City responded to that they would do that. But here we are five years later and
it's not being done. And I know Broussard may be a nice guy and maybe he has a good
education or whatever but that's not how it works when you deal with consultants. You
put it out for bid. We need this done. You see what comes back. That hasn't been
done. This -- this should not be awarded until that process takes place.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you for your comments. Um, let the record
reflect that the Mayor is, um, in attendance at this time. Um, Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Um, a lot of times I -- I get a lot of calls from
constituents in the community. When they pull up a lot of these items on the -- that they
see on the agenda, they don't understand when they see someone like particularly
Broussard's company, um, doing work on the City side, then the same board represents
the CRA, they're getting a little confused. And what I wanted to ask him to come up and
to explain, uh, the scope of work that you do on the City side at the marina versus the,
um -- the CRA side to the -- to the public.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I'm not sure it's appropriate at this time but Madam
Manager, would you like to say anything about it?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well -- yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Um, thank you. And I would gladly address the scope of -REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
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of what he is -- is doing. As you know, Mr. Broussard has not had a contract with the
City for the last two years. Um, we have received funds for the marina dock
redevelopment from four different granting agencies, the County, the State, as well as
the federal government, that have requirements for tracking as well as the way that you
invoice them that requires someone to be responsible for this. We do not have the staff
in house to handle this particular work. It is very detailed. Um, the County grant is just
one example of how -- what -- how much you've got to track and what is being paid for
out of which grant and for the matching.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: So he gives us some sense of accountability, is what
you're saying?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And -- and I need for the -- let the record reflect that Mr.
Broussard's contract with the CRA has -- is terminated. So he's no longer performing
work here. He'll be working on the City side.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Right. He resigned, right?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. If there are no further questions -- do you have any
further questions, Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: If there are no further questions, Madam Clerk.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We're going to move down to Awards and
Presentation. A proclamation from the Mayor's Office declaring August 2013 as
Firefighter Appreciation Month in the City of Riviera Beach. Mayor Masters?
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MAYOR MASTERS: Thank you, uh, Mr. Chair. Actually, it's Muscular Dystrophy
Association month. I think that's a mistake. Chief Perry just corrected us. Is that
correct? Miss Dozier, we're ready? I'm going to have Miss Dozier read most of it while
I go get my glasses. Thank you.
MARIAN DOZIER: This is proclamation from the Mayor's Office in support of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. Stephanie (Inaudible) is here from MDA to accept the
proclamation on their behalf. We have some members of our wonderful Riviera Beach
Fire and Rescue here, as well. And I am going to read the proclamation and then the
mayor will proclaim.
"Whereas Riviera Beach Fire Rescue, in partnership with Local 2928, Professional
Firefighters and Paramedics of Palm Beach County, contribute greatly to the well-being
of all residents through the -- through their daily service. And whereas these
professionals have also supported their Muscular Dystrophy Association in its Fill the
Boot Campaign, hitting the streets to raise funds to fight neuromuscular diseases; and
whereas firefighters statewide and across the country raised more than a million dollars
last year to support life-saving research with Riviera Beach Fire and Rescue and Local
2928 contributing more than $60,000 alone; and whereas these local funds assist the
MDA in providing medical services, research grants, support groups and public
education seminars at no cost to the Palm Beach County residents served by the
association; and whereas for these reasons and many more, we encourage Riviera
Beach and Palm Beach County residents to support the Fill the Boot campaign on
behalf of the Muscular Dystrophy Association."
MAYOR MASTERS: "Now -- now, therefore, be it resolved that I, Bishop Thomas A.
Masters, Mayor of the City of Riviera Beach, Florida, the power vested in me by the
residents of Riviera Beach, Florida, do hereby pro claim August 2013 as Fire -- I'm
sorry. It's August 2013 as Muscular Dystrophy Appreciation Month in the City of Riviera
Beach and closely associated with Firefighter Appreciation Month, as well. In witness
thereof, I have hereunto set my hand in caused the official seal of the City of Riviera
Beach to be affixed on the 7th day of August, 2013 A.D., Bishop Thomas A. Masters,
Mayor." So honored.
STEPHANIE GLAVIN: Good evening. My name is Stephanie Glavin and I'm the
executive director for the local chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy Association. And just
wanted to come up quickly obviously to thank you her wonderful for firefighters for their
support. Many of you know this is a tradition around Labor Day, but this is a tradition
that has helped MDA for 59 years. Um, the firefighters in Palm Beach County and
Riviera Beach are our largest supporters. And the great thing about the Fill the Boot
Drive is all the money that we raise stays locally. We have hundreds of families here in
Palm Beach County, kids that go to summer camp for a week filled with barrier-free fun
with kids just like them. We have clinics; we're doing research. We have support
groups. So just wanted to thank the City, the commission, the mayor, all the firefighters,
because we would not be able to do it without your support. So look forward to seeing
the firefighters. They kickoff Thursday, August 29th, to Labor Day weekend. It will be
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. And thank you, guys, for supporting MDA.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Cool.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Okay. We're going to move -- thank you for
being here. Uh, we're going to move to 13A, presentation by Councilman Bruce A.
Guyton to Pamala Ryan, board certified as a specialist in the city, county and local
government.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You gonna do it from down there or are you gonna do it -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: yeah, I'm going to do it from down there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: With my assistant.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Miss Ryan, you going down?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You gotta go down.
CITY MANAGER JONES: How are you going to present if you're up here?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: How are you going to get (inaudible)?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: As Miss Ryan comes, let me just say that I am very
privileged and honored, um, to be able to present a certificate of appreciation to Miss
Ryan. She has accomplished something that very few in the legal field accomplishes.
And I am proud that she is our city attorney and I want her to be recognized for her
significant accomplishment. I'm going to have my assistant, Miss Sylvia Blue, assist me
in this matter.
SYLVIA BLUE: Hello, Miss Ryan.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Miss Blue.
SYLVIA BLUE: Mr. Chair, members of the City Council, Pamala Hanna Ryan is a
native of Palm Beach County. She was born at St. Mary's Hospital and grew up here in
the City of Riviera Beach attending Lincoln High School, John F. Kennedy Middle High
School, Suncoast High School, and the S Avenue Church of Christ. Miss Ryan then
attended Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana, where she received a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Economics with a minor in Business Management and Political
Science. Afterwards Miss Ryan attended and graduated from the University of Florida
College of Law in 1993. She came back home. Miss Ryan began her legal career as
an assistant public defender for the 15th Judicial Circuit Public Defender's Office where
she met her future husband Anthony -- Attorney Anthony P. Ryan. After only six
months on the job, Miss Ryan was given a chance, once in a lifetime chance
opportunity to work as a judicial staff attorney for the Honorable W. Matthews
Stevenson at the 4th District Court of Appeals where she clerked for two years. I'm
sorry. I'm losing my voice. I'm sorry.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: While clerking for Judge Stevenson, Miss Ryan honed
her legal research and writing skills and became intimately familiar with all areas of the
law. This experience would serve her well when the opportunity to work in the City she
grew up in came available. Miss Ryan joined the City of Riviera Beach in June of 1996.
She was employed as the assistant city attorney for three years and worked under the -REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING
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the -- the direction of Attorney Andrew DeGraffenreidt.
Thereafter she was tapped
for the position of Deputy City Manager, which gave her significant administrative
experience and allowed her to interact with the public and work closely with
departments on City projects large and small. Miss Ryan held this position until she
was selected in May 2000 for the City's top legal position, City Attorney. Miss Ryan has
served as the City Attorney for Riviera Beach for 13 years. Miss Ryan and her husband
Anthony have three children. Remedy, 14, will be attending Suncoast High School this
year. Pen -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Penelope.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- Penelope, 9 -- all these are strange names these
days -- and Parker, 6, who both attend Palm Beach Gardens Elementary School. Miss
Ryan is a member of the Florida Bar, the Federal Bar Southern District, and is admitted
to practice before the Supreme Court of the United States. She is also a member of the
Palm Beach County Bar Association where she served as an officer in the North County
section, a member of the Florida Association for Women Lawyers, the F. Malcolm
Cunningham, Sr. Bar Association, the Florida League of Cities Municipal Attorney
Association, and the city, county and Local government section of the Florida Bar, for
which she was -- for which she recently became a board-certified specialist.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Wow. Yay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Very appropriate. And for those who can't see, she is
getting a well-deserved standing ovation.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And in closing, our City Attorney Pamala Ryan was
recently notified by the Florida Bar that she is now recognized as a board-certified
attorney in city, county and local government law. Gaining board certification is the
highest level of evaluation by the Florida Bar of the -- of the competency and experience
of attorneys in the areas of law approved for certification.
This is a huge
accomplishment that our entire City should be proud of. There are 24 specialty areas,
and the Florida Bar reports that of the 93,000 attorneys in Florida -- in the Florida Bar,
only 6 -- 6 percent of eligible attorneys are board-certified, approximately 4,600 out of
93,000.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Wow.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And of that number -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's awesome.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- only 232 have been certified in city, county and local
law. Mrs. Ryan is one of the 232. Thank you very much. And now I proudly present to
our very competent City Attorney, City of Riviera Beach Certificate of Appreciation. This
certificate is awarded to Pamala H. Ryan with the acronyms BCS for board-certified
specialist -- thank you very much -- in recognition of your outstanding achievement of
board certification in city, county and local government law and your continued
dedication to high standards in your practice. Signed Bruce A. Guyton, City
Councilman, District 1. Thank you very much.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Speech. Speech.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And I'd like Miss Ryan to say a few brief words if the
Chair would allow?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Absolutely.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And -- and I -- I must confess, though I was going to
acknowledge her verbally, there were others who were so proud of her I got an e-mail
from Miss McKinney suggesting that, Why don't you just give a certificate? And I
thought it was very appropriate so I didn't want to steal all of the thunder because there
were other people -- there were other people that contributed to the idea after I
identified that I was going to give her a presentation. And I had to get the approval from
the Chair and the City Manager and all the others. Now Miss Ryan.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Okay. Wow. It's, um, kind of weird being on this side. Um CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can you state your name for the record?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: First of all, Mr. Guyton, thank you so much. I'm very moved
and I really do appreciate this. I really do. My family, friends and my colleagues asked
me why did I want to do this. And the answer is twofold. One, I did it for myself. I
wanted to prove to myself that I could study for that exam, that I could -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Which was how long?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: It was a six-hour exam. It was a six-hour exam. That I could
go through this process and, um, do well at it. I also did it for the City. When you have
people from the outside coming in here making comments about me, when you have
The Palm Beach Post making their comments, it's not just about me. It's about the City
as a whole. And I felt it was very important to the City for you all to know that your city
attorney is, as Mr. Guyton said, not only competent but more than competent.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Absolutely. I get respect -- thank you. I get respect
from people in the legal community all the time. I talk to attorneys. I've spoken at, um,
the Palm Beach League of Cities. And I'm very quiet about the things that I do. But this
was something that was public. This is something that I wanted to give to this city so
that you all could be proud of me. I'm a local girl, grew up here, happy to be here. I
have a wonderful family. I have a mother who prays for me every day. And I'm so
grateful whether I'm here for another year or three years -- I'll have 20 years in three
years -- it doesn't matter. I have had a wonderful journey in this city, and I just thank
everybody. I thank the public. I thank those, um -- Miss Brabham.
There were so many people who come up to me after council meetings. And we know
how brutal some of these council meetings can be. And they encouraged me and I just
-- I really, really do thank you for that. And I thank the City for indulging me, for letting
me take this test, studying for this test. My family for letting me skip out on making
dinner, which I'm not very good at anyway. To those at -- at the library. So this is just
so important to me. And I just -- I really, really, really appreciate it.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Congratulations.
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CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: All right. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss -- Miss -- Miss Ryan, um, no, I want you to stay there,
because this is an important accomplishment. So I'm going to definitely go down the
line and see if any council member wants to talk to you personally while you're there.
Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh. Um, yes, and you know, I always have your back.
Because I think you're an awesome person as well as a very competent attorney. And
during those brutal -- after those brutal, um, city council meetings, I always try to make a
point of calling you the next day. You know, just to kind of put you up and, uh, I thank
you very much for your service.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Once again, Miss Ryan -- we
already had this conversation.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes, we did.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And I did congratulate you. But again, congratulations. It's
an awesome accomplishment.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Thank you.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And like you said, you know, it's personal for you but you
make us shine now.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And you know -- and that's incredible. So thank you and
thank your family for, um, you know, allowing you the time to do it.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Because I know it was a long time.
congratulations and be proud of yourself.

So again,

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I definitely wanted to, um, congratulation you on this
process. Um, it's a great encouragement for other staff in our -- in our city to take the
time to go better themselves and get community and get more personal in
redevelopment in your training, in your field. So when the time come to the next level,
the time you can elevate your game to the next level. And it can encourage others to do
so in other departments.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: And I'm going to thank you so far for what you've done.
And I encourage you to continue to strive to do better. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And, um, I'll make my comments, as well. Miss Ryan, um,
I've -- I have always believed in you and supported you on everything that -- that has -that has come through this city. Um, I'm glad you got that certification. Lord knows you
need it with some of the things that are coming through. But, you know, I want to thank
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you for your professionalism. You know, a lot of us sign up to be attacked. Um, you got
hired to be attacked. But you've -- you've taken it with grace. Um, so for all those times
that somebody's come up there and said something to you inappropriately, I hope that
this gives you some vindication, because this board -- well, let me speak for myself, I
support you. I'm glad that you're here. I know that you got a praying mother. There's
nothing like having a prayer mother. I have one of those, too, you know?
But I -- I -- you know, Mr. Guyton hit the switch on this first. But I think everybody was
chomping at the bit to be able to do something for you. So, you know, please accept
that certificate from all of us, spearheaded by, uh, Mr. Guyton, as well. And all of your
colleagues here are very supportive you -- supportive of you. I oftentimes get
compliments about you. I get some that are not compliments, as well. But overall, I'm
glad that you're here and thank you for going out and bettering yourself and bettering
the City as a whole. You deserve it. Thank you.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Oh, wow. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay, now, Miss Ryan. Come on back up here. We've
got work to do. All right. We're going to go to item 14. And I did 13A. Yeah, we did 14
-- that was 13A.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Ordinance number 4025, an ordinance of the City
of Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, amending chapter 13 of the Code of
Ordinances entitled Parks & Recreation, article 4 entitled Marina Operations, by revising
section 13-76 entitled Rental Rates and Miscellaneous Charges, providing for
severability, conflicts and codification and providing an effective date.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. We have two
comment cards. We'll start with Miss Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Miss Larson. You
have three minutes to make your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: Thank you. Once again, I'd like to have the presentation first
before we make our comments. Seems like it's going backwards so I would like a vote
on that. At some point bring that -- please bring that up at a next agenda meeting,
please. All right.
We're talking about raising the rates at the marina. Um, the backup says, "A rate
structure of five comparable marinas in the immediate -- immediate area was
conducted." Where are those? Where is that rate survey? If you're voting on
something, wouldn't you like to know what marinas were surveyed and what they
charge and -- and what's what so you're comparing apples to apples? Anybody can say
-- and nothing personal here -- a rate survey was conducted. Well, who, what, when
and where? I'd like to know the facts if I were voting on it.
"The general trend for rates in the immediate area is flat at this time." And again, this is
a proposal to increase the rates at our under-construction marina. "New boat sales
mark is still very slow and there is little in the way of new customers or markets. We are
generally unable --" this, I don't understand. "We are generally unable as a municipal
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marina to negotiate published rates." Then it goes on to say, "Riviera Beach, however,
has an ordinance where those rates can be changed if they're for the purpose of
increasing revenue, is properly documented and approved by the city manager." So
why does our ordinance -- why is that in conflict with, um, the way -- the way it says?
As a municipal marina, we're not allowed to do that, but our ordinance -- our -- our
ordinance is in conflict with that 'cause those would be the only reasons you would
increase the rates. Um, next paragraph says, all right, "Assuming that everything is
equal --" and everything is not equal -- "Lake Park just recently reduced their fees,
apparently. On our negative side we have a bad reputation. Upland facilities are old,
generally run down, in need of replacement." They're gonna all be torn down. Um,
"We're still under construction. This surrounding area has a safety and maintenance
issue. On the positive side we're -- we have a deep water inlet. We're close to Peanut
Island." We're making a step in the right direction. But we're not there. We're under
construction. Is this the right time to raise our rates?
What we need to be doing at this time is trying to gather new customers. As it says,
there's not many new customers out there. This is the time when we should be putting
in special rates to get people to come in to Riviera Beach, to see what's going on. We
have a big detrimental effect here in that everything is going to be under construction.
There's going to be trucks, everything -- it's just going to be totally a mess down there.
And we're raising the rates.
Why are we doing that? Why don't we wait till we fix it up and then raise the rates? It
talks about, on the third page here -- it talks about live-aboards. I thought we did away
with live-aboards. "Currently we do not have a seasonal rate." Why not? Why have we
never had a seasonal rate? Every other marina does. That would just make sense.
And then it says here, "To become the best marina facility in Palm Beach County." All
right. Let's keep our rates reasonable. Let's attract customers rather than increasing
the rates and turning customers away. We're in a bad condition. We're under
construction. This is not the time to raise the rates. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. Uh, next will be
Mr. Fane Lozman. Good evening, Mr. Lozman. You have three minutes to make your
comments.
FANE LOZMAN: When I printed out the back I -- I got a bunch of white pages. Is it
possible to make my comments after I see the presentation?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have three minutes to make your comments.
FANE LOZMAN: Fane Lozman, for the record, the backup on line was not properly,
uh, put on the computer.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's not true.
FANE LOZMAN: The -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: It's -- it's not (inaudible).
CITY MANAGER JONES: You could have this.
FANE LOZMAN: -- City Manager perhaps wasn't around when Mr. Newell, former
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County Commissioner Newell proposed a $50 million bond to save the waterfront, to
save access to the waterfront. The City was awarded $5 million of that 50 million and
they kept deferring it and deferring it and deferring it. And finally they took the $5 million
to give access to the waterfront. That opportunity mean the top 1 percent, Miss Jones.
Okay?
The current rates are 15.20 and 16.17. Some of these rates you're going to raise over
100 percent to 31.50. Okay? You are on a State dedication where the State gives you
those lands for recreational purposes and they don't charge you a yearly fee. You were
going to give access to the citizens of this county. It's the citizens of this county that
gave you $5 million. They didn't give you $5 million so that somebody could have a
250-foot boat in the marina. Although there is now a rate structure for a 250-foot boat of
$47.50 a month.
You're trying to turn this into a mega yacht upscale facility instead of what it has
historically been for the last hundred years, which is a marina for the people. The
regular person doesn't have a 275-foot boat. That's a billionaire that has that. Okay?
That's something Viking wants. Okay? That's not something the City wants. That's not
something that the residents want.
Instead of that 250-foot slip, you should have put the picture that you put in the Florida - Florida Inland Navigation Board Meeting where you were going to have, like, 10 little
slips instead of those two big ones at the south side of the marina. Okay? But if we
had a city attorney she would point out to you that you can't change that. Okay? The
bottom line is this is disgraceful. Raising the rates on residents who fund your salaries,
who funded this marina redevelopment and now will not be able to afford to put their
boat in the facility. What kind of game are you guys playing? Okay? Who do you
represent?
Do you represent Viking -- Viking and 250-foot mega yachts or do you represent
somebody that has a 20- or 30-foot boat? Okay? Why are our rates higher than Lake
Park? You know, this is not Sailfish Marina. This is a municipal marina. Okay? You
have to base it on municipal rates. Why are these rates higher than in an adjoining
municipality where it's a lot nicer up in Lake Park than it is down here? Okay? This is
not Viking's marina. It's never going to be Viking's marina. I'm going to see to it that it's
not Viking's marina. I talked to the County mayor and I talked to the County
administrator. They both have problems what's going on here. And Bob Weisman told
me he was going to have to call you, Miss Jones, and talk to you about it.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And then -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. You know, first of all, let's set the record straight
here.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right? The taxpayers in the City of Riviera Beach have
been subsidizing -- when Mr. Lozman had his boat there, we were subsidizing his boat
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and every other boat that was at the marina. Okay? We were able to take that $5
million and leverage it. And now we're getting a brand new marina. And I'm sorry, Mr.
Lozman, but I don't think any taxpayer in this city wants to continue subsidizing the
Riviera Beach Marina. Also, you know, you made the comment about Viking. You
know, this is all about Viking and we're changing the rates about Viking. Well, I can tell
you -- and I'm sure Mr. Legue and Miss Jones will tell you, Viking had nothing to do with
this new rate structure. And if it's okay for other marinas around the county to raise their
rates, why can't Riviera Beach?
You know, it's a new day in Riviera Beach. And we've been telling people that for the
past six years. Okay? The days of taxpayers subsidizing people that don't live here are
over. It's over. So, you know, this is on second reading. I'm surprised that the people
that got up tonight to talk about, you know, had nothing to say last month. But now all of
a sudden -- and then, you know, also to set the record straight, we're well aware of, you
know, the comments that you made to the County. But you know what? The County
understands what we're trying to do. And I think if anyone is our biggest fan it's the
County. So you know, I would say it's time for us just to move forward and stop
subsidizing, you know, people that live outside the city. This is our city. These are our
tax dollars. And we deserve the best.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Thank you, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Miss Pardo. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I cannot agree with Miss Pardo more. She has hit the
nail on the head. We have people who think that the residents who don't even use the
marina, I might add, because we can't afford boats -- are supposed to subsidize those
who can afford the boats. And we as a community are now tired of subsidizing people
like Mr. Lozman who have boats. And I must add Mr. Lozman does not live here. He
does not work here. He does not pay any taxes here. He lives in Dade County.
And he has this illusion that he's going to come bully our city and force us to do things
that he want us to do and he pays not a dime into our economy. Not one. And -- and
Mr. Lozman needs to understand that Riviera Beach is not the town to try to bully. And
as it relates to these rates, it is time, as Miss Pardo said, that we become competitive
and we stop subsidizing those people, many of whom don't even live here. And our
residents can't even afford boats. We did a study of how many, um, boats -- before we
started the construction -- were owned by residents. I think it was three, if that. Am I
right, Mr. Legue?
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: It was three, yes, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: That's it. Everybody else is from other places. But our
residents are contributing to that marina that we don't even use. That's a problem. So
those who have a problem with that and -- and Mr. Weisman is a man that I have the
utmost respect for.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON:
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understand that we're doing nothing illegal and we're not trying to circumvent any
process that we have engaged in. Thank you very much.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I -- I just have -- and -- and I agree with everything that,
um, my colleagues have said. But there was something that, um, Miss -- and I don't
usually agree with you, Miss Larson, but there were some things that you did point out
that I -- I have to have some answers to. Um, now, I know that there was supposed to
have been a marina workshop and it never occurred. Um, and it was dependent upon
some information that, um, a consultant was supposed to provide. And now, um, I don't
think that's going to happen. Um, but I see that the effective date for these, um, new
rates to go into effect is January of 2014, Mr. Legue? That's what the backup says.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Ed Legue, Marina Director. Uh, yes, ma'am. Or when
phase 2 is completed. Not until it's completed.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. And that -- that was what my question was, is -is because the construction is supposed to start April of 2014.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. So if -- if that's going to be happening, you know,
are we going to be driving -- I mean, you know, the tenants are going to be
inconvenienced with that happening. Are we going to be driving them away or, you
know -- I -- I mean, what is -- what is the operating plan going forward?
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Uh, actually, the -- what you're voting on tonight is an
ordinance not to change the rates but merely an ordinance, uh, to change the way we
change rates.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, that's all (inaudible) -MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: The rates -- the rates have been changed, uh, by this
ordinance. And -- and we're changing that to a resolution, which is a little more efficient
and still gives you the oversight you need. So this is only an ordinance to change the
way we change rates. I will come back to you.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: The proposed -- the proposed rates I gave you -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I gotcha.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: -- were based on, uh, the last survey, which was done
with, uh, five different marinas, I believe it was. And, uh -- and that -- the -- it still puts
us below the average. We are right now, with the exception of Lake Park, uh, who just
lowered their rate -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Well, that was my next question. Where are the -- the
comparisons?
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MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: We are the bottom marina.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: We -- we charge the least amount of money -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: -- with the exception of Lake Park which just did that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Um, so we don't -- we don't -- that's not where we
should be.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. And I -- and I totally agree.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS:
workshop. I think it's important.

Um, but I still would like to have this marina, um,

MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So I don't know where we're going to get the information
or whoever's going to do it, but I think that's important, and we need to -- to address
that.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: And -- and, ma'am, when it's time to -- to bring back the
rates, I'll do that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That'll be fine.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: In the form of resolution with a complete presentation
and -- and all that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Great. Thank you.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- let me make sure Mr. Davis doesn't have anything.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Sure.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'm done. Oh.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No, I have nothing to say.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, and I'll go really quick before you. Um, sometimes,
you know, you can ask some of these questions because obviously Miss Larson didn't
understand or Mr. Lozman didn't understand exactly what this action was -- was doing.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Neither did I.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And this meeting is not a question-and-answer type of
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meeting. But you can call beforehand to any of these departments and get an
explanation on that. And if you don't agree or you want to make your comments, that's
the time to come up here and do it. But it's not a dialogue meeting. It's a business
meeting that will be run. Um, so often I think that, um, the TV influences individuals -not saying you, of course -- to just want to come up and have a dialogue but that's not
the way these meetings, you know, are. We're going to hear you.
Maybe something you say will, uh, sway or change, um, our vote, but we get this the
same time you do. You know? On -- online the same time, you know, you get it. So,
you know, if -- if you're having some issues, obviously three minutes is not going to be
enough time for you to state all the issues. But that's why we have staff that oversee
these departments and they can answer these questions prior to you getting to these
meetings. Um, so that's just a word of advice that I'm giving. Miss Pardo, you wanted
to say something else?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah, just one other thing for the record because someone
said that, you know, we're only going to allow these mega yachts into the marina. Our
new marina will be able to, um, house -- well, not house but will be able to
accommodate -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: To dock. Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- anything from a dinghy -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- to what, a 200-foot -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Approximately 240 foot, yeah.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Eventually. Right.
MARINA DIRECTOR LEGUE: Yes, ma'am.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So, you know -- so the average boater still has a spot at
the Riviera Beach Marina. You know, so just putting that on the record.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And we also, um -- and Miss -- Miss Jones, I know that it's
-- it's really tough but we also need to make sure that accurate information is getting out
about these things. I don't want to talk about any one person that comes up here, but a
person that does not necessarily reside here, that does not have the information, that
only wants to see the City fail, I'm really getting -- after my seven years of being here,
kind of fatigued of them coming to the mike and spewing propaganda, you know,
around our city. And people will think that it's true because we're not talking about it.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That must stop. You know, the comments that Mr.
Lozman made tonight were just -- they were rude. They were wrong. And I'm tired of it.
You know, we sit here and we deal with it. But we're -- we're -- we're tired of that. We
need to get our residents the correct information because whether Mr. Lozman likes it or
not, this City is moving forward and this City is doing what it needs to do for our
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residents. You know, so I want to make sure that that -- that that gets out. The days of
Mr. Lozman just coming up there saying what he wants, that's so over, you know? And
we're going to continue.
And we're not going to sit back. You know, though Mr. Lozman puts out incorrect
information and decides he wants to try to sue, we're going to be suing back. We're not
going to just sit here and -- and take this stuff. You know? So I was definitely going to
discuss some of this stuff a little bit later, but because we got several of -- of his cards
and several cards here, you know, I know we'll see him again a few times. But I just
wanted the -- the citizens and the public to know. And I see Channel 12 so let me find
your camera 'cause you like to put just certain blurbs. Get this one: Riviera Beach is
very serious about what we're doing. And Channel 12 or any other channel is not going
to dictate our success. You're not going to just publish the bad stuff about us. If you
want to publish something, get our agendas first and show the good stuff that we're
doing. So because I know you're going to splice some of this out, you can always reach
me another cthomas@rivierabeach.ocm for any answers. But Riviera Beach is on the
move and you and Mr. Fane Lozman can stay for the rest of the meeting or you don't
have. Are there any other questions or concerns? If not, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Item -DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: And -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Item -- item 15.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Ordinance number 4026, an ordinance of the City
of Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, amending chapter 10 of the Code of
Ordinances entitled Licenses and business regulations, article 5 entitled Business tax
receipt -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Huh?
CITY MANAGER JONES: (Inaudible).
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, yeah. (Inaudible).
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: -- Classifications and rate structure by increase -increasing the rates by 5 percent providing for severability and conflicts and provide an
effective date.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. I don't have any
comment cards on this. Anything from the board? Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item 16.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deleted.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It was deleted. I'm very sorry. We're going to item 17.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Ordinance number 40-27, an ordinance of the City
Council of the City of Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, amending chapter 17
entitled Security and fire warning systems, article 2 entitled Burglar alarms, by repealing
the existing article 2 and replacing it with a new article 2 entitled Police alarm systems,
providing for a repealer and severability and provide an effective date.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. One comment card,
Miss Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Miss Larson. You have three minutes to make your
comments.
BONNIE LARSON: Hi, there. Thank you. Um, a number of things in here. Oh, again,
we're talking about analysis of other municipal burglar alarm systems and ordinances,
but we never say what cities are we talking about. We never talk about what they are.
We just throw that out there that we -- we surveyed some people and this is the way it
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is. Get your facts straight.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Hmm.
BONNIE LARSON: Um, there's something in here Which says that the City's police
department is requested to respond to an alarm but does not include such things as fire
alarms, domestic violence alarms -- I have no idea what that is. The -- the fire
department -- the police department does not respond to fire alarms? Is that just the -is that just the fire department, I suppose?
Um, all right. Down here where it talks about a hearing. It says that, "The chief of
police or his designees or a special magistrate can hold, um, a meeting." Then it says,
"The magistrate would have to be an attorney." Well, let's make up our minds. Is it
going to be the chief of police? Is it going to be his designee? All -- those two are
regular people. The third possibility is an attorney. Which is it going to be? And let's
make up our minds? Is it an important thing or is it not? We talk in here about, um,
permits required and it says, "Permits/fees as set by the City resolution." Do we have
those resolutions? We should have those resolutions before we do this tonight. "Each
alarm user shall apply to the City for an apartment." We should be the one, the City
should be the one sending them the bills every year. We shouldn't wait for them to
come to us to say, We want to renew. That should be our responsibility. Let's get on
top of it. Let's get those fees in here. And every time we send them the application for
the permit, let's get a new set of information on them. Let's be up to date on things. But
that's our responsibility. That's not for them to do, to -- to, um, tell us, Gee, we want a
new permit. You know?
Again, "a fee established by the City resolution." What City resolution? Then we talk
about it has to be -- "The fee is to defray the cost of alarm system regulation." What
does that mean? Section 17-23 states what the alarm companies should do, must do.
Riviera Beach is in no position to tell alarm companies what they must do. That's like
them trying to tell us what to do. We have no right to tell an alarm company what their
responsibilities are. So that whole thing, there's like a page and a half here of that.
We have here that an automatic dial protection device -- we say here that, "If sounds
go off continually for 15 minutes or more, that's a nuisance." How about those alarms
which go off for five minutes, stop for two minutes, go off for another five minutes.
That'll really annoying. That should be added here, too, because that is a system with
the fire alarms -- I can tell you that -- or burglar alarms. Um, running out of time here.
Anyway, it says that we -- the big thing is it says the police department does not have to
respond. And I think that's a big, big mistake for you to approve this tonight because
there's going to be a lawsuit waiting to happen if we don't respond to a burglar alarm.
And this gives them the authority and this, the City Council, by voting on this, says they
agree with that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments, Miss -- Miss
Larson.
BONNIE LARSON: That they don't have to respond.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Are there any questions from the board? Hearing
none, Madam Clerk?
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DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item 18.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: An ordinance of the City of Riviera Beach, Palm
Beach County, Florida, amending chapter 31 of the Code of Ordinances entitled Zoning,
article 3 entitled Site plan review, section 31-61 entitled Standards for granting special
exceptions by providing an incremental payment process option, for required special
exception fees, site plan fees and advertising fees, for large-family child care homes,
community residential homes and places of worship; amending chapter 31 of the Code
of Ordinance entitled Zoning, article 1 entitled In general, section 31-31 entitled
Definitions by providing definitions of community residential homes, providing for
severability and conflicts and provide an effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
Larson. You put the card in.

It's been properly moved and second.

Miss Bonnie

BONNIE LARSON: I know. (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good evening.
BONNIE LARSON: I can't even think straight.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Look at you. You (inaudible) -- you act like you were tired
of coming up here but you put the card in.
BONNIE LARSON: I can't even -- I am tired. But I have to say something here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, come -BONNIE LARSON: Okay. This was -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- well, you got three minutes.
BONNIE LARSON: -- because when I looked in the backup, which I don't see here -when I looked in the backup at home it said, "For a period of one year --"
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can we start the clock please?
BONNIE LARSON: "-- we're giving exception --" what?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I was asking my staff to start the clock.
BONNIE LARSON: Oh. Start?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go ahead. No, you go ahead. You go. You get a few
extra seconds.
BONNIE LARSON: Oh, good, yeah, 'cause I got cut short last time. Anyway, this is for
the large family. In other words, 12 children or up. I can't imagine there were homes,
residential homes in Riviera Beach that are large enough to put 12 additional children
in. So one of my questions is how does this 12 children work? Let's say the person
having the facility has five or six children of their own. Does that count towards the 12
or do we let 12 customers come in. So now we're up to, like, 17. That was not clear.
Also it said, "For a period of one year." It didn't say one year from what date. So that's - that's lucid in there. You need to say, "One year starting such and such a date." And
as Miss Pardo brought up last time, is this setting a precedent, 'cause if we're letting
these people not pay the fees, why wouldn't some other start-up company say, Hey,
why do I have to pay all the fees and this -- residential don't? So those are my
questions. How is that 12 children counted. Do you count the children that are already
living in the home? And also, um -- and there had to be a number of square foot -- feet
per child. And it -- are we setting a precedent here? I think we are. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
BONNIE LARSON: And the date. After that date. One year from when?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, yes. Yes, ma'am. Um, before Miss -- Miss McKinney
comes, I just would like Mr. Larson -- Miss Larson to know that this is already in
operation in our city and has now. But I'll let Miss McKinney please -DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Mary McKinney, Director
of Community Development. Just to clarify, the ordinance states that it becomes
effective on adoption of the ordinance, which is very clear. It means that's the starting
date for when the one year starts.
Um, second of all, no, resident's children do not count. It's only children that are taken
in under the day care license for day care purposes. And I think those were the only
two questions.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. At this point.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well -- well, I've got a question. I -- I don't know if I'm
looking at the wrong ordinance and maybe I am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's 19.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I'm looking at 18. Are we on 18?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 19.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, we're on 18.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, we're on 18?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And 18 is the incremental payment plan.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Yes. Sorry. Right. I was
on -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: I went to the next one. I
jumped to the next one.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. So -- so -- so -- so she was speaking about the
wrong -CITY MANAGER JONES: 19.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 19.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- ordinance.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Right. But this ordinance
also be -- those -- that ordinance also becomes effective.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I -- understood, understood, but I want to clarify what
we're addressing. This ordinance is establishing an incremental payment so no fees get
waived.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: But we work with the small businesses to allow them to
start the process without having the full payment. But the days of waiving all of your
fees are over. We will work with you. If you're a small business, the small businesses
are identified and that's what we agreed on at the last meeting. So the comments that
were made about the upcoming ordinance does not apply to this one.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: You're entirely correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You are correct, Mr. Guyton. I let Miss Larson get away
with one that time.
BONNIE LARSON: What?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You got me on that one. Right. Uh, you should have been
making those comments on 19 but you put a card in for 18 so would you be needing to
speak on 19, as well?
BONNIE LARSON: My comment (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem. That was 19. All right. No. We're
good.
BONNIE LARSON: What it says (inaudible).
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: We're good?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. Are there any other questions from the board?
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I do, um -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- Mr. Chair, thank you. I do recall we was -- this matter
came up before. We was trying to determine -- at some point I guess the board was
going to determine who's a small business and who's not.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Oh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And they're identified in this ordinance.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, I'll let Miss -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Right.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: Right. This is the
payment plan ordinance where they would pay -- they have the option for these small
businesses that are in the ordinance, which are places of worship, which are churches,
large day-care facilities and community residential homes which are ALFs and group
homes.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: So those ones there we
identified because those aren't -- those are not actually revenue-producing businesses
in the terms of the commercial businesses.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any other questions from the board on this item? Hearing
none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, item 19.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: An ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, amending chapter 31 of the Code of
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Ordinances entitled Zoning, article 9 entitled Land development application fees, section
31-691 entitled Purpose, by providing for the waiver of fees associated with the
processing large-family child care home applications, including the site plan application
fees, special exception fees and advertising fees to be added to the land development
application fee schedule for a one-year period referenced under section 31-691,
providing for severability and conflicts and provide an effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Are there any
questions or concerns? I have no comment cards for 19.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. -- oh. I have a question, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss -- Mr. -- Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, sir. Um, are -- is it Miss McKinney who's going to
be answering the question? What, um -- do you know the amount of revenues that
would be lost by approving this?
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY:
application.

It's about $4,500 per

COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 4,500. And how many are we talking about?
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT McKINNEY: I think there's about six
that will be applying.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Um, and the only reason I ask that is because I
remember on the last -- the last time we did this, I thought that was a one-time thing.
And, um, you know, we're asking again. So I guess my next question is going to be is
this the last time we, you know -- this is going to be brought before -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, it's the last time for me bringing it up.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, and that is why we set the -- the previous item, uh, so
that it's more affordable to -- to pay. That was the -- that was the reason why that item
was put in, so that we don't have to do this again.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So -- okay. All right. Um, I'm -- I'm going to support it
this time but hopefully this is going to be a -- the last time.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We do appreciate that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I have vowed to them and you and my colleagues that
it will be. Are there any other questions, concerns, unreadiness?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
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DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, item 20.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: An ordinance of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, amending article 3 entitled Firefighters
pension plan, section 14-47 entitled Board of trustees created powers, duties of the City
of Riviera Beach Code of Ordinances relating to the fire pension plan, by providing for
an increase in -- in trustee terms, providing for codification, severability clauses and
provide an effective date.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. I don't have any
comment cards. Anything from the board?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I, uh, spoke to the City Manager
-- City Manager on this item. And Mrs. Ryan was unavailable. She had mediation. Um,
but what I discussed was the staggering of the terms. The police is coming with the -with the same request, I guess, when their attorney prepares the ordinance. But, um,
Miss Ryan, there was one thing in here, um, where -- where it says that, "The initial term
shall be three years and then thereafter four." I had brief discussions with a few of the
board members on the Fire about having a -- a -- a wider stagger than just one year,
three -- three and four.
As opposed to three, um, I would recommend two where the three is, which is the only
change I would recommend, which means that as opposed to an election after that first
term, the third and fourth year, which would be back-to-back, for continuity it'll be a twoyear, um -- a two-year gap between the next election, which would allow for better
continuity. So I would like to recommend that, and I don't want to carry it back and send
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's on first reading so -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, we'll -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- changing the three to the two or maybe we can bring
it back on second reading?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Well, I -- I think if -- if that's something that you all want to
do, we should go ahead and do it now. And, um -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- before second reading we will have a conversation with
Fire, the pension board, to make sure -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible).
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- that they're okay with it.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Sounds good. Yes.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: But the City Council has the discretion to make the changes
however you really -- however you want to. It's -- it's your decision.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And I did speak to a couple of them. They -they don't have a problem with it. Um, and I -- I conveyed my -- my reasoning behind
making that recommendation as I'm doing to the police, as well. And it's just to have,
um -- oh, there's one of the fire representatives there.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Okay, great.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: A -- a -- a two-year gap between, um, elections and
terms to better the continuity.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Uh, I don't have any issue with that. Does any of
the board members have any issues with that?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO:
representative, please?

Can I just hear -- hear from the, uh, pension

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is here -PAUL WRIGHT: Paul Wright.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah, firefighter.
PAUL WRIGHT: Paul Wright, Riviera Beach Fire Pension. Uh, we don't have a
problem with it. Uh, in essence, it gives us a two-year gap between elections.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah.
PAUL WRIGHT: Allowing us to keep, um, more experienced trustees on the board.
And let's say certified, 'cause the board is almost 100 percent certified so it worked for
us.
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anybody have anything from the board?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Paul.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Hearing nothing else, Madam Clerk.
PAUL WRIGHT: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Paul.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: So we need to amend the motion. The motion was to
approve the ordinance as it is. So, um, if you could -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Who made the motion?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY:
Councilperson Guyton.

Councilperson Pardo and seconded by

CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. So I amend the motion to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Does the second still stand?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes. The second still stands.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Great.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
unreadiness? Madam Clerk?

Any additional questions, concerns?

Any other

DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item 21.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: A resolution of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to
execute the second lease amendment between the City of Riviera Beach and Riviera
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Beach Maritime Academy, Corp., commencing August 30th, 2013, until August 30th,
2015, and provide an effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. One comment card,
Miss Larson.
BONNIE LARSON: Good evening, Miss Larson. You have three minutes to make your
comments.
BONNIE LARSON: Good evening. I'm waking up here. All right. My concern is that
we went space to anyone for only $500 a month. Um, why do we do that? I'd like a
presentation on the Marine [sic] Academy. We haven't heard from them in a long time.
How many Riviera Beach students have graduated from them? What is the success
rate? How many Riviera Beach students that graduated from them are now working in
the maritime industry here in Riviera Beach? What's the status? Who pays the
insurance on that building on that property? $500 isn't going to cover the cost of any of
that. So who pays that and what is the success rate with Riviera Beach students?
Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much. Anything from the board?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Abstain.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: That is correct. Sorry about that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. That motion is approved.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. We're going to go to 21A.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: A resolution of the City Council of the City of
Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, authorizing the assignment of the Ocean
Mall ground lease retail to TJAC, Singer Island, LLC, with conditions and provide an
effective date.
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. One comment card.
Miss Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Miss Larson. You have three minutes to make
your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: No, we're not kidding. I'm wondering why this wasn't on the
regular agenda so we could have looked it up online. I would have liked to have read
this. When you talk to them -- when you talked about this last time you told this
gentleman who was going to, um, lease that property that no, there would be no police
visibility on the site. I was sitting in the audience but, of course, after the presentation
we couldn't make our comments, which -- at which time I would have said to you by you
saying no, there's going to be no police visibility at the Ocean Mall, that sent a signal to
every -- every carjacker, every burglar, every thug in Riviera Beach that we're not going
to have police over there so go to it.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's not true.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Every thug (inaudible) thugs.
BONNIE LARSON: Um, and I think -- I think we should not have said that. Because by
saying that, let's say something happens over there -- and at some point it will -- they're
going to come back and say, you know, Riviera Beach said no police visibility over
there. And I think that was really, really, wrong to have sent out that message. So is
this going to be on the web?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: It's on there.
BONNIE LARSON: No.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: It's on there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's already there, Miss Larson.
BONNIE LARSON: Well, it wasn't there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's -BONNIE LARSON: And these -- these things that come up like out -- I didn't see it -- it
till -- till we got here tonight. This is a big issue. This should have been on the regular
agenda. It should not have been an add-on tonight. So those are my questions. Think
about that. You just told every thug in Riviera Beach Ocean Mall's available.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You just did it. You just did it.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay. Hold on one second.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, goodness.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Oh, way. No, no.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let's let her finish. Finish your comment, please.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, oh, I'm sorry.
BONNIE LARSON: No, I'm finished. I'm finished.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, you can have a seat if you're finished.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Mr. Chair?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: One second, Miss Pardo. First of all I need to address the
fact that nobody said that. I think it was about having a police substation.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Substation.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And that was it. Of course police presence is going to be
all over the City. No one said that. Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Well, the -- the first thing is the thugs, they're not
sitting here watching channel 18. I can tell you that much. I doubt very much they're
watching channel 18. The second thing is, um, the City and the CRA, the police chief,
the CRA's, um, consultant, um, they've been working with the, you know -- the new
owner of the CRA trying to work out a comprehensive security plan for the Ocean Mall.
So you know, please don't think that we're not going to have any security there.
And also, if you recall, for everyone out there who, you know, regularly watches channel
18, we've had many discussions with the CRA about security over at the Ocean Mall.
And, um, we funded an ambassadorship program for the mall. And that is getting ready
to be implemented shortly. We're still looking for space for a, um, police substation. So
you know, please don't think that there -- we're not going to have any security over
there. Of course there's going to be security. Um, so I just wanted to make that
comment. Thank you, sir.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, so this is just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything else from the board?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I just -- I just have a couple of quick questions for the
representative who -- who -- whomever that may be.
WAYNE RICHARDS: Wayne Richards on behalf of GSF. Greetings, Mr. Chairman,
City Council, Mr. Guyton, and the Mayor, if he's still here.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: He comes and goes.
WAYNE RICHARDS: And staff.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: As it relates to this lease assignment -WAYNE RICHARDS: Yes, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- um, the lease that is in place will be undertaken by
the new owner. That correct? Everything in the lease, they will be obligated to?
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WAYNE RICHARDS: Absolutely.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. So -- so whatever was agreed upon, they're
stepping up and they're going to fulfill the responsibilities (inaudible)?
WAYNE RICHARDS: Absolutely. A hundred percent.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Um, on page 19 of the lease -- just a very quick
question here. I just want to make sure that we're dotting our I's and crossing our T's. It
deals with the insurance. And, um, we -- we in the lease -- I mean, I'm sorry. The City,
um, has requested that we have public liability insurance and bodily injury insurance.
And they have amounts in here. Has -- has the new owner obtained that required
insurance and if not, when will they? When it -- when would it be in their names?
WAYNE RICHARDS: Um, the new owner -- the proposed new owner is here. And
before -- as with all closings, it will be concurrent with the closing.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Okay. So at the closing the required insurance WAYNE RICHARDS: Absolutely, yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- verification would be provided, as well. Okay. And
the other question that I have, there -- there is a -- a -- a paragraph on page 20 that
says, "In the event there is not any lease -- leasehold financing on the lease premises,
then the tenant --" who would be the new owner -- "shall provide such coverage as
typical -- typically required at the point in time by commercial lenders for projects of
similar size, nature and character." Is -- is there any leasehold finance in play?
WAYNE RICHARDS: There will be, yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: There will be?
WAYNE RICHARDS: There will be. Correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. So we can expect that at closing, as well?
WAYNE RICHARDS: Yes. Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And the last one -- my last question on -- on
page 24 -- and this may be a staff question. It -- it addresses a leasehold mortgage.
And just a quick question. Does that mean that they can mortgage the property?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: They can mortgage the lease. The -- they -- whatever they
have, they have the right to -- to finance, you know, with terms. They can't -- they can
never mortgage our property itself.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And it -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I -- I just want that -- that -CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON:
something else, then.
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CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: That's, yeah, Rick Jarolem who is the attorney for the City.
RICK JAROLEM: Good -- good evening. Um, with regard to that specific point, it was
always the City's intention and it is specific to the City that the City's ownership shall
never be interfered with. This will never -- any leasehold mortgage will never trump the
City's feehold interest in the property, meaning it falls below. So if anything happens,
the City's ownership of the property is unimpeded, unobstructed, and it always comes in
inferior. It is a lender's risk to lend money to the tenant for the purposes of the
improvement.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: That's the clarification I wanted on record.
RICK JAROLEM: Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything else from any other board members?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, wait, wait, wait, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton, you still have the floor.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I'm sorry. I did say that that was -- okay. Page 29,
31B. Um, page 29, 31B. Um, it says that, "The landlord should have the right to cause
an audit by any recognized accounting firm, um, of the tenant's income, the tenant's
sub-rent information to be made at any time not more frequent than one year --" I mean,
"than one time every 12 months." This is a question to staff. Have we put in place a
process by which we can audit the books to determine the accuracy of the funds that we
get for the rent? And -- and -- and as Mr. Sherman's coming, I posed this question at
our last meeting and I was told that the City has never gone over there and looked at
the books of the -- the tenant that's now leaving; is that correct?
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: At the time of
that meeting -- uh, Randy Sherman, Director of Finance and Administration. Um, at that
time, yes. We have since done that. We have the rent rolls. We have the leases. We
have done the audit for the payments that we have received.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. So for -- for us to get our accurate amount, we
need to make sure that the income that we're getting is proportionate to what we are
entitled to in the lease.
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And if we don't look at it, we can't do that.
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: Absolutely.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So are -- are we going to be able to do an audit at least
once a year?
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: Yes. Yes.
We'll put it in the rotation and we'll get that done.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Those are all my questions.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any other questions from the board?
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, just want to follow up.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Is that Mr. Sherman's responsibility?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: (Inaudible).
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: That was a -- she wanted to make sure -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, you just wanted to make sure that Mr. Sherman's
(inaudible)?
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. It's your responsibility, right?
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES SHERMAN: Yes.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah. Well, it'll be a part of, uh, the operation of Finance
and Administration.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It may be the treasurer or the internal auditor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. The internal auditor. Got it.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It'll be -- yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Any other questions from the board?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Right. And just -- just one request. Um, as those -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- audits are done, could -- well, not could. Please
provide the council with the results of those audits on an annual basis.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Will do.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Hearing nothing else -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And Mr. -- Mr. Chair? Just one -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- one thing. Um, I -- I -- I now see that this is just a
signing the lease to the new owners. I mean, to -CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- the -- the new leaseholders.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: I was going to do a presentation.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That -- that's what we're doing at this point?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes. It's just for the signing.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Because I -- I just got this.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: I'm sorry. Yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I -- I had -- didn't have a chance to read it. So -CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And just -- and for the record, um, Mr. Chair, if I may -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. Miss Davis, you still have the floor if
you need it.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, and Miss Ryan, if you could just explain, um, why
section 14A-6 was deleted from page 2 of 6.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Okay. Let -- let me put this all in perspective. And I -- I
wanted to do a little presentation so that we could get these issues in order.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: At the -- I believe it was the June City Council meeting, the
City Council allowed, um, the new owners, which was GSF -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- to have a one-year extension on the current Ocean Mall
agreement. The condition was that they pay an additional $250,000.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And that they correct deficiencies as outlined by the
Community Development Department that existed at the Ocean Mall at the time. The
City Council gave permission. Um, we worked on the agreement and the City Council
gave permission to the Mayor to execute that agreement upon signing because time
was of the essence. Um, they started working on it. It took us a while to -- we went
back and forth on the actual language. But eventually it was signed. We had our
money. They paid up front. I believe Mr., um -- Mr. Chair requested that they pay rent
a year in advance and they did that. And they paid the 250.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And they met with Community Development on several
occasions who, um, checked to make sure that all of the deficiencies were created [sic].
In the amendment to the lease you're talk -- we removed section 14A of the -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Under section 1, yeah.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Right. Um, da, da, da, da. Um, because -- okay. This was
a default provision which did not -- I don't know if you want to explain this.
RICK JAROLEM: Sure.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: But it didn't work to the City's advantage.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Correct.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And we added a new section which is a much better -RICK JAROLEM: Right.
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CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- and tighter section for the City. I'll let Mr. -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I just wanted it on the record.
RICK JAROLEM: If -- yeah. If -CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- he wants to talk about it.
RICK JAROLEM: -- and Rick Jarolem again. This is -- the deletion was -- essentially
the original lease had loopholes and what I -- what I call wiggle room. And what the
council has always asked when -- since OMRD, since its demise, for lack of a better
term, um, was how can we avoid this from happening again? How can we eliminate
wiggle room? How can we do everything like -- how -- how can we make it as tight as
possible, put deadlines on that -- that don't really have open-ended questions in them?
And that was the reason we deleted that section of the lease and put in the better one.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
RICK JAROLEM: And as well as on what we're dealing with tonight, it was at the
direction of the council to make sure we don't have OMRD part 2 again.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Right.
RICK JAROLEM: Was to get the personal guarantee of the -- of TJAC, which is
something that I -- I'm very pleased to -- to announce that we're -- that the City is getting
in this deal, as well as, um, to make sure that the information provided and -- and to the
City, make sure that we know exactly who TJAC, um, is principaled by, that the City has
its guarantees. And we've already discussed the -- the financing that they -- they are
entitled to get a leasehold mortgage and we're -- we've been told that there are
guarantees in place on that to make sure that what -- what Miss -- what TJAC, Singer
Island is pledging that they're going to deliver, and they have, for lack of a better term, a
real stake in completing it. It was at the Council's directive and the City Attorney's
directive, Don't come back here without stuff that makes this City as solid as it can
possibly be. And we've got that and probably beyond. So congratulations on the
directive and letting us doing that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Thank you very much, sir.
RICK JAROLEM: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Are there any other questions, concerns? Hearing
none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Yes, sir?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And just one last question. We've already voted,
approved it. As it relates to the establishments being recruited or the restaurants, um -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. -- Mr. Guyton, it's inappropriate. We've already
disposed of this motion. I'm sorry. We gotta move on.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. No problem.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Sorry about that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No, don't worry about it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We -- you can get to him offline but it's -- it's inappropriate.
We've already -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I'll talk to you off -- off -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- disposed of the motion. Okay. Um, we're going to
Public Comment. Um, please be reminded that the City Council has adopted a set of
rules of decorum governing public conduct during official meetings and has been posted
at the entrance of the council chambers. In the event to preserve order, the Council
Chair may have any disruptive speaker removed from the podium, the building and/or
the -- from the podium, the meeting and the building if necessary. Please govern
yourselves accordingly. Since we have about 23 cards today, I'm going to, uh, limit the
time to two minutes. If you don't need the whole two minutes, we would ask that you
definitely give it back. So, uh, can we set the clock to two minutes or are you just going
to -- can you set it? Okay. So at -- when the clock reads one minute, that means that
your time is going to be, um, up. Um, please respect the time. We have several
comment cards and we definitely want to be able to get to -- to everybody. Um, up -- up
first we have Bessie Brown. Good evening, Miss Brown. You have two minutes to
make your comments.
BESSIE BROWN: Yes. Um, I wasn't able to put a card in on item 2 or item 4. But you
all were saying that, uh -- I had a problem with the type of contract that was actually
listed on the backup. And it said Personal Services. And I thought we had contracted
him for grant -- uh, grant information. Now, that's actually in the backup. I actually was
online and saw that. That was something I wanted to say. And, uh, basically I think
we've had -- we've done work -- business with Mr. Broussard Palm Beach Consulting
Group since 2007. And currently, we paid him about 300 -- he's gotten about 300 -- um,
$233,000 from us so far, from the City so far.
Also, um, the other thing is that when you're talking about the marina, Mr. -- Mrs., uh,
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Pardo said it's a new day in Riviera Beach. It is a new day in Riviera Beach, because
all the taxpayers -- uh, everything that's -- majority of the stuff that's being done over
there is on the backs of our taxpayers because there's a 29 -- 230 -- $2 million loan that
all the taxpayers are responsible to pay back for that -- for that renovation. And I think
that's about it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments, Miss Bessie
Brown. Next up will be, uh, Lloyd Brown. Good evening, Mr. Brown. You have two
minutes to make your comments.
LLOYD BROWN: Uh, thank you. Okay. Um, let me just say this. I'm a Vietnam
veteran, you know, and, uh, a lot of our -- my veteran friends, they died, you know, for,
like, in America, like, for this country to be what it is today. I mean, from the American
Revolution and the World War I and II, I mean, veterans gave their lives. I mean, we
had people that die for these rights and privileges that we get. And what I'm talking
about is I -- I had gotten to a ship program so I'm saying all this has to do with that.
All right? But what I'm saying, I'm a taxpayer. I mean, I'm not like Lozman. I live here
so, I mean, what's up with that? I've been over here several times. I mean, no one -the newspaper or the government officials have set down and, I mean, heard my cries.
You know, I'm like -- it's like spitting in the wind. I mean, you might think I'm an arrogant
person by what I say or how I say it to you. But you know what? My arrogance only
grows with your hypocrisy. I mean, you -- I may as well went to Angie's List and found
somebody, you know, to help me, because I can't get any help from here. And now,
you know what's going on? I see in the newspaper that these inspectors didn't do a
good job on this bridge, right? Well, my home was done the same way. And I came to
this lady here, Miss Ruth Jones, City Manager, a while back, before the house was
even built.
I know you're looking at the clock. You'll be glad when I leave. But don't worry. I'm
going to be like a tick on your neck. And until you do something about it, I mean -about the Building Department -- I mean, here it is, these guys didn't do inspections.
The same thing that happened to the bridge that's going over to the airport. But I can't
get no help from here. And like, I hope the Post Time come here and looking into your
Building Department 'cause these inspectors -- I mean, you may as well got them from
Angie List, 'cause they would have been better off. And it's a shame that I can't get no
help, being a black American.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you for your comments, Mr. Brown.
LLOYD BROWN: That wasn't no comment.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Next up, Miss Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Miss Larson.
You have two minutes to make your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: All right. I'm not confused. I am tired but I'm not confused. I
remember very well the comment regarding the Ocean Mall. The gentleman over there
did not want a police substation. To me, also, that would signify this is a dangerous
area. So when that came up the very first time I spoke against that because that does
signal that it's a dangerous area to be in. And the gentleman who's going to be taking
over the lease over there, he didn't want it, either. So I understand that. We went on,
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then, in that meeting to discuss having armed patrolmen walking through the parking lot
and they said, "No, no. No one over there will have guns and things like that."
Go back and listen to the meeting. I am not confused about that. If you are naïve
enough to think that people are -- that are thugs do not pay attention to what happens
on channel 18, you are wrong. I don't come here and make false statements. I know
that for a fact. I know that for a fact. They are well aware of what's going on here. And
they listen. Trust me. They listen.
You said tonight I made a mistake about the marina. We were talking about -- I talked
about marina rate increases, that they shouldn't happen until we at least get the marina
underway; that we should be welcoming people into the marina now and giving them
some kind of special rate. Then you said, "No, no, you're talking off topic." What we're
talking about is how to change the rates. Well, I got it right here. It says, "Background
information for proposed marina rate increase." That says to me you're going to be
talking about the rate increases. That's everything the backup talks about, is how much
you're going to be increasing the rates. So I'm not talking off topic. That's exactly what
was published right here.
Now, at the last meeting it was said that there's a new law saying that anybody can
comment on consent agenda items. I see it again tonight. It's on here that you have to
have it pulled by a councilperson. Why hasn't that been corrected? Everybody should
be able to speak on consent agenda, from the information I got right here two weeks
ago.
We talked about two weeks ago also putting Awards and Presentation, Community
Benefits on the second Wednesday meeting. That didn't happen, either. Um, okay. I
only have a few more seconds here. At the last meeting it -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: -- no, wait. When was there retraction to City Hall not moving?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Thank you very much for your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: That was going to be a new mailing being sent out. Haven't gotten
mine yet. It was going to be on channel 18.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Larson, thank you very much for your comments.
BONNIE LARSON: Is Riviera Beach not moving? It was put out in the newsletter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm going to ask that everyone respect the time. We have
a lot of cards here.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just to make a -- just to let her know that that -- that law
doesn't go in effect until October 1.
BONNIE LARSON: (Inaudible) say that.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, my God.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Next up we'll have Mr. Fane Lozman. Good evening, Mr.
Lozman, you have two minutes to make your comments.
FANE LOZMAN: Fane Lozman. For the record, I write for the Palm Beach Sun that's
based in Riviera Beach and I also have business interests but I don't tell anybody
'cause I've been threatened with my leaf repeatedly by Sylvia Blue and other people in
this community.
One of the reasons, Miss Pardo, that you have to subsidize the marina is that you
floated a $25 million bond when the 2008 RFP said it had to be privately funded. But
when Viking Yachts could not perform as the winning bidder and come up with the
money, you then morphed it into a mega yacht shipyard and now you've morphed it into
where the public is funding it. So if you would go back and do what you're supposed to
do, put it out for bid like Floyd Johnson said, then you wouldn't have had to float the
bond.
But that's a battle for another day.
I'm a big boy. You can attack me all you want, Thomas and Guyton. It doesn't matter
to me. One of my nemeses got arrested yesterday in Miami by the FBI, Mr. Forte. You
guys haven't seen this? "Two mayors, one sting," and the FBI. I spent five years trying
to get you busted for corruption. I met with prosecutors. I met with McAuliffe. I met
with Antonacci. I met with Aronberg. Okay. Your buddy, Alston, is in the paper today.
They put six more criminal charges on him, Corey Alston of South Bay. Corey Alston
gave $1,000 campaign contribution to you, Mr. Guyton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No, he didn't.
FANE LOZMAN: Oh, yes, he did.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton. Mr. Guyton, don't.
FANE LOZMAN: I pulled your -- I pulled your financial -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Finish your comments, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible).
FANE LOZMAN: -- uh, campaign (inaudible). He gave 500 and 500, Alston. Cedrick
Thomas, you worked in South Bay at a no-show job. The Inspector General had a
report about a bust you sold South Bay that didn't work.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, Lord.
FANE LOZMAN: Okay? I promise you, if it's the last thing I do, your picture's going to
be on the front page of The Palm Beach Post being marched off to jail.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, first of all, we -- the comments that were just made
are not accurate. I did get a $500 contribution from Mr. Alston. He's my fraternity
brother and he's a friend of mine and he will remain a friend of mine. Um, Mr. Lozman,
who I might add, has been rumored to have committed a sexual assault, comes into our
community and try to disparage all of our elected officials and bully us and -- and think
that somehow we're not going to stand up to him. But I'd just like the public to know that
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Mr. Lozman does not live here, as I indicated. He says that he write for the Sun paper
but most people use that for cat litter. And -- and -- and he needs to understand that
this is not the city for him to come in and bully. And I would hope that he just stay in
Dade County. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Mr. Guyton. Next we'll have -- and if I
pronounce this incorrectly, please excuse me. Olga Rios? Olga Rios?
TERRI MITCHELL: Miss Rios needs an interpreter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Excuse me, Olga Rios. I'll -- I see your card in there, Miss
-- Miss Mitchell, but I'll -- I'll get to your card in a minute.
TERRI MITCHELL: I'm requesting an interpreter for her. She speaks mainly Spanish
only.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
TERRI MITCHELL: Do you have an interpreter?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, I don't know of any interpreter.
TERRI MITCHELL: If not, we have one. We have one available.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Fine.
TERRI MITCHELL: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have two minutes to make your comments.
OLGA RIOS: Okay. (Spanish).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can you pull the mike down, please?
AGNES DUPERVAL: Good night.
OLGA RIOS: Yes. Okay. (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: Good night. My name is Olga Rios. I live in Palm Springs.
OLGA RIOS: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: I'm grateful to be working at Life Span. I've been working there
for 12 years and I would like to work there for another 12 years. This is like a second
home to me. Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. Um, Olga
Astosta [phonetic]? Uh, I do -- I do apologize for mispronouncing your name if I did. Do
-- do you need another interpreter?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah, she speaks Spanish.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay.
OLGA RIOS ACOSTA: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: Good night.
OLGA RIOS ACOSTA: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: My name is Olga Rios Acosta.
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OLGA RIOS ACOSTA: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: I live in Palm Springs.
OLGA RIOS ACOSTA: Yeah?
AGNES DUPERVAL: Uh-huh.
OLGA RIOS ACOSTA: Okay. (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: I love my job as an infant class teacher. This gives me the
opportunity to provide a safe environment and I would like the council members to add,
um, our lease agreement to the agenda of September 4th. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Um, I'm -- I'm sorry. I'm not even going to
attempt to pronounce the first name. But I will try the last name. Albeso [phonetic]? I -once again, I do apologize. I probably should have paid more attention in Spanish class
but I'm -MARIANELLES SHENARD ALBIZU: (Spanish).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- I'm having a hard time. I'm sorry. Go ahead.
MARIANELLES SHENARD ALBIZU: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: Good night. My name is Marianelles Shenard Albizu [phonetic].
MARIANELLES SHENARD ALBIZU: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: I've been working at Life Span since February 2013 in the infant
classroom.
MARIANELLES SHENARD ALBIZU: (Spanish).
AGNES DUPERVAL: I would like for the council to keep maintaining Life Span in their
efforts to provide education for the children in the community. Thank you.
MARIANELLES SHENARD ALBIZU: (Spanish).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much. Um, I think I'm pretty good at this
one. LaShay Finley [phonetic]? LaShay Finley? Good evening. You have to minutes
to make your comments.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Good evening.
TERRI MITCHELL: Council members, Mayor, Miss Finley works for Life Span. She's
very shy. Um, we found Miss Finley as an employee at Life Span through one of Mayor
Masters' job fairs. She's been working for our organization since early March of this
year and she requests, because of her shyness -- she requests that Council place the
Life Span on the agenda for September and vote unanimously to pass the agenda item
in September. Thank you.
LaSHAY FINLEY: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Miss Finley. Okay. Next we'll have Louis
Caretter [phonetic]? Just restate it, please. I do apologize.
LUIS CORIJER: That's Luis Corijer [phonetic].
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Corijer?
LUIS CORIJER:

Corijer. Right.

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
comments.

Welcome, sir.

You have two minutes to make your

LUIS CORIJER: Thank you. Thank you. Good evening, Honorable Mayor Masters -thank you for coming at the right time -- and Council Members and staff.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Good evening.
LUIS CORIJER: My name is Mr. Luis Corijer, and I'm currently employed at Life Span
of Palm Beach County and have been employed for five years. I'm here today on behalf
of Life Span of Palm Beach County in your presence asking for the Council's continual
support for Life Span of Palm Beach County lease agreement. I'm so blessed and
honored to teach children in this beautiful city from infants to pre-K at Life Span of Palm
Beach County. And I hope I can continue -- I can continue to provide quality child care
for many more years to come in this wonderful city. Thank you, Mayor, Council
Members and staff for your time.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You're welcome.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, sir. Um, okay. I -- I gotta get this one right.
Shantell Williams.
MAYOR MASTERS: Mr. -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I hope I got that one right.
MAYOR MASTERS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, sir, Mr. Mayor.
MAYOR MASTERS: While she's coming, to the young man, um, I've been trying to
endure the meeting. I've been in the office. I'm in excruciating pain with a terrible
abscess and under medication. So I'm trying to make it. But I've been here. Thank
you. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Miss Williams?
SHANTELL WILLIAMS: Good evening, Mayor, Council Members and staff. I teach in
a four-year-old classroom. I met Miss Mitchell at a job fair in March through Mayor
Masters. I am delighted to be a part of the Life Span family which provides a nurturing
environment. As an employee of Life Span, I humbly request that the Life Span
agreement be brought before Council on September 4th, 2013. Thank you for your time.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Uh, Miss Williams, did I pronounce your name
correctly?
SHANTELL WILLIAMS: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good. Good. I need some reprieve there. Okay. Um,
Madge Duperval?
MADGE DUPERVAL: Yeah.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I hope I got that one right, too.
MAYOR MASTERS: You got -- you got that one right. That's the one you should have
messed up.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Did I get that one right? The Mayor said that I came pretty
close. Good -- good evening, Miss Duperville [phonetic] and you have -- Duperval -and have -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: You messed it up again.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Duperval -- Duperval, you have two minutes to make
your comments.
MADGE DUPERVAL: Okay. Good evening, Mayors, Counselor -MAYOR MASTERS: Good evening.
MADGE DUPERVAL: -- members and staff. Um, as I mentioned, my name is Madge
Duperval. I've been working at Life Span for three years. I am currently the two-yearold teacher for Life Span of Palm Beach County. I also act as a Creole translator for our
Haitian friends and families. Life Span would like to invite the Haitian family of Riviera
Beach to come and join our Life Span family, and we all ask that the Council support
our -- in -- in September 4th, 2013. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much. Kimberly Watts. Good evening,
Miss Watts. You have two minutes to make your comments.
KIMBERLY WATTS: Okay. Um, good evening.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
KIMBERLY WATTS: Um, Mayor, Councilpersons and all other staff on the board. Um,
my name is Kimberly Watts. I currently work for Life Span of Palm Beach County. Um,
I'm a teacher in the toddler classroom. Um, I've been working for Life Span since 2006
through 2009. Um, I returned later, May of 2013. As a Riviera Beach resident and
employee of Life Span of Palm Beach County, I humbly and respectfully request that
Life Span's agreement be brought before City Council in September 2013 and that you
fully support Life Span in this matter. Thank you in advance and thank you for your time
this evening.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much, Miss Watts. Um, I -- I almost feel
compelled to say that I don't know why everybody's here asking for that. I've already
instructed that it be placed on the agenda for September 4th to Miss Mitchell. So just so
everybody knows in their comments, it's going to be on the agenda for deliberation for
the Council on the next meeting. Just so everybody, um, knows. But I will finish going
through the cards. Um, next will be Barbara Griffin.
BARBARA GRIFFIN: Good evening, Mayor, Council Members and staff.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
BARBARA GRIFFIN: My name is Barbara Griffin. I've been cooking for Life Span and
I open the building. I'm there from the morning sometimes till late in the afternoon. But
I love my job. I love it. I open at 6 and sometime I go home at 5. But I want to -- I know
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you said that you're going to support us. We're standing on your word that you're going
to support us, that the Council will support us and they'll be there. Because those kids,
they're there because they need somewhere to go in the mornings. Sometime they
don't have breakfast; they don't have lunch or nothing but we're there to feed them. So
we need our lease agreement on the agenda for September. I thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Miss Griffin. I just want to make sure that I
said this correctly. It will be on the agenda September 4th. We don't have any
information in front of us whether we can support it or not at this point. But we will be
deliberating on it September 4th. It will be on the agenda. Okay. Um, Deandrea
Lorick?
DEANDREA LORICK: Good -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good evening, Miss Lorick. You have two minutes to
make your comments.
DEANDREA LORICK: -- good evening, Mayor, Council Members and staff. My name
is Deandrea Lorick. In the year 2008 I had lost all hope of finding a job. I went and I
filled out an application with Miss Mitchell. She hired me. Um, I went ahead when -been with Life Span. It has built up my communication skills. I am also now enrolled in
college. I have my CDA, working on my NCDA. I also have my 40 hours.
I'm here asking you to vote yes for renewing the lease to Life Span in September 2013.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments. I cannot get this
one wrong. Yetta Defreitas. Good evening, Miss Defreitas. You have two minutes to
make your comments.
YETTA DEFREITAS: Good evening, Mayor, Council Members and the City staff. I'm
employed at Life Span of Palm Beach County as the center director. We service 124
children ages six weeks to 13 years old year round. The importance of early childhood
education is to provide quality -- there's a difference -- quality child care and family
services to those in the greatest need. At Life Span we ensure that children are
nurtured, educated and that their parents are empowered to meet daily family
responsibilities. I am asking that you make your voices heard. I know that it will be on
the agenda on September 4th.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you.
YETTA DEFREITAS: I want you to stand for our children if nobody else and tell the
children of Riviera Beach that they are the community's top priority. And I thank you
humbly for your full support and time on this manner. Have a blessed night.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Miss Defreitas.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, wow. Uh, this is another Duperval. Agnes? Agnes
Duperval? Oh. Oh, our interpreter. Okay. All right. Phew. All right. How you doing
tonight?
AGNES DUPERVAL: I'm good. Good evening.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have two minutes and some seconds. Go ahead.
AGNES DUPERVAL: Okay. Good evening, Mayor, Council Members and City staff.
MAYOR MASTERS: Good evening.
AGNES DUPERVAL: I'm employed at Life Span of Palm Beach County and as a lead
teacher in the four-year-old program. Today's children will determine what society will
be like in the future. Our children are precious and full of potential. Yet they are also
vulnerable and deserve to grow up in a safe and nurturing, stimulating environment.
Life Span of Palm Beach County provides all children with skills and abilities to reach a
certain milestone. Please support Life Span with continuous services for our future
generations. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. And awesome job translating tonight.
AGNES DUPERVAL: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, Denise Madore [phonetic], if I didn't, as I've been
doing all night -- please correct me. Good evening, Miss Denise. You have two
minutes to make your comments.
DENISE MADORE: Good evening. My name is Denise Madore. I'm a resident in
Riviera Beach. Good evening, Mayor, Council Members and staff.
MAYOR MASTERS: Good evening.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Good evening.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Good evening.
DENISE MADORE: As I mentioned, my name is Denise Madore. I currently work for
Life Span of Palm Beach County. I am a teacher in the organized -- in front room. And
I have been so since March 2013. As a resident and an employee, I humbly request
that Life Span agreement will be before Council in September 2013 and that you fully -support is given to this matter. Thank you very much and have a blessed evening.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Uh, Jonathan Freeman? Good evening, Mr.
Freeman.
JONATHAN FREEMAN: Good evening.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have two minutes to make your comments.
JONATHAN FREEMAN: My name is Jonathan Freeman. I am a resident of Riviera
Beach and an employee of Life Span of Palm Beach County. I work in the after-school
population and with the summer camp. Life Span is essential for the positive growth of
children from this area. My impact at Life Span is to provide a positive role model for
young men and to provide a safe alternative other than the streets. Please support Life
Span in September. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much for your comments, Mr. Freeman.
And our final comment card under Public Comment will be Terri Mitchell. Good
evening, Miss Mitchell. You have two minutes to make your comments.
TERRI MITCHELL: Good evening. My name is Terri Mitchell and I'm the executive
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director of Life Span. I've been the executive director of Life Span for 20 years now. All
too many times when I'm knocking on your doors and I'm making phone calls to you all,
I think staff sometimes sees me as the only face of Life Span. This evening I want to
assure you that there are other faces to Life Span. I represent those other faces. I
represent the staff. I represent the children. I represent the parents of our community.
Please, on September 4th, we would like your vote. Life Span is not Terri Mitchell.
These are the faces of our organization. Thank you very much.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you for your comments. Okay. We're going to
move to 22. 22. It's going to be a discussion and deliberation for, uh, Ocean Mall
additional funding usage. If I'm not mistaken, I believe it was Miss -- it was Miss Pardo.
Um, she had to step out for one moment so we'll -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, yeah. (Inaudible) in the bathroom.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we'll -- we'll go to, uh -- to Community Benefits. I'm
sorry. We'll go to 24, yeah, Community Benefits. 24A. Um, Youth Recreation
Association -- did I miss one?
CITY MANAGER JONES: 23. Go (inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 23.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: 23 and 24.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I missed 23 and 24? I gotcha. All right. I gotcha. I
gotcha.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: You missed 22A which is my (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You know what? I put your -- I put it under 22A. I did.
22A, we'll go to, which was the discussion and deliberation, uh, of Miss Ryan's, uh,
evaluation. Uh, that was added today by Mr. Davis. Mr. Davis, you have the floor.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I just want to make sure that as we move forward that
we don't allow, um -- to continue to allow old business to kind of fall in our lap later. I
want to make sure that once we start negotiating this contract, that we do an evaluation
because the negotiations of this contract will be based on the evaluation done by this -this specific board. And I want to make sure that we don't prolong this any longer. We
need to go ahead and make sure we do what we're required to do as a governing body.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, Mr. Davis, I think that everyone here has
evaluated in some form Miss Ryan. You may be the only one that hasn't. Is there
something that you would like to add or -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: What I'm -- what I -- okay. This is what I'm saying. I
want to make sure that everyone's evaluation, whenever they did it -- I haven't heard
anything about it until we got to this time. I want to make sure that all these evaluations
are made known to the public. These are our taxpayer dollars. Today she was
awarded an -- an -- it acknowledges a great person who receives a great reward for
completing a class. And I commend her for that. But we must let the people know what
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the work she -- how great she's done and some improvements that she need to do
when we move forward. And we need to make sure we do that evaluation because in
three years, the public is going to evaluate us as a governing board. And they're going
to have the choices to either re-elect us or bring someone else. So when they evaluate
us, we need to make sure we evaluate our staff so we can get a return on their
investment.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I've evaluated Miss Ryan and it's written. And once
the evaluation is written, it can be viewed at the public at any time.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well -- well, how about everyone bring their evaluations
to the next meeting?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I don't -- we don't have to do it in that form.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Uh-uh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You can do it how you choose to do it because the board
has never adopted that.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Oh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you can do it written or verbally if you want to do your
evaluation like I did.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I talked about my evaluation to the public. I went through
every item.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Some members did not choose to do that. But if you want
to do that, you have every right to do it that way if you would like.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But that -- that is -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- that part really is -- is done.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here -- here's the thing. Miss Jones, our City Manager,
we did an open evaluation with her on this board. People shared their opinions, talked
about what type of research they've done on how great she did and some of the things
she needed an improvement. They need to hear the same thing about our attorney,
what improvement she need and how good she's doing. They have that right. And I
want to make sure I speak now and put it on public record. The next meeting, I will be
bringing my evaluation and I'm encouraging the rest of the board to bring theirs, as well,
and read it to the public.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Maybe I'm -- maybe I'm not recalling this properly.
And if I'm not, please somebody help me. But I did just that with mine. And I think
everybody did theirs, as well.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No, you didn't. Just the City Manager.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Excuse me. Hold on one second, sir.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Uh-uh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any other members of the board want to -- to do that -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Miss Ryan's contract had already, um, renewed. I gave
her an oral evaluation. I -- and I'm fine with that. Um, so I -- I mean, if he wants me to
repeat what I said, that's fine. But you know, um, I think it's moot point at this point
because her evaluation -- I mean, her contract has already renewed at this point.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes. Thank you. Um, as it relates to me, I made my
position very clear, um, when we actually reviewed the City Manager's. I am in full
support of Miss Ryan. My position has not and it will not change. Um, I speak to her
frequently and, um, she knows what -- what my observations are. And I personally don't
see a need to bring a written evaluation to the meeting. I support Mrs. Ryan renewal
and that is my position. I know he said -- excuse me. I know that Councilman Davis
said that, um, you know, we would be evaluated in three years. I'm a councilman that I
don't even think about three years. I'm not sitting here now trying to be re-elected. I'm
here trying to move this City forward. I'm going to make those decisions that are difficult
and, um, a decision about running in three years is not even on my radar. Um, we have
a lot of work to do so some may sit here gauging the political vibes and trying to position
themselves for three years away. Not me. Not me. We have a lot of work to do. And
I'm not going to politicize Mrs. Ryan evaluation based on what somebody may think in
three years. So I won't be doing a written evaluation. I'm in full support of her and that
is not going to change. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I didn't -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: One second. I'll -- you've had a couple of times. I'm going
to go on down the line and I'll come back to you. Um, I -- a copy of the minutes that are
very detailed -- I think we just passed some down to you. But, um, I did do a written
evaluation. It is available for public examination if the public so choose to. And, um,
what I'm going to do is, um, I will probably -- because I don't want any confusion on this.
I -- I'm supposed to negotiate voluntarily with Miss Ryan. I'm going to, at this point, um,
withdraw that at this point. I'm not going to negotiate anything. Her contract is there.
And, uh, at -- at this point I'm not going to try to rush in negotiations just to, you know,
um, get back at a certain date when her contract is already for two years. There's a few
things in there that I thought would be a little bit more beneficial to the City that I wanted
to, um -- to negotiate with her to actually take out of her contract. And she was gracious
enough to say, "I understand your concern and I'll be willing to voluntarily negotiate."
Miss Ryan, at every meeting, gave us notification as her contract provided. Miss Ryan
has always and still to any day say if you want to talk to her, evaluate her, whatever you
need, she's always been there. She's always been the utmost professional. So I am
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not going to be bringing anything else back to do anything about Miss Ryan's contract. I
voted in the affirmative and that's where my vote will continue to stand. The only thing
that was supposed to be brought back if we could come to an agreement was a
negotiated part of her contract.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Correct.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Not whether she'll be our attorney or not. So those are my
comments. Miss -- Miss Pardo.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Um, I did give Miss Ryan a verbal review. And, you know,
to be honest with you, um, when I have an issue with something I am on the phone with
her and, um, you know, and I tell her where I stand. So, you know, nothing comes as a
surprise to her. And like you said, um, she started notifying us well before the election
this past year that her contract was coming up.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So I think she did everything that she was supposed to do.
And it sounds like the three of us, who were on the council, the previous council, we all
did what we were supposed to do. We did review her.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And, um, you know, if the public wants to hear the review,
you know, so be it. But, um, you know, at this point I think this is just a -- a moot point.
You know, she's been reviewed.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis, you can have the floor again.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- Mr. -- Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm sorry. Hold on one second. Mr. Mayor, did you want
to comment on this? I -- I'm -- I haven't been to you at all. Did you want to comment on
this?
MAYOR MASTERS: That's because I'm not even feeling too good. Well, let me just
say this. Maybe the confusion is -- and maybe just for the public to know, um, that this
has been done in the past. Maybe the public doesn't really know the differences
between how we did one and -- and versus the other. Maybe, Mr. Chair, if you could
explain that it was a different -- what the difference was? You said you was going to
bring something back and that still you're going to -- you know, kind of -- maybe you can
clarify for the public, I think is what -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
MAYOR MASTERS: -- Mr. Davis is saying. I think. I don't know.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes. Yes, sir. Yes, sir, Mr. Mayor. I will -- I will attempt to
try to do that again. Miss Ryan's contract automatically renewed. It is a provision in her
contract that she must give us -- I think it's three, um, months before or several times
before to give us notice that her contract is coming up.
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Ninety days.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, and she did that. Okay? For whatever reason -maybe it was just that the majority of the board was satisfied with her work -- we
allowed her contract to continue as it has been for the period of years that it's been. I
think it's 15 or 16 years. However, I wanted to negotiate with Miss Ryan and as -- as a
matter of fact, most of the board was saying, "Hey, I don't think that you really ought to
do that." And Miss Ryan said, "No, I understand his concerns. I will more than happy
negotiate with --" Miss Ryan -- Miss Ryan said, "I'll more than happy negotiate with the
Chair to see if we can come to some agreement."
The reason why that I wanted to negotiate with Miss Ryan is because of a clause in her
contract that provides for an automatic trigger like that that I did not like. Miss Ryan,
who did not have to, you know, agree to that because the contract was what it was, she
agreed to further go back to make sure that the City was comfortable with the
agreement that we were in. That has not been done because I don't believe it's material
at this point. We never rushed into it. We just gave notice that we would talk about it at
some point. So that was the -- the difference.
We -- everybody saw -- the news that has left was here for it and they showed it
everywhere about Miss, um -- Miss -- Miss Jones' contract, you know? Miss Jones'
contract did not renew like that. You know, so that is why it was done in that form and it
was done in this form. Mr. Davis, you have your second round now. You can go right
ahead.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank -- thank you.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Can I just jump in one for second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: One second.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you. No. Thank you. I really appreciate it, Mr.
Chair, that you're explaining that. But we talked about coming to this meeting to
address that specifically what you stated before, that you want to sit down with Miss
Ryan and talk about this negotiation. And based on these minutes, this is supposed to
happen to particular meeting. It says August. No, actually, it said the next meeting.
This was said in June. The next meeting was July. But it didn't happen in July.
So I'm bringing it up now 'cause here -- here we are in August. It still hasn't been done
yet. My -- our City Manager, her job is to evaluate staff across the board. Each
department. Writing creates credibility. A form of record. Not dealing with hearsay. A
form of record. Show the people what we're doing here. Be professional about it,
because her contract expired doesn't mean that we cannot do an annual -- which is
once a year -- evaluation. We're going to keep her. This board has stated that. We're
all in support of that. But we still have to do our annual evaluation, which is every year.
We're required to do that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. -- Mr. Davis, what is it that you're -- you're asking
for, because everyone has gone down the line and told you that they've done an
evaluation. So I'm -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. Every time I -- hold on. Hold on.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Has he done an evaluation.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Every time -- no, I got -- I got the floor. Every time I say
something we go the different direction. And I'm pretty sure everybody in this room is
very smart enough to see what I'm asking for.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, I -- I'm obviously not. That's why I'm asking you to
make it clear.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well, let's -- let's help you get a little smarter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here we are. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Here we are.
We're in the City of Riviera Beach Council Chambers. Councilman Terence T.D. Davis
is asking this board to put evaluations in writing. That's it. So we can show that we
have our accountability. What you get in these meetings and talk about is between you
and her. Yes, it is. But the taxpayers in this community need to know what's going on.
You may not like it but this is just the way I choose to look at governing, making sure
that we show our accountability. Because when the City Manager contract -- when it's
time for her to do her evaluation, everyone went down this line and talk about how great
Miss Jones did and what she need improvements on. I -- do you recall that? And you
finished it off and you did a great job. I'm just saying we need to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I did it in writing.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- yes, you did.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes, you did. And -- and I respect that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Have you done your evaluation in writing?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Oh, yes. I was going to bring this -- I want to make sure
when I bring mine to the board everyone's here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay. So is that -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: And everyone brings it back.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- what you want to do? Do you want to write -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: For the next meeting. And that's what I stated before.
Here we go again.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Hold -- hold on.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible) can I -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Chair, has -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. Let him -- let me finish -- let me let
him finish.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- I said for the next meeting, I would like for this board
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to bring their evaluations in writing. I will be bringing mine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I can't make a board member -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Well, you got -- you can't make it but I'm just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- do anything. They -- they've already -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- I'm saying I will be here with mine in writing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay, sir.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- hold on one second, Miss Davis. I cannot make a
board member do anything that they're not bound to do.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: The -- the -- the charter just basically says is you have to
do an evaluation. It does not constitute in writing or not. I chose to do it in writing. If
you want to bring your evaluation of Miss Ryan at the next meeting, it would be on the
agenda.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss -- Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, to help Mr. Davis out, I mean, I -- I think that Miss
Ryan's contract has already renewed. That's -- that's going backwards. If -- if he's
willing to put it in write -- put his in writing and -- and go forward that's fine. Um, but I,
um, think that in the future, um, that's a wonderful idea. I, too, agree with you that they
should be done in writing because it's a matter of record and it's a matter of letting each,
um -- the City Manager and the City Attorney know what -- what is expected. You
know, for us to rate them on -- on the job that they've done in the -- in the past and what
we expect in the future. So I can agree to going forward in the future.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. And I want to make sure that I add, since I was told
that I need to get a little smarter -- that I prepared -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You did.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- a document.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You did.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, let -- let -- let's get it all out in the public since we went
there. I prepared a document and gave it to every single councilperson and allowed
almost three weeks for completion of that. Not just a council member. The Mayor, as
well. It was a written tool that was the duty of the Chair to provide.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I did that. The board members decided -- you
included -- not to turn your evaluation in to me. You wanted to do it the way you felt that
you needed to do it. In my estimation, that was perfectly legal and fine. You did not
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have to choose my tool. You could have used whatever tool you like. But my tool was
written and you had an opportunity to do a written one then as every member that is
sitting up here now. So don't make it seem like the opportunity was not there. You
were provided a tool, very professionally done, and you could have utilized that. So at
this point here, if you want to bring something back up that I think that is far, far, far, far
past the time that it should be, you're more than welcome to as an elected official. I'm
going to go to Miss Ryan.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: No, it's -- it's best that I don't speak.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. That's fine.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Just -just to -- just one minute. Just one minute. To address that, the reason I didn't turn that
tool in, for two reasons.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: One, if I give you something before we get to this
meeting, I'm in direct violation of the Sunshine Law. Because you have some
information from me and Miss Pardo give it to you too, you got information in record on
behalf of both of us. That's in direct violation.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Now -- now, I -- I'm not gonna let you say that. So, Miss
Ryan, I need you -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You're trying to tell me that's not in direct violation of the
Sunshine Law?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm not going to continue to argue with you about it. I'm
going to let Miss Ryan address what you just said and we're going to move on. I've
already said we'll put it back on the next meeting. Miss Ryan, please address what he
just said.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Okay. That issue has been asked in the past and answered
in the past, as well. It is not a violation of the Sunshine Law for you -- for the, uh -- the
chairperson or anyone that you designate to collect the documents and bring them back
to the Council, all of the documents. All the -- and he could even break them down and
give you very good, excellent, as a tool to help you. But it is not a violation to have one
person to collect it. People do this all over the State of Florida and, um, I'm certain that
there is an Attorney General opinion on that. As I said, that question was asked before
and, um, already answered. Since you gave me the floor -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- I just want to say this. I have absolutely no problem with
having an evaluation done. Um, it is -- it has been my experience and, um, the
experience of other department heads and other, um, officials in other cities to at least
have a discussion with the, um, elected officials on their evaluation before you just
come to the -- the -- the city council meeting and make your comments, because there
may be some things that I may disagree with and I would like to have a, um -- a frank
discussion with you, um, about those terms. You don't have to do that, of course.
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: We can do that. No, we can do that.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: But, you know, I would really appreciate a meeting before
you give the public a document about my performance.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: We can do that.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: You're welcome. We can do that. I (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anybody else on the board want -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. Just -- just one closing comment -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- about, um, Mrs. Ryan. Um, Mrs. Ryan is responsible
for all of our legal activities in this city. Riviera Beach is very active in that regard.
Because some seem to think that they can bully us and they're going to sue us and they
threaten us. So every day she and her office, they are dealing with legal issues. There
has not been any catastrophic event that would suggest to me that we have a problem
in our Legal office.
All of those issues that she has to deal with, she deal with them professionally. She
does not come to the mike and talk about all of the cases that she's won, and she's won
many. Um, she's resolved many issues without them even getting to our, um, stage in
the process because her legal acuteness has prepared her to deal with those issues.
And it, um, absorb the necessity for her to even come to us. So I just want to put it on
the record that when people come and talk about one or two cases that may not have
gone the City way, there are many, many, many, many that we win that we don't say
anything about. She deals with them and she just go to the next one. So I just want
everybody to know she's doing a good job and -- and her skills as evident by her new
designation, is at the top of her game. And one last thing. She was the one that spoke
to me when the marina judgment came down and she indicated to me, "Mr. Guyton, I
think that we need to file a motion to request clarity." And when she did that, the judge
relooked at some issues. And when it came back, Mrs. Ryan, because of her insight,
was fortunate enough to tell us that out of the four issues filed in that filing, we won
three and a half.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And when it first came down people thought that we
had lost every issue in that -- in that. And now all we have to do is change the summary
and put it back on the ballot. Because of Miss Ryan's guidance. So thank you, Miss
Ryan. I have the utmost confidence and, um, you have my full support.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Mr. Guyton. I did not call a comment card that
I had for 22A. I do apologize. Miss Bonnie Larson, you -- you good?
ED: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, Lord.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, anything else before we move to the next item? Okay.
We're going to move to -- we're going to go back to 22. Um, the Ocean Mall additional
funding usage. Miss Pardo, I think that you put this on -- yeah, go right ahead.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah. I had asked for it. So I had asked for staff to come
back to us with some possible projects. And if you look at the document that, um, Miss
Jones gave us, there, I think, are some very good ideas in there. The welcome signs.
We've been talking about welcome signs for a very long time. And I think they're
needed. We've been beautifying the roadways in the City. And I think when people
pass through they need to know where they are.
Um, the windows sealing for the library, City Hall, police department, I think that sounds
good. One thing that I would like to suggest to everyone, maybe, you know -- we've had
a lot of rain recently. Uh, the chambers was flooded. And I think maybe we should
consider possibly replacing the carpet here in the chambers. And if we can do
something with the lighting.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: The lighting is very poor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. It makes me look a little dark.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. And look how white I look. Like I have yellow hair.
So maybe, you know -- that's what I would suggest. I really like the -- the welcome
signs. And if we can do something here inside.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's just my suggestions.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No problem. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, thank you, Mr. Chair. And let me just say I agree
with Miss Pardo wholeheartedly with all of her recommendations. The City Manager
and I did run some numbers in our regular meeting. And I think that we may have
enough to do what Miss Pardo suggested. Um, because I am definitely in support of
the signs. We have 550 and that's 165. And I am in support of the window sealing at
the City Hall, campus, library, City Hall, police department. And that is about 50 more.
Look like we have a little over 200,000 to deal with the carpet and the lighting and I
would definitely be in full support of that.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Anything from Miss -- Mr. or Mrs. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. I want my -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm sorry, Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- $6,000 back.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You want -- I told you at that meeting, I said, "Miss Davis,
don't do that."
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: What? What she -- what she -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: 'Cause she put that sign -- they put the sign -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 'Cause I put -- paid for the sign right there on Silver
Beach.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- they -- they put the sign (inaudible) I said, "Miss Davis,
don't do that." We ought to just come up to an agreement and do that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Man, that's not fair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But we -- we -- we glad -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But anyway, one -- one of the -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- you did that 'cause that's a little less money we have to
spend.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's all right. I am not gonna complain. One -- one of
the good things, though, F -- FDOT is going to put in the landscaping and irrigation so
that's a good thing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, that's cool.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's cool.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: All right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: On a serious note could -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any -- any -- hold on. Let me go to the other ones first,
please.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything, Mr. Davis, on this?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: No. I agree with the present board.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr. -- Mr. Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: I'm okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You okay? Okay. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Um, in -- in the City's Manager cover memo, she
-- she -- she also alluded -- when I say "she," I'm sorry. Um, Miss Jones alluded to
$366,000 from FDOT that was placed in a housing trust fund. Miss Pardo spoke about
the rain and the, um -- and the window sealing. That -- those funds there are not part of
the funds that we're using now. And -- and what I wanted to run by the board, I get a lot
of -- well, I get calls, um, from senior citizens with roofing problems. Um, their -- the roof
is leaking. We don't have any funds available for them. And I would like to know if we
can consider a senior -- for senior citizens -- um, roof -- just roof improvement program,
'cause it's not enough funds to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I thought that that's -- that's not the account that
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those funds go to help out with?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just for house -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Those type of things?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. We can use it for that. Did we decide -CITY MANAGER JONES: We can use it for that. However, we do not have that
program specifically.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Right. Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I -- you know, I -- let me just say first I don't mind
that. But you know, I do the Night of Elegance honoring the seniors every year. And it's
always a question of what age constitutes a senior. You know, so -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'm a senior.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- I just want to make sure. You know, McDonald's told me
that it was 55. But I just want to make sure if you -- if we're going to direct them to do a
-- a -- a program or something to put those funds in for the seniors, let's find out what is
going to -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- constitute a senior.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- well -- well, staff will certainly come back to us with
the recommendation as to what constitutes a senior. But I think that those funds would
be able to be spread much farther if we're focusing just on the roofs. That's about five
or seven grand. And we got over 300,000. We -- we -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I -- I would agree. I -- I don't have an issue with that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- we can -- we can help a lot of seniors with that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I don't have an issue with that. Um, do -- is -- does
anybody else on the board have an issue with, uh -- with directing the staff to look into
that?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I think -- I think it's a good idea.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You seem to have consensus -- I'm sorry, Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I said I think it's a good idea.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, okay. You seem to have consensus on that, Miss
Jones, to do that. Mr. Mayor, you wanted to say something?
MAYOR MASTERS: Yeah, I just have a couple of questions. Um, the criteria that will
be developed by the staff will certainly consist of the age and other, um,
criteria/information, as well. But I -- I guess the only concern I would -- I would have is if
you have more seniors that need roofing done and less money, then you've got to figure
out how to balance that. It's like first come, first serve or something like that?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. It's going to have to be first come, first serve.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. It's gonna have to be. You know, it -- it's what -it -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: These are nonrecurring funds at this point. So it's going to
have to be first come, first serve.
MAYOR MASTERS: We would have a way of getting that out to let the people know
that it is available?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON:
information.

Yes.

Staff is going to come back with all of that

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. Yeah.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have a consensus on that. All right. If there's nothing
else, we're going to move on down to 23. 23 is going to be, uh, Community Benefits,
Riviera Beach Fire Department Station 3, $200, Councilwoman Dawn Pardo,
landscaping and renovation project. Is there a motion?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Any questions,
concerns, unreadiness? All in favor signify by saying aye.
(All unanimously affirm).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All opposed, same sign. That motion is unanimously
approved. We're going to go to 24. Um, 24 is going to be Youth Recreation
Association. Um, you know what? We have a few of these. So Youth Recreation
Association, $200 for Councilwoman Dawn Pardo for a charity golf outing. We also
have a $180 support for the charity golf outing for Mr. Bruce Guyton to Youth
Recreation Association. And we also have a -- $200 from myself, Cedrick Thomas, to
the golf outing Youth Recreation Association. Can we just go ahead and have a motion
for all three of those?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And -- and I'm sorry, and I -- I forgot Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mine is for the -- the, um, banquet.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: The -- okay. We'll -- you want to do it separate?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We'll do it separate.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Do we have a motion on those three?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Any questions,
concerns, unreadiness? Hearing none, seeing none, all in favor signify by saying aye.
(All unanimously affirm).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any opposers, same sign. That motion is unanimously
approved. We're going to go now to 24C. Uh, and that's for Miss, uh, Judy Davis to
give $460 to a, uh -- the charity banquet for that weekend to Youth Recreation
Association.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So moved.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Are there any
questions, concerns, unreadiness? Hearing none, seeing none, all in favor signify by
saying aye.
(All unanimously affirm).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any opposers, same sign. That motion is unanimously
approved. Okay. I believe that we're finished with Community Benefits. We're going to
go now to Discussion by the City Manager.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Just a couple of items and some
reminders of some meetings. Um, first of all, I would like to, um, make the public aware
that we will have a special call meeting of the City Council on Wednesday, August the
14th, at 6:00. And it's following the actions of the CRA and then we -- they will, um, not
adjourn but -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Why didn't we do that before?
CITY MANAGER JONES: They have to take the action first.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: That was Bond Council.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Bond Council's recommendation that CRA take the action
first, then the City takes the action.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: What is the issue?
CITY MANAGER JONES: And the issue happens to be the, um, restructuring of the -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- CRA finances.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: And their bond.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: And that will be, uh -- you'll already be here and so we will
just go into that. Also on Monday, August the 19th, we'll have our next budget
workshop. And then on that Wednesday, August the 21st, which is the third
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Wednesday, we'll have the workshop on the capital projects and going over the capital.
The budget workshops, both of them, will start at 5:30 here in the council chambers.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Could you please e-mail -- oh, excuse me, Mr.
Chair, could I ask her to e-mail -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no. Go -- go -- if she's -- if she's done.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No, no. I just wanted to ask the City Manager -CITY MANAGER JONES: Already done.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- to e-mail these dates.
CITY MANAGER JONES: All the staff already -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, already out?
CITY MANAGER JONES: I sent them to your -- your aide.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, the legislative aide? Okay. It's -CITY MANAGER JONES: To (inaudible) place on your calendar way in advance.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- probably already on my calendar.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It's -- yeah, hopefully so.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: If not, sir, I will definitely send that again. Um, each of you
should have received a copy of the letter that was sent to the Supervisor of Elections at
your directive. Um, we're still waiting a response. And as soon as we receive that
response I will forward that to each of you. Um, also you have received a copy of the email that I received from the County Administrator as it relates to some statements that
have been made by Mr. Lozman. Um, we will be drafting correspondence to Mr.
Weisman so that he can share it with his commissioners so that they're all working with
accurate, truthful information. And we will get that to Mr. Weisman no later than Friday
of this week. Finally at the last meeting, Councilman Guyton, uh, raised the issue about
the Tiki lease. If you will recall, that lease was, um, slated to expire on September the
30th. And the question was raised about since we're not doing the Uplands construction
yet, could we reconsider the Tiki staying open until we're ready to demolish and start
that Uplands development.
We contacted, um, the owner of the Tiki restaurant. I am providing you with a copy of
his response. It is anticipated that the demolition will not occur probably before January
of 2014. He has said, Mr. Gregory, that he is willing to stay open for the four more
months. This will be beneficial to the City, 'cause that means we can get some rent and
lease payments for four months that we were going to, um, not get before. All he is
asking for is a 30-day notice as to when he needs to close the doors and shut down his
shop. So I would like for Council to consider and staff is recommending that we, um,
allow for the four additional months for the Tiki to remain in operation.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
concerns, unreadiness?

Been properly moved and second.

Any questions,

COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes. I'm trying to find out why would they need a 30day notice if we know when -- we got a four-month lease going on?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second, Mr. Davis. If any member of the
public wants to speak on this, I will allow it, being that it is a lease. If any member of the
public wants to speak on this, you can just raise your hand and I'll allow you to say
anything that you need at this time. Okay. Mr. Davis, go ahead with your question.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Um, I'm looking at the four months, which we're talking
about going to December -- the December year -- before this year is up. And they're
requiring that we give them a 30-day notice. So as December -- when November get
here, that's when they're requiring that specific notice?
CITY MANAGER JONES: The four months would actually, uh, take them through
January.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: January.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Um, but if in the -- we would notify them in December that
January would be the last month that they would be in operation. We're -- with every
construction project, you're never quite sure when it's going to start.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah, 'cause we have to -CITY MANAGER JONES: It may be earlier; it may be later.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: (Inaudible) -CITY MANAGER JONES: Um, but I think that's why he asked for the 30 days.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: (Inaudible). Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: 'Cause if we want to do it in December, we would tell him in
November.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. Thank you.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Ryan?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Um, if -- in reading his letter, he says for at least four
months. And, um -- and he wants to operate on a month-to-month basis. So I think
until we determine what the date is we'll kind of -- the amendment or letter of agreement
-- I'll work out what we're going to do after, um, I talk with them. Um, but I think we'll
kind of leave it open so that you know it's probably going to be four months but we're
going to make it so that it will just be month to month in case it goes longer than that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Because when you're dealing with these projects you just
never know. Okay?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Any additional questions, concerns?
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MAYOR MASTERS: I -- I do have a question for the Manager.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: And Madam Manager, the -- the letter to the, um, Supervisor, I
don't recall getting it. I'm -- I'm sure I did somewhere.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair, well, we've got a motion on the floor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, I know. We're -- we're in the middle of a motion, sir.
MAYOR MASTERS: Oh, I thought you meant -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no. We're actually in the middle of a motion.
MAYOR MASTERS: -- okay. Okay. That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'll come back to you on that after we dispose of the motion
if that's okay.
MAYOR MASTERS: It's just not -- okay. That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. Are there any questions, concerns,
unreadiness on the motion that's on the floor? Hearing none, all in favor signify by
saying aye.
(All unanimously affirm).
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: All -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All opposed, same sign. That motion is unanimously
approved. Mr. Mayor, you wanted to go back to one of the other comments about the
Supervisor of Elections?
MAYOR MASTERS: No, I -- I have the letter now. I was just going to ask the Manager
maybe just for the -- for the record. Um, in the letter are we asking the Supervisor of
Election to, uh, pick up speed on this and try to accommodate, uh, our goals in the
March 2014?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No, sir. What I was directed to do was to, um -- Mr. Lozman
had come before us on two separate occasions and made statements that he attributed
to the Supervisor of Elections. And we wanted to give her the opportunity to respond to
what had been said.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. I'm -- thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
Manager?

Thank you, uh, Mr. Mayor.

Anything else from the

CITY MANAGER JONES: No, sir. That ends my report.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much. Anything from our board-certified
municipal attorney?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: I have nothing except to say thank you again. This was a
wonderful night. I will not forget it. Not even the negative stuff. But really, thank you so
much. I really, really do appreciate this.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Well-deserving. Okay. We're going to start
tonight with Mr. Davis.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes. To -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Any City Council Committee Reports?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, I'm -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'd -- I'd overseen that.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Um, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I actually heard Miss Davis first.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You want to report first, Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, yes, sir. Um, well, the FEC, um -- I'm sorry. At
MPO meeting it was asked that the League of Cities start a -- an FEC task force to
address issues concerning the All Aboard Florida train that's supposed to run from
Miami to Orlando. And it talks about, um, what we're going to be talk -- looking at is the
infrastructure cost to upgrade the crossings, which could run anywhere from 300,000 up
to 6, I think. And fortunately we only have one so those meetings -- the first meeting
has been set for August 12th. Um, and I don't -- well, I'll address the other thing at -- on
my comments. It's not a committee report so -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem. Um, Miss Pardo, you wanted to say
something about a committee report?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Well, yeah. I just want to remind everyone that -- that the,
uh, City of Riviera Beach is hosting the League of Cities on the 28th. The luncheon will
be over at Newcomb Hall at 11:30. We have Congressman Patrick Rooney -- uh, I'm
sorry, Congressman Patrick -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Patrick -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Murphy.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- Murphy.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Oh, my God.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Oh, God.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Wow.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: He will be speaking. And, um, I hope that all of my
colleagues can attend. I know the City Manager will be there, the CRA director. Um,
Miss Ryan, who has helped the League.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Could you please e-mail us on the date?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And, um, our department heads. Absolutely.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: They have. They have e-mailed you.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Jessica will e-mail everyone.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: The League e-mailed us but no problem.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah. But -- okay. Yeah, Jessica will e-mail you all. All
right. So that's really it. We -- I haven't had any meetings since our last meeting.
Thank you, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Any other committee reports? Any other committee
reports? Okay. I'm going with, uh, Mr. Davis. We're going to start your Council report - I mean, your Council Comments.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. I -- I didn't want to impede on you with the
Committee Reports 'cause you -- as you know, congratulations to Riviera Beach
Elementary School, which is Washington Elementary, went from a grade C to an A. C
to a A.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Excellent.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: All right. That's great. And Chair Thomas, I didn't want
to -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's the second time.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- you know, impede on your board but I'll let you get
the opportunity. But it was great to get -- get that news from, um, Principal Edwards at
Washington Elementary School. And I'm a graduate of that particular elementary
school. I'm so proud to be a volunteer and work with that school to see them do what
they do.
And on Saturday, the Mayor and myself and others will be participating at the Back to
Schools Supply Drive at the Imperial Plaza at 1523 -- at Headliner's Barber Shop.
We're going to be giving away free haircuts for the guys. The young ladies can come
and get their hair washed and braided and plaited. Um, we got some ladies that are
going to be volunteering. It's from 11 to 3:00 at the Imperial Plaza, Headliners, from 11
to 3 this Saturday.
And I do -- well, I will be there, the Mayor will be there and others will be there to
participate. And I'd like to invite those from the board, if you'd like to stop by and -- and
just, you know, help give out some supplies or -- I don't know how to plait but if you
know how to do -- do those skills, bring them with you. So that's this Saturday at 11 to
3:00 at the Imperial Plaza. Right here on Blue Heron. Right by KFC if you're not
familiar with it. Headliners Barber Shop. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's all? Thank you. Mr. Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: Yes, just -- just real brief. Um, just one question to Attorney
Ryan. I -- I wasn't in when you, um, received the accolades and the commendations
tonight. But I do want to ask you one question just for the record. Um, several years
ago someone prophetically announced and pronounced that you would be in front of the
Supreme Court one day. Who -- who told you that?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: It was you, Mayor Masters.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Really?
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MAYOR MASTERS: Thank you.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: He did.
MAYOR MASTERS: That's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is that -- is that all you got, Mr. Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: That's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem.
MAYOR MASTERS: In other words, I saw it years ago.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. No -- no problem.
MAYOR MASTERS: You didn't see that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I gotcha.
MAYOR MASTERS: That's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Thank you. I already mentioned the League. And
again, I hope everyone can attend. Um, what else do I have going on? This is for the
residents on Island Road. Um, a couple of the residents have been complaining that
Sailfish Marina's trolley is going down Island Road. And many years ago when, um,
David Schnyer was on the commission, you know, he made sure that the trolley did not
go through the neighborhoods, that that trolley had to go along, um, Blue Heron
Boulevard or N. Ocean to Blue Heron and then over to Lake Drive. So anyway, they're
getting away from that. Our City Manager has been in contact with them and if you
continue seeing that trolley go down Island Road, please contact us.
The other thing I'd like to mention is the FEMA flood maps, we received notice
today that FEMA has decided to, um, extend the date of receiving feedback. They are
having -- hold on a second. I just received this. They're having a conference call with
elected officials in Palm Beach County on Tuesday. And, um, several of us will be on
that call. I know that these flood maps are very, very important, especially to Riviera
Beach, because we are surrounded by water. And it's not just affecting people on
Singer Island and people along the intercoastal. This will affect almost all of Riviera
Beach. So, um, please know that the City is on top of this. We will all be on the
conference call on Tuesday and at the next meeting we will relay back to you exactly
what is going on. That's all I have, sir. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Uh, Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Um, just a couple of very quick
items. Uh, the -- the staff is organizing a -- a educational program for the Public
Services Complex. And part of that program, I understand, is allowing groups and
residents to go tour the building. Am I correct in that?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So if there are any organizations, groups or people who
-- who want to go and actually see the building, um, they can contact the City Manager's
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Office and those arrangements will be made. Um, I think that's very important. I'm
being told that there -- there is misleading information being dispersed, and I would like
for the residents to have an accurate picture of what is being proposed. Certainly there
is no leaky roof. There is no tin building. And we would like for those residents who
may have been told that to go and take a look at the building for yourself so that you
can make an educated decision.
The other thing is, uh, at our last meeting, um, I brought up an issue that I feel needs to
be addressed, that it hasn't. Our Mayor went to China on an unauthorized trip and the
taxpayers need to be paid back. And there was a question posed to him as to when
does he plan to pay the taxpayers back. I have not gotten an answer. I have gotten
other calls about did I get an answer. And the answer is no, I have not gotten an
answer from the Mayor as to when he proposes to pay the taxpayers back for a trip that
wasn't authorized. It wasn't sanctioned. And it wasn't approved by the City Council.
And -- and when he came back he didn't have the money in his budget to cover it so all
of the other City Council Members' credit cards were put in jeopardy because he didn't
have it in his account. So I would like to know from the Mayor when or if he plans on
paying the taxpayers their money back for a trip that was unauthorized.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mayor, do you want to answer this question?
MAYOR MASTERS: Yes. First of all, we all have a travel -- we all have a promotion
accounts. We go where we want to go to take care of business for the City or to
represent the City. We use that promotion accounts likewise. Now, since Mr. Guyton
has brought that up again, uh, why don't we just have a payback party. And the elected
officials -- the other elected officials who have gone on their -- over their budgets can
pay back and the department heads who have gone over their budgets can pay back
and we all pay back. Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Um, and I'm -- I'm about to be done here. But
let me clarify something. I would challenge the Mayor to identify anybody who left the
country as you did without authorization and didn't have it in your budget. There may
have been department heads and other elected officials who made arrangements for
payment. You left and made no arrangements. It wasn't approved. And then you went
to China, came back and gave the taxpayers the bill.
MAYOR MASTERS: Why do we do this, Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, no. Let me finish.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I'm not gonna let you all debate this. Mr. Guyton,
please -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Now, now, wait -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- please finish your comments.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- well, we're -- we're -- we're not -- I'm about to -- I'm
about to finish my comments. And -- and the problem that I have, and I think some
others have, is that the Mayor seems to think that he's not going to be accountable.
Now, if he can identify somebody who left this country like he did and came back and
gave the taxpayers the bill and it wasn't approved, then I think we need to entertain that.
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But I have documents. The Mayor has no documents about anything he's indicating.
He's trying to deflect attention from the fact that he misused and abused taxpayers'
money. And what concerns me even more is that he's spending a lot of money but he's
not contributing anything to the financial coffers. He does not pay property taxes. And - and I did some research. He hasn't had a water bill in his name since 2008. So that
mean that you're taking and taking and taking and you're paying nothing into our
financial coffers. If you're not paying a water bill, that mean that you're not paying
garbage. So I -- I mean, you're paying nothing. But you're spending, you're spending,
you're spending, you're spending.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. Guyton, I'm gonna ask you to please bring this to
a close.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I am done. I wanted -- I -- the Mayor needs to pay the
taxpayers back. And this issue is not going to go away. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Does it need to be in the form of a -- of a motion?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'll second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. What is the motion
that we've just moved?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: For the Mayor to pay the taxpayers back for the
unauthorized trip that he took to China.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, now, for -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Question -- hold on, Miss Davis. If anybody in the
audience would like to speak on this, I'm going to allow you to do so. If you would like
to speak on this just signify by showing your hand. Okay. There's no public comment
on this at this time. Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, yes, sir. I -- I -- I second, um, Mr. Guyton's motion.
Um, because as I stated previously, this is not something new for me to be concerned
about. I did -- I was concerned about some things, uh, when I served on the council
previously. You know, when I first served. Um, but also, um, I have to say that last
week, I believe it was, I was approached by the Mayor. Actually came and knocked on
my door while I was working in my office. And point-blank asked me if I intended to
bring this issue up again. And at the time I didn't know what issue he was talking about.
And I asked him, I -- what were -- what was he talking about. And he told me that it was
about this China trip.
And I -- you know, my response to him was that, um -- my first response was that I was
not going to have the conversation with him. But, uh, that was not enough. He kept
pressing and pressing and pressing. Um, also stated that Council goes on trips all the
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time and we don't have to come and ask. And I kind of just told him that, you know,
there is a budget process whereby, um, we are given a travel budget. And as long as
we don't go over our travel budget that we don't have to ask for permission. And as a
four-time mayor, I didn't understand why he didn't understand that. Um, so -- and I
won't go through everything that was discussed but, um, he left indicating that he had
no intention of paying the money back. And I find that to be, um -- from a person of his
stature, you know, and as a representative of the taxpayers in this city, uh, I think that's
wrong. Um, you know, so I mean, for whatever else anybody else did, you know, that's
in the past. And we're not talking about a -- an out-of-the-country trip that was not
approved by this council.
And you know, it's always talked about, respect. But, you know, when you disrespect
this process, it's disrespect -- disrespectful to all five of us here also. So, um, that was
my reason for making a motion for this to go away and let's put it to bed one way or the
other.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I'm -- I'm going to make my comments on it. Um, I - I understand the -- the thought behind it. I think that, uh, you know, this is a real tough
action to make against one of our counterparts for going over, you know, a budget. I try
to make sure I don't ever do that but in this case, you know, he did. My issue with this
is, you know, if the Mayor wants to, you know, come up with some type of arrangement
or give some type of, you know, thought on this other than just ignoring it, then I would
much rather, you know, see that. However, there is a motion on the floor to have him
repay it. Um, I just -- you know, I -- I think that this action is -- is -- you know, is a little
serious to -- to take. I just don't think that we ought to, you know -- to -- to -- to do it this
way. Um, but, you know, I've tried to, you know, stay away from this. But I will say that
I don't think that anybody, Mayor included, should just go and spend taxpayers' dollars
willy-nilly and just think that there's not going to be any repercussions for it. Um, so, you
know, I agree that something needs to be, you know, done. But I don't want this to
become, you know, personal, um, against anybody. And I gotta say if we do this, this
should be definitely done, you know, across, you know, the board for anyone who -who -- who does it.
I just think that at this point, um, this is a -- this -- this is probably not the most prudent
way to dissolve of this, but it is a motion that is on the floor and it has to be respected.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss -- hold on, Mr. Guyton. I'll come back to you. It is
your motion. Anything from Mr. Davis or Mrs. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right. This is what I would suggest. You know, instead
of hanging the Mayor right now, I would say table this. Let's bring it back at the next
meeting so the Mayor can possibly give us his presentation -- I believe you made a
presentation already about the trip to China. Maybe you can make that -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. All right. Hold on, Miss Pardo.
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- I'm -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: If you -- if you're saying to table it, then we need to go
ahead and make -- is -- is -- are you saying a motion to table because that takes
precedent -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible) now.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Let me -- okay. Let me -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. I just need to make sure that she's
not saying that.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Well, all right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Because that motion takes precedence.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Um, I'm not saying it right now.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Go ahead.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Um, you know, I think the Mayor or anyone else needs to
be able to defend themselves. And I can tell you, walking into this meeting tonight, I
didn't think that I would be voting on this. So I don't even think I'm ready to vote on it.
But at a minimum, you need to give the Mayor, you know -- if this is going to come to a
vote, you need to give the Mayor time to basically defend himself. Now, if we decided
to move forward with this and we ask the Mayor to pay back the general fund, I would
suggest that -- well, by doing that we're setting a policy. But not just for the Council and
Mayor. I would think you're setting a policy for the entire City.
If a department head goes over their budget, then what happens? Are we talking about
just travel or are we talking about their overall budget? Because we see it time and
again, departments going over their budget. You know, department heads using a
credit card when they really shouldn't supposed to. You know? All of that goes on.
So you know, before we move forward with this vote, I think we need to think about it.
You know, think about the ramifications for the entire City and also give the Mayor a
chance to defend himself. So with that I would like to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm going to ask you not to do that and see if we can let -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- see if we -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- everybody else speak respectfully.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: If you -- if you would honor that for -- for me, please.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
anybody else talk on it.

Just so because if you make that motion I can't let

CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, Mr. Davis, you have anything you want to say about it?
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COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Um, just like what Miss -- um,
Chair Pro Tem Pardo stated, when I came to this meeting, I didn't come to this -- I came
in focusing on the agenda. Agenda to put us into -- that's at hand. Um, I had
conversations with the Mayor. And they was professional conversations. We come to
this board, we owe the right to the people to see a meeting, not a fight. You can say
what you want to say, but people can feel energy in a room. They can feel it when
they're watching it at home. They can watch your body language when they're watching
the TV.
Now, Mayor has assured me that he's going to do the right thing by our community.
And I'm going to hold him to that. Across the board we're going to treat each employee,
each governing body on this board -- we're going to hold ourselves responsible. I
understand Mr. Guyton is very passionate. And I'd never take that from him 'cause
that's who you are. I respect that about you.
But let's make sure that people see us conducting business. We all have passion. Let
people see us conducting business. Because if it perceives us to be fighting, the face of
our City with the Mayor -- which may not be true -- but perception is everything. Then
people in the community will lose respect for us and lose respect for themselves based
on the way we conduct ourselves. So we can forward with the vote and let's figure out
how it's going to go. But I do believe our Mayor -- which has been the greatest mayor of
our city, has been fighting for people his whole entire life since he come here -- is going
to do the right thing. He's going to do the right thing. I'm sure of that. 'Cause one thing
I told him, I said, "Mayor, I want to sew you become a better mayor." So I'm pretty sure
that this board is going to allow the Mayor to be the professional he is, to do the right
thing by our community, and this board is going to move forward and do a much better
job as doing conducting business, being professional, leaving our attitudes home and
focusing on the job at hand. It's not about us as an individual. It's about a job that we
gotta do and set an example. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mayor, would you like to say anything on this first round?
MAYOR MASTERS: I'd just like for you to carry the motion.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm sorry?
MAYOR MASTERS: I'd just like for you to carry the motion.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You want us to vote on this tonight?
MAYOR MASTERS: If you want to. I mean, you know, it's obvious that -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
MAYOR MASTERS: -- I mean -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. Let me let him speak.
MAYOR MASTERS: -- this is -- this is so personal and this is so vindictive that it's a
shame. I mean, it really is. I mean, you know, if the Finance Department pulled the
records, they will see elected officials who have gone over their travel budget. It doesn't
matter whether you go to New York, Chicago, China, whatever. This is all about the
petition thing. We know what it's about. Anything to make the Mayor look bad. You
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know? Come on, now. Let's just call it the way it is. So if there's three people up here
who feel that I should be the only elected official to pay anything back, but the others
who went over, whether it was $100 or 1,000 or 2,000 or whatever, they should be
exempted? And whether you also feel the department heads who have gone over year
and year and year over, they should be exempted, then I rest my case. It's unfair and
it's not right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- I heard Mr. Guyton first. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair.
MAYOR MASTERS: Do the right thing.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Clearly the Mayor has this illusion that he's invincible
now. He seem to think that he can go to China unauthorized and come back and give
the taxpayers the bill and tell the taxpayers, Stuff it. I'm not paying it.
MAYOR MASTERS: No, that's not the way it was.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I -- I have the -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor, please just let him -- let him -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- I have the floor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- have the floor, please.
MAYOR MASTERS: He wasn't even here (inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Nobody leaves the country and come back and give the
taxpayers the bill. And for you to diminish it as if the department heads and other
council people do that, you know that is not the case. This is a, uh -- an extenuating
circumstance. You left the country. It wasn't authorized and there's nobody else to hold
you accountable but us, this council. And to suggest, Mr. T. Davis, that this is not City
business, I adamantly disagree. This is business. This is not personal. None of us, to
include me, can jump on the plane and leave the country and come back and give the
taxpayers the bill and then say that if somebody bring it up that that's not City business.
That is City business.
MAYOR MASTERS: That's not the way it was.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: He spent taxpayers' money and it irritates me that he
doesn't pay anything into the financial coffers but he takes everything out. That is a
problem with me. The Mayor doesn't pay taxes. He doesn't pay a water bill. He
doesn't pay garbage. He doesn't pay anything. He just take from the City. And I'm not
going to sit quietly as many do and they whisper about it. I'm putting it out there so that
everybody would know that we need to be responsible on this dais. No, we don't need
to overlook this. If -- if -- if you all want to take it out of his travel budget, I'm inclined to
do that. But it's not going to go away with me. It is not going away. I'm -- I'm open for
options. We all have to be accountable, everybody up here. And nobody can jump on
a plane and leave the country and don't have it in their budget and come back and give
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it to the taxpayers and then get an attitude if anybody suggest that he pays it back.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Mr. (Inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: How irresponsible is that?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I -- I -- I -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I heard Miss Davis first. Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes. I just want to make it very clear. This is not
personal. I don't have, you know, any fight with the Mayor. This is about accountability
for me. If it was anybody else -- if it were me who did it, I'm sure y'all probably be all
over my case. Um, but, you know, like I said last time, you know, what if I just took my
credit card, my City credit card, and decided to go to England somewhere and come
back and give the City the bill? It's the same thing. Um, so I -- I put it on the floor so
that it can be voted up or down and we don't have to deal with it anymore.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I think Miss Pardo was next.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah. I just need to make this comment. I don't think, um,
some of the comments are fair. Um, you know, a comment was made that the Mayor
doesn't pay taxes, that the Mayor doesn't pay a water bill. You know, if you look in our
charter, there's nothing in our charter that says you have to be a taxpayer of Riviera
Beach to be an elected official. You have to have a water bill to an elected official. I
think we all need to remember, you know, the Mayor is a bishop. All right? And, you
know, the -- the bishops, the reverends, you know, the men and women of the cloth are
exempt. Not just in Riviera Beach, around the country. That's just, you know -- just how
it goes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Where's that, Miss Pardo?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: So I -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- please allow Miss Pardo to finish her comments.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Exempt from what?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- you know, and we -- we've had people up here who rent
apartments. You know, so they don't pay taxes. So, you know, I just think that is just,
you know -- I think, you know, it's a little far-reaching. And, you know, if we want to
change the charter, also, to say you have to be a homeowner in the City of Riviera
Beach to be an elected official, then maybe that's something we can do. But you know,
you think about some of the elected officials we had up here, we've had, you know -we've had felons sitting up here. So, you know, I just think that, you know, the more we
get into it, the more, by voting either way, you're setting a precedent. So -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But it's a good (inaudible).
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- with that said, I really think what we should do -- and I'd
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like to make a motion to table this and bring it back at the next meeting so everyone can
get their thoughts together and then move forward with it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I must address the table issue immediately. Is
there a second on the table?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. Any discussion?
Madam Clerk?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, on -- discussion?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's tabled. It's -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, you said discussion.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- it's -- it's no discussion.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, Miss -- Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: That motion is approved with Councilpersons J.
Davis and Guyton dissenting.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr. Guyton, you still have your comments. You're
still in your comments.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: That's all I have for this evening, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Uh, Miss -- Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I have nothing.
MAYOR MASTERS: Mr. Chairman, I have a question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I've already -- I've already went to -MAYOR MASTERS: When you get a chance.
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MAYOR MASTERS: I just have a question for the lawyer.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Oh, I'll come back.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, go ahead, Miss -- Mr. Mayor.
MAYOR MASTERS: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: What's the question, sir?
MAYOR MASTERS: I'm sorry. I'm still dealing with this.
councilperson or the mayor goes over its paid --

The question is, a

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- Mr. Mayor, we've already discussed -MAYOR MASTERS: -- (inaudible) -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- this and I've given you a time already. I've been fair to
you.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Close (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We're -- we're -- we're -- we're past that. It's tabled. It's
coming back -MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- at the next meeting. We'll discuss that then.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anybody else that I missed? Okay. For my comments,
uh, tonight, school starts here. We won't have another meeting before school starts.
We're asking all fathers to take their children to school on the first day of school. If you
have a child that attends school in Riviera Beach, we're asking on the first day of school
that you take your child to school. I'm going to attempt to take my newly high school
student daughter to school on the first day. Hopefully she'll still hold my hand as we
walk to class. I'm not sure that's going to happen but I'm going to attempt to. And we're
going to ask that you encourage all of the kids this summer now that they're winding
down to be safe and please give them some type of encouragement to start the new
year. I entertain a motion for adjournment.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So moved.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Thank you.
(CONCLUSION OF MEETING)
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We will now call this Special City Council Meeting to order.
Madam Clerk, please call the roll.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Mayor Thomas Masters? Councilperson Cedrick
Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro-Tem Dawn Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Bruce Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Judy Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Terence Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: City Manager Ruth Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deputy City Clerk Claudene Anthony is present.
City Attorney Pamala Ryan?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Present.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Sounds like we have a quorum. Uh, would everyone
please stand for a moment of silence followed by the pledge led by Councilman Guyton.
(Everyone stood for a Moment of Silence with the Pledge of Allegiance being led by
Councilperson Guyton).
All right.
Are there any, uh, deletions, additions or
substitutions?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hearing none we're gonna move down to disclosures by
counsel. Any disclosures by counsel?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: None at this time. We'll move down to adoption of the
agenda. Floor is open.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: (Inaudible) adoption.

COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been moved and properly second. Any questions,
concerns, unreadiness? Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro-Tem Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We do not have a consent agenda. Everything on
the agenda is considered to be regular, even though there is a misprint, uh, there.
Okay. We're gonna take item one.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Resolution number 103.13, a resolution of the City
Council, the City of Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, authorizing issuance by
the Riviera Beach Community Redevelopment Agency of its redevelopment revenue
note, Series 2013A, in an aggregate principal amount not exceeding $3,550,000 for
purposes of financing certain redevelopment projects and providing effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. We have one
comment card, Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Ms. Larson. You have three minutes to
make your comments.
MS. LARSON: Good evening, Mr. Thomas. I'm sorry I missed the other meeting. I
was here five minutes late. It's over. Okay. Um, what can I say? But I'm gonna bring
up the same things again because you voted on those two notes, one for 3.55 million
and the other for 8 million. I understand you voted yes on both of them. Um, I have
several concerns. As a taxpayer I have several concerns on that, and we're talking
about the marina again. The money is for the marina.
There was to be a marina workshop, but apparently the consultant was not ready to
give that. And I'm wondering, shouldn't you really have that marina workshop before
you vote on something as big as this? The -- the -- um, the FEMA maps. The FEMA
maps indicate -- the initial ones indicate that we would have to raise everything at the
marina by four feet. It's gonna be tremendous expense, so we don't know, like, if we're
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coming or going. Then you're going to have to have flood insurance, et cetera, et
cetera.
I read in the paper that that's now been put back to, like, September, so -- so I'm
wondering what can we -- doesn't that put us in a terrible limbo situation here? How are
we gonna do anything without knowing are we gonna have it at ground level or are we
gonna have it four feet up? So just I don't like this cart before the horse business, and
that's, um, what we're doing.
I'm wondering have you -- I know you voted yes, but just consider this before you vote
yes again. Have you read these documents on these notes? Have you read the
conditions of the notes? Sounds good, 3 -- 3 percent interest. However, it says the
owner has the right to adjust the interest rate. Did you read those paragraphs? Did you
read that? Yeah, they're gonna increase those rates, of course. Uh, interest rates paid
semi-annual February 1 and August 1st. Well, today is August 14, so where are we?
Have we already done this or where are we on these notes?
The biggest thing about the notes I find is that we're talking about transparency and full
disclosure and things like that, but the notes say they're for financing certain
redevelopment projects. There's nothing there to say what those redevelopment
projects are. There must be -- you must have something in mind when they said 3.55
million. So what is that for? You're signing a document which just says to finance
certain redevelopment projects. You can't hold anybody's feet to the fire if they don't do
this. This is like signing a blank check. You need to know what is that 3.55 going to? It
should be right here in the resolution. It just -- it's like an open-ended whatever. It's
gonna be something with redevelopment.
Same thing with the $8,000,000. That's $11.55 million and there's no written stipulation
about what that's gonna cover. To me that's very important; you gotta have it. You
don't know if a person has reached their goal or not or this -- is this money gonna be
frittered away. And what's -- what's going on with the money that was already allocated
towards those unknown certain redevelopment projects? What's -- what's happening
with that money?
So I just caution you. You're signing something without knowing the facts, and that's -that is something I don't like doing. And if you could comment on that FEMA. I know,
uh, Ms. Pardo, you had a conversation with them. But the -- the paper said they're not
gonna decide till September, so how does this affect the marina and the city? What can
we do not knowing? Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you very much. Uh, Mr. Brown, since you just
happen to be here in the city council meeting, I know we just asked you to do this about
five minutes ago, but would you please give a brief, overall picture and correct some of
the things that were just said that was incorrect -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah.
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: Yes, Mr. Chair. Uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- um, about us.
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: -- as we briefed you previously and as we've shared in our
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earlier meetings that the 3.5 million for this note, uh, is going towards additional costs at
the marina. It doesn't change the capital budget that you set for the CRA. It's just that
we have had increased costs. Uh, we have made a commitment to the city to help
finance the docks of about a million five. Uh, that money was coming out of our TIFF
proceeds. We are now taking it out of, uh, the BB&T loan proceeds. And then the
additional $2,000,000 is to cover the increased costs of infrastructure, uh, namely, to
comply, uh, with the FEMA guidelines, uh, as a result of having increased bill and other
requirements.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. And the incorrect comment about 3 percent, can
you just say what that, uh, prepayment penalty was?
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: I'm not sure what, uh, Ms. Larson's comments were, but,
uh -- uh, the 3 percent?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes. The prepayment penalty is no longer 3 percent. It's CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: The prepayment penalty is now one and a half percent.
When -- uh, when we got the commitment letter -- and the terms of what we can use the
money for is in BB&T's commitment letter that you have -- have seen previously -- uh,
they initially quoted a prepayment penalty, meaning that if we were to pay our loan off
early, uh, before 2019, that the amount of the payoff would be subject to a penalty of up
to 3 percent. So we went back and we asked if they would lower that penalty, uh, to
one and a half percent, and they did. So that was to our favor and that the prepayment
penalty, uh, under the note was reduced from their commitment letter, uh, to the current
note of one and a half percent.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you. Uh, is there anything else from the
board?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair, a quick -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- question to Mr. Brown.
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: Also, Mr. Chair, I have with me JoLinda Herring, who is our
bond counsel with Bryant, Miller & Olive. And, um, uh, I think you -- want to speak to
that issue?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No. We're good, we're good. Mr. Guyton had a question.
Mr. Guyton, go ahead, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, my question was -- and -- and, um, if -- if Ms.
Herring can add some clarity, um, I would like that too, if the Chair allows, but my
question was regarding the alleged adjustable rate. Is it an adjustable rate? Um, you
and I had a discussion privately, uh, Mr. Brown, when we discussed this, and that was
one of the issues I brought up. Is the rate fixed or is it adjustable?
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: Uh, the rate is fixed, and I will have Ms. Herring to feel free
-COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
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CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: -- to jump in. What Ms. Larson -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Wait, one point. So, uh, Ms. -- Ms. Larson referred to
the fact that the lender can adjust the rate, and that's what I'm trying to clarify.
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: Only if we use the loan proceeds for anything deemed nontaxable.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. But we don't plan to do that, do we?
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: No, we won't. That's why we -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: -- restructured the 8,000,000.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Is there anything else from the board? Hearing
none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro-Tem Pardo?
PRO-TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Item two.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Resolution number 104.13, a resolution of the City
Council, the City of Riviera Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida authorizing issuance by
the Riviera Beach Community Redevelopment Agency of its redevelopment taxable
refunding revenue note, Series 2013B, in an aggregate principal amount not exceeding
$8,000,000 for purposes of refinancing certain redevelopment projects and providing
effective date.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So moved.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Second.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's been properly moved and second. We have two
comment cards. First up, Fane Lozman. Good evening. Three minutes to make your
comments, Mr. Lozman.
MR. LOZMAN: Fane Lozman. I think that was a good idea to have the, uh, CRA
director answer some of the previous speakers' questions. Uh, for those who weren't
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here at the earlier meeting, uh, my question is when I was going through about, uh, a
tremendous stack of paperwork with legal filings from the Supreme Court and City
filings, I found the 2008 RFP to redevelop the marina. And that RFP to redevelop the
marina that had come about from different, uh, workshops and, uh, things of that nature
was supposed to be a privately funded process. And after 25 interested parties did a
walk through the marina and looked at everything, the city and CRA chose Viking as the
winner.
The economy at that time had, uh, gone in the toilet. The stock market was down
almost 50 percent. Building had stopped. Everything had dried up, and Viking had their
own financial issues, so they didn't have the money to do the plan. They gave us an
extension. They gave an extension till January of '09, April '09. In July of 2009, the
CRA director, Floyd Johnson, said, "We need to put the RFP -- RFP out to bid," that's
what Floyd Johnson said. An hour later Floyd Johnson was fired.
The economy's picked up significantly. The stock market's made new highs. Building
has exploded all around South Florida. People have a lot of money to spend. Why is
the city council saddling the taxpayers with $11,550? I'm sure there's a developer out
there who would pick up on the 2008 RFP and bring in the 20 or $25,000,000 of private
money, and then that could be leveraged for $40,000,000. Okay. I don't understand
how that transition from private to public happened, you know. I don't understand that.
And if a transition did happen to public, my attorneys told me -- I said, "What happens
when you make a material change to a proposal that was accepted, i.e. it's gonna be
privately funded by Viking and now the City's funding it?" They said, "Well, that has to
go out for bid again because there may be other developers out there that say, 'You
know something, we wanna do the deal and we'll put up 10,000,000 and the -- and the - and the City put up 15,000,000.'" But until you put that out for bid you don't know if
you're gonna get a better deal for the City. There could be somebody that says, "You
know something, you don't have to put up all 25,000,000, Mr. Johnson. We wanna be
the master developer and we'll come in with -- we'll split it with you. We'll come in with
12 and a half and you come in with 12 and a half."
Legally, the case law says when you have a material change to an RFP -- that's what
my legal advisors have said -- you have to go out for bid -- uh, excuse me, when you
have a material change to an accepted proposal, you have to go out for bid, and I don't
know why you're not doing it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We thank you for your comments. Uh, up next will be
Bonnie Larson. Good evening, Ms. Larson, three minutes to make your comments.
MS. LARSON: Good evening. I was not talking about the penalty clause when I said 3
percent. Who is the owner? Who -- in those notes who is considered the owner?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You're speaking about -- we don't -- we don't address that
like that. You're speaking about -MS. LARSON: Okay. Well, anyway -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- item 2.
MS. LARSON: All right. I can't read from the -- from the backup because there is no
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backup back there. It just seems like the City could certainly afford to put a couple
books back there with a backup, you know. We either have to print it ourselves, 30, 40
pages or whatever. Why can't we have some books back there with the -- with the
information in it? It said that the adjustment shall -- okay. Now, um, owner has the right
to adjust the interest rate if it becomes includable for federal income tax purposes and
gross income of the owner. I thought the owner was the bank. So that to me says the
bank can increase it, and that's my question. I'm not confused. I wasn't talking about a
penalty clause. And the same thing again, are you sure you want to do this for 11.5?
Why is it -- okay. Now, Mr. Brown just said that there were additional costs at the
marina. What are those additional costs, um, and why -- why isn't it spelled out what
that money's gonna be used for in the resolution? Again, it just says for certain projects.
This is very vague. You need to be specific. You ever get cornered on this, trust me,
you need to be very specific. You can't just say it's for some thing. So what are those
additional costs?
And he said it had something to do with FEMA. Well, we don't know about FEMA yet.
We may not have to raise. Now, see, I could look that up. I know where it is, um, if I
had a book. Um, but it needs to be spelled out in there what it's for because you don't
know if -- you don't know if you've reached your goal if you don't have a goal, and the
goal is not spelled out. So it's taxpayer money. I'd really like to be clear on this. Thank
you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. The latter part of that question was answered,
but would you answer her first question?
CRA DIRECTOR BROWN: Uh, if Ms. Larson would look in her package, on the first
two pages is a -- is a glossary of terms that defines the owner and it also defines the
project. Under the -- uh, under the tax exempt proceeds, uh, the project is defined as
we've discussed. Uh, under -- when you get to the second, uh, note, uh, the project is
defined also as we discussed, to include Newcomb Hall and to allow for the purchase of
land.
Uh, the issue under the tax exempt note is if in the event that the IRS were to determine
that we use proceeds that were not for the public benefit and were for private benefit, it
becomes a taxable issue for the bank, the owner. The bank gets the benefit of the tax
exempt interest and the deduction on their tax liability. So they would lose that
deduction, uh, if -- if the proceeds were found to be used for private purposes. And as a
result of losing that deduction, they're reserving the right to raise the interest rate. And if
Ms. Herring wants to clarify that further. Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you. I see the bond counsel agreeing with
the explanation. Um, is there anything from the board? Hearing none, Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson T. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson J. Davis?
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Pro-Tem Pardo?
PRO-TEM PARDO: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Unanimous vote.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We're gonna move to public comment. Um, public
comment, up first we'll have Bessie Brown. Good evening, Ms. Brown, you have three
minutes to make your comments.
MS. BROWN: Good evening. I would just like to say that, um, at this time there is
nothing in that book back there that you could read according to Mr. Brown that's giving
us information. And I would really appreciate it if the -- there was information for the
public to have if we're in a meeting like you have and he has, you know, that would be -that would be good. Then you can actually ask decent questions on the information,
you know, instead of trying to guess what it is.
Um, also there is a legit -- there is a legal document, the November 2010 referendum,
which this city council has never acknowledged, which says the city should own,
operate and manage its marina, Newcomb Hall, Bicentennial Park and Spanish Courts.
And I also am in -- and I have -- as Ms. Bonnie Larson said, the resolution says
financing certain redevelopment projects. Mr. Brown says it's additional costs, you
know, at the marina. That's not -- that's not clear. That's not clear. None of that is
clear. Additional costs of what at the marina and financing what certain redevelopment
projects on both item one and two? Now these -- you -- you as council people should
wanna be more clear on what items you are voting on so that it doesn't come back to
haunt you later.
But these dollars that we're spending here that are all being, you know, refinanced and
all that is a cost to the taxpayers. And that -- and basically if we have a developer that's
spending nothing, then we need to get rid of him and get somebody here that wanna
help -- help the city out. Because Mr. Brown is the only CRA director we have that is
costing the city money. There is no -- we've not gone into debt with any other, uh, CRA
director we had. And -- and I think that, you know, you all should be a little more
responsible about how you do things and -- and, uh, actually have the citizens pay it
back. Because all these citizens will not be over there on the marina.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you very much for your comments. Up next
we'll have Fane Lozman. Good evening, Mr. Lozman. You have three minutes to make
your comments.
MR. LOZMAN: Yesterday I talked to the clerk of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals
in Atlanta and I asked him, uh, "The Supreme Court ruled in my case January 15th.
They reversed the 11th Circuit and here we are in August. What has happened to the
mandate? Why hasn't the 11th Circuit sent the Supreme Court order back to the District
Court?" And he told me they were working on it. They've had it for six months and it
had something to do with legal fees. I don't know what that means. I don't know if
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they're gonna give me legal fees or not give me legal fees, but if I do get legal fees, I
just want to remind the council that the city attorney had guaranteed no legal fees would
be paid. She may be right. But if she's wrong, for the record my legal fees are a few
hundred thousand dollars.
Um, I talked to the marina director at Lake Park, and he said his rates are cheaper
because they own their bay bottom. They don't have to pay anybody. I talked to -- over
the years, you know, I've talked to DEP in Tallahassee, Department of Environmental
Protection. They have the submerged lands on a dedication, meaning they've
dedicated these submerged lands without cost so the city doesn't pay the state
anything. And they've done that for recreational purposes. Compared to Sailfish and
other private marinas, they actually pay the state a lease fee. They pay the state
money to use that bay bottom, and that's why their rates are higher. So you can't
compare a public marina that doesn't pay for bay bottom versus a private marina that
does. That's why public marinas are cheaper than private marinas. In Lake Park
there's also no 34-foot minimum. So as Ms. Pardo said you can keep a dinghy there.
Well, a dinghy's 12 feet, but you're still gonna pay for 34 feet.
The other thing DEP said if you're gonna put mega-yachts in that marina and there's a
rate structure for that, 200 -- up to 250 feet, that may convert it from the intent of having
recreational slips to having mega-yacht slips. They may then come back and say the
historical grandfathered use of the marina that had all these slips that say were for 40 to
60 foot boats, now that you've gone for 250, it's gonna be like Sailfish. You're gonna
have to start paying the state a lease fee, and that would be a mistake. That's not the -that's not what the whole dedication was about.
Finally, just since I've been sitting here, I've received a number of text messages from
filings that the city filed today in, uh, the civil rights suit that goes to trial next March. I
want the council to be aware that one of the reasons the bill was run up to $600,000
was the outside law firm filed a million things and they still ended up losing the case.
And here's an example where there's no oversight of these filings. And already we've
had three today and we'll probably have three tomorrow.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you for your comments. Next up we'll have
Bonnie Larson.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: While he's coming -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: She.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I mean, she's coming, I'm sorry.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, there was a comment made that there's no
oversight of the filings and the council doesn't know what's going on. Let me say for the
record that, uh, the council is being kept apprised. I know I was aware of the filings and,
um, I am in full support of them. So, um, there is no illusion about whether the council is
in the loop.
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And I personally fully support what our council is doing. We were sued and we're gonna
do everything that we can to defend our lawsuit successfully. And one who has sued us
should not be concerned about what we're doing to defend ourself against the suit that
he filed. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you. Ms. Larson, good afternoon once again -good evening.
MS. LARSON: Good afternoon.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And you have three minutes to make your comments.
MS. LARSON: Okay. And I'm gonna repeat it. It should say what you're gonna pay
with that $11.5 million. It doesn't say in these resolutions, so I'm gonna repeat that, that
it should say that. Um, so apparently from what Mr. Brown said we know the cost
because he's saying the costs are due to FEMA and whatever. So apparently we must
know the costs of making those changes for FEMA. So what are those costs? We
must know them 'cause it's a very specific amount, 3.55 and 8. We must know what
they are because that's what he said it was for.
And Ms. Brown just said that, um, it was not for, uh, renovation or reconstruction or
whatever. It was for extra costs. So what are the -- what are those costs? How do we
know those costs are ready? And how are we gonna -- how -- again, how are we gonna
proceed when we don't know the final ruling on it? That's my -- those are my questions.
A lot of times when I come up here I ask some questions and I know you don't want to
answer right then, but then you say, "We'll answer at the end of the meeting." Well, at
the end of the meeting no questions are answered. We have -- we have all the council
people here, we have attorneys here, we have a lot of the assistants to the council
people here. Someone should be writing down the questions that we ask so that at the
end they can be answered. It just doesn't happen.
It's very inefficient and you're telling us you're gonna give us the answer and then you
don't. So someone out of all these people should certainly be writing down questions
from the public so that they can be answered. And a lot of times they can be answered
in just a one -- one- or two-word answer, but let's do it. You want to engage the people?
Well, at least answer their questions.
Uh, the disclosure paragraphs, they're missing from the city -- they've jumped off the
page here for the city council and they've jumped off the page at the CRA, so that needs
to be put back on there. Why was that taken off? You need to disclose if you have any
relationship with anybody on these items.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's there.
MS. LARSON: Needs to be on here. It's not on here. It is not on here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Please don't interrupt the speaker. Please go right ahead,
Ms. -MS. LARSON: Well, it wasn't me interrupting. I was talking.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I know, I know. I'm just trying --
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MS. LARSON: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to make sure they give you time. Go right ahead.
MS. LARSON: Again -- all right. Again the city -- please get after the CRA. The CRA
meeting was not in the newspaper this week. The only one that was in there was the
city council. So if they're not doing their job, please remind them. Every meeting needs
to be announced in the newspaper and it's not, so please do that. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you. Now, as being echoed, uh, by
everybody up here, disclosure by council is there at the meetings. At the beginning of
the meeting I actually ask. I go through every item. Today I've actually instructed them
after you've had a question every single time to answer your question as soon as you've
finished.
You can -- you don't have to wait till the meeting. If you have any of these questions,
this is online at least a week early. You can ask the CRA prior to that. Their office is
open throughout the week. You can if you're not getting all the information you need
now. Um, every -- everybody will try to help you as much as possible. If we give you an
answer and you just don't agree with the answer, that's something different. Okay. Any
-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No you cannot, absolutely not. You knew that that was
gonna happen, now, come on. All right. All right. So -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, Ms., uh, Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And, um, Mr. Brown, could you let us know when the
CRA meeting was advertised?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: August 7th.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: August 7th newspaper?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank you. All right. We appreciate all of the
comments from the public. We're gonna now move down to statements from the city
manager. Anything from city manager?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything from city attorney?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We're gonna start with, uh, the mayor tonight. He's
-- I'm sorry, he's not even here. Uh, what about, uh, Councilman Davis? I'm sorry.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I know I don't look like the mayor, but, um, have any -- I
don't have anything at the moment.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Anything from Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: No. Thank you, sir.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything from Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: MR. GUYTON?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, just very quickly, uh, um, there was a comment
made about our CRA executive director that, uh, he's costing us money. Let me just
say that I was on the council, as most of you know, some 20 years ago. I've been
involved with politics a long time. I've seen a lot of CRA executive directors come and
go. This is the best financial mind that we've had since I've been involved in politics in
all my years.
We have had the problem of not having a financial mind that would allow us to have our
own funds, which has prohibited development. Look at Lake Park, look at Palm Beach
Gardens, look at West Palm Beach. They have the financial minds who know how to
leverage public dollars. That is what Mr. Brown bring to us.
And those people who have been trying to block progress in our city for years, every
time we put a project on the table they have a problem with it. And what that is doing is
costing our taxpayers because our -- our property tax value is not increasing, which
means that that burden falls back on us, those of us who do pay taxes, because we
have nobody coming into our community investing because there's nothing going on
because we have no dollars to bring to the table.
So I just want everyone to know that, uh, Mr. Brown is going above and beyond to make
sure that Riviera Beach gets the respect that it deserves in the business community.
But for Mr. Brown this project wouldn't be moving as it is, and it is my hope that all of our
residents understand that we're on the move. And all these naysayers are not gonna
stop us and we're gonna keep moving forward because all of the other communities are
developing. We've been left behind and it is absolutely unacceptable to me. So, Mr.
Brown, I want to thank you. Keep up the good work, and you have my full support.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Thank you, Mr. Guyton. Um, I don't have anything tonight.
I'll entertain a motion for adjournment.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So moved.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: So moved.
(CONCLUSION OF MEETING)
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APPROVED:

______________________________
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We'll now call this City Council Budget Workshop to
order. Madam Clerk, please call the roll.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Mayor Thomas Masters.
MAYOR MASTERS: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chairperson Cedrick Thomas.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro Tem Dawn Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Bruce Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Judy Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Terence Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: City Manager Ruth Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deputy City Clerk Claudene Anthony is present.
City Attorney Pamala Ryan.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Here.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, I ask that everyone please stand for a moment
of silence followed by the Pledge led by Mayor Masters, please. (Everyone stood for a
moment of silence with the Pledge of Allegiance being led by Mayor Masters).
Okay. Discussion. Miss Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Um, tonight what we would like to do
is to give you an update on the request for information and data that was asked for in
the, uh, last budget workshop, to provide you with an opportunity to continue to give us
your feedback so that we can be prepared to present the proposed budget to you in
September. So right now I would like to ask Randy Sherman, the Director of Finance
and Administration, to go through the requested information and then we will entertain
any questions that you might have. Thank you.

FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. Good evening.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good evening.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Good evening. Randy Sherman, Director of
Finance and Administrative Services. Okay. The, uh -- again, we're going to address
the requests that you had at the, uh, July 31st meeting. Uh, the first item that, uh, we
have for you is the agreed-upon CRA administrative fee. Uh, these are the charges
that, uh, Mr. Brown and the City have agreed to fund and provide services for.
Um, last year, as you know, the number was $370,000. When we were here back again
at the end of July, that was the number we were carrying. Uh, so we are at $381,443.
And that, again, has been agreed to by both parties.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You did say that that was agreed to by both parties?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes. Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And we trust each other so much we both signed
off on it -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- and have each other's signatures in our files.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It was a tough -- tough negotiations but that's the
number we agreed upon. Okay. At -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Wait a minute.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm sorry. Take that back one time, please.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No, go ahead.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: City Hall security/media. What exactly is that?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh, when they actually hold their meetings here,
they pay for the room so they're paying for the utilities. They pay for security
downstairs. Uh, they pay for the media folks to record it and that's -- that's what those
costs -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And that's all it costs?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's all it costs, yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Really?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And again, if they end up having more meetings
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than we've scheduled in there, then they'll pay for it. But that -- that covers them for a
year.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Second, uh, question that we had, um, was on
putting two part-time individuals downstairs in the Council office, uh, so you'd have
coverage, uh, when no one else is there. Uh, so we have calculated for two part-time
assistants. That's four hours each per day. Uh, and that totaled the 23,847. Uh, those
-- that would be a, you know, hourly position so it's -- there's no benefits. There's no
holiday pay. Um, but again, that would give you two individuals every day. Splitting the
-- the eight-hour day.
Uh, then we had the request to look at the elected officials' travel accounts. Uh, so with
the, uh, six of you, that totals up to the $15,000. Uh, what we would recommend on
there is we actually have funds budgeted in the general legislative budget for travel, so
our recommendation for that, which is no budget impact, would just be to move that
money over and put it in your individual accounts.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So if this goes forward, then, um, there won't be anyone
going to Mrs. Jones. Miss Jones, you'll have to bring it to Council and, um, it -- if
somebody exceeds their budget, then what happens? We still don't have a policy in
place that addresses that.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. No, they would -- if -- again, if you need
money added to your budget at that point, it would be a contingency transfer that would
have to come back.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It has to come before Council? Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let me ask you a question.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, at what level, uh -- I know that the Mayor has a
different travel budget than the remaining Council members.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can you give us those actual numbers, please?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And did the Mayor's travel budgets increase with this
particular, um, increase? Did you increase this across the board or did you just kind of
make it even across the board?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No. We added $2,500 to each account. So a
Council travel would be at 5,054 and let me look at the Mayor's. And the Mayor's travel
is at 6,254.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN:
The, uh, third item deals with the Youth
Empowerment Program. As you know, we used to get, uh, County funds. Those funds
are no longer coming. So we added $47,000 to the budget to handle the programming
which is what the County used to pay for. Um, but we also need to actually create
these job classifications within the City's personnel system. 'Cause prior to this, they
were grant-funded positions and they were labeled as such. So now we just have to go
back through the -- the human resource and make those full-time City positions.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And what's the impact of that?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Nothing. There's -- there's no dollar change in that.
It's just putting them in our classification system in the proper fashion.
Uh, since we met on July 31st, um, some additional staffing recommendations have
been signed off on. And, um, I'm not sure everyone is here to answer all the questions
on those but if you have specific, uh, questions, uh, we can either answer your request
or go back and get some. Uh, again, the Utility District is adding an electrical
instrumentation technician. We have added two part-time maintenance workers at
Parks. Again, that is not necessarily increasing hours. It's keeping the part-timers all
below that magical 30-hour mark, um, having to deal with the health insurance issues.
Um, we already talked about the two part-timers in the Council office. Again, the Y.E.P.
and the part-time Youth Director position, those are the ones we just talked about.
Those have to come in as new positions.
Uh, we are reclassifying two of the positions. Uh, the drug court and by -- through that
reclassification, we are thereby eliminating a part-time caseworker position. Again, no - no dollar impact, um, for any of these with the exception of, again, the two part-time
assistants in the Council office and then obviously the new position at the Utility District.
But that's not requiring a budget change. That's coming from within the budget, um,
that you've saw previously in July.
MAYOR MASTERS: I have a question, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: (Inaudible).
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Keep going.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: If you have it -- if you have it, go ahead. So -MAYOR MASTERS: (Inaudible) earlier (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: You -- you want me to back up?
MAYOR MASTERS: Yes. The, um -- the two part-time office assistants, so that mean
there'll be two people working downstairs?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: There'll be a morning person and an afternoon
person.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. And those hours would be? The morning person will be
there, uh, three or four hours and the other one would come in?
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. But they will not be there at the same time?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
MAYOR MASTERS: It will be a continuation. Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay? Are we all set with this slide?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I, um -- I haven't talked to the Manager about it yet.
Um, but I also want to, uh, look at our contract manager for Waste Management. Um,
I'm thinking that some tweaking needs to be, you know, done with that to handle some
of the other issues but I haven't, you know, put it all together. But I just wanted the
Council to know that's something that I was thinking about, as well.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But I will -- I will submit it before the next budget.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
MAYOR MASTERS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on. I saw the Manager.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Okay.
meeting, so before the next --

Well, no. You said you would before the next

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Budget workshop.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- um, is it an increase in hours or -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, well, that's what I wanted to talk to you about before
we actually presented it.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Just to make sure there's not a, um, considerable impact,
uh, to that or do we need to look at Waste Management to ask them to, you know, work
that in or whatever. I don't really know the process of that.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So that's why I said I'll talk to you and bring it back to the
board by next meeting. Mr. Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
MAYOR MASTERS: The, um -- I want to go back to the question that Councilperson
Judy Davis brought forth. On, um, the policy that failed 3 -- 3 -- 3-2 vote.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
MAYOR MASTERS: Um, that was that -- I think Councilperson Pardo was concerned
with -- and spoke that the, um, elected official, instead of going to the Council, would go
to the Manager if they're -- if need be. Is that correct? That was the policy that failed?
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That it -- the way the policy was written is that it
would come to Council. And the dispute was -MAYOR MASTERS: And it failed?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- does it go to Council or should it come -- go to
the City Manager. And that's where -MAYOR MASTERS: And that policy -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- that policy met its -- yes.
MAYOR MASTERS: And it failed. So what's the difference now? Is this another -- is
this a new policy? I mean -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Well, no. The fact that we've added those dollars
directly into each Council budget now, City Manager doesn't have any money for you to
come and ask for.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: So if you go over those amounts -MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- you'd have to go through the normal contingency
transfer.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Or again, if you can do it within your own budget,
you know, move line items around. But -MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. And the normal contingency transfer is what?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It -- it actually -- we would actually take money.
Again, that requires, like, a Council vote. We would take money out of the contingency
account and actually appropriate it to the individual budget where it was needed.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. Thank you, sir.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's a Council action?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's a Council action.
MAYOR MASTERS: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. I -- you know, I would hope that we would bring
back, uh, a policy. Because I think we're going to be right back where we were before.
Um, um, if it's something that has to come back before Council, perhaps after the fact,
okay, then what is Council to do? Because the City has already been, um, uh -- what's
the word I'm looking for? You've already put a responsibility on the City so what are you
going to do? You're not going to have any, uh, choice to do anything except to approve
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it.
We don't have any kind -- any other method in place in order to pay the money. So, um,
you know, I would hope that we bring back the policy for reconsideration. I know Miss
Pardo said at one time that, um, you know, if she -- you know, it's very political and -and all of that. And if some -- if somebody didn't like another person, you know, they
would vote no. But I think if, you know -- most of us -- most of us up here are mature
enough to know that if it's something that's going to benefit the residents and the City as
a whole, you know, if it's good for the City, then, you know, we wouldn't have a problem
with it. But I know this is not the time. But I would hope that, you know, we go ahead
and get that done so that we are not put in that position again.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And I agree that we need to have a policy in place.
Um, even though without a policy there's still procedures that would govern certain
action. And we ran into a situation, not just exceeding a budget. That really wasn't the
issue. The issue was not identifying a source for payment before leaving. And
oftentimes if one is about to travel or purchase, they look in their budget. They see it's
not there. They go to the City Manager or to someone before they leave or before they
take that action. To leave and not have established how it's going to be paid for, that is
the problem.
We can't do that. And I would never tolerate it. And we need a policy, as I
recommended, that if one, to include everyone up here chose to do that, we would be
held personally responsible. That's common sense. You don't travel without having the
money to travel with. I -- it -- it -- it's not rocket science. And the taxpayers shouldn't
bear that burden. So we don't need policies to have common sense. You need to look
in your budgets. You need to see what you have before you leave. And if it's not there,
you make arrangements. So, um, we need to understand that going over the budget is
really not the issue. The lack of getting authorization and identifying the funds before
you go over, that became an issue. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Good?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right, Mr. Sherman.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. We were also asked to take a look at a
couple of items relating to health insurance. Um, the first item up there, uh, reflects the
additional costs. These would be additional costs, uh, if the City was to provide full
health coverage to an employee. In this case, the question was for a councilperson.
Um, so as you can see, it would all depend on which plan you were in, whether you
were in an HMO or the POS plan and whether you had employee plus one or if it was,
um, a family plan.
So the cost -- the additional cost ranged from $3,500 up to $5,718, and that's based on
next year's health insurance rates. Obviously it would, you know, vary from year to
year.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, I -- I'm just going to put my thoughts on the record
right now. Um, I'm -- I would not support that. Um, and my reasons for not doing so is,
um, I'm looking at the insurance chart that you provided us, um, from other cities. Uh,
nobody else does that. Um, and the incentive, I think the City of West Palm Beach is
the only one who gives an incentive of $60. I mean, I can understand if somebody
doesn't want the insurance. Um, but to provide family coverage for, uh, a person simply
because they're an elected official, I -- I just can't support that when we are trying to hire
-- the people that we're trying to hire, um, we're trying to keep them as part-time people
below that, uh, number of hours so that we don't have to pay, uh, health insurance
coverage. So, um, I'm on the record. I won't support that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Did -- did I -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the paper that -- that we were speaking of is the -- the
insurance survey that -- that they provided to us? It says, um, Do you provide -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Where is that?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- without cost -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Where is (inaudible)?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I don't know.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to single dependent coverage to your elected officials.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's in your letter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And it looks like everyone says yes with the exception of
City of Lake Worth.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: But not family coverage. They provide single but not
dependent coverage. That's what I'm talking about.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, it's -- it -- it says the cost single and dependent
coverage. So let's just make sure that we got this -- it's on the record. I want to make
sure I'm understanding that correctly.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It says yes for -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I'll be honest with you. I haven't seen that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS:
coverage.

-- single but no for dependent.

No for dependent

CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no. No, no, no. The -- the sentence says, "Do you
provide without cost single and dependent coverage to your elected officials?"
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And read the responses.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yeah, but they --
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: They -- they all say yes with the exception of one: The
City of Lake Worth says no.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, West Palm Beach does?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Every one of them does with the -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the -CITY MANAGER JONES: For single.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Yes, single and dependent.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes. If you read in this chart, all of them provide single.
That's the first part they're answering. The second, if you look in the Comments, they
will tell you whether they provide dependent coverage.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It says Yes single and No for dependent. Yes single
and No for dependent. Yes single and No for -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: This is a pretty, um -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I see West Palm Beach does.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, they do.
CITY MANAGER JONES: West Palm Beach does.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, they do but -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- but you can't have a survey that says this and then
answer it like that. That doesn't make any sense to me. The -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Did you want to speak to -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- I don't know who did the survey but it -- it says up top,
"Do you provide --"
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: It does without cost.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. Well, it -- it's -- it's no need to -- to further go.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We understand what you were getting at.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But, um, that just -- that's just a confusing way to -- to -- to
answer it.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah. And I'd also like to know about the school board. If
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the school board provides incentives and the, uh, single cost independent coverage and
the same with the County. We didn't get anything there. And you know, I just want to
say something for the record. I was the one that brought up the, um -- the opt-out
incentive for health insurance. And I believe I'm the only one on this Council that does
not and has never, for the past five years, taken health insurance from the City. And
even if the City was to provide the opt-out, I would not be, uh, privy to that. I don't want
that. So I just want to put that on the record. This has nothing to do with me. I'm
covered very well and, you know, honestly, I don't need the $50 a month. So can -- do
we know -CITY MANAGER JONES: Miss Pardo, can -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: -- about the County and -- and the, uh -- and the school
board?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: You didn't survey the County, right? No. We -- we
didn't survey the County. We can if you'd like. We can go back and -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Yeah. I'm just curious. If we're going to do it, let's do it
throughout the County.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. This is an item that I actually brought up. And it
was because that, um, similar to -- and I see West -- West Palm Beach does it but I
didn't know it at the time. But elected officials, um -- and there was some discussion
about why did the, um, City Manager get her pay increase and these type of things
when we can't do it across the board -- um, which we are looking at giving an increase
but maybe not to that level. And -- and my position is that the City Manager has
absolutely no job security. We can walk in here and fire her at any time. No notice, no
anything.
And employees have a level of protection through the law that we have to go through a
procedure. And there is, um, a responsibility to -- if we decide to get rid of her that
hopefully she would have a little bit to move on with her life. So, um, we -- we have
some circumstances in my opinion on the City Council, as well, that when these elected
officials decide to do what they do, to offer themselves up to the public, um, we do that
with no expectation, and I'm speaking for me, of any financial benefit. But there is a lot
of stress, a lot of aggravation, a lot of responsibility and if you have a family, they are
drug into that. Sometime involuntarily.
In my opinion, it's not asking too much for us to provide coverage for that family who
has allowed their loved one to serve this community. And one other thing, most of us
don't have families so it's not going to be a real financial impact. It's not like everybody
up here has a family and it's going to be a tremendous cost. And for the future, if we
were to attract quality candidates who may have a family, which most people with good
sense don't run for office if they have a family, um, we -- I -- I mean, we -- we're not here
to expect elected officials just to be destitute because they run for office. I mean, we
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shouldn't get rich. Shouldn't make a profit. But I think if we have a family, the family
deserve to be taken care of, as well. So I am in full support of it. West -- West Palm
Beach does it. And it's a political hot potato because no one wants to be a Council and
say, Well, let's give ourselves something.
I'm not afraid -- and I will not personally benefit. I don't have a family. But as an overall
government structure, I think it's a benefit that is deserving of someone who decided to
offer themselves up and serve the public. So I'll be supporting it fully.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Any -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Excuse me.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Thank you -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go ahead.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- Mr. Chair. Um, I can hear -- under -- understand the
concerns of my counterpart Mr. Guyton, Councilman Guyton. Um, it is a stressful
situation but it's something that we -- we did sign up for. Um, when I look -- I also agree
with Councilwoman Davis. As an elected official, you -- you know, we make a decision
to -- to come for this seat to give back to our community and run this organization as a
business, which is an enterprise. Um, a lot of us up here have other jobs where we
provide insurance for ourselves. Um, I do believe if our -- if our families we have, if we
have a family -- I don't have one at the time. But if I was to have a wife and she had a
job, I hope she have a job that have insurance. But I want to make sure that we
understand. We look at cities like West Palm Beach. They have a bigger budget. City
of Riviera Beach is eight square miles. 33,000 residents, not 57,000 residents. We
have to be very careful as we move forward with these dollars with small increments.
And I agree with, uh, Councilwoman Davis. I'm not going to support this issue at this
time.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And Mr. Chair, one final comment.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: One final comment from me. And -- and I -- I hope that
everybody understands where I'm coming from. And a lot of people might have
something to say about me having -- uh, it's been said before -- about me getting single
coverage from here. But it's a benefit that is provided to all employees. I'm entitled just
like everybody else. But for, um, um -- this is not a full-time -- is not considered a fulltime job. I'm sorry. Um, and, you know, for anyone to expect, uh, a benefit that we
don't give to our employees, I -- I just cannot go along with that. Can't do it.
MAYOR MASTERS: (Inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair, I'd like some -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh, let me take the Mayor first, Mr. Guyton. Mr. -- Mr.
Mayor?
MAYOR MASTERS: Thank you. Um, my understanding is -- is that this is a part-time,
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um, job. And because of that, um, I would have to say that I could not support -although I don't have a vote as a franchise mayor but my voice would be that I would
not give voice to, uh, supporting this for our families. Especially since we don't do it for
our employees. I -- I would oppose that. My voice would give that presence. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, my closing comment is that I would hope that my
colleagues are consistent with this watchdog of the taxpayers' money attitude when it
comes to travel and other issues. Let's not sit back and pick and choose the items
where we're going to be financially conservative if it's benefiting our friend. Let's not play
that type of game up here. If it's good for the goose, it is good for the gander. Like, um,
Councilman Davis said, we have eight square miles. We don't have a big budget. We
can't afford people leaving the country and coming back and giving us the bill. And that
type of financially watchdog attitude need to be applied across the board.
And I want to make sure that as we deal with all of these issues, that all of us are
conscious about the fact that it need to be applied fairly. These are taxpayers' dollars,
and we need to watch it. Not just in the medical benefits but also with travel and other
issues in our City. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I -- Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. All right. Since I'm the only one who hasn't said
anything on this whole family thing, um, I really don't think that I could support it right
now, either. Uh, health care benefits are going up and it is really becoming a burden on
the City, on the taxpayers. And, um, you know, I agree. This is a part-time job. And,
um, you know, if we -- I don't have a problem with giving employees, you know -- the
employee health care coverage. But, um, providing it to the family of council members,
I do have a problem with it. So I just want to put that on the record. So I really don't
think I could support that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I have actually been the only one not to say
anything about this. Um, and that's probably because I'm the only one, I think, that has
a family up here.
MAYOR MASTERS: Has a family.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: No, I have a family.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, I'm saying that's married and has a family that this
would apply to.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. Well, I'm a widow with a child so it's a family.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. This is not -- it's not -- it's really not a debate.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right. I'm just saying.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I didn't interrupt you. I'm just trying to say my piece.
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CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I was patient with everybody else saying theirs. Um, and
this is one of the things that I think plagues us. You know, 20 minutes ago everybody
said that this wasn't something that we're going to support. But it's been batted back
and forth for an additional 20 minutes for no apparent reason. So my comment is
nobody's supporting it. Let's move on.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: The opt-out incentive, um, we did find again West
Palm Beach offered $60. I kind of did a national Google-type search type thing and
found that the typical opt-out incentive is about $50 a month. They have some that
were higher, some that were lower. Um, we actually have very few employees that
currently opt out of health insurance. Um, the only factor here is, is if you were going to
give the $50 or whatever the incentive is directly to the employee as cash, you actually
have to set up a cafeteria plan for your benefits, which we're really not in the -- good
enough shape here to be setting up a cafeteria plan. So that's why I have on here that
the funds would actually have to go into either, like, a health savings account or into a
457 retirement account. And the 457 is actually what the County does. They take the
money and they put into in a 457. They don't give it to the employees to -- you know, to
spend. It -- it goes into their retirement account.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Sherman, I also read somewhere that if the number
of employees that we have in our medical plan -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- fall under a certain number, it could impact our
premium payments and stuff that will be, uh, directly -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. Our -- our rates are based on certain
participation. And if we drop 10 percent or more below that number, um, they have the
right to -- 'cause I mean, they can come in and adjust the -- the premiums.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And this year we're going up about 8 percent?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, I would suggest that at this point we -- we not risk
that, um -- that opt-out option. I think the risk of the potential impact on the rest of the
employees, um, one, would not be expected and, um, two, um, if we're going to stay in
compliance with the new health care regulation, um, that could impact that, as well. So
it would be my suggestion not to even bring the opt-out forward.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I have a question for the City Manager. Do you know
when the McKinley contract is up? Is that a -- did we sign a two-year contract with
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them?
CITY MANAGER JONES: If I'm not mistaken, that contract -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Next year.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- should be up -- it's this year?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's this -- no, it's actually -- I don't think it's -- but -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Next year.
CITY MANAGER JONES: '15.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- yeah, but I was going to announce at the end of this that
I was, um, asking -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: When is that?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- well, I was gonna have it put on the agenda for
discussion about just putting it out for bid again with all of the new things that are going
on in the health care. I just want to make sure that we have the right company that's
going to help guide us in -- into this. So I was actually going to discuss that at the end
when we had finished talking about insurance.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: To bring back to the next meeting.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Okay. So, um, Miss Jones, did you say 2015?
CITY MANAGER JONES: I was thinking it was that, um -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I think it's 2016.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Really? I think it was two or three years.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I thought we did a two-year -CITY MANAGER JONES: -- two or three years.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I think it was five. I think this one was five.
CITY MANAGER JONES: 2015? '15.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: 2015, yes.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: 2015? Okay. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay? That addressed all the requests that we
had.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, I only -- I only really heard from, uh, one
councilperson in terms of this opt-out plan. Did any of the other council members want
to see this come back or is everybody done? That's -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I'm done.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I'd just ask Randy Sherman something.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes. Go ahead, Mr. Davis.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Go ahead.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Um, my counterpart Mr. Guyton just stated that -- about
how it would affect us by us opting out. Do you agree with him?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. And that's the issue is you really don't know
how many employees would opt out.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And, you know, it -- it's a risk. I mean, if you were
going to do something like this, I think you'd want to study it longer and find out.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Can we do -- how about you do a survey?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes. I'm sorry?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: How about -- how about you do a survey?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah, that's what I mean. We'd have to talk to the
employees.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And this would actually have to go through the
negotiation process 'cause this is really, you know -- affects them.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. All right.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: So, um, yeah, we can get some more information.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right now I agree. This probably should just be
pushed a little bit further down the road if we're going to look at it.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. If there's no other concerns on that, we can move
on.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. So, uh, wrap it up, then. Uh, this is where
we are. This is the -- the individual budget summaries. Uh, the highlighted column,
hopefully you can see that. That's where the budgets are today. Um, the only budget
that has changed up there from what you saw on July 31st is that general fund budget.
Uh, and it's only changed about $16,000. It hasn't changed significantly. Um, so we're
at 49,449,945 for the general fund, uh, the Utility District, 17,433,200; Stormwater,
3,396,360; Marina, 1,602,743. And then the liability insurance, 4,625,015; Major
disaster, 413,585; and the debt service, 573,554. And those would be the numbers that
we would be, uh, bringing to the public hearing on September 4th.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And there are your dates. Hopefully they're all in
your calendar. And we will be, uh -- Wednesday evening, we will talk about the fiveyear capital plan.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I've got a question I hope someone can answer for me
regarding the, um, elected officials' budget. Um, we have five councilpeople and one
mayor. Our mayor is ceremonial, um, which means that his duties or her duties are
limited. But I look at the line items in the budget and the Mayor's budget seem to
exceed that of those who actually have to do the heavy lifting, shall I say. Uh, and I'm
wondering what is the logic behind a ceremonial mayor budget being larger than those
of us who have to make the difficult decisions. Is there some rhyme or reason for that?
Be -- because I'm thinking about that we have -- we serve on the Utility District Board.
We serve on the Community Redevelopment Agency Board. We serve on the City
Council, of which he doesn't have a vote. And we are responsible for three different
budgets. We have three different staffs. I -- I mean, staffs with all of these different
agencies we deal with. And the Mayor's ceremonial. I would like to know why the
Mayor budget couldn't be consistent with the rest of the elected officials. Can
somebody answer me?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Does anybody want to answer?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I mean, like a, you know -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I think -- doesn't the charter speak to that?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh. It's just a salary that it speaks to?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah. It speaks to the -- charter speaks to the salary for the
Mayor and that is a higher salary. Um, I don't know why but it has been a part of the
budgeting process here that the Mayor's travel is also higher than the travel for other
individuals. But those are the -- probably the two that stand out the most, and that is the
Mayor's salary and the Mayor's travel.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Well, I'm recommending whatever can be changed right
now, I want the budget to come back with the Mayor consistent with all of the other
elected officials. We -- we -- we're working. We're doing the heavy lifting. He's
ceremonial. And I think that it should be in line with all of the rest of us. And I guess I
would need my colleagues' input on that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well -- well, Mr. -- Mr. Guyton, um, it -- it's a budget
session. If you want to -- to do that, we can definitely have agreement. The only thing I
don't believe can change is the salary.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No. No. I'm just -- I just said whatever we can legally
change.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Change. Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I prefaced that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you mean in terms of, like -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Whatever we can change and make it consistent with
the rest of -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- promotion and travel and those other things?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- the elected officials. I mean, he's -- the Mayor's no
better, no less than we are.
MAYOR MASTERS: Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, Mr. Mayor.
MAYOR MASTERS: I mean, it -- it -- I don't know when this is going to stop. You
know?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Being accountable? It's going to start.
MAYOR MASTERS: Yeah. Being accountable for -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Easy. Easy. Easy. Easy, guys. Mr. Mayor, you've got
the floor.
MAYOR MASTERS: -- four elections. To be accountable for four elections. I -- I -- I
don't know what -- what's, you know -- this is unbelievable. I -- I don't know when this
guy's gonna stop, you know? Next it's gonna be this, cut this, cut the Mayor, cut the
Mayor. That -- and let me just say this: This didn't start with this mayor. This has
always been with -- with the mayors of Riviera Beach. And the reason why -- and he
said it: The Mayor's position is ceremonial. So therefore, the Mayor is sort of the -- the
person that represents the City, ceremonially. He's the one that goes out and meet and
shake hands with people, to talk to people about Riviera Beach. He's the ambassador
of -- of the City. And that's always been.
Now, Mr. Guyton, you know, I -- I don't -- I'm not talking to Mr. Guyton but I don't
understand why, you know, he wants to just cut the mayor down and -- and -- and keep
making these accusations like I -- I'm not responsible, I'm not accountable. I think the
people of this city know differently. And we're going to prove at -- at the proper time in
September that -- and I agree with Mr. Guyton; however, if -- if some elected official
plans to go somewhere and he says, We're going to go over the budget. I don't care
what the budget says. And we're going to come back and give the City the bill. That is
wrong. It's immoral. It's unethical and that is not what happened in my case and the
Finance Department will prove it at the appropriate time.
But you know, uh, and for Mr. Guyton to sit there and want to do this to the Office of the
Mayor is uncalled for. And everybody should know that that's why the Mayor is given
$100 more. It's a little bit more. I mean, although I don't have a vote but it's always
been, um, acceptable to the public that the Mayor is the ambassador -- ambassador,
somewhat of a spokesperson. He's the one that goes here and there to represent this
City to try to bring back the bacon for the City. And I don't understand why, uh, this guy
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is making it so personal, so vindictive. It's ridiculous.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I -- I understand the Mayor's not accustomed to being
accountable.
MAYOR MASTERS: That's ridiculous.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor, Mr. Guyton has the floor.
MAYOR MASTERS: I'm not going to sit here and allow him to say that. (Inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: We have had a practice, in my opinion, that doesn't
make sense. And if it doesn't make sense, it should not be done. We do the heavy
lifting. We have to go to all of the meetings. We have to be responsible for the
budgets. The Mayor sometimes come to the meetings late and leave early. I mean, but
we are here doing what we need to do and all I'm saying is that he's no better than us.
I'm not asking him to get less than what we're getting. I'm asking him to be consistent
with the rest of the elected officials. But in his mind, he -MAYOR MASTERS: You don't know what's in my mind.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- the -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor. Mr. Mayor. Allow Mr. Guyton to finish his
comments, please.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- it appears that he think he is over and above us.
Everything he said he do, shaking hands, talking to the people, bringing the bacon
home, which he never does -MAYOR MASTERS: No, that's a lie.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- we do all of that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor.
MAYOR MASTERS: You don't know what I've done.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor, would you please respect the order of this?
Allow Mr. Guyton to finish his comments.
MAYOR MASTERS: (Inaudible). Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So -- so I've come and now I am identifying things that
heretofore have not been identified. And the Mayor's attitude like, How dare you? You
know, but all I am doing, I'm coming up here trying to make this operation more efficient.
That is not being efficient, just giving taxpayers' money to somebody who is ceremonial.
I'm just saying don't make his benefits less than ours; make them consistent. And I
think that's fair. Well, really, I don't think it's fair because we're doing more work than he
does. But, I mean, just -MAYOR MASTERS: And that's a lie.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Mayor.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I -- really, I've asked you to please allow him to finish
his comments.
MAYOR MASTERS: Well, okay. Okay. Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I've asked him to let you finish.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And if you guys are going to engage in this, we're going to
at least be respectful about it. So allow him to finish his comments.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And I must say I didn't ever interrupt him once. Let him
say his piece. But he taking it personal. I'm taking it as being accountable. And I am
not going to stop being accountable while I sit here. Um, I know that sound like to try to
shake the opinion in the public and portray themselves as being the only one concerned
about the public and I'm not like that. I am not thinking about a re-election. I am not
thinking about the politics of it. I am thinking about how can I identify things that can run
our operation more efficiently? And if it's -- impacts the Mayor or the rest of us, so be it.
So I'm asking my colleagues to bring this back with whatever benefits that can be made
consistent with ours legally to our next budget -- budget session. And if any of my
colleagues oppose that, please speak up.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anybody else on this matter?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I wouldn't oppose it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Anybody else, uh, have, uh, a say-so about it? If
not we're going to move on and have, uh, the Finance and Manager bring it back.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I -- I -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, oh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. -- I heard Mr. Davis first. I'll come right back to you,
Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: -- I just want to make sure that whatever we do we must
stay consistent with the charter. Um, just like the Mayor stated before, there was other
mayors before Mayor Masters. If this was an issue then, it was never brought up. Um,
the Mayor Masters has the job to go out beyond this community and represent us.
Speak to people, bring jobs, bring opportunities. Now, that's his job. I support his job. I
respect his position. He's a reflection of us. And I'm pretty sure he's going to do a
better job this time. That's all.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anybody else?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, no, I'm sorry, Miss Davis, yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It wasn't about this. It was on something else so if
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: All right. I'll just say that I just, um -- I need to think about
this. I understand where Mr. Guyton is going with it.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Um, you know, the salary, we can't touch because of the
charter.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: And that's fine.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: I have no problem with that. The budget, I just need to
think about it a little more. But, um, it does make sense for all of us to have the same
budget. But, you know, so I'll think about it more and then, you know, we can discuss it
further.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Go ahead and work the other one and just have
them both ready for us to decide on. There seems to be a split vote at this time.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Do you -- would you -- would you -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- well, actually, the board doesn't seem split but it seems
like -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- would you like to -- Mr. Chair, would you like to
know what the numbers are? 'Cause it -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah. Basically -CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Sure.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah. That's -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah. There's only the two areas.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right.
CITY MANAGER JONES: And that's travel and promotions.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Is -- that's travel and promotions.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Those are the only two areas.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS:
number?

Uh-huh.

What -- what's the number?

What is the

CITY MANAGER JONES: And you're talking about a total difference of what, 2,800
and -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I -- I have 2,775.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: 2,773.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- so that's -- that's what it is.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So why can't it be consistent with everything?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: For both? Well -CITY MANAGER JONES: Together.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: For both. For both accounts.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So let's make them consistent with all of the other -MAYOR MASTERS: I -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on. Uh, wait a minute. Hold on. Mayor, you wanted
to say something?
MAYOR MASTERS: Yeah. I've been wanting to say something.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, go right ahead, sir.
MAYOR MASTERS: Um, a couple things. Madam Manager, you worked with several
mayors before. You've worked with mayors in Atlanta and other places. Would not you
think that it is predicated upon the mayor to maybe possibly travel a little bit more than
the other elected officials and to promote the City because of the -- the virtue of his
position?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Um, Mr. Mayor, unfortunately, I can't do a comparison
because they were strong mayors in Atlanta. It's a different structure.
MAYOR MASTERS: Okay. All right. Well, thank you.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: All right. Mr. Chair?
MAYOR MASTERS: That's it for me. I -- I'm not sitting up here with Mr. Guyton. You
have a good night.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And this exemplifies, um, the
type of mayor that we have. And, um, I am glad that the public can see his reaction
when he's under pressure. And to have an elected official who can't deal with it, I think,
is, um, a little embarrassing to those who voted for him.
But I just want to say that we have a responsibility. Whether it's been going on for 10
years, 20 years, a hundred years, we have a responsibility to always look at how we
can approve -- improve ourselves. So the argument that it's been here all these years,
so whether it was right or wrong, let's keep it like that; I don't buy into that. Um, I'm one
-- I come in, look at some things. Um, we need to be able to identify areas where we
can improve. Because if we don't, we're going to always get what we always gotten.
And that has been nothing as it relates to investment and people seeing us actually
make changes. So, um, I -- I'd like to encourage my colleagues to also look at how we
can improve so that we don't just take what has been done in the past and continue to
do the same thing over and over and over again. And that's all I have to say. And -and -- and the Mayor walked out, called me a name, and I'd like to say that I'm not going
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to reduce myself to name-calling. But when I get on this dais, I bring data, documents
and evidence. The Mayor never has anything. He walks into our Council meetings
without an agenda. I mean, I'm not talking about backup. He never brings backup. He
doesn't even bring an agenda to the meeting. So -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton. Mr. Guyton.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- I know but I've been attacked, Mr. Thomas.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Can -- I -- I -- I understand. But I'm -- I'm just going to ask,
would you just -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: And -- and -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- would you just allow us to move on so we can get this -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- I am absolutely done right now.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Thank -- thank you. I appreciate that. Mr. -- Mr.
Sherman, is there anything else?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, Mr. Chair?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No. This is the final slide.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm -- I'm very sorry, Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's all right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go right ahead 'cause you did -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I just wanted to give you some information. I texted Dr.
Robinson. Um, the school district, uh, only provides health care for single, not, uh,
families.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. Um, so we're going to start with the
Comments. Um, we'll start with -- did you have anything to add to that, Miss, uh -- Miss
Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We'll start with you, Miss Davis.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I have nothing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I have nothing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Miss Pardo?
CHAIR PRO TEM PARDO: Nothing, thank you, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Nothing, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I have no Public Comment Cards and I have
nothing to say. So I'm going to entertain a motion for adjournment.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: So moved.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We'll now call this City Council Capital Plan Workshop to
order. Madam Clerk?
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Mayor Thomas Masters? Chairperson Cedrick
Thomas?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Chair Pro-Tem Dawn Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Bruce Guyton? Councilperson
Judy Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Councilperson Terence Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Here.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: City Manager Ruth Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Present.
DEPUTY CITY CLERK ANTHONY: Deputy City Clerk Claudene Anthony is present.
City Attorney Pamala Ryan?
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: Present.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. We have a quorum, uh, and we'll proceed. Would
everyone stand for a moment of silence followed by the pledge led by Councilman
Davis, please. (Everyone stood for a Moment of Silence with the Pledge of Allegiance
being led by Councilperson Davis). Ms. Jones, the floor is yours.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Thank you, sir, and thank you members of council for joining
us tonight for our budget workshop on our five-year capital plan for fiscal year 2014
through 2018. Um, just like with the general fund and enterprise fund operating
budgets, um, we also want to have the opportunity to hear from you as it relates to our
capital projects going forward.
Um, one of the things that I will say is that we are working on a total comprehensive
capital needs plan that hopefully by January we'll be able to present to you. Uh, it will
include streets, facilities, everything. Here's what our true capital need is today.
Because our other plans as you know were a little dated, and so it's important for us to
go back and do a thorough review of all our capital plans, and I look forward, uh, to us
having a workshop to share that particular report with you.

So tonight we will talk about our capital plan. Um, I would like to ask Randy Sherman,
the director of Finance and Administration, um, to go through the presentation, um, and
so that we can, uh, get your feedback on any of the projects here. Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Good evening, Randy Sherman, director of
Finance and Administrative Services. Um, I will say that the presentation that we have
here tonight is very summary in nature. Um, so I'll point out in the booklets that you
have of the capital plan, uh, if you turn just past the index and the (inaudible) you have
all the projects listed out by funding source, all of the projects then are listed out by
department. You have a page that lists all the projects that are unfunded that didn't fit in
with our resources that we currently have available. And then you have all of the detail
in the back, an individual sheet on every project that identifies specifically what the
project is and how those projects are funded.
Uh, first, again, this is a five-year plan, um, and it is a plan, but the first year is actually
the year that in essence gets appropriated and that we'll be operating under 2014. So
for 2014, it's actually a $31,000,000 capital plan, uh, and over the five years it's a 45. -uh, almost .9 million dollar capital plan.
What I want to do is kinda lay out -- here's your -- the five years again. You see the first
year is the $31,000,000, and it's breaking out between the general government and the
enterprise funds, but this, in essence, gives you what we are planning on for these
particular projects on spending over the five years. Again, these are the projects that
have been funded. Funding sources have been identified, uh, and we're setting those
sources aside to implement this plan.
Walking through the list of projects again, this is very much a summary. If we start at
the top, under the executive, that -- I'm sorry, sure.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. Um, I just want to just clarify you're showing year
one, right?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I'm just showing you year one.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. So the Singer Island dune restoration is broken up
into multiple years. So we committed up to $200,000 per year. So I think that's wrong.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. Well, that's true. We could -- should put
200,000 there. You're right. That's 200,000. Thank you.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Right. Over the life of it? Okay. And then -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yep, thank you.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. And then the Bicentennial Park, that's good. Not,
um, 527,000? I'm just asking because the backup that we received -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: -- it showed 5 -- uh, you know, for the next fiscal year
527,500, so I'm just questioning if that is a typo also.
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. Let me check that.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: And that was for Design and Survey.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, the record is gonna reflect that, uh,
Councilman -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Guyton is in attendance. Go ahead, sir.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: All right. Thank you.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Um, I wanted -- I'm sorry (inaudible). The million
five -- all these are for five years, I'm sorry.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Five years? Oh, that makes sense now. Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. Thank you. It's the header that's wrong.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Can't read. We read the back-up.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's why Ms. Hoskins shouldn't let me look at the
presentation. I changed the header on her. Um -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. That makes sense.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Oh, goodness. Um, I did some -- did want to point
out that the marina development, that's actually the uplands work. That is not the water
side. That's the land side of the project. And, again, that's the initial work that'll be
being done, uh, on the uplands in 2014. That is just 2014 because we didn't -- we
haven't -- we haven't funded the future years in that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, Mr. Sherman, back to the dune restoration.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, if I remember correctly, didn't we add 139,000
more to -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That was the 2013.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- this year? For this year?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: This is 14 through 18.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: And it's just an estimate because they did come back and
ask -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: -- for us to do that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CITY ATTORNEY RYAN: (Inaudible) ask again.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right. Um, I did want to point out under -- under
the Fire Department, uh, that equipment, that covers defibrillators, it covers radios, it
covers, um, self-contained breathing apparatuses. I mean, there's multiple items under
that -- those equipment purchases.
You can ignore the header again. Uh, the street projects. Again, I'm not sure if
everybody's had an opportunity to go through all the detail, uh, but the street projects
include 710, some A1A work, 13th Street. And I think, uh, probably most important is
the lights on the Blue Heron Bridge. The lights that go under the bridge that were
originally planned as the A1A project are being funded in this CIP.
Uh, the Building Maintenance and Renovations includes the library air-conditioning,
includes the chamber upgrades that we spoke about and also the welcome signs, uh,
that were approved as part of a, uh, Ocean Mall funds.
Under Parks and Recreation, we have Cunningham Park, Callaway Park, Barracuda
Bay, uh, Wells and Tate and some work out at the beach on the trellises.
And then I want to point out, too, under the Information Technology, again, that's some
data sharing, uh, so we can eliminate hopefully some paper. Uh, and -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: What -- what, uh, equipment purchases are we doing in
Parks and Rec?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Parks and Recs, those are all vehicles.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Is, uh, some -- uh, vehicle out at the beach as well,
but vehicles.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton, go ahead. Go ahead.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, on the parks, uh, I -- I see Mr. Williams in the -- in
the background. Mr. Chair, could I ask Mr. Williams a question?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
MR. WILLIAMS: Good evening, Council.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Good evening. Uh, Mr. Williams, uh, you know, in this
social media climate, uh, on Facebook that, um, TV, the -- the -- um, the segments that
were done on a couple of our parks and you indicated that we would be doing the
improvements, is that gonna be an issue? Because two of them were in my district: um,
Cunningham, which is I see, and Monroe Heights. Uh, those things that were identified
in those segments, are they being addressed then in this capital improvement budget?
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. Cunningham is. Uh, the money for Monroe Heights and, uh,
(Inaudible) Park is in this year's budget.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: So Cunningham is in which budget?
MR. WILLIAMS: It's in this year's, but we rolling it over to next year.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Next year?
MR. WILLIAMS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And Monroe Heights?
MR. WILLIAMS: Will be addressed this fiscal year.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: This fiscal year?
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair? Yeah. I have a question on Barracuda Bay.
MR. WILLIAMS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. So for next year for the upcoming fiscal year,
$120,000 other improvements and 180,000 for equipment? What are we doing over
there?
MR. WILLIAMS: Well, most of the equipment is -- as you know, is probably five to six
years old.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Right.
MR. WILLIAMS: And it's weather-beaten, so it's time to replace and repair.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. And the equipment meaning like the pool
equipment -MR. WILLIAMS: Slides.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: -- or the slides?
MR. WILLIAMS: Umbrellas.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All of that?
MR. WILLIAMS: The deck.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: And then in addition to that, what did we allocate in the
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budget, like $600,000 operating for the -- for Barracuda Bay; do you recall? I didn't -- I
didn't bring my -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Approximately 425 for operating -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: $425,000?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes. That includes personnel.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Uh-huh. And we still don't charge, right?
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes.
MR. WILLIAMS: We charge.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: We do charge?
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. So how much are they paying to get in now?
MR. WILLIAMS: Three dollars.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I -- I have one question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. Are you -- are you done, Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: What I would suggest is, you know, we have a new
company -- well, a new gentleman came in and bought the Rapids. And he is -- you
know, he was the CFO at -- um, you know, at -- um, oh, my God, I can't think right now.
MR. WILLIAMS: Six Flags?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Six Flags, right. He was affiliated with Disney. You know,
this guy is a true professional. And, you know, I think maybe we should reach out to
him the next time he's in town. I got an email from him recently saying -- you know,
asking if, uh, he could come and pay me a visit the next time he's in town.
Maybe we should, you know, ask him to take a walk around Barracuda Bay and see if
he has any suggestions for us so we could turn it around and try to at least recoup what
we're spending. Or even if we, you know -- we're not making anything over there now.
So maybe if we can, you know -- I'm not even saying break even the first couple years,
but maybe he'll have some suggestions. So I -- I really think that's something that we
should -- we should definitely do. What do you guys think?
CITY MANAGER JONES: We'll do that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Doesn't seem like a problem to me; can't hurt.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Yeah, it can't hurt.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
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CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. All right. That's it. Thank you, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Ms., uh, Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, uh, thank you, Mr. Chair. Uh, when I looked at the
budget, I had written some things here, and just for my own personal information or for
the board's information, I'd just like to know what the usage is, you know, over a year's
time, um, just to see how it's being utilized. So if we could get that information within
the next -- um, well, before the next meeting some time.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Davis, are you asking for, like, how many people that's
come or how much money have we -UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Both.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- made?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: The utilization, both.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Both?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay? All right. Thanks.
MR. WILLIAMS: No problem.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Do we happen to know how much money we -- um, we
were able to make with that $3 fee?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And not just the $3, but, you know, renting it -MR. WILLIAMS: Reservation fees -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- and all -- everything.
MR. WILLIAMS: -- there, rental fees, yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes.
MR. WILLIAMS: We'll get that information back to you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. But did the $3 fee, did it offset any of that at all?
Was it significant of the -- or was it not significant?
MR. WILLIAMS: It's significant when you're not getting anything.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No.
CITY MANAGER JONES: But overall it didn't have an impact as it relates to your
expenditures?
MR. WILLIAMS: This is the first year that we re-implemented the $3 fee.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Excuse me, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Ms. Davis, are you finished?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Mr. Williams, how you doing?
MR. WILLIAMS: Good, how are you?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Uh, what are we doing to allow to let people know to
market to the community and the business community to know that they have
opportunity to actually rent that facility out? What are we doing right now at this point to
try -MR. WILLAIMS: We advertise, uh, through the, uh, news media and we do it on
Channel 18. And we do go out to the daycare centers, and we've gotten, uh, a real
good response from daycare with the swim lessons. And once they come out and see
the facility, then they start to book parties and things. So it's actually picking up.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Okay. That's good. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Mr., uh, Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. And then finally we have, uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go -- go back one slide, Mr. Sherman, I'm sorry.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go back one slide. The Information Technology System
Enhancement.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, briefly, or not so briefly, explain to me what that 724 is
going to do. Um, because I -- I do want to bring this into context. We spent several
hundred thousand a couple years ago with a group called PSD, and I don't see what
we've recovered from that. So to see that we're gonna put -- or see what we got for that
money. So to say we're gonna put another 700,000 into this, I just -- just want to know
what it's going to be for.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. There's actually, uh, three major projects in
there. Uh, one of them is a GIS system, which we currently don't have a citywide GIS.
Uh, one of them is again to deal with, uh, data sharing and moving of documents
around so again we can get rid of some paper that we currently move around. And then
the other one is actually dealing with the Ethernet and our speed of the system and, you
know, again the communications between our systems. So one's more technical, one's
process and then you have the GIS.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: What do we get from the couple hundred thousand that we
spent with PSD?
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I'd have to ask. I'd have to check with Mr. Guy and
find out, and he's not here tonight, so -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Who -- who's not here?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guy?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No, Guy -- yeah, Ben Guy.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But we don't really know what we got for that?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I'm not familiar with it, no.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And all this several hundred thousand is gonna be in this
year's?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No. It actually goes over a couple of years.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Well, this is my concern with this: when you do this
over a couple of years, it doesn't seem to really be accurate because things in the
technology world change so quickly. It almost seems like you have to have a real
infusion of whatever upgrades you're gonna get to be able to last a couple of years.
But if we're going to only invest this much over the next four or five years, I just don't
think that's a realistic, um, plan, um, in terms of keeping us up, uh, especially with some
of the new technology we want to do with being able to pay your water bill online and,
you know, accepting credit cards online. I just don't want those systems to fail due to us
not keeping up with the -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the actual realtime technology. So that's -- that number
looks a little low for it to be real accurate to maintain over the next few years.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. Again, I'd have to go back and talk to Mr.
Guy and get some more detail on it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: We can do that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. You wanted to say something?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You wanted to say something, Ms. Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No. I was just, um, wanting to say as it relates to the whole
area of technology, um, we're also hoping that, particularly as it relates to the Ethernet
project that he talked about, and that's the speed, so if you're paying with credit cards or
if you're getting on the website, uh, that that upgrade will continue to help us so the
customer doesn't experience, um, any slowness as it relates to doing that kind of
business with the City online.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Uh, Mr. Guyton?
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Uh, Mr. Sherman, or this
may be a question for Ms. McKinney, I have a question about the GIS and, um, you said
it would be a citywide systems?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Um, as it relates to the use of it in community
development, um, Ms. McKinney?
MS. MCKINNEY: Good evening.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Good evening, Ms. McKinney. Uh, I've got a question.
I was looking at, um, the budget here in the capital fund. It says some 46,700 out of
capital and then it has an impact fee. My question about community development and
its use -- um, the GIS, as you know, is a software that essentially deals with maps.
However, economic data can also be derived and identified in different areas of the city.
Do we have, uh, a system in place where we actually gather economic data as it relates
to different areas of our city? If not, could we consider incorporating that into what we
do as we try to identify the areas that we need to focus on the most?
MS. MCKINNEY: Right. Um, most of the data that we have now we obtain from
outside sources, whether it's -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I know.
MS. MCKINNEY: -- the census or the county or the property appraiser. Uh, we could
definitely include that. We could include everything from water and sewer bills to water
and sewer lines, code enforcement fees, where fire hydrants are, all of that can be
included in the GIS system. It's just a matter of time and of course funding.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. Now, I'm not speaking so much about that type
of use. I'm speaking more about areas in the city of, um -- um, income status, um,
employment -MS. MCKINNEY: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- um, uh, what's the rate of unemployment on the south
side of town, what's the -- what's the income out on the west area. We can break that
down and begin to focus more in those areas as it relates to jobs and other things to
those areas that need it the most. And that's where -MS. MCKINNEY: Right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- I'm going with that.
MS. MCKINNEY: Yes. We could do that. It's just -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: It's also just general economic data -MS. MCKINNEY: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- so that we can get an idea of where to focus our
resources and what different areas need.
MS. MCKINNEY: Yes. We could include that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. So it wasn't to accumulate all the data from the
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other departments, but to give us a tool to better focus, uh, our, um, attention.
MS. MCKINNEY: Yep, we can do that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, regarding what you were talking about, um, I
remember when we spent, uh, those dollars for that computer system or the software
that was supposed to be able to, um, measure, uh, performance.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, at the League of Cities just this past weekend, um,
talked to another young lady who -- um, one of the vendors who was there who knew
about that program and knew how difficult it was for employees to use, um, and who
also told me that, um, they realized it and they took it to Washington or something. And
the people in Washington revamped the whole thing so that, you know, it's much, much
easier to use. I brought back that information and gave it to Mrs. Jones, uh, just to look
into and do some research on. So, um, I totally get where you're coming from on that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That was good heads up, um, on that. I'm -- I'm glad that
you did, so we can -- we need to get some value out of that. That was a lot of money
that we spent -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: A lot.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- um, on that. But I -- I do want to make sure that, you
know, if you saying that this is for a couple of years, I just believe that with the type of
budget that we have, that just looks a little low for a couple of year, um, improvement in
our information technology. And if we don't keep up, we're gonna be like we are now,
still almost -- almost in the Dark Ages where we're coming out, but, um, I don't want to
get that far behind again. And that just doesn't look like it's enough money over the next
few years for our, um, keeping -- maintaining our system and keeping up with -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- the -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. I will agree. I mean, what I believe we need
in I.T. is again a five-year -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- plan. This doesn't count replacing computers
and desktops and Microsoft. I mean -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. We'll -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- none of that is even in there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we'll spend that replacing computers, that's what I'm
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saying.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's -- that's not realistic. And, you know, I know that
everybody is, you know, wondering why big numbers come, but they have to.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You have to spend the money to stay, you know, um,
efficient with it. So that needs to come back with something realistic, um, there. I was
just thinking that that was going to be for this year, which I would've, you know, been
comfortable with, knowing where we're -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That is.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- trying to go. No, he said that's for a couple of years.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh. Well, (inaudible) -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Those three projects go over a two-year period.
Once you buy the equipment and work, especially like a GIS or something, it takes time
to input all that data and everything.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. And in that -- um, that system, that's gonna be able
to connect all of the departments together and everybody be able to see what's going
on over here? And -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Everybody will be on the same system so they can
all see the layers and everything, yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And then we can get rid of microfiche, uh, whatever we
have (inaudible). Okay. All right. No problem. We can move on. The library book
card catalog where you pull out the card.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's right.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, Mr. Sherman, under Public Works under traffic
calming, I see for this fiscal year we have $23,198 allocated. It's under the, um, Public
Works section of the summary of Capital Improvement projects by funding source.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: You're actually -- right -- because you're looking at
by funding source. If you look at it by department, you'll actually see that the 50,000 is - is actually appropriate.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It's just split between two different funding sources.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh. Okay. So -- so the 50 starts in '14. Um, it's -there's no page -- at the bottom of 82.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, okay.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: You got it?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And -- and the reason I -- I'm inquiring about the
traffic calming, um, because -- well, let me get some clarification. That does include
speed bumps?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes. And I'm getting inquiries in my district. I'm not
sure what the cost of speed bumps are, um, for one section of a road or how it's done. I
see Mr., um -- thank you. Because I do have a request on my desk that I haven't
forwarded to the city manager yet, um, out in, um, National Village area. I've got a
request that I need to forward to you. But -- but my question is what is the procedure
and what is the cost normally associated with, um, doing the speed bump project?
MR. JOHNSON: Good afternoon, Council.
COUNCILPERSON: Good afternoon.
MR. JOHNSON: Good afternoon. Brynt Johnson, Director of Public Works. Uh, the
process is they would submit, uh, in writing, uh, their request for a speed hump. Um, I
know in the past we've asked that they get basically, uh, signatures from other folks on
the block -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
MR. JOHNSON: -- uh, saying that, you know, they also want the speed humps. Then
we go out and evaluate, uh, first of all, if it meets our criteria.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
MR. JOHNSON: And, secondly, if there's alternative or if there are alternatives that can
be done, um, in lieu of speed humps. In the traffic calming, um, section of the capital
plan it includes, uh, stop signs, striping and speed humps because sometimes we go
out and it may be as simple as just installing a stop sign that may give you the same
result as a speed hump, uh, and it's much more cost effective. Uh, speed hump
installation cost is about $6,000 per speed hump.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Now, is it done at a certain, um, distance?
MR. JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh -MR. JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- how do you determine if it's -- I mean, how do you
determine the distance that (inaudible)?
MR. JOHNSON: We basically use the county's engineering standard. It has to be so
many feet from an intersection, so many feet from a major, uh, driveway, uh, so many
feet apart, uh, from speed hump to speed hump. So there's -- we use the county's
criteria.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Okay. I'll get with Ms. Jones so we can work
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through this request that I have on my desk. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I really think that we need to come up with a policy,
um, for this so it's not -- it's not, you know, District 2 or District 1 or District 3 or whatever
district. Let's come up with a policy so that we can say this is how we do it so we don't
keep getting these single -- 'cause I'm sure all of us have, uh, these requests and we all
call them in. But we do need to develop a policy of how this is -- this is -- this is done,
uh, so that citywide we can, you know, afford that so it doesn't become just a -- 'cause
as soon as somebody hears this, they're gonna call and say, "Well, I also want a speed
bump," or, "I also want that." So we -- we -- we do need to implement a policy.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Um, what I was gonna suggest, you mentioned the
criteria. Um, I know it because you told me what it -- what it is, um, but there's nowhere
that it's written for the general population to know. Um, and actually had to turn down,
uh, apartment or neighborhood association who wanted, uh, a speed bump on Avenue
H. And because of the street intersections, it's too close; couldn't do it. Now, um, so I
would agree that we need to have that so that everybody, you know, the general public
knows, you know, exactly what the criteria is.
The other thing is, um, back when, uh -- uh, I think it was in 2004 when my street was
beautified. I don't think that criteria was in existence because the speed hump was put
right close to my driveway. And now when it rains my entire driveway is flooded, um,
and it -- you know, there is no -- and it's a downhill slope, but there's no way for the
water to drain. So I've been raising Cain with Mr., um -- um, Johnson here and telling
him, "Hey, y'all gotta come and dig -- dig out something or something so this water can - can leave my driveway." But, um, you know, when we -- we do one thing we create
something else, you know, so, just wanted to let y'all know.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's definitely a good -- you know, a good point. Um, so
that'll be something that we need to go ahead and bring back up, um, a -- um, a -- uh, a
-- a policy on that. All right. We can move on to the -- to the -- to the next one.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. And finally we have the, uh, Enterprise
funds. Uh, I will point out that if you're comparing your notes, that utility special district
number is different than what is actually in the book. Uh, we met yesterday with a, uh,
utility director and made sure that his master capital plan matched up with our plan, and
it didn't. Um, so we actually added I think just over $3,000,000 to this number, uh, to
get the two plans to -- to jive. Uh, the marina redevelopment is -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Whoa, whoa, whoa, you can't just say we added
$3,000,000 in new loan money and we're not gonna have a discussion about that.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It's easy. I didn't have any problems saying it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Lou Aurigemma -- Mr. Aurigemma, you might want to
come forward and we -- we gonna talk about this a spell, you know. Yeah, just a -- just
a quick spell. Um, the $3,000,000, can you explain to us?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, uh, Lou Aurigemma, executive director of the Utility District.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good to see you, good to see you.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Uh, what I had done is, uh, as part of putting together a capital
budget, I had did all my, uh, papers, provided all the information to Mr. Sherman. So
then Finance pulled together the stuff that you have in front, and when I looked at it
online the other day, I said, "Wait a minute. This doesn't match with what I gave you."
So yesterday we met with Mr. Sherman and we -- you know, I told him, "You left this
out, you left this out, you left this out," and that's where the $3,000,000 difference is.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. But that didn't really add any clarity to what the
$3,000,000 is for.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Oh. Okay. There was, um, a number of projects that were
identified in the master plan and, uh, that were recurring projects that happen on an
annual basis. Uh, for instance, uh, replacement of fire hydrants. We don't replace all
the fire hydrants at once. We replace X amount per year. So that's a long-term project,
well beyond the five years of the capital plan. So what we did was -- you know, that's
one area.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. So attach a dollar amount to what you're just
saying. So -MR. AURIGEMMA: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- for replacement of fire hydrants, how much would that
cost?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Uh, I believe that was $25,000. So that was our minimum amount
for capitalizing projects. Because if we start putting it into the -- it's actually a
replacement and renewal project, so we don't want to put that in our operating funds.
We would rather capitalize it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you do $25,000 a year in replacement of fire hydrants?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: How many fire hydrants does that buy?
MR. AURIGEMMA: That buys approximately -- uh, they're just over $1,000 apiece, so
it's gonna be around 20 to 25 depending on, uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Do you happen to know how many fire hydrants we have
in the city?
MR. AURIGEMMA: We have about, uh, between, uh, 1,800 and 2,000. I believe that's
-CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And we're doing 25 a year?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Yeah. Well, again fire hydrants don't necessarily wear out in, you
know, five years or so. They last for a long time. So we're looking at stuff over a 20year period for replacement.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. Well, I mean, that's a little bit of a concern, but
that's only 25,000.
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MR. AURIGEMMA: Right. But there's a number of those type of -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I get you. But I'm gonna need to have a little bit more. I
can't just say -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. What are the -- what are the big items?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. What are some -- some -- you know, you added
3,000,000 with a "M", you know, so -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Capital "M".
MR. AURIGEMMA: And there's also -- okay. We'll get the detail. Oh, there was also -uh, we had spoken with, uh, Palm Beach Shores, uh, about possibly doing a -- a joint
project with them to replace some, uh, of the major waterlines, the perimeter waterlines
on -- uh, on the island on the Palm Beach Shores portion. And that was -- we were just
-- we were just in the discussion, uh, phase of it. There was some -- uh, the first phase
would've been, uh, design and the second phase would've been, uh, construction, and
that was just under a million dollars. But, again, that is down the road. It's not for next
year. It's -- it's a couple years down the road. So that was another project that was
added in. Uh, so it adds up pretty quickly.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I -- I understand. What -- what I'm going to suggest is that
by our next meeting to be able to bring some concrete stuff for us to see. This is a huge
budget -- I mean, a huge capital, uh, plan. And what I don't want to hear is that we're
spending a million dollars to redo some lines in Palm Beach Shores and not spending it
to do these lines here in our city.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Oh, absolutely.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, so I do want to -- you know, I don't want to put you on
the spot here even though we kinda talked about it for a minute we was gonna have this
meeting. I just want you to be, you know, prepared to discuss with us and how this is
going to affect, um, the -- our water bills and, you know, how we're going to -MR. AURIGEMMA: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to be able to get through this. So by our next meeting
can you please be -MR. AURIGEMMA: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- here for that? Thank you very much.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Absolutely.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. I just want to make a comment for the record.
Now, this is the first time I'm hearing about this, but we need to remember we provide
water to Palm Beach Shores.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I'm aware.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. So, you know, when we look at that, I would look
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at it as, you know, we're just upgrading our infrastructure. You know, I would look at it
really as Riviera Beach, too.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And that's -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Because they're -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- that's fine.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: And if we were doing it, Mangonia would be the same
thing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's -- that's fine.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: I wanted to make -- you know, put that out there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's fine, but I just want to make sure that we take care.
I want to see some of those infrastructure issues on this side, too, you know. Uh, I'm
glad that we're taking care of our customers like Mangonia and Gramercy and Palm
Beach Shores and all these other places, but I see far too many potholes in our streets.
And so we need to be -- I want to see those things for our city as well. Yes, we're
gonna take care. We do service them. We need their stuff working, but I'm very
concerned about our streets and our lines that have not been very well maintained. So
I'm not trying to discount anybody that we service, but I do want to be able to see in full.
That kinda money we should.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Would you like me to go through the list or to just
send it to people?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, you're fine.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go ahead. If you want to go through the list, that's fine.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh, we have rehabilitation of raw water wells. It's
500,000. Again, this is 100,000 a year, so -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Rehabilitation of what?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Wells.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Raw water wells.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And I have utility infrastructure in NSA.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And what does that mean?
MR. AURIGEMMA: That's the northwest strategy area. So when Public Works is doing
the streets, then they're going in doing the utility work.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Good. And what area would that be?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Monroe Heights.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Monroe Heights.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Monroe Heights? Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. Uh, infrastructure, uh, for underground
contractors, uh, so they put in $500,000 when they need to call an outside contractor.
Uh, then we have replacement of the large water meters, 250,000, replacement of small
water meters -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. The large -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- water meters would be commercial?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Commercial type, yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. And the small?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Would be the residentials.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Residential? And how are we doing with that?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh, that's 200,000.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And is that gonna fix the issue that we've been having with
whatever the reading is of these water meters?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Not so much as getting rid of your line.
MR. AURIGEMMA: No. That -- that is more to cover the -- uh, the water meters that
are -- are vandalized or broken or stolen. That's really, uh, that. The meters in the
system are in good shape. We have other issues that we're working with, uh, water
billing on with respect to the -- the zero reads and the incorrect reads, et cetera. But
this is just to replace on an annual basis -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
MR. AURIGEMMA: -- uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I see what you're saying. Okay. And is something in this
capital plan for that zero read issue? Is it a -- is it a technology problem or what -MR. AURIGEMMA: We're working on that. That'll be operating.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay. Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh, and then we have 250,000 for lift station
pumps being put in. And then we talked about Palm Beach Shores. That was 990,000.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, let me -- let me ask you a question, um, with
about the -- on U Avenue and MLK. We own quite a bit of land there that does not
seem to be utilized. Um, is it something else we can do with that land or, I mean, what - it's just laying there. What can we do to better utilize that? Put something else over
there? Have you come up with anything for that yet?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, currently we have a one-million gallon storage tank and a
booster station. That's for the water distribution system. And then just to the north of
that we have master lift station number 50, which is going to be replaced. That is, uh,
beyond it's useful life. The plans are, uh, it's about 60 percent designed at this point.
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And the area to the north of that, uh, is where the new, uh, lift station will be done. The
area to the west was where the old waste water treatment plant was located many,
many, years ago before we went to the ECR.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
MR. AURIGEMMA: So that land is vacant right now. But, uh, one of the things that I
have in mind is a possible, uh, maintenance facility out there. Uh, because we're real
tight here at the utility district. But these are -- these are long-range plans. They're not
something that we're gonna do within the next, uh, three, four, five years. It's probably a
little bit beyond that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: All set with utility?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah -- no, we're not. Ms. Davis?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just a question about that, uh, lift station 1A over here -MR. AURIGEMMA: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- at Wells. It's -- I don't know what it is, but it smells
terrible.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Sulphur.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Is -- is that what it is? Um, I mean -MR. AURIGEMMA: Rotten eggs.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. And, I mean, you know, people are on that
walking trail, uh, the closer you get to it, it -- you have to hold your nose. So, if
something can be done about that?
MR. AURIGEMMA: I'll check into that. They do have odor control at the lift station, but
sometimes it leaks. So I'll get into that tomorrow. Thank you.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And just so I know, the -- the major tank is actual real
water that we utilize; it's not the waste water, right?
MR. AURIGEMMA: At Avenue U or -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no, no, no. Right -- it's -- I know it's got to be
waste water at Avenue U 'cause that always smells bad, but I'm saying right here, um,
at Wells at the tracks.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Wells. That is a water storage tank.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
MR. AURIGEMMA: That's fresh water, the water that you drink, bathe with, cook, et
cetera.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. It smells.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right, right. Oh, that's the water that's smelling?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
MR. AURIGEMMA: No. 1A is the lift station, which is to the -- to the south end of the
park.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: To the south.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, you mean -- oh, no, no, no.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Yeah. What you're -- yeah. This is the one right here, Blue Heron
and, uh, Dixie.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I thought you were talking -- I know what you're talking
about. Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. No problem. Yeah, we definitely knew
that one's smelly. All right. Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. The marina, uh, 6 and a half million dollars
for the marina. That covers Phase II, which as you all know is currently under -- uh,
under construction, and it includes the, uh, fuel dock -- the new fuel dock that will need
to be, uh, installed when that construction is completed.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Sherman?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, yeah, yeah, Mr. -- Mr., uh, Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: On the marina development amount, is all of that City or
is some of that CRA?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh, 2.4 million of that is CRA.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Uh, and our portion on the City side, are all of
that from grants or are we taking it from different sources?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No. It's all grants.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: We're trying to use none of our own money.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Which is good and we just got another grant today or
yesterday, so that -- that is also -- that's very good. That's good news. Um, and none
of this has anything to do with the debt service, correct, none of this money, right?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. So our debt -- all of our debt service is
coming out of operating?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: All of our debt service is out of operating for the city
debt service.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Does marina have debt?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah. The marina's debt is all paid up.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, it was all paid.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's done?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Well -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, it's done.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. All right. But we've still got some debt somewhere
around here.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Well, the marina has -- the marina is in a negative
cash position, but it has no debt to outside sources.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: The city has the debt.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. Yeah, we're funding it with our -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- subsidizing. Okay. All right. No problem.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah, that is a problem.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, I'm saying no problem with the information. It is a
problem that we're subsidizing it. That's why we're doing what we're doing to try to not
have to subsidize it anymore.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Okay. And then finally, uh, the storm water
projects.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. This needs to be increased. This -- this right here,
this 3.8 needs to be increased. The issue that we're having is just like Ms. Davis just
said, it's a lot of water that's -- from the storms, that is just sitting there and piling up and
not just making it a issue for the residents to get in and out of their homes like the Wise
[phonetic] family on Avenue N, but it's also taking so long to drain that it's harboring
mosquitoes and other insects that just doesn't make for a good quality -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- of life. So I don't know how much it is, but I know that
3.8 million is probably not enough to fix those issues. I know along Pine they have, uh,
a huge, uh, storm water issue, um, there. I know in, uh, the firehouse area it's a storm
water issue right there off of, I think it's, I at the end. So that right there does not seem
realistic to me.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah, and it's not. Uh, I can -- I can -- I did look at
the storm water plant. Uh, what this 3.8 million does, that’s the dollars that we are going
under that we will actually have available without changing anything. If you look at -and this is what Ms. Jones spoke about earlier that will come back with the real, this is
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our needs.
Um, but, you know, again if you look at that storm water plan, I think the number I
looked at was like $20,000,000 or something like that; you need a rate increase if you're
gonna fund a $20,000,000 storm water project, you know. You're not raising more
revenue in storm water. It's based on -- you know, it's based on the property that you
have, and it's going to just generate that same amount of revenue every year unless
you change the rate structure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I understand -- I understand, but, you know, I'm thinking
that these may be some of the things that we maybe need to look at in terms of bonds
or whatever -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to -- you know -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- to -- to go and fix. I mean -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No, you're absolutely right. We need to do a rate.
We need to know what the plan is, look at the funding that's needed, look at the rate
structure that we would need to have in place to then be able to go out and borrow and
take care of those issues.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, I'm gonna ask because, of course, um, this board
made a decision. I wasn't happy with it, didn't like it, but the board made the decision
and I'm a part of the board, so I have to take that. But I did not like the 10-year rate
increase, and we're really not fixing any of our issues that we have with this rate
increase. So that's a problem to me, and we need to be real creative in terms of this
because I don't want to keep looking to the backs of the citizens to carry this. So we're
just trying to catch up from whatever -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- how far we were behind. And now we have to fix these
storm water issues, and now we're gonna say, "Well, you need, uh, another, uh, rate
increase in order to do that," you know. I'm -- you know, I'm not sure how we fix that
issue. And what I am sure about is that I just don't -- I don't like that, but I also don't like
having these issues. And Lone Pine they've been dealing with this very several years.
Um, and I often get invited there to see this every time there's a -- there's a -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Some rain.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- a real rain. So, um, we do have to -- we do have to look
at this some type of way. Storm water's a real issue, in my opinion.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Hold on one second. Ms. -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Go ahead.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- Ms. -- Ms. Jones?
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CITY MANAGER JONES: And, Mr. Chair, um, that will be a part of this total
assessment of our overall capital needs -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- that will be brought back, so that we can look at
everything that we really need. Um, storm water is an issue citywide.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
CITY MANAGER JONES: There's no curbs, there's no drainage, there's no -- and it's
almost like you just have to really do the whole city.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, you got to (inaudible).
CITY MANAGER JONES: So, yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It's gonna be -- you know, we gotta look at that and fix it. I
mean, it's -- I believe that the citizens -- and I'm coming to you, Ms. Pardo -- I believe
that the citizens would understand, hey, we're doing this to fix the entire city, people that
have been living with this for, you know, quite some time. Right there in front of, uh,
Lincoln -- I mean, uh, Washington Elementary, I mean, the kids just turn it into like a
street pool or something at -- at some point after it rains 'cause it's just a -- it's just a lot
that goes on.
So we -- we need to look at this, you know, with some real vigilance to try to -- to try to
correct this problem. And this can't be something I'm talking about two, three years
down the line. We need to be looking at this to -- to get this corrected. Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Yeah, I agree with you. Uh, when it rains out, uh, there's
major flooding in front of my house. I call it Lake Pardo. I'm serious. And, you know,
it's -- the water is, you know, halfway up my driveway. And, you know, a couple of
weeks ago I was out there pressure cleaning, and I just finished pressure cleaning and
then it started raining again.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Wow.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: So half the driveway was a mess. But, um, I just want -- I
think we just need to clarify something. Um, the storm water really has nothing to do
with our water rates, what we pay for water. The storm water is through public, uh,
utilities.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No. You pay -- you pay that on your bill.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It's included on your utility bill -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Correct.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- but it's a separate charge.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: But when we raised -- when we raised the water rates, we
did not raise storm water.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. Right. Uh-huh.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
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CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Right. So, you know, we need to make sure that people
are aware of that. Um, one thing that I think we should all do -- and, you know what, I'll
discuss it when we're done with the -- when we're done with this.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. Thanks.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, I have a question for clarification because you did
make a statement about the 10-year, um, automatic increase. And I guess most
residents know that every year there's an automatic increase. I think we're about three
or four years into it now on the utility.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It goes through 2019.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: 2019?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: So you're -- you're almost halfway.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: I did have a discussion with Mr. Aurigemma when I was
first elected because that was one of my concerns. Um, that was a statement that we're
not really doing anything with it, but it -- it was explained to me differently, um, about
improvements that are being made or proposed to be made. Mr. Aurigemma, could you
clarify what that increase is being used for, um, and any projects that may be proposed
or ongoing?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, uh, as Mr. Sherman said, there -- there is a 2 percent annual
increase in -- uh, in the water rate structure, and that is used for, uh, a number of things.
Number one, just operating costs increases every year. We're barely keeping up with,
uh, chemicals that, uh, increase every year. And we also take some of that and put it in
-- into the proverbial piggybank, the R&R fund, the renewal and replacement fund,
which helps fund some of the projects that we have there. So we're using that -- that
rate increase for a number of, uh, different items.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And, Mr. Chair, I have a follow-up question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go right ahead.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, because the -- I approached Mr. Aurigemma, and
I'll tell you what -- what my inquiry was because we have a reprieve for a year or two,
and that's when he went into his response about what it was used for and it may delay
some projects. So, um, the piggybank that we're putting some into, what is that
piggybank being used for?
MR. AURIGEMMA: We -- we -- uh, back in February, prior to you being elected, I gave
a presentation to the board on the water/waste water master plan. That we -- we
discussed. Uh -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yes.
MR. AURIGEMMA: -- and we have over $200,000,000 worth of capital needs over a
20-year period. So, uh, I've paired that down to get it to a more reasonable amount,
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some of the more urgent and the high priority areas. And that -- and that's what we're
talking about this evening.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
MR. AURIGEMMA: So, uh, quite frankly, we don't have enough money as it is right
now. So at some point in the future we'll be talking about, uh, getting some bond
money, et cetera, but we're using whatever we can to fix what we have. We have a 60year-old utility and not much has been done to it over the years. So we're fixing a lot of
stuff.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. And I think it's good for the public to know as
well that the funds are being used to better the, um, quality of the water and equipment
that we have over in the utility district.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Yes, sir.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair, that's all I have on that question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, Mr. Aurigemma, let's -- let's talk a spell here.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Sure.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, you're -- you're -- you're representing to us that the 2
percent is taking care of the water quality?
MR. AURIGEMMA: No, not -- well, not necessarily water quality.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. 'Cause I -MR. AURIGEMMA: It's the whole water system, which -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
MR. AURIGEMMA: -- which includes water treatment, water distribution and also
waste water collection. So it's the entire utility.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That brings me to something. This board decided about
how we disinfect our water some time ago, and I haven't heard any updates on that. Is
this included in this capital?
MR. AURIGEMMA: It was in last year's capital.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Say that again?
CITY MANAGER JONES: The 3.8.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Water disinfectant.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. But we -- did we decide how we were going to do
that?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, right now we have in the Purchasing Department is a -- is a
draft RFP for the water disinfection system. It's the core facility that we're going to build.
Uh, hopefully within the next -- uh, we'll get it out, get bids and start construction.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But did we -- did we decide how we -- which method we
were going to use?
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MR. AURIGEMMA: We're going to use sodium hypochlorite, which is bleach.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
MR. AURIGEMMA: Now, what hasn't been decided, which will be decided by the
market, is whether that bleach is supplied by onsite generation or by a -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right.
MR. AURIGEMMA: -- a vendor.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. But we -- we haven't decided how we wanted to -to do that yet. So how do we have a -- how do we have a actual price for that when we
haven't decided whether we wanted to do it onsite or we wanted to get it from a vendor?
MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, again, that's still, uh, a year down the road or so with respect
to what vendor we get. We still have to build the facility. We still have to test the water
because we're changing the chemistry of the water a bit. So we're gonna have to tweak
the formula. And as part of -- of that we have to test the water. There may be a couple
of chemicals that we change.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But I remember we did that.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You brought them all up here and we tasted that. My
question is -- and C was the best tasting. I remember that; I had that one. But what I -what -- what I was speaking about is that's a -- a real decision that needs to be made by
this board whether we want to do it onsite or have it brought in. And that's the decision MR. AURIGEMMA: Well, with all due respect, Mr. Thomas, that's a decision of the
market. Uh, the vendor -- when it goes out for bid you're gonna get somebody -somebody may say, "I can bring in bulk a lot cheaper than I can bring in onsite
generation." So that's really a market condition.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Negotiation.
CHAIRPERTON THOMAS: I'm not sure if -MR. AURIGEMMA: Bleach is bleach.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I get you. But I'm not sure that we want the market to
dictate what we're doing. If we decide we want to make it onsite or we decide we want
to bring it in, I don't think we can do either/or at that point, right? The facility has to be
built to make it onsite, correct?
MR. AURIGEMMA: The facility will be built to have either one or the other. There will
be space in the facility to -- uh, to -- well, first of all as part of the permitting, we have to
have a -- a 30-day supply of bleach on hand for emergencies. So we're gonna have the
tanks in place. Now the question becomes: Is it more economical for the -- the
customers of the utility district to go with this -- this chemical that's, you know, made in
bulk or this chemical that is made onsite?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Which is cheaper?
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MR. AURIGEMMA: And that'll be a decision -- that'll be a market decision.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Maybe I'm just not really swallowing the market
decision very good right here. But I'll chew on it a little bit and see how I feel a little bit
later. Any other questions on this? Okay. Let's move on down to equipment purchases
for storm water.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's just one vehicle.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And what vehicle might that be?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Huh, let's find out. It is a pickup truck.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: For $45,000?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's a big one.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. I hope -- I hope this is one of those real nice pickup
trucks in which we probably would say no -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah, I apologize. It is two pickup trucks.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, okay. No problem. And that's just part of our
replacement plan that we have.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's just part of the plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And I know that we lost a couple due to some accidents,
and all of those have been replaced through the insurance.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: They should be replaced through insurance, yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. It hasn't been done yet? The -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I don't know. Did you get them replaced? You
didn't get in an accident? Oh, that was your accident?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no. It was -CITY MANAGER JONES: Utilities.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: It was utilities.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Utilities.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, that's what I'm speaking of.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: But the storm water is Public Works, so -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Storm water is Public Works, though, right. You
need some more -- okay. Gotcha. While we're -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- hold on one second, Mr. Guyton -- um, I do -- Ms. Pardo
brought up a very valid point about the storm water. And that's a part on the water bill -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Correct.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- that 80 to 90 percent of the people just really don't pay
attention to. They look at that bottom line. You got your water, your trash and storm
water on there and they just pay that storm water, uh, bill, so -- I mean they just pay the
entire bill. So when we're dealing with this, and I know we haven't raised, um, storm
water and we may need to, but that's still going to be an overall cost that they're going
to see on their water bill that they're not going to quite understand why that increase,
you know, is -- is there. So that's why I'm trying to make it very plain.
They look at it, "Hey, this is my water bill. This is -- this is what it is." And when they
see an increase, even though we may not be increasing the actual water, we're
increasing a part of that particular bill that is overall your water bill for all intents and
purposes.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So I wanted to kinda explain that. Was it Mr. Guyton that
was next?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Yeah. I just had a question about the -- the, um,
equipment purchases. I remember that was on one of our utility district agendas. Did
that ever come before us at one of our utility district meetings?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Again -- again, those -CITY MANAGER JONES: The storm water.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- those -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: The storm water.
CITY MANAGER JONES: It's the storm water.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's not the utility district.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Storm water is Public Works.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh. Okay. But the utility district at one time had -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes, they did.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- a couple of -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MR. AURIGEMMA: In fiscal year '13, I brought to the utility district board three vehicles
to be replaced. We've received two of the three thus far.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Now, did those funds come out of the existing
capital improvement budget, or did that come out of your operations budget?
MR. AURIGEMMA: That comes out -- I have a line item in my utility district operating.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay.
MR. AURIGEMMA: So that's where I keep my money for that.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You said we got two. What happened to the third one?
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MR. AURIGEMMA: I expect it any day now.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Okay. I just wanted to make sure we didn't have
any other snags. All right. We're good. Mr. Sherman -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- anything else?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: No, that's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, what I didn't really see on here, um, and
maybe it was just because we didn't really, um, talk about it much, is while we're in this
particular facility here, I didn't see very much upgrade money. Um, I know we spent
some things on air-conditioning and, um -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Carpets.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Under the Building Maintenance Renovation.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Building Maintenance and Renovations.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And that is the 465?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: The 465. It includes the carpeting in here, the
lighting in here. It includes -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: -- the air-conditioner at the library.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh. And what about, you know, the windows and the
-- um, the -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: They’re just -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: How about some -- um, some like drywall in Community
Development (inaudible) and make it a wall?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes. There's money to seal the building and do all
that.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All of that is -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's all in there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- all that is in there?
CITY MANAGER JONES: That's in there.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So the next time I go visit Ms. McKinney in her office, I'm
gonna be able to see a real wall without a sprinkler system coming in?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Just don't go tomorrow.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I just -- I want to make sure that that is -- um, I mean, Ms. - Ms. McKinney has never complained about this.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, she has.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, but, uh -CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yes, she has.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I mean it's -- it’s like -- like sheetrock -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- that's in there with -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: It's -- yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. So I -- you know, I -- and she works hard inside of
that office. But we had a rain today and I'm not sure if she was gonna be able to
operate in that. So I just want to make sure that we really -- I mean, I'm joking, but I'm
very serious that I really want to see that corrected, you know, um, ASAP. Is that put
inside of there?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's all in that 465.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And we fixed the roof in here that leaks and made this -this room -- all this is fixed?
CITY MANAGER JONES: So far.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Did we seal the areas that are allowing the -- uh,
the visitors we had -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Penetration.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- uh, a meeting or two ago to slow them down from getting
in so they don't attend our meeting with us? The creepy crawlers.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Are you keeping the creatures out?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yeah, we're going back out today (inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. I'm gonna ask that we hurry that up -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: (Inaudible). Right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: More frequently.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- because those visitors, they come in when they feel like
it whether the lights on or not. They did. They crawl around here. So I'm just hoping
that we're doing something to this building that's -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- going to allow it, um, to be -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: To continue to operate.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- better utilized. Okay. No problem. Anything from any of
the board members on any of these items?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I just -- okay. So are we gonna go to -- you're gonna go
to the unfunded stuff or are we about done?
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We can go to it.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No, I'm just asking.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: 'Cause I just wanted to make some general comments.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, let's make the general comments.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Uh, um, I'm on page -- it doesn't have anything
to do with here. It has to do with Wales um, walking trail. A lot of the residents come to
me and they ask is there anything that we can do about the red clay. And, you know,
people use that walking trail a lot. And when it rains it is so messy. So, um, is there
any kinda way where you can kinda dredge out or scrape out part of it and just put sand
in it or something?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Or mulch or -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Or mulch or something rather than red clay?
MR. JOHNSON: Good evening again.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Good evening.
MR. JOHNSON: The red clay is probably the cheapest form that we can use when we
put -- we've tried -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Is it?
MR. JOHNSON: -- we've tried the mulch, and when it rains, the mulch is much worse
than the clay. The clay does have a tendency to get hard. Now, we've -- we've, uh,
explored the possibilities of having it asphalt, but, you know, those are real -- real
expensive numbers to asphalt it. So clay is the cheapest thing that we can do, but we
can add more clay to it.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Well, I'm -- I'm not -- I'm not really talking about what's
cheapest. I'm talking about getting -- eliminating red clay, and is there something else
that could be used -MR. JOHNSON: We can bring you back -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- like sand or -MR. JOHNSON: -- we can bring you back some proposals for -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Could you, please?
MR. JOHNSON: -- some -- some asphalt, concrete, Rubberoid.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, yeah, yeah.
MR. JOHNSON: We can do all those things.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, Rubberoid or -MR. JOHSON: But it costs money.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Sand, too?
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MR. JOHNSON: Sand is not a real good surface for a walking trail.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Not for a walking trail. (Inaudible).
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Well, something other than red clay. Um, all right. And,
um, there -- okay. That's all for you. Um, and the last thing is -- I guess this is a cityowned street. You know the street that you turn on off of Blue Heron Boulevard to go to
Nissan? You know you have to go back up in there where the -- um, the bus compound
is?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That road is in awful condition.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: It's not a road anymore.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, it's not really a road. It's full of potholes. And,
um, could somebody take a look at that and see whether we need to do it or whether we
can get some assistance from the businesses back there, possibly even the school
district? 'Cause they're the ones who are tearing it up.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yep.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: There's some kind of big -- big, heavy equipment
company back there, too.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And -- and Hertz -- yeah, and that Hertz -- those Hertz
(inaudible).
CITY MANAGER JONES: Those trucks -- a lot of trucks, yeah.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. So -- oh, and last thing going forward, when we
do all of this infrastructure improvements at the marina, uh, on the uplands, just
something for y'all to think about, um, there's gonna be a lot of heavy equipment rolling
in that area, too. Um, do we want to engage, um, think about, um, how we plan to
maintain, um, the streets and curbs and that kind of thing, you know, as we move
forward with the development, you know, and maybe engage the businesses in, you
know, uh, maybe a -- an assessment or something to keep everything looking good?
That's just way down the road, but just something to think about.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: While we're on that, before going to Mr. Guyton, um, I had
a call from, uh, a young lady, and I'm only saying a young lady because I cannot recall
her name right now, but I did write it down, um, she pointed out something to me, um,
that's over on the -- the city's property off of Broadway and E Avenue, um, and she -she told me -- she didn't show me any documents, but she said that she had been cited.
And she wanted to know why our property over there looked like it had a cornfield on it.
Um, I did pass by the property and I was -- um, I was taken aback because it did look
like it was a baby forest.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Is that behind (inaudible)?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, and it's, you know, that property where the DOT was
housing their, uh -CITY MANAGER JONES: Yeah, the old City Hall lot.
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. So this is my issue, um, with that because we do
need to lead by example. And I know what people feel when code enforcement is out
doing what we ask them to do, um, in trying to beautify the city, um, some people may
feel like we're maybe not governing ourselves. So what I'm asking is for properties like
that, maybe we should look at hiring -- there's a lot of land clearing or lawn companies
in the city or some hiring out to be able to maintain those that we can't get to, um, as
often as we would like.
I know we're doing the medians and we're doing City Hall and we're doing all the other.
Uh, but it was a -- it's a very valid point that I feel that we must address because we do
have to lead, uh, by example. Now, that's property that I know is owned by the city. So,
um, the young lady -- and I wish I could call her name because I told her that I would
discuss this -- we do need to -- uh, to do that.
Um, so let's go ahead and get it cut now.
CITY MANAGER JONES: We will.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, immediately. But let's also come up with if we need
to, you know, have a company that kinda buffers our lawn people to keep, you know -- I
know it's just a lot and if it's raining, it's gonna grow very quick and by the time you finish
one cycle, you know, you need to go back again and do it. So we're not -- we're not
saying that the gentlemen are not doing a good job, because they are. I mean, our
medians are looking beautiful. Uh, but we do need to -- to look into that. Um -CITY MANAGER JONES: Okay. Will do.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, and who actually maintains the -- the stuff? Is that
Public Works for the -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So all the city properties is Public Works with the exception
of the parks?
CITY MANAGER JONES: City Hall is also -- is done by the Parks Department as well.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Parks.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So City Hall is done by the parks, but all of the rest of the
city-owned properties are done by Public Works?
CITY MANAGER JONES: Public Works.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Inaudible).
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No. We gonna let y'all -- we gonna let y'all share in it and
share it alike. I'm sure we're fighting over who can do it, but, uh -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And, Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, ma'am?
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COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: One other thing, and that's, uh, another question that
comes up because, you know, MLK is gonna be coming online very soon. Do you -and I know y'all don't have a whole lot of employees. How many -- how many
employees do you think you need? Because it's no sense in us doing it and -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah, it's not. It's not; you're right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: You know, so let's address it now.
MR. JOHNSON: Uh, good evening again. Brynt Johnson, director of Public Works.
Um, as it relates to 710 -- uh, well, let's go back to the original question. No, we don’t
have a lot of people in Public Works, or at least in the Streets Division.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And I know you got some vacancies too. How many
vacancies do you have?
MR. JOHNSON: Even with the vacancies, we only have, uh, I want to say 11 positions
including the supervisor B12 positions.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MR. JOHNSON: Uh, in Streets and they make -- they do all the irrigation -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh.
MR. JOHNSON: -- asphalt repairs, landscaping maintenance, all -- all of those things.
And sometimes they’re furniture movers as well, but, um -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And you -- you've spent the money to train specific
people to -- so that they know how to do the irrigation. And -MR. JOHNSON: Yes, ma'am.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- you know, you have, uh, a number of people who do
the -- um, the actual landscaping -MR. JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- and that type of thing? But I really am interested to
know how many more, whether it be part-time people or full time, you know, what
number do you need?
MR. JOHNSON: Yeah. I mean, that's something we'd have to look at, but if I had to
throw a number out, I mean, I'd say two full-time probably, and that's not including U.S.1
which is coming online.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
MR. JOHNSON: Which, uh, not sure who is gonna be -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's not gonna be enough. And you know you're being
very conservative right now.
MR. JOHNSON: Well, that's not including U.S.1 and all of the other projects. That's -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: But we need to actually look at this because -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- all of this is coming on. And if it's cheaper -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And we're gonna start arguing -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. We -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- if it's messed up.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we are, that's -- that's exactly right. So we need to add
in a private company where we're not carrying the benefits and the pensions and all of
that.
MR. JOHNSON: Well, that's what we did with A1A. We outsourced A1A -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh. Right.
MR. JOHNSON: -- and, I mean, honestly, that's -- we were probably looking at
outsourcing some of these other things that come up because what we currently have is
all we can maintain. That's -- that's (inaudible) we're full to capacity.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And that's what I know. But the councilwoman is asking,
"Hey, look, this is about to come up. What -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- what do we need to do?" So -COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: (Inaudible) plan.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. We -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Bring -- bring back your money or your employees.
MR. JOHNSON: Right, because we have time. I mean, DOT maintains it for you.
When they do their projects, they maintain it for a year. So you have a year out from
the completion date.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. So, that works. Okay.
MR. JOHNSON: So you're looking at 2015, mid '15, '16, so -- for -- for '17, for the
current phase of '17.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. And do we have all of our properties on some type
of schedule? Not just the -- the -- the City Hall buildings and the parks and everything,
but do we have like our property over there on E Avenue and other properties that we
own -- I know we own quite a bit of them, so do we have those?
MR. JOHNSON: We try to. We do have a schedule for them. Sometimes, like I said,
due to that shortage or -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Uh-huh.
MR. JOHNSON: -- the number of personnel, we don't get to them quite as often as we
would like to. Uh, the one that you mentioned that the contractor was using on U.S.1,
we actually -- if I'm not mistaken, that should've been cut already. Uh, we did -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
MR. JOHNSON: -- get a complaint about it and we went out that day and took care of
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it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh, you did?
MR. JOHNSON: Yes, sir.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. This was maybe about two days ago.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Yes, they went out.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So you went out between -MR. JOHNSON: We got a complaint the end of last week.
CITY MANAGER JONES: End of last week is when we got it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. Well, two days ago was when, uh -CITY MANAGER JONES: Oh. Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. No problem.
MR. JOHNSON: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, that's good. That's -- I'm glad to hear you say the
problem is already fixed, so -MR. JOHNSON: Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That's very good. But just like Ms. Davis, I really want to
know that particular dollar amount. We have several, you know, major landscaping
companies in this city, and if we need to farm it out to -- to make it better, uh, to be able
to get it going a little bit, you know, faster, I think we should do that, you know. And if
we think that we need to do it, uh, by hiring more employees, then maybe we need to
look at that as well. But we need to know the hard numbers, you know. We really do
need to do that because we can't keep piecemealing it because it catches up with us,
you know, at the end, you know. So we need to know at least.
MR. JOHNSON: We'll definitely -- we'll take a look at it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: All right. That's good. Hold on one second. Mr. -- Mr.
Guyton?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Mr. Johnson, uh, on another issue but it's still with
street improvement, I just would like some, um, clarification on the capital improvement
budget. It has NSA Street Improvement.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Neighborhood Sector.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yeah. We just -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Monroe Heights. You were out.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: You was out.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh, I was out?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: That's your district.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Monroe Heights -- it's Monroe Heights.
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COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Oh. Okay.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: No more -- no more comments, right?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: No, no. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson.
MR. JOHNSON: You're welcome.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Um, all right. Is there anything else?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Uh, yeah. I'd like my turn, please.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Right. Ms. Pardo, go -- well, let me come on down the
line. Mr. Guyton, did you want to ask about anything else?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, one last question about the Cunningham Park.
Um, I know it sit close to Washington School. All right. Is it -- Mr. Williams, is there any
coordination with the school or is that separate and apart? How is that handled?
MR. WILLIAMS: I'm sorry, what was the question again?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Just like Tracy Martin.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Um, Cunningham Park is sit adjacent to Washington
Elementary. Is there any coordination with Washington or -- or is that just a separate
entity that you don't communicate with when we do improvements?
MR. WILLIAMS: Actually -- actually when the park was vibrant, we had a like a interlocal (inaudible). We used that park for their P.E. classes and they would use it for
activities. As far as coordinating the renovation of the park, no. Um, we do have an
issue. We did a survey of the park, and we found out there's a small sliver of the land
that belongs to, uh, school board. So we're in negotiations with them right now to try to
either get them, one, to donate the land to us or deed it to us. And what we have to do
is go out and get a survey of that sliver and get it to the school board so they can attach
a value to it.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Okay. Thank you. That's all I have.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Thank you. Um, I would suggest that all the council
people, you know, really go through the book that -- the Capital Improvements book that
staff gave us and -- you know, and decide which projects we should start lobbying for.
Um, I think next month, right, the end of September, our people up in Tallahassee start
meeting, and -- um, and they'll be meeting through January, right, prior to the session.
So I would suggest we all decide, you know, along with the city manager and the staff,
which projects we would like to go after and really start lobbying early. And, you know,
if we have to go up to Tallahassee more than once or twice, I really think we should do
it.
Uh, the state is going to be flushed with cash, and -- um, and, you know, I think it's -- I
think we have a good shot of getting some of these projects financed, maybe not, you
know, fully financed, but getting, you know, a portion of it. And, you know, our lobbyists
can do so much, but, um, I think the -- um, you know, the elected officials up in
Tallahassee like talking to other elected officials. And -- you know, and some of us do
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have the ear of the governor. He's been here several times. He knows all about Riviera
Beach. So, um, I would suggest we all do that and then, you know, maybe at one of the
meetings, all get together and let's decide what our plan is gonna be. And then -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, Ms. Pardo -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: -- you know -CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- we -- um, the manager and myself, we met with the
lobbyists today, uh, Mr. Pittman, um, earlier this afternoon, and that's exactly what the
meeting was about. So you're right on point with -- with that. And, um, he's been
eager. He's been eager, uh, to get these projects that we need. So that's something
that we need to look through and bring back. And if we want to do another workshop or
whatever, to actually give them our agenda. I think that's an excellent plan because that
is exactly what he's requesting from us.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah, that's true.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. That's great. I wasn't aware that he was here or
anything. But it's just important. Like I said, you know, he can do so much. We didn't
get anything last year, you know, and the state did have some money. So I think it's
imperative that we all do our lobbying and we all get money. Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Can I take Ms. Davis real quick? Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Yeah. Just to piggyback on what you said, um, uh,
again, at League of Cities attended, um, presentation. Um, Senator Smith was there.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: He said exactly the very same thing, that committees
meetings are taking place right now, and now is the time for us. And they want to see
us -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Correct.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: -- okay, uh, to, uh, tell us what their -- what our needs
are. And my suggestion would be to focus on the unfunded, uh, projects that are listed
in the back here, um, since we have the funding for, you know, the things here, to focus
on the unfunded, um, projects.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. Yeah. And then the other thing, this is just for the
city manager. Um, you know, it's been very unfortunate what's been going on in the city
for the past two weeks or so, and I would appreciate an update on, you know, what's
going on and what we're doing and the whole bit. I'm getting calls constantly. While we
were sitting here someone texted me about an event that happened. It's all over the
news and, you know, I don't know what to tell people.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I was gonna discuss that.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: So we really -- we need to be updated. We need to be
briefed on it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Let's let everybody finish. And we were actually gonna talk
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about that today. We -- we discussed that as well, uh, Ms. Pardo.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay. Again -- all right. I wasn't aware of it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No, no, no.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I was gonna bring it back up.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. That's fine.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Are you -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Well, I guess I'm done, yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: No. If you need more time go ahead. Mr. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: I'll just save my comments for the discussion.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: We are discussing.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: About what's going on.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Oh. Okay. Well, we -COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: That's the issue I want to talk about.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: I met -- I met with Ms. Jones today, um, to discuss those
things with her. Uh, we've had several, um, unfortunate incidents, and, uh, a couple of
them I did not know, you know, about and residents are asking and I'm getting letters,
um, about. And it has to be some method that we use to notify the board of what's
going on so that we can do that. I know that we were getting some texts, uh, before to
make sure that we were getting them. I -- for some reason I stopped getting them.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I get them.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Um, I did get one this afternoon about that particular, um,
incident, but it needs to be after it's all been settled, after everybody -- after the police
have gotten there and -- when we make the notifications. Then the council members
need to be, you know, notified after, you know. Of course, take care of the situation -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Uh-huh. Right.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- but give us some updates of what's going on because
we field those calls and individuals really want to know, um, what's happening.
I was -- you know, I was bothered by the, you know, additional call that we got. And we
need to understand that we have to put some resources behind trying to mitigate some
of these issues that are going on. Right now it feels as if the thugs have taken over our
city, and none of us want that, and our residents don't, um, uh, either. So this is
definitely something that we need to discuss on what we need to do, um, to try to get
back.
We've had several unfortunate incidents over the past two weeks and it's way, way too
much. And, you know, we're not blaming the police, of course, because the police are
not committing these acts, but we obviously need to do something. Um, and we need to
be abreast on this stuff. Every member up here needs to be able to talk with their
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constituents about what's happening and what's going on, and this information needs to
get filtered very quickly.
So obviously you heard everybody had a, you know, issue and a comment with that. So
we -- we do need to dialogue on this on what we -- what we need to do, if we need to
move money or what we need to do right now to -- to -- you know, to combat the
situation.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: And Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Yeah. And what I would like to know, I'd like to know what
the police are doing -- you know, what their plan is, what's going on. And that's fine,
you know. It's sensitive. We don't have to discuss it right now on Channel 18, but I
think it's imperative that the council is kept abreast.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Davis, you wanted to get into the discussion you said?
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: Yeah. I just want to, uh, piggyback off what everyone is
saying. I received quite a bit of phone calls, except for today. I don't know what
happened today, but one of the residents came to me and we was talking about what
happened over the weekend. And then the other night over in Stonybrook there was a
shooting and there was a whole bunch of children that were present at the time. And
the biggest issue I want to talk about (inaudible) can we work with the Sheriff's
Department with their gang unit to help solve this gang issue.
'Cause for the most part our summer's been really safe and really well. It's just these
last two weeks as we've drawn closer as we get ready to get ready for school. So I
don't know what -- what started this, but for the summer, this has been one of the most
safest summers we've had until these last two weeks. But I know there's something we
can do 'cause we're not that big of a -- big of a city to address this. But dialogue is a
start, and we need to find out what we can do together with our great chief, Chief
Williams.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Well, just in the discussion, I talked with Ms., uh, Jones at
great length about this today, and, uh, what I would suggest is that while over the next
couple of days, that, um, all of the district commanders -- I'm gonna try to meet with
them all and the captains and everything -- but every week I want to make sure that the
-- the assistant chiefs, the district commanders, the majors meet with every elected
official in their district to give them updates. You follow -- you follow me?
So I want to make sure that they give every elected official those updates of what's
going on, you know, what plans that we have to combat those issues. It's a -- it's a
small disconnect at this point and we need to reengage, uh, that. So I did speak with
the manager about that, um, engaging the elected officials and making sure that we -you know, we know what's going on.
Um, and, you know, the elected officials are not really -- we're not there to go to any
scenes or do anything like that but for when questions come up. And, um, I -- you
know, I want to make sure that we all understand that, uh, we want to keep these
scenes as safe as they can and we don't want to jeopardize any information, um, that
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we may need to catch some of these criminals and -- but we do need to know what's
going on. So I'm thinking that that's one of the ways that we can at least get the
information, find out the plan. Offer them some ideas if you have them, uh, and let the,
uh, Police Department, uh, help to figure out -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- how to combat this.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. Well, I have a meeting with the chief on Friday.
And, um, what I would like, you know, regardless of what anyone else wants, I would
like to know -- and I've brought this up many times over the past five and a half years. If
there is an incident like what happened today, what's been happening the past couple of
weeks, I want either a text or a telephone call, you know, that day. I want to see it
before it's on the news.
A lot of times I don't find out that something happened until I turn the news on at 4:30 in
the morning and then I find out. Or if I'm, you know, up at 11:00, I find out on the 11:00
news. And I don't think it should be like that, all right, because I'm the one getting the
calls like the rest of the elected officials.
So I would like to know when -- you know, you don't have to call me immediately
because I understand, you know, you -- that, you know, taking care of the scene is the
priority, but within a reasonable time, I'd like to know. And then I'd like to know how it's
being remedied, what the remedy is. Um, and like I said earlier, I want to know, you
know, what's the plan. All right. We've had too many of these shootings in the past
couple weeks. Too many. One is too many. So I want to be updated on the plan.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Mr. Chair?
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Jones?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Thank you.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Um, I just want to say that just like each of you, I am just as
concerned. All the way to Orlando last week there was a discussion, uh, Councilwoman
Davis and I, about this issue. Um, the chief is developing the plan. It is going to be a
broad plan. He was directed to come up with a sustainable plan, uh, not just hit it now
and not do anything later. It's got to be something that is sustained as well as it's got to,
um, include, um, all of the individuals here in this room and the surrounding cities, uh,
because some of these -- some of these people don't live here. They're coming across
city lines. And so we've got to work with our sister city to the north and also to the
south.
Um, yes, Councilman, uh, Terence Davis, a lot of it is heated up around the schools,
once it got time for school to start. Uh, but we will give you -- uh, we are working on that
plan, um, and, uh, we will bring that to you, um, our proposal for what resources we
might need to, uh, make sure that that plan is more than just something on paper.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Any other discussion from the board on this, uh, topic?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: None on this topic.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Yeah.
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CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Mr. Chair, I have one other thing. You know, since we're
talking about this, it's just -- it's -- it's very frustrating to me, and, um, I just -- I like the
fact that you said that we're coming up with a plan and it needs to be a sustainable plan
because we were here last year when we had the shooting at the birthday party over at
the marina. And we put this committee together and, you know, they were supposed to
be coming up with ideas. And I know that, you know, they're working hard on, you
know, trying to come up with a plan, but we have to come up with a plan sooner than
later, you know.
And if we have to reach out to other agencies, we should reach out to other agencies.
There is nothing wrong with that, you know. We've really got to get a hold on this. We
really do. All right. That's it.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Ms. Davis?
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: It's not on this subject. Uh, just one last thing I -- I
remembered. Um, in looking at the unfunded projects, um, and as we move forward
with, um, our marina development, I noticed that there are quite a few -- one, two, three,
four, five, six -- projects back here pertaining to the marina that are unfunded. So if the
CRA is doing -- you know, um, working with the, uh, uplands development -redevelopment, then how is this going to impact, um -CITY MANAGER JONES: That's uplands work.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I know that, but are you looking -- is this that -- it says
unfunded by the city. Are you looking for the CRA to fund it or what? These are
streets.
CITY MANAGER JONES: What she's looking at is the streets, 13th Street -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So you're looking at -CITY MANAGER JONES: -- 12th Street. Um, so if you look at, uh, some of those
projects and when they are -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: So it's gonna be in line with -CITY MANAGER JONES: -- are to be completed -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay. Gotcha.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- it's the funding as they come on -COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Okay.
CITY MANAGER JONES: -- online to be done.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: I gotcha. Thank you. That's it for me.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Anything else from any of the board members? Anything
else, Ms., uh, Jones?
CITY MANAGER JONES: No. Just want to say thank you. Um, this was a good
meeting. Um, would -- I have sent a notice for updates on the, um, closed executive
session on Monday at 5:00 on labor. Uh, you have directed us to get back to the table,
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and so we need to share with each of you what we're going to the table with. Uh, so
that'll be Monday at 5:00 in the city manager's conference room.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. Anything from Mr. Jones [sic]?
MR. JOHNSON: Nothing.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Mr. Sherman, you want anything else?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah, actually I would.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Go right ahead.
COUNCILPERSON: That's the wrong question to ask.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: I just want you all to know that we are now
accepting credit cards downstairs.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Man, that's good, that is good, that's good.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And we'll be turning it on for online on Friday.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Fantastic.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Very good.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Excuse me, Mr. Chair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Yes, sir?
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: Uh, some do use debit cards as well I'm -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON GUYTON: -- assuming. Yeah? Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: MasterCard and Visa.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Fantastic.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That is -CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: I have a question.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- that is good. Ms. -- Ms. Pardo?
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: And can you set up automatic payment? Is -- are we
capable?
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Well, that's the next step.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: So we're not there yet. Okay.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Not there yet.
CHAIR PRO-TEM PARDO: All right. All right.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: And they can pay with credit cards at the counter?
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FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
COUNCILPERSON J. DAVIS: Oh, fantastic.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Today they can pay at the counter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: They can pay today at the counter.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Online Friday.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: At the counter.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: That is good. That is good.
FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: And Friday online.
CITY MANAGER JONES: Friday online.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: And this is probably not, uh, a very good question, but just
for my own edification, we do have some controls in place to make sure that there's
actual money coming off of these cards and we're not gonna be stuck with -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: So -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yes, we do.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: Okay. I just want to make sure. I mean -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: That's fair. That's fair.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- I'm sure everybody's gonna do the right thing, you know.
I mean, you know, uh, I know some people used to pay on a check on Friday, hoping
that we don't put it in the bank until Monday and, you know, buying a couple extra days.
I just want to make sure that we don't -- okay. You get -FINANCE DIRECTOR SHERMAN: Yeah.
CHAIRPERSON THOMAS: -- what I'm saying. All right. Well, thank you for that. Uh,
if there's nothing else, entertain a motion for adjournment.
COUNCILPERSON T. DAVIS: So moved.
(CONCLUSION OF WORKSHOP)
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______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
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________________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
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CITY CLERK

________________________________
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CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

CONSENT

Subject:

A resolution authorizing a change order in the amount of $53,662.25 to Florida Pipe
and Steel Inc. to increase the length and number of piles for completion of Phase II.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends approval.

Originating Dept.

Marina

Costs:

$157,403.97

User Dept.

Marina

Funding Source:

Grant funding

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

422-0000-575-4-6251

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
A Change Order is necessary to change piling lengths and to add 5 additonal pilings on dock D. The
additonal length and additon of more pilings is required to compensate for the anticipated future depth
of the basin immediately to the south of the dock and to maintain the require wind/wave load
specifications.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact

157,403.97

NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 422-0000-575-4-6251
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Grant funding
C. Department Fiscal Review
Approved, grant funding is availabe in phase II to cover this change order.
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Recommend Approval
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

RESOLUTION_Florida_Pipe_and_Steel_CO_(2).docx

Resolution

Pipe_and_Steel_Change_Order_Riviera_Beach_Marina_9_11_13_(2).docx

Change Order 4

FPSChangeorder4.docx

Change Order 4 (signed)

Three-Phased_Master_Plan.pdf

Master Plan Drawing

RESOLUTION NO.___________
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA,
APPROVING CHANGE ORDER NUMBER FOUR (4) AND
AUTHORIZING PAYMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF
$53,662,25 TO FLORIDA PIPE AND STEEL INC. FOR
INCREASES IN PILE LENGTH AND NUMBER AND TO
UPGRADE PILE COATING FROM COAL TAR EPOXY TO
A
LIGHT
BLUE
MACROPOXY
646
SYSTEM;
AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO MAKE PAYMENTS FOR
SAME; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City is continuing to work on the marina project and is
now actively engaged in phase two. Because of future plans to increase the
depth of the south basin, some additional engineering of the dock system was
needed to ensure the required/desired storm (wind/wave) rating was met based
on the anticipated depth. .The results of the engineering recommends increasing
the piling length of dock D from 60 to 65 feet and adding 5 additional piles be to
dock D in order to meet the specifications; and
WHEREAS, Florida Pipe and Steel Inc. has a current materials and
service agreement (Bid 355-12), to provide steel pipe pile; and
WHEREAS, staff recommends City Council approve change order number
four (4) and payment for the same.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA THAT:
SECTION 1. That Change order number four (4) to provide for additional
and lengthened steel pilings to complete phase two of the marina project is
hereby approved.
SECTION 2. The Director Finance and Administrative Services is
authorized to appropriate funds from the General Marina Grant Fund account
422-0000-575-4-6251 in the amount of $53,662.25 and make payment to Florida
Pipe and Steel Inc., for the same. .
SECTION 3. This Resolution shall take effect upon its passage and
approval by the City Council.
PASSED AND APPROVED this _____ day of ____________, 2013

RESOLUTION_______
Page 2

APPROVED:

______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

________________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON

ATTEST:

_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD,
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

________________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

________________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
TERENCE D. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON
MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

B. GUYTON

_______

J. DAVIS

_______

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN,B.C.S.
CITY ATTORNEY

T. DAVIS

_______

DATE: _______________________

TE:
_____________________
REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

Florida Pipe & Steel, Inc.
Florida Pipe & Steel, Inc.

6903 Vista Parkway North Suite #1
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
Telephone (561) 642-1811
Facsimile (561) 642-7431

REQUEST FOR CHANGE ORDER
Number Four (4) Marina Pipe Pile
Original contract date:
Change order date:
Prepared by:
Project:

June 20,2012
September 10, 2013
Vince Bianco

City of Riviera Beach Municipal Marina
RFP No. 355-12 for Steel Pipe Piles
P.O.# 101113

To:

City of Riviera Beach
C/O Sea Diversified, Inc
21 NW 2nd Street
Delray Beach, FL 33444

_________________________________________________________________
Description: This change order request is required for the lengthening of the 24” Diameter steel piles,
the additional coating required for the additional dredge depth, five (5) additional 24” pilings in order
to comply with Engineering specifications and additional freight cost due to a change in highway
regulations for oversized loads.
Change Order 4:
A. Reduce number of 20x55’ Piles
Bid Quantity = 61 / Total Required = 54
(31) Phase 1 / (23) Phase 2
(45) Ordered during Phase 1 / (14) Stockpiled
B. Upgrade Coating to (9) Remaining 20” Piles
Note: (14) 20”x55’ Piles Stockpiled from Phase 1
C. Reduce number of 24”x60’ Piles
Bid Quantity = 82 / Total Required = 62
(47) Phase 1 / (15) Phase 2
(57) Ordered during Phase 1 / (10) Stockpiled
D. Upgrade Coating to (5) Remaining 24” Piles
Note: (10) 24”x60’ Piles Stockpiled from Phase 1
E. Add (25) 24”x65’ Piles w/ Added Coating
F. Add (02) 20”x60’ Piles w/ Added Coating
G. Additional Freight Charge due to Changes in State Law
Total Change Order 4:
Original Contract / Bid Amount:
Previous Change orders 1 through 3
Contract Price Prior to this Change Order
Net Increase (Decrease) of this Change Order
New Contract Price with all Change Orders

ACCEPTED:
BY:

TITLE: ------------------------

(07) @ $4,504.50 = ($ 31,531.50)

(09) @ $ 347.50 = $

3,127.50

(20) @ $5,634.00 = ($ 112,680.00)

(05) @ $ 411.25 = $

2,056.25

(25) @ $7,000.00 = $ 175,000.00
(02) @ $6,595.00 = $ 13,190.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 53,662.25

$ 858,794.50
$ 93, 26.75
$ 952,061.25
$ 53,662.25
$1,005,723.50

ACCEPTED:
_______________
BY:
TITLE: ----------------------

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

THREE-PHASED MARINA RECONSTRUCTION PLAN

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

CONSENT
RESOLUTION

Subject:
A resolution authorizing the purchase of two (2) new Ford F-250's from Hub City Ford by piggybacking
the State of Florida Contract number 071-000-13-1 in the amount of $51,124.40; authorizing the
Director of Finance and Administrative Services to make payment for same from account number 4601127-541-0-6402 for the vehicle purchases .

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends that the City Council approve the attached resolution.

Originating
Dept.

Public
Works

Costs:

$51,124.40

User Dept.

Public
Works

Funding Source:

Account No. 460-1127-541-06402

Advertised:

No

Budget Account
Number:

460-1127-541-0-6402

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Not
Required

Background/Summary:
The Public Works Department's Stormwater Division is in need of one additionalvehicle in order to be more
operationally efficient as the current fleet does not offer enough flexibility in vehicle usage. Purchasing an additional
vehicle will help ensure that the division is able to perform work in various locations throughout the City without
having fleet capacity concerns.
Additionally, the Division has one vehicle that is scheduled for replacement under the City's vehicle replacement
plan and as such would like to replace that vehicle in an effort to avoid major mechanical problems which can be
expensive.

Staff requests that City Council approve the attached resolution authorizing the purchase of two (2) new Ford F250's from Hub City Ford by piggybacking the State of Florida Contract.

II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
2014

Fiscal Years

2015

2016

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Operating Costs

$51,124.40

External Revenues
Program Income (city)

NA

In-kind Match (city)

NA
$51,124.40

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 460-1127-541-0-6402

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Account No. 460-1127-541-0-6402
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal

Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact

2017

$51,124.40

Capital Expenditures

Dollar Amount

2017

10/16/13

Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

RESOLUTION_TO_PURCHASE_VEHICLE_(2013).doc

Resolution to Purchase Vehicles

CCE09172013_New_Vehicles.pdf

Hub City Ford Proposal

RESOLUTION NO. _______
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA,
AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF TWO (2) NEW FORD
F-250 CREW CAB PICKUP TRUCKS FROM HUB CITY
FORD BY PIGGYBACKING THE STATE OF FLORIDA
CONTRACT NUMBER 071-000-13-1 IN THE AMOUNT OF
$51,124.40; AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO MAKE PAYMENT
FOR SAME FROM ACCOUNT NUMBER 460-1127-541-06402 FOR PURCHASE; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.
WHEREAS, there is a shortage of available vehicles in the division and one
vehicle has been scheduled for replacement according to the City’s vehicle replacement
plan; and
WHEREAS, the department, in order to be more operationally efficient, desires to
increase its fleet by one vehicle; and
WHEREAS, the department desires to replace one vehicle to eliminate the need
for expensive future repairs and to update its fleet.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA as follows:
SECTION 1. That the City Council authorizes the purchase of the two (2)
F-250’s from Hub City Ford by piggybacking the State of Florida Contract number
071-000-13-1.
.
The Director of Finance and Administrative Services is
SECTION 2.
authorized to make payment for said vehicles from account number 460-1127-541-06402 in the amount of $51,124.40.
SECTION 3.
by City Council.

That the Resolution take effect upon its passage and approval

PASSED and APPROVED this _______ day of _________________________, 2013.

RESOLUTION NO.______
PAGE: 2

APPROVED:
______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

_____________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:
_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

______________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM
______________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON
______________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON
______________________________
TERENCE DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

B. GUYTON

_______

J. DAVIS

_______

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

T. DAVIS

_______

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY
----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY
DATE: ___________________________

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

REGULAR
RESOLUTION

Subject:

Authorize the Director of Finance and Administrative Services to appropriate Police
Training Fund-Fund Balance in the amount of $30,000.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends the City Council authorize the Director of
Finance and Administrative Services to appropriate Police Training
Fund-Fund Balance in the amount of $30,000.

Originating
Dept.

Police

Costs:

$0.00

User Dept.

Police

Funding
Source:

Revenue: 105-00-351300 $30,000/
Expenditures: 105-0822-521-0-4001 $15,000/
105-0822-521-0-5403 $15,000

Advertised:

No

Budget
Account
Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Not
Required

Background/Summary:
This agenda item and resolution seeks to appropriate the Police Training Fund-Fund Balance,
therefore granting the Police Department full utilization of the designated second dollar funding.
Pursuant to Florida Statute 318.18 (11d), the Palm Beach County Clerk of Courts collects $2.00 court
costs for certain Florida Uniform Traffic Citations written in the city limits of Riviera Beach. The Palm
Beach County Clerk of Courts forwards the collected funds to the City each month. The current cash
balance for Fund 105 is $30,000; therefore the Police Department is requesting the following budget:
105-0822-521-0-4001 Travel $15,000
105-0822-521-0-5403 Employee Development $15,000

The $2 court cost collected by the Palm Beach County Clerk of Courts is second dollar funding earmarked for police training costs and may not be used for any other purpose. This funding currently
supplements the Police Departments training budget.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs

30,000

External Revenues

30.000

Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
0.00

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Revenue: 105-00-351300 $30,000/ Expenditures: 105-0822-521-0-4001 $15,000/ 105-0822-521-05403 $15,000
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name

Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

City_Counciil_SIGNATURE_PAGE.doc

Signature Page

Police_Training_Fund_105_Res.doc

Resolution - 105 Fund Balance

RESOLUTION NO.
PAGE 2
APPROVED:

______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

________________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:

_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD,
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

________________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM

________________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
TERENCE D. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON
MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

B. GUYTON

_______
REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

J. DAVIS

_______

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

T. DAVIS

_______

----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY

DATE: ___________________________

RESOLUTION NO. _____________
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COUNTY,
FLORIDA,
AUTHORIZING
THE
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES TO APPROPRIATE POLICE TRAINING
FUND-FUND BALANCE IN THE AMOUNT OF
$30,000; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, pursuant to Florida Statute 318.18 (11d), the Palm Beach County
Clerk of Courts collects $2.00 court costs for certain Florida Uniform Traffic Citations
written in Riviera Beach; and
WHEREAS, the Palm Beach County Clerk of Courts forwards the collected
funds to the City each month; and
WHEREAS, the funds shall only be used for expenses associated with the
training of police officers.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: The Director of Finance and Administrative Services is authorized
to appropriate Police Training Fund-Fund Balance in the amount of $30,000.
SECTION 2: The Interim Finance Director is authorized to set up the budget as
follows:
105-0822-521-0-4001
$15,000
105-0822-521-0-5403
$15,000
SECTION 3:
and approval.

This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its passage

PASSED AND APPROVED this _____________ day of _____________, 2013.

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

CONSENT
RESOLUTION

Subject:

Resolution authorizing the addition of a new unclassified part-time position to Library's
existing budget.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends City Council to approve the Library to add the
unclassified part-time position of Library Page to its existing
budget.

Originating
Dept.

LIBRARY

Costs:

$1,843.52

User Dept.

LIBRARY

Funding Source:

State Aid to Libraries Grant
Funds

Advertised:

No

Budget Account
Number:

137-1336-571-0-1201

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Not
Required

Background/Summary:
This part-time Library Page's position is essential in maintaining an acceptable return of previously
borrowed, newly purchased and leased library materials onto the shelves. Prior to Library openings in
the mornings, Library staff prepares the computer equipment, empty book returns and readjust
schedules, when needed. The staging area for library materials that need to be returned to the
shelves quite often overflow because existing Library staff are not able to restock the materials in a
timely manner.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Capital Expenditures
$1,843.52 $1,843.52 $1,843.52 $1,843.52 $1,843.52

Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions
(cumulative)

Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 137-1336-571-0-1201
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
State Aid to Libraries Grant Funds
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract

Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

2012_13_Resolution_Part_Time_Page_Position.doc

Resolution for Part-Time Library Page

FY_2013_PT_Library_Page_Job_Description.doc

Part-Time Library Page Job Description

PT_Library_Page_Salary_Schedule.pdf

Part-Time Library Page Salary Schedule

RESOLUTION NO. ___________
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY,
FLORIDA, AMENDING THE LIBRARY’S BUDGET BY
ADDING THE UNCLASSIFIED PART-TIME POSITION
OF LIBRARY PAGE; AMENDING THE GENERAL
EMPLOYEES JOB CLASSIFICATION LIST BY
INCREASING THE HOURLY RATE OF THIS
UNCLASSIFIED
PART-TIME
POSITION;
AND
AUTHORIZE THE LIBRARY TO FUND SAID POSITION
THROUGH THE LIBRARY’S EXISTING STATE AID TO
LIBRARIES GRANT FUNDS ACCOUNT NO.: 137-1336571-0-1201; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the position of part-time Library Page is essential in maintaining
an acceptable return of previously borrowed, newly purchased and leased Library
materials to the shelves; and
WHEREAS, over 1,450 hours of public access through checkouts and inhouse use has become an overwhelming task to maintain with current Library staff;
and
WHEREAS, the staging area for library materials that need to be returned to
the shelves quite often overflow because existing Library staff are not able to get the
books back onto the public shelves in a timely manner; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA, THAT:
SECTION 1. That one (1) unclassified part-time Library Page position is
added to the Library’s existing budget as follows:

JOB
CLASSIFICATION LIST
Part-Time

POSITION

GRADE

Library Page

N/A

AMEND
SALARY RANGE
FROM
TO
$6.67/Hour

$8.23/Hour

SECTION 2. The City Council authorizes the funding of said position
through the Library’s existing budget, using State Aid Grant Funds Account No. 1371336-571-0-1201.
SECTION 3.
This Resolution shall take effect upon its passage and
adoption by City Council.

Passed and Approved this _____________ day of _________________, 2013.

RESOLUTION NO.
PAGE 2
APPROVED:

______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

________________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:

_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

________________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM

________________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
TERENCE D. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

C. THOMAS

_______

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

D. PARDO

_______

----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY

J. DAVIS

_______

B. GUYTON

_______

T. DAVIS

_______

DATE:

THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
JOB CODE#: 6012

JOB TITLE: LIBRARY PAGE

EEO CLASS: 5-PARAPROFESSIONAL

SUPERVISED BY: LIBRARIAN

PAY GRADE: P/T

DEPARTMENT:
LIBRARY

STATUS: NON-EXEMPT

LOCATION:

DEPT. APPROVAL:

HR APPROVAL:

CITY MGR. APPROVAL:

Date:

Date:

Date:

DIVISION:

Job Summary
Para-professional work that follows well established procedures in support of the Library system.

Supervision Received/Exercised
Work is performed under the general supervision of a Librarian.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities
1. Shelves books and other materials.
2. Receives and makes telephone calls to patrons.
3. May attend Circulation Desk; answers routine questions and provides directions; assists the
patron with forms and applications; accepts fines, fees and donations; issues receipts;
registers patrons in accordance with standard procedures.
4. Accesses, inputs and retrieves information from a computer.
5. Empties book drop.
6. Assists with donations.
7. Shelf reading.
8. Direct patrons to staff for assistance.
9. Assist supervisors with special projects and programs.
10. Process library materials.
11. Check in books returned by patrons to the book drop.
12. Shift books to make space for new arrivals.
13. Assist with computer sign-ups.

(These essential job functions are not to be construed as a complete statement of all duties
performed. Employees will be required to perform other job-related, marginal duties as required.)

Revised 08/23/2013
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THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
Additional Duties and Responsibilities
Performs all other related duties as assigned. The duties listed above are intended only as
illustrations of the various types of work that may be performed. The omission of specific statements
of duties does not exclude them from the position, if the work is similar, related or a logical
assignment to the position.

Necessary Skills, Knowledge and Abilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of filing system.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions.
Ability to learn assigned tasks readily and to adhere to prescribed routine.
Ability to meet and deal courteously with the general public.
Ability to file alphabetically and numerically.
Ability to work independently.
Ability to communicate both orally and in writing.
Ability to access, input and retrieve information from a computer.

Special Requirements
Mandatory pre-employment physical and drug tests. Florida Driver’s License required. The City of
Riviera Beach maintains a drug-free workplace policy and program, as established under the
guidelines of the Federal Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988 and Section 440.102, Florida Statutes.

Minimum Education, Certification and Experience Requirements
High School graduation or possession of an acceptable equivalency diploma, or is presently
attending high school.
(A comparable amount of training, education or experience can be substituted for the minimum
qualifications.)
Selection Guidelines
Evaluation of education and experience; oral interview; other job related assessments may be
required.

Revised 08/23/2013
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THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
Tools and Equipment Used
Personal computer, printer, telephone, copier, scanner and fax machine.
Physical Demands
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee
to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
Hand-eye coordination is necessary to operate computers and various pieces of office equipment.
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to reach with hands and
arms. The employee frequently is required to stand, walk, pull, push, bend, and use repetitive
motions of the wrists, hands and/or fingers, handle, feel or operate objects, tools, or controls. The
employee is occasionally required to sit, climb, balance, stoop, kneel, crouch, crawl, talk and hear.
The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to 15 pounds, occasionally lift and/or move up to
15 pounds and occasionally more than 15 pounds; raising objects from lower to higher positions,
moving objects from lower to higher positions and moving objects horizontally from position-toposition.
Work Environment
The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee
encounters while performing the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
While performing the duties of this job, the employee works in a library environment and is
occasionally exposed to fumes. The employee is occasionally exposed to risk of electrical shock.
The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate; a standard library environment with
equipment running.

Signature/Approval

________________________________________________________________________________
Employee
Date

________________________________________________________________________________
Department Director
Date

Revised 08/23/2013
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CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, FL
JOB CLASSIFICATION LIST - 10/01/12
Grade

Minimum

Midpoint

Maximum

Job Code and Title

GENERAL EMPLOYEES SALARY SCHEDULE
UNCLASSIFIED PART-TIME POSITIONS
$6.67
$8.23
$12.00
$9.69

6012 LIBRARY PAGE
SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD
SUMMER CAMP AIDE
CONCESSION ATTENDANT

$8.75
$12.29

CONCESSION SUPERVISOR

$13.12
$20.00
$16.41
$18.88

3067 PROCESS SERVER
3008 DRUG COURT COUNSELOR

SUMMER PROGRAM COORDINATOR
CONCESSION MANAGER

0009 LEGAL STAFF ASSISTANT
6008 RECORDS SPECIALIST

CLASSIFIED FULL-TIME POSITIONS
3 A

22,145.38

28,235.20

34,325.02

W

425.87

542.98

660.10

H

10.65

13.57

16.50

B

851.75

1,085.97

1,320.19
0001 OFFICE ASSISTANT

4 A

23,856.87

30,417.78

36,978.70

W

458.79

584.96

711.13

H

11.47

14.62

17.78

B

917.57

1,169.91

1,422.26
8001 CUSTODIAN
8017 DOCK ATTENDANT
2039 SECURITY GUARD
3015 CASE WORKER

5 A

25,568.35

32,599.75

39,631.13

W

491.70

626.92

762.14

H

12.29

15.67

19.05

B

983.40

1,253.84

1,524.27

7009 COURIER/PRINTER
0007 CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK
0002 OFFICE ASSISTANT, SENIOR
5037 PROGRAM AIDE
5031 POOL GUARD

6 A

27,279.86

34,781.72

42,283.57

W

524.61

668.88

813.15

H

13.12

16.72

20.33

B

1,049.23

1,337.76

1,626.29

5011 LIBRARY ASSISTANT
5027 LIFEGUARD
8007 MAINTENANCE WORKER
5032 RECREATION LEADER
6039 BILLING & COLLECTION CLERK

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

CONSENT
RESOLUTION

Subject:

The Police Department requests to increase the total complement of the Police
Technician positions by creating two (2) full-time and two (2) part-time positions in the
Police Department's 2013-2014 Fiscal Year Budget.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends that the City Council approve the increase of
two (2) full-time and two (2) part-time Police Technician positions in
the Police Department's 2013-2014 Fiscal Year Budget.

Originating
Dept.

Police

Costs:

$2,881.42

User Dept.

Police

Funding
Source:

The Department seeks to delete a Police Officer
position and freeze funding of another Police Officer
position to fund the Police Technician positions for a
savings of $135,316. The net impact to the FY2014
Police Department Budget is $2,881.42, which can be
absorbed in the current FY2014 allocation.

Advertised:

No

Budget
Account
Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Not
Required

Background/Summary:
The Police Department is requesting to increase the total complement of the Police Technician
positions by creating two (2) full-time and two (2) part-time positions in the Police Department's
2013-2014 Fiscal Year Budget. The Police Technicians will be assigned as Crime Scene Investigators,
Evidence Technicians, and other support functions that are currently staffed with sworn Police
Officers. Of the five (5) technicians presently budgeted, two (2) are assigned to Crime Scene, one (1) is

assigned to Evidence, and two (2) are assigned to Traffic.
The Department created the Police Technician position in 2007 to impact mission critical functions
with civilian personnel. These civilian personnel provide trained and focused expertise at a cost that
is less than sworn personnel who previously provided these services.
Adding the Police Technician positions will allow for the immediate redeployment of three (3)
experienced sworn Police Officers to uniformed patrol.
Increasing the complement of Police Technicians also allows the Department to keep pace with
critical crime scene and forensic protocols that include the processing of firearms, fingerprints (AFIS),
and DNA.
In keeping with the Palm Beach County Gun Crime Policy, all firearms are to be test fired and
entered into the Brass Trax System. This requirement strains existing Crime Scene resources.
Currently, the Department sends fingerprint evidence to the Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office
Crime Lab for analysis. The Sheriff's Crime Lab is approximately six (6) months to a year behind in
entering Riviera Beach cases in AFIS. The Riviera Beach Police Department owns an AFIS Machine,
and with adequate staff, can enter/process its own fingerprints using AFIS.
Crime Scene Investigators spend the majority of their time processing major crime scenes. Therefore,
many minor crime scenes are not processed by Crime Scene Technicians, but rather by Sworn Police
Officers who are less proficient. Additional Police Technicians will immediately impact the
effectiveness in processing these minor but important crime scenes.
The cost of hiring two (2) full-time Police Technicians and two (2) part-time Police Technicians is
$138,197. The Department requests to fund these positions in FY2014 by deleting a Police Officer
position and freezing the funds of another Police Officer position for a savings of $135,316. The net
impact to the FY2014 budget is $2,881.42, which can be absorbed in the current FY2014 allocation.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs

$138,197.00

External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact

$2,881.42

NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :

The Department seeks to delete a Police Officer position and freeze funding of another Police
Officer position to fund the Police Technician positions for a savings of $135,316. The net impact to
the FY2014 Police Department Budget is $2,881.42, which can be absorbed in the current FY2014
allocation.
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

Resolution_Increase_Complement_of_Police_Technicians_Two_FT_and_Two_PT_9-2513.doc

Resolution: Increase Police Techs 2 FT and
2 PT

RESOLUTION NO. ______

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA,
AUTHORIZING THE DELETION OF A POLICE OFFICER
POSITION AND FREEZING THE FUNDS OF ANOTHER POLICE
OFFICER POSITION TO CREATE TWO (2) FULL TIME POLICE
TECHNICIAN POSITIONS AND TWO (2) PART TIME POLICE
TECHNICIAN POSITIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF $138,197 IN THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT’S 2013-2014 FISCAL YEAR BUDGET;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, The Police Department, as part of its ongoing efforts to
provide optimum service to the residents and business owners of the City of
Riviera Beach, also recognizes the responsibility to do so in the most cost
effective manner; and
WHEREAS, The Police Department requests the deletion of a Police
Officer position and freeze the funding of another Police Officer position in its
2013–2014 Fiscal Year Budget to create two (2) full-time and two (2) part-time
positions that will provide trained and focused expertise at a cost less than sworn
personnel and will immediately impact the effectiveness in processing important
crime scenes to keep pace with critical crime scene and forensic protocols which
include the processing of firearms, fingerprints (AFIS), and DNA; and
WHEREAS, Adding the Police Technician positions will allow for the
immediate redeployment of three (3) experienced Sworn Police Officers to
uniformed Patrol.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA, THAT:

RESOLUTION NO.
PAGE 2

SECTION 1: The City Council approves the deletion of a Police Officer
position and freeze the funding in another Police Officer position and increase
the total complement of the Police Technician position by creating two (2)
full-time and two (2) part-time positions in the Police Department’s 2013–2014
Fiscal Year Budget.
SECTION 2: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its
approval.
PASSED AND ADOPTED this ______ day of ________, 2013.

REMAINDER OF DOCUMENT INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK

RESOLUTION
PAGE 3
APPROVED:
______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

________________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:
_______________________________ ________________________________
CARRIE E. WARD,
DAWN S. PARDO
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CHAIR PRO TEM
CITY CLERK
________________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON
_______________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON
_______________________________
TERENCE D. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON
MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

B. GUYTON

_______

J. DAVIS

_______

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

T. DAVIS

_______

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY
----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, ESQ., B.C.S., CITY ATTORNEY
DATE: ___________________________

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

CONSENT
RESOLUTION

Subject:

A resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute the Locally Funded
Agreement Amendment Number One between the City of Riviera Beach and the
Florida Department of Transportation changing the Financial Management (FM)
number of the original agreement from 229897-2-52-01 to FM number 229897-2-5202.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends that the City Council approve the attached
resolution.

Originating Dept.

Public Works

Costs:

User Dept.

City

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

$0.00

000-0000-000-0-0000

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
On August 16, 2013, the City and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) entered into agreement for the
City to fund the installation of the irrigation system on the State Road 710 project. The agreement was drafted by
FDOT and contained an incorrect Financial Management (FM) number. The original FM number was 229897-2-5201 and the correct FM number should be 229897-2-52-02.
In order to correct the FM number, FDOT has requested that the City execute Amendment Number One. Aside from
the FM number change, there are no other requested changes in Amendment Number One.
Staff requests that City Council approve the resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute the Locally
Funded Agreement (LFA) Amendment Number One changing the FM number from 229897-2-52-01 to FM number
229897-2-52-02.

II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:

2013

Fiscal Years

2014

2015

2016

2017

Capital Expenditures
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Operating Costs
External Revenues

NA

Program Income (city)

NA

In-kind Match (city)

NA
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)

N/A

Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO: 000-0000-000-0-0000
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe

ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

RESOLUTION_(AMENDMENT_NUMBER_1_TO_LFA).doc

Resolution Amendment No. 1

Amendment_No__1.pdf

Amendment Number One

DOC100413.pdf

Original Agreement Excerpts

RESOLUTION NO. _______

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA,
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY CLERK TO EXECUTE
THE LOCALLY FUNDED AGREEMENT (LFA) AMENDMENT
NUMBER ONE BETWEEN THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
AND THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CHANGING THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (FM) NUMBER
OF THE ORIGINAL AGREEMENT FROM 229897-2-52-01 TO
FM NUMBER 229897-2-52-02; AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City and Florida Department of Transportation entered into
agreement on August 16, 2013 for the City fund irrigation installation on SR 710; and
WHEREAS, FDOT entered an incorrect Financial Management (FM) Number on the
originally approved agreement; and
WHEREAS, Amendment Number One changes the FM number from 229897-2-5201 to FM number 229897-2-52-02.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA as follows:
SECTION 1. The City Council hereby approves Amendment Number One of the
LFA between the City and FDOT which changes the FM number from 229897-2-52-01
to FM number 229897-2-52-02.
SECTION 2. The Mayor and City Clerk are authorized to execute Amendment
Number One of the LFA with the Florida Department of Transportation.
SECTION 3. That the Resolution take effect upon its passage and approval by City
Council.

PASSED and APPROVED this _______ day of _________________________, 2013

RESOLUTION NO.______
PAGE: 2

APPROVED:

______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

_____________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:

_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

______________________________
BILLIE E. BROOKS
CHAIR PRO TEM

______________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
COUNCILPERSON

______________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
COUNCILPERSON

_____________________________
SHELBY L. LOWE
COUNCILPERSON

MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

J. DAVIS

_______

B. BROOKS

_______

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

S. LOWE

_______

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

----------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY

DATE: ___________________________

FM No: 229897-2-52-01
Vendor No: VF 596-000-417

STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AND
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH
LOCALLY FUNDED AGREEMENT
AMENDMENT NUMBER ONE
THIS Amendment, made and entered into this
day of
, 20 , by
and between the State Of Florida Department Of Transportation, hereinafter called the “DEPARTMENT”, and
Broward County, located at 2391 Avenue L, Riviera Beach, Florida 33404, hereinafter called the
“PARTICIPANT”.
WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, on August 16, 2013, the parties entered into a Locally Funded Agreement, hereinafter
referred to as the “Agreement”, wherein the DEPARTMENT and the PARTICIPANT agreed that the
DEPARTMENT make certain improvements in connection with Financial Management (FM) Number 2298972-52-01 for the installation of an irrigation system, landscape, and/or hardscape during the DEPARTMENT’s
reconstruction Project along SR-710/Beeline Highway from West of Congress Avenue (MP 21.994) to West of
Australian Avenue (MP 22.836) in Palm Beach County, Florida and hereinafter referred to as the “Project”; and
WHEREAS, the parties desire to amend the Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the parties hereto mutually agree that this Amendment is in their best interest;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises and representations herein,
the parties hereby amend the Agreement, as follows:
1.

The recitals set forth above are true and correct and are deemed incorporated herein.

2.

The first WHEREAS paragraph of the Agreement shall remain in force and effect and the following FM
Number is hereby added to the Agreement: FM Number 229897-2-52-02.

3.

Paragraph 5A, subparagraph 3, of the Agreement is amended as follows:
Both parties acknowledge that the DEPARTMENT has received payment, from the
PARTICIPANT, in the amount of TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE THOUSAND ONE
HUNDRED FORTY THREE DOLLARS AND NO CENTS ($281,143.00). The DEPARTMENT
shall utilize this amount towards the costs of Project No. 229897-2-52-02.

All provisions, covenants, terms and conditions of the Agreement between the parties theretofore
entered into on August 16, 2013, as originally set forth therein, which are not hereby expressly amended or
modified and not in conflict with the terms hereof, are hereby ratified and confirmed and shall remain the same
and be unaffected by these presents.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Amendment is executed by the parties below for the purposes specified
herein. Authorization has been given by the PARTICIPANT to enter into and execute this Amendment by
Resolution Number
, hereto attached.

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH

BY:
NAME: THOMAS A. MASTERS
TITLE:
MAYOR

ATTEST:

Carrie E. Ward, MMC
CITY CLERK

_

BY:
GERRY O’REILLY, P.E.
DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT

LEGAL REVIEW:

(SEAL)

BY:
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

APPROVED:

APPROVED:

BY:
ATTORNEY

BY:
DISTRICT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ENGINEER
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CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

AWARDS/PRESENTATIONS/PETITIONS

Subject:

Washington Elementary Success. Moved from a "C" to an "A"

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating Dept.

Legislative Department

User Dept.
Advertised:

Costs:
Funding Source:

No

Budget Account Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
Washington Elementary is one of four community schools that is located in Riviera Beach. It's a true
community school where students either walk to school or parents drop them off. During the 20112012 school year, Washington was identified by the state of Florida as one of the lowest performing
schools in Florida. The Palm Beach School District offered Washington an extra hour of reading
during the school day to help with Reading. Last year, Ms. Edwards, administration, teachers, staff
and parents worked hard to remove Washington from the list as a low performing school. With team
work and dedication from teachers, Washington not only was removed from the list but went from a
"C" to an "A". There was only one other school in Palm Beach County that went from a "C" to an "A".
We are extremely proud of the students at Washington Elementary.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues

Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
No Attachments Available

Description:

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

AWARDS/PRESENTATIONS/PETITIONS

Subject:

A Presentation by Denise Alexander from Nu Life-Nu Faith Ministries All about Kidz,
regarding afterschool Tutorials, donations, community educational development and
open house.

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating Dept.

Legislative Department

Costs:

User Dept.

Legislative District 3

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
A Presentation by Denise Alexander from Nu Life-Nu Faith Ministries All about Kidz, regarding
afterschool Tutorials, donations, community educational development and open house.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact

NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
No Attachments Available

Description:

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

ORDINANCE ON FIRST READING

Subject:

Adoption of new Travel Policy

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends the approval on First Reading of Ordinance to
Repeal Chapter 2 Article V

Originating Dept.

FINANCE

Costs:

User Dept.

ALL

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
Currently, travel policy is established by City of Riviera Beach ordinance. The ordinance has not been
amended since 1999 and has been determined to be outdated. The Travel Policy, adopted on
October 2, 2013, will replace the ordinance.
As stewards of public funds and public trust, the new Travel Policy provides for better and more
efficient administration of travel. The Policy provides standards, guidelines and procedures for
responsibilities of the traveler and travel approver, and the travel authorization process.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

Travel_Ordinance_repeal_October_16_2013.doc

Travel Repeal Ordinance

Travel_Policy_10_02_2013_FINAL!.doc

TRAVEL POLICY

ORDINANCE NO. __________

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY,
FLORIDA, REPEALING ARTICLE V ENTITLED “PER
DIEM AND TRAVEL EXPENSES” OF CHAPTER 2
ENTITLED “ADMINISTRATION” OF THE CITY’S
CODE
OF
ORDINANCES;
PROVIDING
FOR
SEVERABILTY, CONFLICTS AND CODIFICATION;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Riviera Beach Code of Ordinance Chapter 2 entitled
“Administration,” Article V entitled “Per Diem and Travel Expenses” has not been
amended since 1999 and has been determined to be outdated; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is in the best interest of its
citizens and serves a valid public purpose to repeal ordinance and replace it with a
Travel Policy that can be amended from time to time; and
WHEREAS, the City Council approved a new Travel Policy by resolution, in
resolution number 129-13, which shall become effective upon adoption of this
ordinance repealing the travel ordinance.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA as follows:
SECTION 1. That Article V entitled “Per Diem and Travel Expenses” of
Chapter 2, entitled “Administration” of the City’s Code of Ordinances, is hereby
REPEALED in its entirety.
SECTION 2. If any word, phrase, clause, subsection or section of this
Ordinance is for any reason held invalid, the invalidity thereof shall not affect the
validity of any remaining portions of this Ordinance.
SECTION 3. That all sections or parts of sections of the Code of Ordinances,
all ordinances or parts of ordinances, and all resolutions or parts of resolutions in
conflict herewith, are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict.
SECTION 4. Specific authority is hereby granted to codify this Ordinance.
SECTION 5. This Ordinance shall become effective immediately upon its final
passage.
PASSED and
___________ , 2013.

APPROVED

on

first

reading

this

______

day

of

PASSED and ADOPTED on second and final reading this ______ day of
__________ , 2013.

ORDINANCE NO. _________
PAGE 2
APPROVED:
______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

______________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:

______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

______________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM

______________________________
BRUCE A. GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON

______________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

______________________________
TERENCE D. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

ORDINANCE NO. _________
PAGE 3

1ST READING

2ND & FINAL READING

MOTIONED BY: _____________

MOTIONED BY: ____________

SECONDED BY: _____________

SECONDED BY:____________

C. THOMAS

__________

C. THOMAS __________

D. PARDO

__________

D. PARDO

J. DAVIS

__________

J. DAVIS

B. GUYTON

__________

B. GUYTON

T. DAVIS

__________

T. DAVIS

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY
___________________________________
PAMALA H. RYAN, B.C.S.
CITY ATTORNEY
DATE:______________________

POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT: Travel

DATE:

October,

Policy and Procedures

2013

UMBER:

POLICY STATEME T
An Elected Official or Employee traveling for business purposes on behalf of the City of Riviera Beach
(“City”) may charge against appropriate City accounts reasonable and necessary costs, as defined herein,
for such travel.
PURPOSE OF THE POLICY
The intent of the Travel Policy and Procedures is to ensure that individuals traveling on City business
neither gain nor lose personal funds as a result of that travel and to ensure that travel costs are
reasonable and necessary for the conduct of City business. The City also desires to present a
comprehensive statement of travel policies and procedures that is easy to understand by Travelers and
easy to comply with. Adherence to this policy and the associated procedures will ensure that Travelers
are in compliance with local, state, and federal laws, rules, and regulations regarding business travel,
along with the requirements of other agencies and outside funding sources.
APPLICABILITY
This policy applies to elected officials, employees, advisory or other types of board members, or any
person authorized to travel on the City’s behalf in the conduct of official City business.
DEFI ITIO S
For the purposes of the Travel Policy and Procedures, the following words shall have the meaning
indicated:
A.

Employee - an individual who fills a regular full-time, temporary or part-time authorized
and budgeted position with the City of Riviera Beach. The position filled by the
individual may be regular or temporary.

B.

Elected Official – City of Riviera Beach Mayor or Councilperson.

C.

Traveler - An Elected Official, an Employee, an advisory board member, or any person
authorized to travel on the City’s behalf in the conduct of official City business.

D.

Authorizing Individual – an individual authorized by this Policy to authorize a travel
request.

E.

Travel – Moving from place of the normal business to conduct official City business.
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POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT: Travel

Policy and Procedures

F.

Travel Expense, Traveling Expenses and/or Necessary expenses while traveling, or words
of similar nature - The usual ordinary and incidental expenditures necessarily incurred by
a Traveler.

G.

Common Carrier - Train, bus, commercial airline operating scheduled flights, or rental
cars of an established rental car firm.

H.

Grantor – Outside agency providing funding to the City for reimbursement of travel
expenses.

RESPO SIBILITY
A.

The City Council, City Manager, and Department Heads are responsible for ensuring
that:
1.

Travel commitments are within their budgeted funds and accounts will not be
over-expended.

2.

Travel is directly related to City business.

3.

Proper authorization for travel expenses is received before any travel
commitments are made or travel expenses incurred.

4.

Travel expenditures are supported by proper documentation and/or receipts.

5.

Travel is completed in the most cost effective manner.

6.

All travel expenditures and reimbursements are in compliance with this Policy.

B.

The City Manager and/or designee shall promulgate policies and procedures to effectuate
the City’s travel expense and reimbursement policies and procedures.

C.

The Authorizing Individual shall designate the most economical method of travel for
each trip, keeping in mind the following conditions:

D.

1.

The nature of the business.

2.

The day and length of travel, subsistence allowances, transportation costs, and
other incidental expenses.

3.

The number of persons traveling and the amount of equipment or material to be
transported.

The Director of Finance and Administrative Services shall provide any and all forms
necessary to cover the authorization and documentation of official City travel.
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TRAVEL AUTHORIZATIO
A.

All travel must be approved prior to any travel commitments being made or before travel
expenses are incurred as follows.
i.

Elected officials, the City Manager and the City Attorney are authorized to
approve their own respective travel.

ii.

The City Manager is authorized to approve travel for City Department Heads.

iii.

City Department Heads are authorized to approve travel for individuals in their
assigned department.

B.

Obtaining Authorization - Before making any travel commitments, a Traveler should be
aware of the City’s and/or a grantor’s travel policies. If a grantor’s travel policies and
procedures are more restrictive, the grantor’s policies and procedures should be followed.
The City Manager or the Director of Finance and Administrative Services must authorize,
in writing, any travel related expenditure that deviate from the Travel Policy.

C.

Combining Personal Travel with Business Travel - When a Traveler combines business
related travel with personal travel the City will only reimburse City-related travel
expenses. Documentation of the Traveler’s business related expenses, exclusive of any
expenses associated with personal travel, must be submitted with the Travel
Authorization form.

D.

Traveling with an Attendant – The City may pay for travel and subsistence expenses for
attendants for physically challenged City employees while traveling on City business in
the same manner as City employees. The City Manager must approve a request in
writing prior to incurring travel expenses.

E.

Emergency response Travel – In the event an Employee is required to travel in an
emergency with limited advance knowledge, Paragraph B of this Section is waived.

SUBSISTE CE ALLOWA CE
Except as otherwise stated, a Traveler shall be allowed subsistence when traveling on City business.
A.

Lodging
1.

Actual expense of lodging shall not exceed a rate of $150.00 (exclusive of taxes
and tips) per day for single occupancy, the conference discounted lodging rate or
an amount approved by the Authorizing Individual when local conditions require
such adjustment and documentation is provided.
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Policy and Procedures

All expenses for lodging must be substantiated by suitable receipts and
documentation.

Meals
1.

Reimbursement for meals – Meals are reimbursed in an amount not to exceed
$60.00 (inclusive of taxes and tips) for each full day of travel, as set out in more
detail below.

2.

Per Meal Allowance - The following shows the breakdown of breakfast, lunch,
and dinner components of the maximum daily reimbursement (per diem) rates for
meals while on travel status. Travel must begin prior to and end after the times
stated below.
Breakfast
a.m.

$12.00 - Travel begins before 6 a.m. and extends beyond 8

Lunch
2 p.m.

$18.00 - Travel begins before 12 noon and extends beyond

Dinner
$30.00 - Travel begins before 6 p.m. and extends beyond 8
p.m., or when travel occurs during nighttime hours due to special
assignment.
3.

The per diem allowance covers cost of the meal and all taxes and tips.

4.

The per diem allowance rate may be adjusted by the Authorizing Individual and
the Director of Finance and Administrative Services for high cost travel
destinations or when local conditions require such adjustment and documentation
is provided.

5.

Meals in lieu of those provided by a common carrier, included in
conference/seminar registration fees, or hotel will not be reimbursed by the City.
The City will not reimburse the Traveler for meals that are provided at no cost to
the Traveler. Hors d'oeuvres do not constitute a provided meal.

TRA SPORTATIO EXPE SES
Transportation expenses will be reimbursed based on the most economical mode of transportation and
the most direct route to and from the authorized business travel destination. If an indirect route is used
for travel for the Traveler’s convenience, then any additional costs shall be borne by the Traveler.
Reimbursement for expenses shall be based only on such charges as would have been incurred by a
usually traveled route.
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Mileage Expenses
1.

Mileage shall be computed between the Traveler’s headquarters location and the
work-related travel destination. The official headquarters of a Traveler shall be
the Traveler’s normal place of employment within the City’s limits. (See
exception in item 4 below)

2.

Mileage claims shall be based on verifiable documentation.

3.

Travel between the Traveler’s residence and the Traveler’s work headquarters are
not allowable expenses.

4.

Mileage from the Traveler’s residence to the travel destination or common carrier
site is eligible, if any of the following occurs.
(a)
Travel originates from the Traveler’s residence and the distance to
the common carrier site or work related travel destination is less than the
distance from the Traveler’s headquarters location.
(b)
City business travel starts or ends before or after the Traveler’s
normal working hours.
(c)
City business travel starts or ends on a scheduled and approved
holiday or day-off.

B.

5.

Vicinity mileage necessary for conduct of official business is allowable and
should be reported as a separate item on the Mileage Reimbursement Form.

6.

A Traveler shall not claim for mileage or transportation expenses when the
Traveler is transported gratuitously by another person, or when a Traveler is
transported by another Traveler who is entitled to mileage or the transportation
allowance.

7.

Actual miles driven must be reported on the Travel Authorization Form.

City Vehicles
1.

Travelers shall initially determine if travel by the use of a City vehicle is cost
effective and feasible. If so, arrangements should be made to use a City vehicle.
If a City vehicle is available for use, the City’s policies and procedures should be
used to reserve the City vehicle and for the care and maintenance of the vehicle
while in the Traveler’s custody.
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D.

E.

Policy and Procedures

2.

Individuals other than Elected Officials and Employees may not travel in City
vehicles unless related to City business.

3.

The Traveler should report on the Travel Authorization Form that a City vehicle
was used.

Rental Cars
1.

A vehicle may be rented if it is more cost effective and expedient to do so.

2.

A standard model sedan shall be used when renting an automobile unless unusual
circumstances dictate otherwise. Such circumstances must be documented and
approval must be obtained from the Director of Finance and Administrative
Services in advance.

3.

Any available discounts negotiated with the car rental company should be
obtained.

4.

The individual renting the vehicle shall purchase at the City’s expense the
vehicular Loss damage waiver offered by the rental agency. The liability
portion is covered under the City’s Self-Insured plan which is subject to a
$100,000 SIR and should, therefore, not be purchased.

Common Carrier
1.

Transportation by common carrier when traveling on official business and paid for
personally by the Traveler shall be substantiated by a receipt.

2.

A Traveler shall use coach, tourist or economy flights and shall obtain special
authorization to travel first or business class from the Authorizing Individual if
urgent travel is required and air coach, tourist or economy flights are not
available.

3.

In the event the Traveler elects to use transportation other than the most
economical class, the charges in excess of the most economical class shall be
refunded by the Traveler.

Personal or Privately Owned Vehicle
1.

The Traveler should use a City vehicle when practical; if it has been determined
that automobile travel is to be used.

2.

The use of privately owned vehicles for official travel in lieu of City vehicles or
common carrier may be authorized by the Authorizing Individual, if a City
vehicle is not available.
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3.

The Traveler shall be entitled to a mileage allowance at the IRS rate in effect at
the time of the travel.

4.

Vicinity mileage necessary for the conduct of City business is allowable and is
reimbursable on the cents-per-mile basis based on actual miles driven and should
be reported as a separate item on the Mileage Reimbursement Form.

5.

No contracts may be entered into between an Elected Official, an Employee, or
any other person, and the City, in which a depreciation allowance is used in
computing the amount due by the City to the individual for the use of a privatelyowned vehicle on official business; provided, any such existing contract shall not
be impaired.

6.

Reimbursement for expenditures relating to the operation, maintenance, and
ownership of a vehicle shall not be allowed when privately-owned vehicles are
used on City business.

7.

The same guidelines in Section VIII-A “Mileage Expenses” are applicable to
Section VIII-E “Personal or Privately Owned Vehicle.”

OTHER EXPE SES
A Traveler shall be reimbursed the following incidental expenses up to the maximum indicated:
A.

Taxi fare- Maximum = Actual costs including tip.

B.

Ferry fees and bridge, road and tunnel tolls - Maximum = Actual cost.

C.

Storage and parking fees - Maximum = Actual cost.

D.

Communication expenses, such as telephone, facsimile, electronic mail, wireless internet
connection and any other communication expense - Maximum = Actual cost.

E.

Convention registration fees while attending a convention, conference or training course
which will serve a direct City purpose with relation to the department served by the
person attending such event. Travelers should plan accordingly to obtain early
registration discounts if available – Maximum = Actual cost.

F.

Laundry and dry cleaning expenses are reimbursable for trips in excess of six days,
provided that such expenses are reasonable - Maximum = Actual cost for necessary
clothing items.
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G.

Tipping is reimbursable, provided that such expenses are reasonable - Maximum =A
gratuity or tip shall not exceed 15% of the bill. Tips for baggage handling shall not
exceed $2.00 per bag and shall be limited to the handling of bags at airport departure and
arrival and hotel check-in and check-out, if applicable. Tips for maid service shall not
exceed $2.00 per day per person occupying the room.

H.

Airline luggage fees are reimbursable for one piece of luggage for each flight –
Maximum = Actual cost.

I.

Telephone Calls
1. The City shall pay for long distance calls that are for official City business.
2. A Traveler is not allowed to charge long distance telephone calls to the City for calls
made of a personal nature, except as stated below:
i.
ii.

iii.

J.

One (1) "safe arrival" call upon arriving to the destination, when traveling to a
location outside the local calling area.
A Traveler is in travel status for two (2) or more consecutive days in a week is
allowed one (1) personal long distance telephone call for each two (2) days of
travel.
A Traveler may be reimbursed for emergency calls with the approval of the
Authorizing Individual. For example, if the travel period has been extended
beyond original plans due to unforeseen reasons.

Other expenses that are reasonable, necessary and approved by the Authoring Individual
and the Director of Finance and Administrative Services are reimbursable, provided that
such expenses are substantiated by suitable receipts.

O -REIMBURSABLE EXPE SES
Typical non-reimbursable expenses include, but are not limited to, the following:
First or Business Class airline travel
Upgrades to air travel, hotel accommodation, and rental cars
Personal items, such as clothing, luggage, personal grooming, toiletries and other
miscellaneous personal items
Supplemental travel or car rental insurance
Lost baggage
Personal automobile repairs
Laundry for travel less than six (6) days
Fines, tickets, penalties, and legal fees
Expenses associated with companion travel
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Personal telephone calls and other communication expenses
Personal entertainment and recreational fees
Liquor
Traveler expenses paid for by another individual or entity.
TAX-EXEMPT STATUS
The City is a tax-exempt and should not be assessed taxes for goods and services. A Traveler shall take
a copy of the City’s Tax-exempt Certificate when traveling and present a copy to each vendor to get
relief from taxation, if available.
PROCEDURE
REPORTI G TRAVEL EXPE SES A D REIMBURSEME TS
The Director of Finance and Administrative Services shall designate the appropriate travel reporting
forms to report travel expenses and reimbursements. Travel reporting forms will include, but not be
limited to the Travel Authorization Form and any other form as may be deemed necessary.
A.

The Travel Authorization Form shall be used to receive travel authorization and to claim
reimbursement for authorized travel expenses. The form is designed to do the following:
1.

Estimate the cost of travel.

2.

Obtain initial approval for the proposed travel.

3.

Request a travel advance.

4.

Identify the proper accounting and budget information to account for the travel.

5.

Report the actual, allowable, and documented costs of business travel.

B.

All expenses for the trip must be shown on the Travel Authorization Form. This
includes conference registration fees that were paid for in advance, transportation
expenses that were paid by the City or the Traveler and any other costs that may have
been previously incurred, regardless if paid by the City or reimbursed to the Traveler.

C.

Prior to travel, the Travel Authorization Form must be completed, signed by the Traveler
and Authorizing Individual and submitted to the Finance Department along with the
relevant information and substantiation of anticipated expenses.
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Substantiated anticipated expenses shall include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Conference or event registration form
Estimate of Mileage calculation
Airline pre-confirmation print-out
Meal costs
Estimate of Other Expenses

D.

On return from travel, the Travel Authorization Form shall be completed, signed by the
Traveler and Authorizing Individual, and submitted to the Finance Department within
twenty (20) business days of the Traveler’s return from travel status. This shall include
requests for travel reimbursements, travel expenses, and refunds due to the City for travel
expenses incurred that are not eligible for reimbursement. Travel Authorization Forms
must be submitted with the relevant information and substantiation of expenses.

E.

Substantiation of expenses must include the following.

F.

1.

Date and time of departure from and return to the Traveler’s headquarters or
residence.

2.

Origin and destination of the travel and miles traveled (where appropriate).

3.

Purpose or the nature of the business benefit derived as a result of the travel.

4.

Amounts associated with all expenditures listed by date and location in the closeout section of the Travel Authorization Form.

5.

The original of all receipts shall be submitted with the Travel Authorization Form
unless a City issued procurement card was used to pay a travel expense.

6.

If the City’s procurement card was used to pay for travel expenses, copies of the
procurement/credit card receipts should be submitted with the Travel
Authorization Form. The original procurement card receipts are to be submitted
to the Finance Department as part of the Traveler’s monthly procurement card
reconciliation report.

7.

Receipts are required for all reimbursement requests unless specifically exempted
by this policy.

Lost Documentation and Receipts
If supporting documentation or receipts cannot be located, the Traveler shall address a
memorandum to the Director of Finance and Administrative Services providing a full
explanation for the lost item(s) and specifically identify the expenditures to which the
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explanation applies and submit along with the Travel Authorization Form within ten (10)
business days of return from travel status.
G.

Expenditures exempt for receipts
i.
ii.
iii.

Meals
Tips for luggage handling
Tips for maid service

APPROVAL OF TRAVEL EXPE SES A D REIMBURSEME TS
The signatures of the Traveler and the Authorizing Individual will constitute certification that all
expenses stated on the Travel Authorization Form are reasonable and necessary in the performance of
official City business and in accordance with the Travel Policy.
PAYME T OF TRAVEL
A.

City Procurement Card – The first choice for paying authorized travel expenses shall
be a City issued procurement card. This choice should be selected for lodging, common
carrier, registration fees and vehicle rental. When the City’s procurement card is used to
pay for travel expenses, copies of the card receipts should be submitted with the Travel
Authorization Form and the original card receipts submitted with the cardholder’s
monthly procurement card reconciliation report.

B.

Check Request – The second choice for paying authorized travel expenses shall be a
direct payment to a vendor. This choice should only be made if the Traveler does not
have access to a City issued procurement card. The Traveler shall submit the required
Travel Authorization Form and documentation for travel related expenses to be paid for
directly by the City. Requests for such payments along with the proper supporting
documentation and payment instructions are to be submitted to the Finance Department
well in advance of the actual travel departure date.

C.

Payments Made with Traveler’s Personal Funds – A Traveler shall be reimbursed for
all appropriate and properly documented travel expenses that have been personally paid
for by the Traveler. Documentation for such travel expenses shall be submitted with the
Travel Authorization Form. This choice should be limited only to those expenses which
would be payable to the Traveler and not passed-thru to a vendor other than tips.

D.

Travel Advance - The Director of Finance and Administrative Services may make or
authorize advances to cover anticipated costs of travel to a Traveler. A Traveler shall use
the Travel Authorization Form to request travel advances. The minimum amount of a
travel advance is $50.00. Advances are permitted only for those expenses that are
exempt from receipts and would be payable to the Traveler and not passed-thru to a
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vendor other than tips. At the end of travel, all travel advances must be accounted for on
the Travel Authorization Form and proper supporting documentation for amounts spent
must be provided.
PAYME TS TO ELECTED OFFICIALS A D EMPLOYEES
Payments made to Elected Officials or Employees for travel advances or post-travel reimbursements
shall be paid to the individual through payroll.
GE ERAL PE ALTIES
A.

The City Manager through the Director of Finance and Administrative Services may deny
the privilege to travel at City expense to any person who habitually violates this travel
policy and associated procedures. Any person whose travel privileges have been denied
may appeal directly to the City Manager; however, the reason for the denial must have
first been resolved.

B.

Traveler’s failing to submit a Travel Authorization Form with all required travel
documentation within twenty (20) business days of the Traveler’s return from travel
status may result in the City deducting travel advances from the Traveler’s salary or
wages, where applicable.

C.

Travel expenses that have no bearing on the legitimate business nature of the travel are
the responsibility of the Traveler and will not be reimbursed by the City. Unauthorized
expenses or improperly documented expenses that have been paid by the City must be
repaid to the City by the Traveler within ten (10) business days of the Traveler’s return
from travel status. Failing to do so may result in the City deducting such amount(s) from
the Traveler’s salary or wages, where applicable.

FRAUDULE T CLAIMS A D PROSECUTIO
Claims submitted pursuant to this travel policy and associated procedures shall not be required to be
sworn to before a notary public or other officer authorized to administer oaths but any claim authorized
or required to be made under any provision of this section shall contain a statement that the expenses
were actually incurred by the Traveler as necessary traveling expenses in the performance of his/her
official duties and shall be verified by a written declaration that it is true and correct as to every material
matter; and any person who willfully makes and subscribes to any such claim which he does not believe
to be true and correct as to every material matter, who willfully aids or assists in, or procures, counsels,
or advises the preparation of presentation under the provisions of this section of a claim which is
fraudulent or is false as to any material matter, whether or not such falsity or fraud is with the
knowledge or consent of the person authorized or required to present such claim, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished accordingly. Whoever shall receive an
allowance or reimbursement by means of a false claim shall be civilly liable in the amount of the
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overpayment for the reimbursement of the public funds from which the claim was paid.
LEGISLATIVE TRAVEL
The travel budget for Elected Officials shall be approved by the City Council through the budget
process. All individual expenses will be substantiated by receipts and requests for payments will be
approved by the City Manager and the Director of Finance and Administrative Services prior to
reimbursement. The Director of Finance and Administrative Services shall be required to keep copies of
Travel Expense Reports for all Elected Officials travel expenditures reimbursed by the City and make
the same available upon request to all interested persons.
It is the policy of the City Council that each elected official must pay for all travel expenses within their
individual respective budget and not from other City departments. This policy does not preclude other
agencies from paying for travel for elected officials if allowed by law.

Departmental Sponsor:
Policy Review Date:
References:
Departments Affected:
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CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

DISCUSSION AND DELIBERATION

Subject:

CHARTER REVIEW ADVISORY BOARD

Recommendation/Motion:

To approve the recommendation to create a Charter Review Board.

Originating Dept.

CITY MANAGER

Costs:

User Dept.

ALL USERS

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
The City of Riviera Beach's current charter was adopted in March 2008 by the electors of the City
after a Charter Review Advisory Board made recommendations to City council regarding the same.
Councilperson Judy Davis is interested in creating a new Advisory Board and drafted a
resolution/policy for city Council consideration. Ms. Davis presented the City Council with a draft at
the September 4, 2013 meeting.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact

NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
Charter_Review_Advisory_Board_Creation_Resolution.docx

Description:
Charter Review Advisory Board Creation Resolution

RESOLUTION NO. ______
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY,
FLORIDA, CREATING A CHARTER REVIEW ADVISORY
BOARD FOR THE PURPOSE OF REVIEWING AND
UPDATING
THE
CHARTER
AND
MAKING
RECOMMENDATIONS;
PROVIDING
PURPOSE,
RESPONSIBILITIES, MEMBERSHIP AND MEETINGS;
AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

WHEREAS, the City of Riviera Beach’s current charter was adopted in March
2008 by the electors of the City after a Charter Review Advisory Board made
recommendations to City Council regarding the same; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has expressed its desire to create a new advisory
board for the purpose of continuous review and updating the Charter; and
WHEREAS, the new Charter Review Advisory Board will prepare and submit
recommendations to the City Council, which may or may not be submitted to the voters at
general or special elections.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA, as follows:
SECTION 1. The City Council hereby creates the “City of Riviera Beach Charter Review
Advisory Board” in the form and manner as follows:
A. CREATION; MEMBERSHIP; TERM; VACANCIES.
The City of Riviera Beach Charter Review Advisory Board (hereinafter “Advisory Board”)
is hereby created and shall consist of seven (7) regular members and two (2) alternates,
who shall be designated as alternate 1 and 2. The members shall be a combination of ad
valorem taxpaying citizens who are registered voters and Riviera Beach business owners.
At least one (1) alternate should be a business owner. The Mayor and City Council may
appoint one (1) member each, the city manager may appoint one (1) member, and the
City Council, as a body, shall appoint the alternate members.
The members shall be selected within sixty (60) days of the Advisory Board’s creation.
The term shall be for two (2) years. Thereafter, the City Council may either reappoint
current members or appoint new members. In the alternative, the City Council may, at
any time, choose to dissolve the Advisory Board and terminate charter review.
In the event a vacancy occurs due to resignation, removal or otherwise, the appointing
person shall fill such vacancy. The City Council shall fill a vacancy of an alternate
position. The appointing person may remove any member from the Advisory Board with
or without cause at any time. The City Council may remove an alternate member with or
without cause at any time.

RESOLUTION NO.: _______
PAGE -2-

B. PURPOSE AND RESPONSIBILITIES.
The City Council empowers the Advisory Board to closely examine the Charter in its
entirety, including the terms and provisions as it relates to fiscal stability, administrative
policies and procedures, and the form of government, and to make written
recommendations within the timeframes as set by the City Council.
C. MEETINGS; ORGANIZATION; QUORUM.
The Advisory Board shall meet a minimum of once every other month or more frequently
as required and determined by the Advisory Board. Meetings shall be held in a public
facility and shall be open to the public. The Advisory Board shall select a chairperson and
vice-chairperson. The Advisory Board may establish rules and regulations governing the
conduct of board business, and may establish committees, as may be appropriate, to
carry out the mission and purpose of the Advisory Board. A majority of the Advisory
Board shall constitute a quorum. The City Manager may designate a City employee to act
as a liaison to the Advisory Board. The City Attorney’s Office will assist on legal matters
as appropriate.
D. ADVISORY STATUS.
The Advisory Board has a responsibility to make recommendations to the City Council.
All recommendations are of an advisory nature only and shall be presented by the
Advisory Board to the City Council for consideration. The City Council, in its sole
discretion, shall review the recommendations, and may approve, deny, change, or modify
any decision of the Advisory Board. The City Council shall make final decisions on
matters that will be presented to voters at an election.
SECTION 2. That this Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its passage
and approval.

[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK INTENTIONALLY]

RESOLUTION NO.: _______
PAGE -3PASSED and APPROVED this

day of __________, 2013.

APPROVED:

______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

_______________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSON

ATTEST:

______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MUNICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

_______________________________
DAWN S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM

_______________________________
BRUCE GUYTON
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

_______________________________
TERRENCE “TD” DAVIS
COUNCILPERSON

MOTIONED BY:

_______________

SECONDED BY:

_______________

C. THOMAS

_______

D. PARDO

_______

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

B. GUYTON

_______

J. DAVIS

_______

---------------------------------------------------------------------PAMALA HANNA RYAN, B.C.S.,
CITY ATTORNEY

T. DAVIS

_______

DATE: _______________

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

RESOLUTION
DISCUSSION AND DELIBERATION

Subject:

Resolution to Adopt Donation Policy

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends approval of Resolution to Adopt Donations
Policy.

Originating Dept.

Finance

Costs:

User Dept.

All

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
The pupose of the Donation Policy is to establish a process to accept and solicit donations in a
manner that complies with the letter and spirit of ethics laws and to establish guidelines to ensure that
the donations are an arm's length transaction and properly accepted and expended by the city.
The policy on voluntary donations to the City includes donations made to the City and its agencies,
departments, boards and committees, and donations requested or encouraged by elected officials or
staff through targeted solicitation or broad outreach.
The Donation was first presented to the Council at a workshop held on April 17, 2013.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs

External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO:
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
Resolution_Adopt_Donation_Policy_10.02.2013.doc

Description:
RESOLUTION TO ADOPT DONATION POLICY

Donation_Policy_10_02_2013.doc

Donation Policy

SAMPLE_RESOLUTION_FOR_DONATIONS_10.02.2013.doc

SAMPLE RESOLUTION FOR DONATIONS

RESOLUTIO

O. _________

A RESOLUTIO OF THE CITY COU CIL OF THE CITY OF
RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COU TY, FLORIDA,
ESTABLISHI G A D ADOPTI G A DO ATIO POLICY
A D PROVIDI G A EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the City of Riviera Beach Code does not currently have a Donation Policy;
and,
WHEREAS, City Council of the City of Riviera Beach has determined that it is in the best
interest of its citizens and serves a valid public purpose to adopt a Donation Policy; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the City of Riviera Beach to accept donations and
solicitations in a manner that complies with both the letter and spirit of ethics laws; and
WHEREAS, opportunities to make donations to the City of Riviera Beach should respect
relevant legislative and policy revisions and occur within an ethical framework that preserves the
integrity of municipal decision making processes; and,
WHEREAS, the function of a Donation Policy is to establish guidelines that ensure
donations occur at arm’s length from any City decision-making process, and provide criteria and
process for the acceptance of donations; and
OW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COU CIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COU TY, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
of Riviera Beach.

That the City Council establishes and adopts the Donation Policy for the City

PASSED and APPROVED this

day of

, 2013.

RESOLUTIO
PAGE 2

O. _________

APPROVED:
______________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MAYOR

__________________________
CEDRICK A THOMAS
CHAIRPERSO

ATTEST:
_______________________________
CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MU ICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

__________________________
DAW S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO TEM
__________________________
JUDY L. DAVIS
COU CILPERSO
__________________________
BRUCE GUYTO
COU CILPERSO
__________________________
TERE CE DAVIS
COU CILPERSO

MOTIO ED BY:

_______________

SECO DED BY:

_______________

D. PARDO

_________

J. DAVIS

_________

B. GUYTO

_________

C. THOMAS

_________

T. DAVIS

_________

REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY

POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:

DATE: October 2, 2013

Donations Policy

UMBER: F -13-002

POLICY STATEME T
The policy on voluntary donations to the City includes donations made to the City and its agencies,
departments, boards and committees, and donations requested or encouraged by elected officials or staff
through targeted solicitation or broad outreach.

PURPOSE OF THE POLICY
Partnership opportunities to make donations to the City of Riviera Beach should respect relevant legislative
and policy provisions and occur within an ethical framework that preserves the integrity of municipal
decision making processes.
The purpose of this policy is to:
• accept donations and solicitations in a manner that complies with both the letter and spirit of
ethics laws, and

• establish guidelines that ensure donations occur at arm’s length from any City decisionmaking process, and provide criteria and process for the acceptance of donations.
DEFI ITIO S
Broad outreach is defined as the process of informing a broad spectrum of individuals, companies or other
entities of donation opportunities. Broad outreach is permitted by the City Manager subject to the guidelines
provided in this policy. The following applies specifically to a broad outreach:
1. Must relate to a Council approved purpose, service, project or program and
2. Must be made by using a variety of communication methodologies
Donation is a contribution from a non-city controlled or related party for a City purpose and/or to benefit a
City cause. A donation may take various forms, including cash offering, services, or new or used goods. For
the purposes of this Policy, a gift as defined under Chapter 112, Florida Statutes is not a donation.
Targeted solicitation is defined as the direct petition or contact of specific individuals, companies or other
entities for the purpose of receiving goods, services, and/or other contributions. Targeted solicitation
excludes grants. Unless prior approval has been given by the City Council, neither elected officials and nor
staff shall not engage in targeted solicitation activities.

[Type text]
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POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:

Donations Policy

AUTHORITY
City Ordinance Section 2 – 176 – Powers and Duties provides that the City Manager shall recommend
to the City Council adoption of such measures as the City Manager may deem necessary or expedient
for the health, safety or welfare of the community or for the improvement of administrative services.
APPLICABILITY
This policy applies to all elected officials and employees of the City of Riviera Beach.
PROCEDURE
1.0 Accepting Donations
1.1

The City may elect to accept or decline any donation. If the gift is not accepted, the donor shall be
advised of the reason.

1.2

Eligible donations are those that support approved programs and services, durable assets; capital
facilities or projects; asset improvement, restoration or capital maintenance; or cash for such
purposes.

1.3

Donations must be for purposes consistent with the receiving department’s mandate, programs,
services and activities and must be deemed to be in the public interest of the City.

1.4

Donations are only to be accepted if the City has the capacity to meet the initial and ongoing costs
and obligations associated with the gift.

1.5

Donors who wish to make donations that support special purposes to be provided by an organization
independent of the City should be directed, where possible, to the intended organization.

1.6

The City may decline donations from any donor who in the opinion of the Council, represents a
reputational risk to the City through involvement in activities that are contrary to the values of the
City. Examples of ineligible donors include but are not limited to:
• arms manufacturers;
• proven or suspected criminal organizations; and
• organizations that promote hatred against individuals or groups.

1.7

The City shall not accept donations from individuals or organizations under the following conditions:
• currently in litigation against the City,
• currently seeking permits, licenses or approvals from the City,
• currently an applicant for planning approval,
• currently participating in a procurement process

[Type text]
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POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:

1.8

Donations Policy

Donations of cash designated for specific purposes will only be accepted by the City where the City
Council has authorized the specific purpose or a fundraising campaign (whether conducted by staff
or third parties), and where the necessary capital or revenue account has been established or a reserve
created and the necessary budget adopted.

1.9

Where donations are being accumulated for a major project or fundraising campaign, the funds will
be held in an appropriate account or reserve until sufficient funds for the proposed project have been
obtained. Funds from donations may not be released and the proposed project may not commence
until sufficient funds to complete the project have been secured, and spending authority has been
obtained. Where appropriate, sunset provisions should be identified at the outset for major projects
and fundraising initiatives to provide guidance in the event funding targets are not attained.

1.10

Unsolicited donations that remain unspent at the end of the year may be carried over to the following
budget year only upon Council approval.

1.11

No advantage, benefit or special privilege is to accrue to the donor.

1.12

Donations cannot confer a personal benefit to any City employee or elected official.

1.13

Donations that violate City ordinances or policies, or the laws of other governments will not be
accepted by the City.

1.14

Donors are required to advise the City if a donation to the City, a related city agency, department,
board or committee of the City is concurrent with a planning approval or procurement process in
which the donor, or the donor's organization or company, is involved.

2.0 Donations of Real Property
2.1

Donations of real property to the City or its agencies, boards and commissions may only be accepted
with the prior approval of Council, which is to include approval of the budget for any future or
ongoing obligations arising from the donation.

2.2

Where appropriate, approval of a donation of real property is to include the use and disposition of the
real property including the net proceeds arising from a property transaction.

2.3

Donations of real property to the City or its agencies, boards and commissions, whether designated
for specific purposes or not, will be held in the name of the City.

3.0 Managing and Reporting
3.1

Offers or proposals for donations are to be referred to the appropriate Department.

[Type text]
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POLICY A D PROCEDURE
SUBJECT:

3.2

Donations Policy

In an effort to cultivate an ongoing relationship with donors, the receiving Department is to:
• Treat individual donors’ names and amounts given, and any other private or personal
information, with respect and, except where the donor authorizes release of such information,
with confidentiality to the extent provided by the law;
• Reasonably limit the frequency of solicitations; and
• Respond promptly to a donor’s question or complaint.

3.3

The City is committed to the highest standards of donor stewardship and accountability. This
includes appropriate acknowledgement and recognition for donations. Accordingly, for donations
valued at $100 or more, a formal letter of acknowledgement and gratitude will be sent to the donor.

3.4

All donations must be accepted by and reported to City Council via resolution.

3.5 All donors shall acknowledge that all donations and/or in-kind donations, made to the City of Riviera
Beach and its agencies must be given unconditionally and voluntarily without any expectation of benefit.
A donation cannot be used to influence the outcome of an outstanding approval, permit or license
application or award of a procurement opportunity. Donors must advise the City in writing if you, your
organization or company is currently involved in a planning approval or procurement process with the
City or one of its agencies.
4.0 Policy Violation
4.1 Any abuse or violation of this Policy by a City employee shall be reported to the City Manager for
disciplinary other appropriate action. Utilizing the City’s policy of progressive discipline, the
disciplinary action may range from a written warning to termination.
4.2 For violations by elected officials or members of a related City agency, board or committee, the City
Manager shall refer the matter to the City Council for resolution.

Departmental Sponsor:
Policy Review Date:
References:
Departments Affected:
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RESOLUTIO

O. _________________

A RESOLUTIO OF THE CITY COU CIL OF THE
CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH
COU TY, FLORIDA, APPROPRIATI G FU DS
FROM
CO TRIBUTIO S
FOR
_________________________A D PROVIDI G A
EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHERE AS,
________________ and,

the

_________________________

will

take

place

WHEREAS, funds were received and deposited from various donors for the
_______________________________ and,
WHEREAS, those funds are available in the __________________________ and
need to be appropriated.
OW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COU CIL OF
THE CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH, PALM BEACH COU TY, FLORIDA, THAT:
SECTIO 1. The City Council accepts donations totaling $___________ for the
_______________________..
SECTIO 2. The Director of Finance and Administrative Services is authorized to
appropriate funds in the ________________________________ in the amount of
$_____________ which represents funds received from various donors for this fund.
SECTIO 3. The Mayor and Director of Finance and Administrative Services are
authorized to expend funds for the same.
SECTIO 4. This Resolution shall take effect upon its passage and approval by the City
Council.
PASSED A D APPROVED this

day of

, 2013

APPROVED:
_____________________________
THOMAS A. MASTERS
MASTERS
ATTEST:

______________________________
CEDRICK A. THOMAS
CHAIRPERSO

RESOLUTIO
PAGE 2

O. _________

CARRIE E. WARD
MASTER MU ICIPAL CLERK
CITY CLERK

DAW S. PARDO
CHAIR PRO-TEM

BRUCE A. GUYTO
COU CILPERSO

JUDY L. DAVIS
COU CILPERSO

TERE CE D. DAVIS
COU CILPERSO

RESOLUTIO
PAGE 3

O. _________

MOTIO ED BY:
SECO DED BY:
REVIEWED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY

C. THOMAS
PAMALA HANNA RYAN, CITY ATTORNEY

D. PARDO
DATE:

B. GUYTO
J. DAVIS
T.DAVIS

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

10/16/2013

Meeting Date:
Agenda Category:

Subject:

Community Benefits Request for $500 to Washington Elementary School.

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating
Dept.

Legislative

User Dept.

Advertised:

No

Approve the Waste Management Community Benefits Request for
Donations to Washington Elementary Elementary School.

Costs:

$500

Funding Source:

Waste Management Community
Benefits Fund

Budget Account
Number:

130-0101-511-2-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Notified

Background/Summary:
The Washington Elementary School Safety Patrol Club will be traveling to Washington, D.C. The trip
is a reward for students maintaining a 2.5 grade point average, displaying excellent team member
qualities, and showing proper care of materials and school environment.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013/2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues

500

Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
500

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? No
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-2-8301

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Waste Management Community Benefits Fund
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
Community_Benefits_Form_-_Washington_Elem_Safety_Patrol_Trip.pdf

Description:
Community Benefits Form - Washing Elem Safety Patrol

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

REGULAR

Subject:

Community Benefits donation from Councilman Bruce Guyton in the amount of
$850.00 to Washington Elementary School.

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating
Dept.

LEGISLATIVE

User Dept.

Advertised:

Approve the Waste Management Community Benefits request for
donation.

No

Costs:

$850.00

Funding Source:

WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY
BENEFITS FUND

Budget Account
Number:

130-0101-511-1-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Notified

Background/Summary:
Each year, students from around the country travel to Washington, D.C. as members of the School
Safety Patrol. Washington Elementary School, an A-Rated school in the City of Riviera Beach is
raising monies for their safety patrol students to experience the trip to the Capitol. Washington
Elementary School has over 50 students that are Patrols and they are seeking sponsors for this
educational trip for the students.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013-2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs

1000.00

External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
1000.00

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-1-8301

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY BENEFITS FUND
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

Washington_Elem._School.pdf

Washington Elementary School Washington doc

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

REGULAR

Subject:

Community Benefits donation from Councilman Bruce Guyton in the amount of
$1000.00 to Youth Recreation Association.

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating
Dept.

Approve the Waste Management Community Benefits Request for
donation.

LEGISLATIVE

User Dept.

Advertised:

No

Costs:

$1000.00

Funding Source:

WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY
BENEFITS FUND

Budget Account
Number:

130-0101-511-1-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Not Required

Background/Summary:
The Youth Recreation Association is requesting a donation of $1000.00 in support of our yourth and
senior citizens by providing Thanksgiving and Christmas activities. Youth Recreation Association will
also provide meals to 500 or more people.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013-2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues

$1000.00

Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
$1000.00

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-1-8301

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
WASTE MANAGEMENT COMMUNITY BENEFITS FUND
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
YRA_-.pdf

Description:
YRA

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

DISCUSSION AND DELIBERATION

Subject:

Mayor Thomas A. Masters requests donation of $400 be made to the Youth
Recreation Association as funding support for upcoming community projects.

Recommendation/Motion:

Staff recommends approval of the donation.

Originating Dept.

Legislative

Costs:

User Dept.

Legislative

Funding Source:

Advertised:

No

Budget Account Number:

$400.00

130-0101-511-6-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected Parties:

Notified

Background/Summary:
The Youth Recreation Association sponsors a host of year-round activities for youth and seniors that
require funding. Its next event: Thanksgiving dinner for seniors at Villa Fransciscan. This donation
helps defray costs for its upcoming events.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years
Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
Net Fiscal Impact

NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-6-8301
B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
MM_YRA2.pdf

Description:
YRA BACKUP

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Meeting Date:

10/16/2013

Agenda Category:

REGULAR

Subject:

Community Benefits donation from Councilman Bruce Guyton in the amount of
$500.00 to The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society in support of Light The Night walking
team "Forever D. Smooth"

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating
Dept.

LEGISLATIVE

User Dept.

Advertised:

Approve the Waste Management Community Benefits Request for
donation.

No

Costs:

$500.00

Funding Source:

Waste Management Communiity
Benefits Fund

Budget Account
Number:

130-0101-511-1-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Notified

Background/Summary:
Light the Night is LLS's (Leukemia & Lymphoma Society) annual walk and fundraising event and the
nation's night to pay tribute and bring hope to people battling cancer. LLS is the world's largest
voluntary health agency dedicated to finding cures for blood cancers. LLS is saving lives not
someday, but today.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013-2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs

500.00

External Revenues
Program Income (city)
In-kind Match (city)
500.00

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-1-8301

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Waste Management Communiity Benefits Fund
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:

Description:

Leukemia___Lymphoma_Society.pdf

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

Leukemia_(2).pdf

COMMUNITY BENEFITS FORM

CITY OF RIVIERA BEACH CITY COUNCIL
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

10/16/2013

Meeting Date:
Agenda Category:

Subject:

Community Benefits Request for $500 to Holy Ground Shelter For Homeless, Inc.

Recommendation/Motion:

Originating
Dept.

Legislative

User Dept.

Advertised:

No

Approve the Waste Management Community Benefits Request for
Donations to the Holy Ground Shelter For Homeless, Inc.

Costs:

$500

Funding Source:

Waste Management Community
Benefits Funds

Budget Account
Number:

130-0101-511-2-8301

Date:
Paper:
Affected
Parties:

Notified

Background/Summary:
Holy Ground Shelter For Homeless, Inc. serves pregnant and parenting teen girls and their children.
The Life Skills Series program will help clients with the spectrum of skills required to successfully
master the day-to-day challenges of being a responsible adult and effective parent.
II. Fiscal Impact Analysis
A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact:
Fiscal Years

2013/2014

Capital Expenditures
Operating Costs
External Revenues
Program Income (city)

500

In-kind Match (city)
500

Net Fiscal Impact
NO. Additional FTE Positions (cumulative)
Is Item Included in Current Budget? Yes
Budget Account NO: 130-0101-511-2-8301

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact :
Waste Management Community Benefits Funds
C. Department Fiscal Review
III. Review Comments
A. Finance Department Comments:
B. Purchasing/Intergovernmental Relations/Grants Comments
C. Department Director Review
Contract Details
Contract Start Date
Contract End Date
Renewal Start Date
Renewal End Date
Number of 12 month terms this renewal
Dollar Amount
Contractor Company Name
Contractor Contact
Contractor Address
Contractor Phone Number
Contractor Email
Type of Contract
Describe
ATTACHMENTS:
Name:
Community_Benefits_Form_-_Holy_Ground_Shelter.pdf

Description:
Community Benefits Form - Holy Ground Shelter For Homeless, Inc.

